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I QUESTI ON CS760.1
[Please provide] SAS 3D Input decks on magnetic tape and microfiche output for
EOC-4/LOF, BOC-1/LOF, EOC-4TOP, and BOO-1/TOP cases corresponding to the
best-estimate analyses of CRBRPO-GEFR-00523 (draft dated October 1981).

The Information requested has been supplied under separate cover In referenceI QCS760.1-1.

Reference;: QC$760.1-1 Letter, HQ:S:82:006, J. R. Longenecker to P.S.
Check, dated February 19, 1982

QCS760.1-1
Amend. 68
May 1982
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QUESTION CS760.2

[Please provide] a list of all changes to SAS3D Release 1.0 that have been
incorporated .and used for each of the cases referred to In Item 1 above
[QCS760.1J If different from Appendix A of CRBRPO-GEFR-00523., In addition,
the specific FORTRAN changes for all modifications are needed for evaluation
and updating of the Los Alamos versions of SAS3D.

RESPONSE

The Information requested has been supplied under separate cover. In
reference QCS760.1-1.

QCS760.2-1
Amend. 68
May 1982



Q UESTION CS760.3

[Please provide] EOC-3 power and neutronIcs data for constructing an SAS3D
input deck. If an EOC-3 deck exists, please provide under Item 1 [CS760.1]
above.

RESPONSE

The neutronics data explicitly requested above has never been developed by the
Project. However, the data could be generated by the NRC Consultants using
the Information provided in response to Question CS760.5. The NRC and the
Project agreed on this matter during a teleconference on February 2, 1982.

QCS760.3-1
Amend. 68
May 1982



I _QUESTION CS760.4

[Please provide] SAS3A to SAS3D Input conversion program developed at Argone
National Laboratory. Previous homogeneous core analyses were performed with
SAS3A. In order to investigate comparative accident characteristics, these
SAS3A decks need to be converted to the SAS3D format.

RESPONSE

The Information requested has been supplied under separate cover In reference
QCS760.1-1.

QCS'76O.4-1
Amend, 68
May 1982



QUESTION CS760.5

[Please provide] Isotopic distributions for EOC-4 and EOC-3. Axial
distributions over the fueled length of the pins for each subassembly
Including blankets and control rods are required for D1F3DS and SIMMER Input.
Documentation on the generation of these distributions Is needed to establish
required data Interfaces.

-ESPONSE

The neutronlcs Information for End of Cycle 4 (EOC-4) based on the
three-dimensional VENTURE computer code has been supplled under separate cover
in Reference QCS760.1-1.

I

The two-dimensional isotopic distribution information from the 2DB computer
code for BOC-1, EOC-3, and EOC-4 has been supplied under separate cover in
Reference QCS760O5-1.

REFERENCE

I
QCS76o.5-1 Letter HQ:S:82:015, J. R. Longenecker to P. S. Check, dated

March, 1982.

QCS760.5-1
Amend. 68
May 1 982Z,



Question CS760.6

"With respect to Reg. Guide 1.97, 'Instrumentation for Light Water Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and
Following an Accident' needed by the operator to monitor and respond to
accidents or postulated ocurrences, Identify the system or event most closely
related to each instrument; the section of the PSAR in which use of the
Instrument Is described; the significance of the information provided by the
Instrument; and the basis for required accuracy, redundancy, range, and
qual If Icati on."

Response

The CRBRP Project has committed to provide Accident Monitoring Instruments In
accordance with Reg. Guide 1.97, Revision 2 as applied to CRBRP. This
commitment Is in Appendix H to the PSAR. Functional requirements and top
level hardware design requirements have been established and are Included in
ammended Section 7.5.11 of the PSAR. Further preliminary Information
describing the current specifics of the Accident Monitoring design Is Included
In this response In Table CS760.6-1. A description of the final Accident
Monitoring instrumentation willl be provided in the FSAR.

QCS760.06-1 Amend. 71
Sept. 1982



RESPONSE TO NRC QUESTION CS760.6

CRBRP ACCIDENT MONITORING VARIABLES
TABLE CS760.6-1

This table contains the following preliminary Information describing the CRBRP
Accident Monitoring design..

DEFINITION OF VARIABLE TYPES A, B, C, D, AND E

VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH VARIABLE TYPE A, B, C, D, AND E

DESCRIPTIVE PURPOSE OF EACH VARIABLE

RANGE AND RANGE RATIONALE FOR EACH VARIABLE

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY AND RATIONAL FOR EACH VARIABLE

PSAR LOCATION WHERE EACH VARIABLE IS DISCUSSED

QC760.06-2 Amend. 71
Sept. 1982



TYPE A MANUAL ACTIONS FOR INITIATION OF SAFETY SYSTEMS

Those variables to be monitored that provide the primary Information required
to permit the control room operator to take specific manually control led
actions for which no automatic control is provided and that are required for
safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Accident
events. Primary Information is Information that Is essential for the direct
accomplishment of the specified safety functions; It does not include those
variables that are associated with contingency actions that may also be
Identified in written procedures. All Type A variables for CRBRP are
indicated by design and qualification as Category I.

A.1 TITLE: Instrumentation Leading to Actuation of DHRS

A.1.A PHTS Hot Leg Temperature CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: THE PHTS Hot Leg Temperature, together with the PHTS IHX
Outlet Temperature (i.e. Cold Leg) provides the operator with
information relating to shutdown heat rejection from the PHTS to the
IHTS. If this temperature exceeds a predetermined value, in
conjunction with a collapse of the IHX primary sIdeAT, the operator
will take the appropriate manual action of Initiating the direct heat
removal service (DHRS).

RANGE: 300OF - 1200OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the normal
temperature range plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +3.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This is based on the best
accuracy commercially available with rellable Instrumentation, and is
adequate for this accident monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.1, 7.5.3.1.2, Table 7.5-1

A.I.B IHX Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: The IHX Outlet Temperature (i.e. Cold Leg), together with the
PHTS Hot Leg Temperature provides the operator with information
relating to Shutdown heat rejection from the PHTS to the IHTS. If this
temperature exceeds a predetermined value, In conjunction with acollapse of the IHX primary sideAT, the operator will take the
appropriate manual action of initiating the direct heat removal service
(DHRS).

RANGE: 300OF - 1200OF
Amend. 71Sept. 1982
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range was chosen to cover the normal
temperature range plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +3.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Is based on the best
accuracy commercially available with reliable Instrumentation, and is
adequate for this accident monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: Section 7.5.2.1.1, 7.5.3.1.2, 7.5.11, Table 7.5-1

TYPE : VERIFICATION THAT SAFETY FUNCTIONS ARE BEING ACCOMPLISHED

Those variables that provide Information necessary to indicate whether plant
safety functions are being accomplished. The variables are listed with
designated ranges and category for design and qualification.

B.1 TITLE: Reactor Shutdown

B.I.A Neutron Flux CATEGORY 1

PRO: The neutron flux Indication provides the fastest response to
reactor power level change and the most direct indication of control of
reactivity In the core.

RANGE: 10-6% to 100% full power

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range Is Intended to encompass all
neutron flux levels from reactor full power down to shutdown power
level and to provide Indication of any significant deviation from
shutdown power level.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The loop Is compossed of two overlapping
logarithmic ranges wherein the worst case minimum accuracy over the
range from 10-6% to 100% reactor power Is ±_3.2% of linear equivalent
full scale accuracy.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The stated loop accuracy
provides Indication to the operator of reactor power level to better
than ±J50% of point over the ten decade range from reactor full power to
shutdown power. This accuracy is verification adequate to fulfill the
purpose of monitoring the variable, that Is, Indication of
accomplishment of control of reactivity.

LOCATION IN PSAR: Section 7.5.1 a
Amend.
Sept. 1982
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B. 1 .B Primarv Control Rod Position CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: The Primary Rod "Bottom" Light which is located on the Main
Control Panel Illuminates when the primary rod position as measured by
the Absolute Rod Position Indication (ARPI) System Is less than 1.5
Inches withdrawn. The Illumination of all 9 "Bottom" lights signifies
that al I 9 primary control rods are fully inserted and shutdown has
been accomplished.

RANGE: Full In or Not Full In

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This is positive indication of rod position (Rod
Bottom)

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the transducer and signal
conditioning electronics is +0.2 Inches. The accuracy of the rod
bottom bistable which illuminates the Indicating light is ±0.1 Inches.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy requirements have
been established consistent with the capabilities of this type of
measuring system. The levels will be verified to be achievable during
the component tests. The maximum error of 0.3 Inches Is consistent
with the purpose of this Instrument for verification that shutdown has
been accompl Ished.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.7.1.3.2

B.1.C Secondary Control Rod Position CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: A latched Indication on the Main Control Panel Indicates that
the secondary rod is coupled to the secondary control rod drivellne.
Confirmation of rod insertion following unlatching is accomplished by
the operator driving the carriage downward while It contacts the top of
the control assembly. Carriage position thus provides Indication of
rod Insertion and accomplishment of the shutdown function.

RANGE: Latched or Unlatched

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: NA

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: NA

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: NA

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION Paragraph 4.2.3.5.2.3, Scram Latch
Indication System

Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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B.2.A PHTS Hot Leg Temperature CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: The PHTS Hot Leg Temperature provides the operator with
direct Indication of reactor heat removal and core cooling. During
reactor operation, and fol lowing reactor shutdown, this parameter,
combined with the IHX outlet temperature, provides the T across the
IHX, which is a verification of PHTS heat rejection.

RANGE: 3000F to 12000F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the normal
temperature range plus a rminimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±3.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Is based on the best
accuracy commercially available with reliable instrumentation, and is
adequate for this accident monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.1, 7.5.3.1.2, Table 7.5-I

B.2.B IHX Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: The IHX Outlet Temperature provides the operator with direct
Indication of reactor heat removal and core cooling. During reactor V
operation, and following reactor shutdown, this parameter, combined
with the PHTS Hot Leg Temperature, provides the T across the IHX,
which is a verification of PHTS heat rejection.

RANGE: 300 0F - 12000 F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the normal
temperature range plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +3.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Is based on the best
accuracy commercially available with reliable instrumentation, and is
adequate for this accident monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.1, 7.5.3.1.2, Table 7.5-1

B.2.C PTS Flow CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: The PHTS Flow provides a direct verification of the
capability to cool the reactor.

Amend.

Sept. 1982
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RANGE: -1500 to +6000 GPM

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the flow rate
while operating on pony motors or on natural circulation. The reverse
flow measurement covers the case of two pony motors operating and the
third pony motor Idle.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: S6.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This is based on the state-of-
the-art accuracy available for this type of Instrumentation, and Is
adequate for this accident monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.2.1.2, 7.5.2.1.1

B.2.D Core Exit Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOS : The temperature of the sodium as it exits the reactor core Is
measured by 338 thermocouples distributed uniformly above the fuel and
blanket assemblies. By the use of these thermocouples information
regarding the condition of Individual core assemblies may be obtained.
This measurement is used for diagnosis of fuel cladding condition and
in flow distribution through the core by monitoring change.

RANGE: 300OF to 1700OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range, 300OF to 1700 0 F, Includes
the minimum sodium temperature which is expected during cold shutdown
and the maximum temperature which is expected to occur for any accident
condition. Above 1700OF the indication would not be Indicative of the
core or clad condition.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +11OF

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy levels have been
established consistent with the capabilities of this type of measuring
system which are adequate for Accident Monitoring.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.3.1.2

B.2.E Coolant Level in Reactor CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Instrument Verifies continuing core cooling capability.
The information Is used to verify that the sodium level Is above the
level of the outlet nozzle, and that the core is covered.

RANGE: These wide range Reactor vessel level Instruments measure from
6" above the operating level to 6" below the top of the outlet nozzle.

Amend. 71
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE:- The level range Includes the maximum sodium level
which is expected for any event and the lowest level at which primary
loop flow can be maintained. There Is minimum margin however. Loop
flow Is the back up indication for level for this function.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the instrument channel Is
±.5% of range or +L9.5 inches. The indicator accuracy Is +1% of range
+1.9 Inches.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy levels have been
established consistent with the capabilities of this type of measuring
system which are adequate for accident monitoring. Loop flow is the
back up for the level.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.3.1.1

B.3 TITLE: Maintaining Reactor Coolant System Integrity

(Coolant Inventory)

B.3.A Coolant Level In Reactor Vessel CATEGORY I

PURPOSE: This Instrument directly measures Reactor sodium Inventory
and is used to verify cooling system Integrity. The Information Is
used to verify that the core Is covered, that the sodium level Is above
the level of the outlet nozzle and that the integrity. of the primary
heat transport loops Is maintained.

ANE: These wide range Reactor vessel instruments measure from 6"
above the operation level to 6" below the top of the outlet nozzle

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The level range Includes the maximum sodium level
which Is expected for any event and the lowest level at which primary
loop flow can be maintained. There is minimum margin however.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the Instrument channel Is
±5% of range or +9.5 inches. The Indicator accuracy Is +1% or range
+L1.9 Inches.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy levels have been
established consistent with the capabilities of this type of measuring
system, and are adequate for accident monitoring.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.3.1.1

e
Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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13.3.13 SodiumLeaks

B.3.B.1. Sodium Aerosols CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: These parameters verify that the safety function of the
primary sodium-to-gas pressure boundary Integrity Is maintained.
Absence of sodium aerosols In cells containing primary sodium
components provides this verification.

RANGE: Greater than 100 grams/hour sodium leak

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The lower end of leak detection range is
established In PSAR Section 1.6 Reference 2. Requirements for leak
detection to assure sodium Inventory to support core cooling capability
and to detect a breach of the boundary to radio-nuclide release are
bounded by the 100 gram/hr threshold of detectability. The capability
to detect a 100 gram/hour sodium leak Is related to the amount of
aerosols the leak generates, dependent on temperature, oxygen, and
water concentration, etc. and the concentration in a particular cell,
depending on cell size, gas recirculation rate, etc.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The sensitivity of these instruments is such
that they will detect aerosol concentrations greater than 5 x 10-11
grams/cc.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrument loop accuracy is
not applicable to this function. Capability to detect sodium leaks has
been demonstrated by experimental data taken from small sodium leak
tests in an integrated test cell. Leak detection Is provided by an
alarm from one or both of two types of aerosol leak detection.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.5.11

B.3.B.2 Sodium Particulate Radioactivity CATEGORY 3

PURPO: Particulate radiation monitors are used to detect radioactive
sodium aerosol In the atmosphere of inerted cells containing PHTS
piping In order to detect a PHTS breach.

RANGE: Greater than 100 grams/hr sodium leak

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Range has been selected so as to detect a
concentration of 10-16 grams/cc of Na2 4 .

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 11.4.2.2.6

Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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B.4 TITLE: Maintaining Containment/Confinement Intearity

B.4.A Containment Isolation Automatic Valves Position CATEGORY 2*
Indicatlon

PURPOSE: These Indications provide the operator indication that the
containment automatic Isolation valves have closed and that the
containment Isolation function Is accomplished.

RANGE: Closed/Not Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTIONS 9.5.5.1, and 7.3

*The containment Isolation Indication will be Class IE.

B.4.1B Annulus Pressur CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: To monitor the containment confinement Integrity, the annulus
pressure which is kept sub-atmospheric Is being monitored by these
instruments.

RANGE: ± 15" W. G.

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range of these differential pressure
Instruments is selected based on the maximum pressure-which can be
created by annulus cooling fans (positive), annulus filter and pressure
maintenance fans (negative).

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Within 2.5%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the Instrument
Loop Is based on the accuracy of Its Individual components. Pressure
differential transmitters have accuracy within ± 0.5% and the
Indicators + 2.0%. So the overall accuracy of the instrument loop
comes within + 2.5%.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6

Amend.0
Sept. 1982
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TYPE C: Containment of Fission Products

Those variables that provide information to indicate the potential for, and/or
the actual breach of barriers to fission product releases. The barriers are
(1) fuel cladding, (2) primary coolant pressure boundary, and (3) containment.

C.1 TITLE: Fuel and/or Fission Gas ----------- to be determined

C.2 TITLE: Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (Coolant Invent6ry)

C.2.A Coolant Level in Reactor Vessel CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: This instrument verifies cooling system integrity. The
information is used to verify that the Integrity of the primary heat
transport loops is maintained and that the sodium level is above the
level of the reactor vessel outlet nozzle.

RANGE: These wide range reactor vessel level Instruments measure from
6" above the operating level to 6" below the top of outlet nozzle

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The level range includes
which is expected for any event and the lowest
loop flow can be maintained. There is minimum
flow Is the back up indication for level.

the maximum sodium level
level at which primary
margin however. Loop

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the instrument channel Is
±5% of range or +_9.5 inches. The indicator accuracy Is ±1% of range or
+1.9 inches.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy requirements have
been established consistent with the capabilities of this type of
measuring system. Loop flow is the back up for the level.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.3.1.1

Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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C.2.B Reactor Cover Gas CATEGORY 1

PURPOS E:

The operator uses these data channels to follow the cause of an
incident which results in abnormally high cover gas pressure (i.e.
oreater than 1/2 psig). The operator monitors these channels to
confirm the results of actions taken to limit the rise and reduce the
level of the pressure. Should this pressure increase to more than 7
psig the operator uses this data to confirm that the pressure relief
valves have actuated. After the incident has been brought under
control, these channels provide data throughout the past-incident
surveillance period.

RANGE: 0-15 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range selected covers the full design
pressure of the Reactor Vessel and provides over 100% margin beyond the
.value at which the pressure relief valves are set to actuate. This
assures that data are available in the very unlikely event that the
relief valves actuate at pressures higher than that for which they are
set.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: 10% of Full Scale or + 1.5 psi

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: These channels are designed--

primarily to provide indications of trends rather than to allow precise
control of reactor cover gas pressure. The specified accuracy Is
sufficient to indicate to the operator that the relief valves have
actuated prior to the reactor vessel pressure limit being approached.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To Be Provided Later.

C.2.C Sodium Leaks CATEGORY 3

C.2.C.1 Sodium Aerosols

PURPOSE: These parameters verify that the safety function of the
primary sodium-to-gas pressure boundary integrity is maintained.
Absence of sodium aerosols in cells containing primary sodium
components provides this verification.

RANGE: Greater than 100 grams/hour sodium leak

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The lower end of leak detection range Is
established In PSAR Section 1.6 Reference 2. Requirements for leak
detection to assure sodium inventory to support core cooling capability
and to detect a breach of the boundary to radio-nuclide release are
bounded by the 100 grams/hour threshold of detectabil ity. The
capabllity to detect a 100 grams/hour sodium leak is related to the
amount of aerosol s the leak generates, dependent on temperature,

QCS760.06-1 2 Anmend. 71
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oxygen, and water concentration, etc. and the concentration In a
particular cell, depending on cell size, gas recirculation rate, etc.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The sensitivity of these Instruments Is such
that they will detect aerosol concentrations greater than 5 x 10-11
grams/cc.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrument loop accuracy Is
not applicable to this function. Capability to detect sodium leaks has
been demonstrated by experimental data taken from small sodium leak
tests In an integrated test cell. Leak detection Is provided by an
alarm from one or both of two types of aerosol leak detection.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.5.11

C.2.C.2 Sodium Particulate Radioactlvlty CATEGORY 3

PUE_•Q: Particulate radiation monitors are used to detect radioactive
sodium aerosol In the atmosphere of Inerted cells containing PHTS
piping In order to detect a PHTS breach.

.RANG : Greater than 100 grams/hour sodium leak

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Range has been selected so as to detect a
concentration of 10-16 grams/cc of Na2 4 .

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 11.4.2.2.6

C.2.D Overflow Vessel Level CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies that the safety function of the
primary sodium boundary Integrity Is maintained. The overflow vessel
serves as an expansion tank for the primary sodium system. A loss of
sodium anywhere in the reactor vessel or PHTS loop would be reflected
by low sodium level In this overflow vessel.

_RA!E: 0.5 - 17 feet

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range of this Instrument Is based on the
depth of the overflow vessel.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +/-5% full range with a repeatability of
+/-2.5% full range.

Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The state-of-the-art
capability of hardware has been employed, and these accuracies are
satisfactory to allow the operator to detect a significant loss of
sodium inventory., 0 .

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

C.3 TITLE: C•ontainments

C.3.A Containment Pressure CATEGORY I

PURPOSE: This parameter provides Indication in the Control Room of the
pressure Inside the containment above the operating floor and is used
to indicate potential for a breach of containment Integrity.

RANGE: To 40 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Consistent with RG 1.97 the instrument range was
chosen to Include significant margin over design pressure (15 psrg) of
the containment.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±2 psig

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The instrument loop accuracy
supports determination of potential or breach of containment Integrity.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.9

C.3.B Containment Temperature (Bulk Atmosphere) CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: This parameter provides Indication In the Control Room of the
atmospheric temperature inside the containment building and is used to
Indicate challenges to containment Integrity.

RANGE: 0 - 300OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range was chosen to cover maximum
containment design temperature plus margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +500 F

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The Instrument loop accuracy
adequately meets accident monitoring requirements allowing the operator
to determine challenges to containment Integrity.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.10

Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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C.3.C Containment Effluent Radioactivity - Noble
Gases from Identified Release Points (i.e.
discharge to atmosphere from the containment
cleanup and annulus filtration system)

CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Monitoring of the containment effluent will verify that the
containment cleanup and annulus filter systems are performing their
requred f uncti ons.

RANGE: 10-6 A Ci/cc to 1o- 2 P Cl/cc

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The lower range approaches the lowest
sensitivities commercially available. Upper range Is 4 decades above
lower.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 11.3

C.3.D Radiation Exposure Rate (inside buildings
or areas, e.g. auxiliary buildings, annulus,
SGB which are in direct contact with primary
containment where penetrations and hatches
are located)

CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Monitoring of penetrations and hatches will detect a breach
of containment at the penetration or hatch.

RANG: 10-1 P/hr to 104 R/hr

RATIONALE FOR RANGE:
1. Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR, range Is similar to

LWR for similar instruments and is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.
2. Standard commercially available range.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be withn a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 12.1

Amend. 71
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C.3.E Effluent Radioactivity - Noble Gases (from CATEGORY 2
buildings as Indicated In C.3.D above)

PURPOSE: Indication of breach of containment at the penetration by

detecting noble gases In building in direct contact with containment.

RANGE: 1O-6^Ci/cc t 'lO3 Ci/cc

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR,
range Is similar to LWR for similar Instruments and consistent with
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entl re range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY:- Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 11.3.3.3

TYPE D: Verification of Safety System Operation

Those variables that provide information to Indicate the operation of
Individual safety systems and other systems important to safety. These
variables are to help the operator make appropriate decisions in using the
individual systems important to safety In mitigating the consequences of an
accident.

D.1 TITLE: Decay Heat Removal

D.1.A SGHRS

D.1.A.1 PWST Level CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: The PWST level Instrumentation provides the operator with a
reading of water Inventory In the PWST. Alarms are provided to alert
the operator to low level conditions and allow him to take corrective
actions. Minimum level will be required for plant operation to provide
adequate emergency supply. The PWST Is the primary source of auxiliary
feedwater to the SGAHRRS. The set point for minimum PWST Inventory
corresponds to the PWST water inventory required to complete the 30 day
decay heat removal mission. If the water inventory were allowed to
fall below the minimum allowable level during normal plant operation,
sufficient water inventory for the full 30 day decay heat removal
mission may not be available.

RANGE: 0-162.5"

Amend.Sept.
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This covers all possible water levels in the tank
corresponding to the Internal diameter of the PWST and envelopes the
low level setpoint of significance to plant safety.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +1.6 Inches (±1%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy is consistent
with commerically available level instrumentation,, and exceeds that
required for the operator to determine If the plant has adequate
auxiliary feed water inventory.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.1.A.2.A AFW Flow (Turbine Driven Pump) CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: This parameter provides Indication that the auxiliary
feedwater flow Is being controlled to permit the SGAHRS to complete its
heat removal mission.

RANGE: 0-300,000 Ibm/hr

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range was chosen to cover the full
range of flow conditions with a 25,000-Ibm/hour margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: 2.8 x 103 Ibm/hour (±1%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Instrument loop accuracy
is more than adequate for monitoring system performance.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.I.A.2.B AFW Flow (Motor Driven Pumps) CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: This parameter provides Indication that the auxiliary
feedwater flow is being control led to permit the SGAHRS to complete Its
heat removal mission.

RANGE: 0-300,000 Ibm/hr

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This Instrument range was chose to cover the full
range of flow conditions with a 25,000 Ibm/hour margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: 2.8 x 103 Ibm/hour (±1%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Instrument loop accuracy
is more than adequate'for monitoring system performance.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.
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D.I.A.3 Steam Drum Level CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: This water level position indication will allow the operator
to verify the proper controlled operation of the auxiliary feedwater
supply subsystem.

RANGE: -21 to +16 inches

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range covers all trip levels and control
setpolnts with at least 3 inches margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +0.5 Inches (±1.35%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is sufficient
for the steam drum level control for PPS functions and is more than
adequate for monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.3, Table 7.5-1

D.I.A.4 Steam Drum Pressure CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: The steam drum pressure Is monitored to Indicate proper
operation of the Protected Air Cooled Condenser (PACC) and the vent
valves, during decay heat removal operation. Control of saturated drum
pressure determines the heat sInk temperature of the IHTS.

RANGE: 0-2500 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the maximum design
pressure plus a 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±20 psig (±0.8%)

RATIONALE-FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Instrument loop accuracy
is consistent with the capability of commercially available equipment
and was established to provide sufficient accuracy for PACC and venting
control. It Is more than adequate for monitoring purposes.

LOCATION INWPSAR: SECTION 7.5.11, Table 7.5-1

D.I.A.5 Pump Discharge Pressure CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: The AFW pump discharge pressure, along with the pump inlet
pressure, provides the operator with an indication of pump performance.

RANGE: 0-2200 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This rahge covers the full range of expected pump
outlet pressures plus a 160 psi margin.
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±22 psig (±1%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The Instrument accuracy Is
required for system performance and Is more than adequate for the
monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.I.A.6 Vent Valves, Steam Drum Superheater CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: The actual position of the vent valves will indicate proper
operation of these valves to control steam drum pressure soon after
shutdown. Later when the heat load has decreased, PACCS will control
steam drum pressure and the valves are required to close. The
Indication then Indicates that the valves are closed.

RANGE: Open/closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.I.A.7 Safety valves, CATEGORY 3
(Steam Drum. Superheater. Evaporator)

PURPOSE: This valve position Indication will allow the operator to
verify the relay valves are closed (in normal operation and following
the Initial stage of SGAHRS operation) to prevent loss of water
inventory.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.1.A.8 Superheater Steam Outlet Isolation Valve CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This direct valve position indication will allow the operator
to verify this valve Is open or closed as required for each particular
mode of plant operation.

Amend. 71
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RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5, Figure 7.5-6

D.1.A.9 Feedwater Isolation Valves CATEGORY 3

PURPOE: This valve position indication will allow the operator to
verify that these valves are closed or open as required by the plant
operating mode.

.•ANG: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5, Figure 7.5-6

D.I.A.10 PACC Outlet Water Flow CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: The PACC outlet flowmeters are used In conjunction with
temperature and pressure measurements to provide Indication of PACC
performance.

I•ANGE: 0-100,000 tb/hour

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was established to cover all possible
flows with a margin of 10,500 Ibm/hour above the expected flow levels.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +1500 Ibm/hour (±1.5%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is adequate for
PACC control and Is more than adequate for monitoring PACC performance.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.
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D.1.A.11 PACC Non-Condensible Vent Valve Position CATEGORY 3

PUREOSE: The direct position indication of the vent Valves illI allow
the operator to verify that valves are open or closed as required by
the specific mode of plant operation,

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.1.A.12 Evap. (West) Inlet Iso. Valve CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This valve position Indication provides Information to allow
the operator to verify the valve Is open or closed as required by the
specific plant operating mode.

RANG E: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.1.A.13 Evap. (East) Inlet Iso. Valve CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This valve position Indication provides information to allow
the operator to verify that the valve Is open or closed as required for
the speci f Ic operatl ng mode of the pl ant.

RANGE: Open/CIosed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.
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D.1.A.14 Recirculation Pump Isolation Valve CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This valve position Indicator will allow the operator to
verify this valve Is either open or closed as required by the specific
system operating mode.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.3

D.1.A.15 Recirc. Pump Discharge Pressure CATEGORY 3

PURP : This pump pressure Indication will allow the operator to
verify the performdnce of the recirculation pump to ensure the ability
, of the steam generator system to remove heat.

RANGE: 0-2700 psig

RATIONAL FOR RANGE: This range covers the full range of operating
pressures as well as a 10% margin above design pressure.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +27 psig (±1%)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy Is within
capabilities of commercially available Instrumentation and exceeds that
required to allow the operator to determine recirculatlon pump
performance.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.1.A.16 Steam Drum Drain Valve Position CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This valve position Indication will allow the operator to
verify these valves are open or closed as required by the specific
plant operating condition.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not. applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION 1N PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.3 and Fig. 7.5.6 Amend. 70 .
Sept. 1
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D.1.A.17 Recirc. Pump Bypass Valves Poslti!on -CATEGORY 3

PUMOS: This valve position indication will1 allow the operator to
verify these valves are either closed or open as required by the
specific system operating mode.

BANLE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

-INSRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5, Figure 7.5-6

D.1.A.18 Superheater Bypass Valves CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This valve position Indication will allow the operator to
verify this valve Is closed or open as required for the specific system
operation, mode.

_BANE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: To .be provided later.

D.1.A.19 Superheater Inlet Isolation Valve CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This valve position Indication will allow the operator to
verify this valve is open or closed as required for the specific system
operating mode.

.BANUE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not appl I cable.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.6.1.2, Figure 7.5-6 Amend. 71
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D.1.13B 1fS Loop

D,!.B.1 Pony Motor Speed PHTS CATEGORY 3

PURPOS : This parameter verifies that a portion of the heat removal
traln is operating. The PHTS Pony Motor Is used to maintain forced
convection In the PHTS during the'shutdown heat removal mission.

RANGE: 0-120 rpm

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The pony motor operates• in one of six discrete
speeds on-a "selection" basis, the highest of which is 115 rpm.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +4 rpm (±3% of the 120 rpm span)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The selection of this accuracy
Is based on the state-of-the-art capability for the equipment and is
adequate for monitoring pump operation.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.2, Table 7.5-1

D.1.B.2 Pony Motor Speed IHTS CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies that a portion of the heat removal
train is operating. The IHTS Pony Motor is used to maintain forced
convection in the IHTS during the shutdown heat removal mission.

RANA.GE: 0"120 rpm

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The pony motor operates in one of six discrete
speeds on a "selection" basis, the highest of which is 115 rpm.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACy: ±4 rpm (±_3% of the 120 rpm span)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The selection of this accuracy
is based on the state-of-the-art capability for the equipment and isadequate for monitoring pump operation.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.2, Table 7.5-1

D.1.B.3 IHTS IHX Na Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: The IHX outlet temperature provides the operator with direct
Indication of reactor heat removal and verifies core cooling. During
reactor operation and following reactor shutdown'this parameter,
combined with the PHTS hot leg temperature, provides theAZT across the
IHX, thisAT is an indication of PHTS heat rejection.'
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RANGE: 3000 - 1100OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was selected to provide capability to
monitor all anticipated normal and off-normal conditions with margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ± 3.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Is based on the highest
accuracy commercially available with reliable Instrumentation and Is
adequate for accident monitoring.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.1, 7.5.3.1.2, Table 7.5-1

D.1.B.4 Evaporator Na Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This temperature indication verifies to the operator heat

rejection through the steam generator system.

RANGE: 3000 " 800°F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to monitor the full range
of anticipated temperatures.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±100F (2% of span)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy was chosen to
meet the needs of the Plant Protection System and Is adequate for
accident monitoring.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.1, Table 7.5-1

D.1.B.5 PHTS Flow CATEGORY 3

.. PURPOSE: The PHTS flow provides a direct verification of the

capability to cool the reactor.

RANGE: -1500 TO +6000 GPM

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the flow rate
while'operating on pony motors or natural circulation. The reverse
flow measurement covers the use of 2 pony motors operating and the 3rd
pump idle.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: <6.1%

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Is based on the state-of-
the-art accuracy available for this type of Instrumentation, and Is
adequate for this accident monitoring function.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.2.1.?, 7.5-2.1.1 Amend. 71
Sept. 1982
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D.I..B.6 IHTS Flow CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This information provides verification of IHTS operation and
accordingly capability to cool the reactor.

RANGE: 0 to +6000 gpm

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range was chosen to cover the flow rates
while operating on pony motors or on natural circulation.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: + 7% of span

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is based on the
state-of-the-art accuracy available for this type of instrument and is
adequate for monitoring IHTS flow.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.2.1.1 and Table 7.5.1

D.2 TITLE: Direct Heat Removal Service (DHRS)/EVST Cooling

D.2.A OHX Sodium Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies that the direct heat removal service
(DHRS) Is functioning properly, i.e. that the sodium returning to the
reactor has been cooled..

RAN: 32-1200°F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range is based on the maximum temperature
expected plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±1% of full range

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy is based on that
of commerical grade instrumentation and is satisfactory for accident
monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.B Overflow Vessel Level CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies sufficilent sodium inventory which Is

necessary for the continuing ava ilabili ty of DHRS.

RANGE: 0.5-17ft Amend. 71
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range of this Instrument Is based on the
depth of the overflow vessel.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +5% full range

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This Is the best accuracy-
attalnable'with state-of-the-art Instrumentation and Is adequate for
acci dent moni tori ng.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.C Reactor Overflow Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies that the direct heat removal service
(DHRS) Is functioning properly, i.e. that heat energy Is being removed
from: the reactor.

RANGE: 32-1500OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range of this Instrument Is based on the
maximum temperature expected plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +1% of full range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is based on that
of commerical grade Instrumentation and Is satisfactory for accident
moni tor lng purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.D Primary Makeup Flow CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Verify that the direct heat removal service (DHRS) Is
functioning properly, i.e. that the sodium makeup pumps are providing
the required flow.

RANGE: 0-500 gpm

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range Is based on the maximum flow expected
plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +3% of full range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Ths accuracy Is based on that
of commerical grade instrumentation and Is satisfactory for accident
monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1 Amend. 71
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D.2.E OHX NaK Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verIfIes that the direct heat rernovaI service
(DHRS) Is functioning properly, i.e. that NaK returning from the ABHX
has been cooled.

RANGE: 32-1200OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range is based on the maximum temperatures
expected plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±1% of full range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy is based on that
of commerical grade Instrumentation and is satisfactory for accident
monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.F OHX NaK Inlet Temperature CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies that the direct heat removal service
(DHRS) Is functioning properly, i.e. that NaK returning from the OHX is
transferring heat from the primary sodium makeup loop.

RANGE: 32-1200OF

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range Is based on the maximum temperature
expected plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±1% of full range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy. Is based on that
of commerical grade Instrumentation and is satisfactory for accident
monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.G OHX NaK Flow CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This instrumentation verifies that the direct heat removal
service (DHRS) Is functioning properly, i.e. that the EVST NaK pumps
are providing the required flow.

RANGE: 0-500 gpm Amend. 71
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range Is based on the maximum flow expected
plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±3% of full range,

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is based on that
of commerical grade Instrumentation and Is satisfactory for accident
monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.H EVST Outlet Temperature CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: This parameter verifies that the EVST direct heat removal
service is functioning properly, I.e. that EVST design temperatures are
not exceeded and to record the same.

RANGE: 32-12000 F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range Is based on the maximum temperature
expected plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +1% of full range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is based on that
of commerical grade Instrumentation and Is satisfactory for accident
monitoring purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.1 EVSELeLv CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE.-: This parameter verifies that the sodium Is at a safe level
(fuel Is covered and sodium nozzles are covered enabling forced or
natural convection In the EVST cooling system to remove decay heat).

RANGE: 25-37 ft

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The rationale Is based on the need to measure
from the lowest sodium level In the EVST (corresponding to EVST leak
Into guard vessel) to the highest safe level plus a minimum of 10%
margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±5% of full range

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy Is based on
state-of-the-art I nstrumentation and I s satisfactory for accident
moni tori ng purposes.

Amend. 71
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D.2.J VSF•LN FlowCTG CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: This parameter verifles that the EVST direct heat removal
service is functioning properly, I.e. that the EVST Na pumps are
providing the required flow to the Na/NaK cooler.

RANGE: 0-500 GPM.

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: This range Is based on the maximum flow expected
plus a minimum of 10% margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±3% of full range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: This accuracy is based on that
of commercial grade Instrumentation and Is satisfactory for accident
moni tori ng purposes.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.K Reactor Vessel Level CATEGORY 3

PURPOE: This instrument verifies sodium Inventory in the reactor
vessel which is necessary for continuing avallability of DHRS.

RNGE: These wide range reactor vessel instruments measure from 6"
above operating level to 6" below the top of the outlet nozzle.

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The level range Includes the maximum sodium level
which is expected for any event and the lowest level at which primary
loop flow can be maintained.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the Instrument channel Is
±•5% of range or +L9.5 inches. The Indicator accuracy is L1% of range or
+1.9 inches.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy requirements have
been established consistent with the capabilities of this type of
measuring system. Loop flow Is the backup for the level.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.5.3.1.1 (to be revised to address the
above).
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D.2.L Sodium Side Valve Indication

D.2.L.1 Cold Trap Isolation (81-PP-HV-109) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Indication provides Information with respect to this
valve being open or closed. Its purpose is to verify that the direct
heat removal service (DHRS) system is functioning properly, I.e. that
this valve Is aligned as required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.L.2 OHX Bypass (82-PP-HV-102) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This information provides Indication with respect to the
valve being open or closed. Its purpose is to verify that the direct
heat removal service (DHRS) system is functioning properly, I.e. that
this valve is aligned as required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.L.3 OHX Inlet Valve (81-PP-HV-103) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Information provides indication with respect to the
valve being open or closed. Its purpose Is to verify that the direct
heat removal service (DHRS) system Is functioning properly, I.e. that
this valve is aligned as required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGEi: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1 Amend. 71
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D.2.M NaK Side Valve Indication

D.2.M.1 EVST/DHRS Crossover Valve (82-EPHV-415) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This provides Indication of the valve being open or closed.
Its purpose is to verify that the direct heat removal service (DHRS)
system Is able to function properly, I.e. that this valve is aligned as
required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.M.2 EVST/DHRS Crossover Valve (81-EPHV-416) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This provides Indication of the valve being open or closed.
Its purpose is to verify that the. direct heat removal service (DHRS)
system is able to function properly, I.e. that this valve Is aligned as
required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.M.3 EVST/DHRS Crossover Valve (81-EPHV-357) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This provides Indication of the valve being open or closed.
Its purpose Is to verify that the direct heat removal service (DHRS)
system Is able to function properly, I.e. that this valve is aligned as
required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.M.4 EVST/DHRS Crossover Valve (8I-EPHV-358) CATEGORY 3

EURPOSE: This provides Indication of the valve being open or closed.
Its purpose is to verify that the direct heat removal service (DHRS)
system Is able to function properly, i.e. that this valve Is aligned as
required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANEG: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.M.5 EVST/DHRS Crossover Valve (81-EPHV-359) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This provides Indication of the valve being open or closed.
Its purpose is to verify that the direct heat removal service (DHRS)
s-ystem is able to function properly, I.e. that this valve is aligned as
required to enable the proper coolant flow.

RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.2.M.6 EVST/DHRS Crossover Valve (81-EPHV-420) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This provides indication of the valve being open or closed.
Its purpose Is to verify that the direct heat removal service (DHRS)
system is able to function properly, I.e. that this valve Is aligned as
required to enable the proper coolant flow.
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RANGE: Open/Closed

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Not applicable

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Not applicable

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6.3.1

D.3 TITLE: Cooling Water System

D.3.A Emergency Chilled Water Temperature CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication of the Emerg. Chilled Water Chiller Inlet & outlet
temps. Is necessary for evaluation of ECW chillers performance,
efficiency & ability to fulfill plant heat removal requirements; Low
efficiency of ECW Chillers will impair the operation of Emerg. Recirc.
Gas Cooling system, Fuel Handling System, Emerg. HVAC System & certain
Radiation Monitoring equipment.

RANGE: 30°F to 80°F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range of 30 0 -80°F Is provided on
the basis of normal (42 0 F) and high (65 0 F) operating conditions and 25%
downscale and upscale margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy of the loop is within +6% of the
50°F span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of Its individual market available components.
The loop consists of thermocouple (ai=+3.5% for 5 0 °F span) temperature
transmitter (a2=+0.5%) and panel electronic temperature Indicator
(a a3--+_2% ).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.7.2 - Emergency Chilled Water System
(being rewritten)

D.3.B Emergency Chilled Water Pressure CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication of the Emerg. Chilled Water Chiller discharge
pressure Is necessary for evaluation of ECW circ. pumps' performance,
system piping tightness & pressure operating conditions. The low
discharge pressure will indicate ECW pump or piping failure, & will
impair the ability of Emerg. Chilled Water System for plant heat
removal.
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RANGE: 0-220 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The instrument range of 0-220 psig is provided on
the basis of ECW chiller discharge pressure normal (110 psig) and high
(180 psig) operating conditions, and 20% upscale margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is within.+2.5% of
220 psig span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of its market available components. The loop
consists of electronic pressure transmitter (ai=+_.5%) and panel
electronic pressure indicator (a 2 2 %)

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.7.2 - Emergency Chilled Water System

D.3.C Emergency Chilled water Flow CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication of Emerg. Chilled Water flow thru chil lers Is
necessary for the evaluation of ECW Circ. Pumps' performance and system
flow operating conditions. The low flow of Emerg. Chilled Water will
trip Emerg. Chil ler & disable the ECW System which is required for
plant heat removal operation.

RANGE: 0-2000 gpm

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range of 0-2000 gpm is provided on
the basis of normal (1250 gpm) and high (1600) flow operating
conditions and approximately 20% upscale margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy of the loop is within ±+3.5% of the
2000 gpm span.

PRATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of Its individual market available components.
The loop consists of orifice with flange taps (ai_-+0.5%) electronic
flow transmitter (a2=0. 5 %) and panel electronic flow indicator
(a3=± 2 %).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.7.2 - Emergency Chilled Water System
(being rewritten).

D.3.D Emergency•Chilled Water Recir. Pump Status CATEGORY 3

PURPQ: Emergency Chilled Water System pump status Is used for
assessing operation of Emergency Recirculation Gas Cooling Systems,
Fuel Handling Systems, Emergency HVAC Systems, and certain Radiation
Monitoring equipment.
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RANGE: Run/Not Run

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: N/A

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.3.E Emergency Chiller Status CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Emergency Chilled Water System chiller status indicates
operation of Emergency Recirculation Gas Cooling Systems, Fuel Handling
Systems, Emergency HVAC Systems, and certain Radiation Monitoring
equipment.

RANGE: Run/Not Run

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: N/A

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.3.F Emergency Ch I lled Water Exp. Tank Level CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Indication of Emergency Chilled Water Expansion Tank level
allows proper evaluation of systems operating and leakage conditions.
ECW Expansion Tank Low-Low Level signal trips ECW Recirculation Pump
and disables Emergency Chilled Water System Impairing plant heat
removal operation.

RANGE: 0-100 inches.

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range 0-100" Is provided on the
basis of ECW Expansion Tank height.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop Is within +2.5% of
the span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of its Individual market available components.
The loop consists of the electronic level transmitter (a_+_0.5%) and
panel electronic level Indicator (a 2 = ±2%).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.7.2 - Emergency Chilled Water System
(being rewritten)
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D.3 .G ExDanslon Tank Isolation Valve Position CATEGORY 3

PURO: Emergency Chilled Water System expansion status indicates
operation of Emergency Recirculation Gas Cooling Systems, Fuel Handling
Systems, Emergency HVAC Systems, and certain Radiation Monitoring
equipment.

RANG : Open/Not Open

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: N/A

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.3.H Emergency Plant Service Water Supply Temperature CATEGORY 2

PUROSE: Indication of Emergency Plant Service Water supply header
temperature Is used for evaluation of Emergency Water Cooling System
heat removal capabilities.

RlANG E: 30-130°F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The instrument range of 30-130OF Is provided on
the basis of normal (90 0 F), low (45 0 F) high (110 0 F), operating
conditions and 20% upscale and downscale margin.

INSTRUMENT LoOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is within ±4.3% of
100oF span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of Its Individual market available components.
The loop consists of thermocouple (a 1 =+_1.8% of 100%F span), electronic
temperature transmitter (a2=+O.5%) and panel electronic Indicator(+_2%).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.9.2 - Emergency Plant Service Water System

D.3.1 Emergency Plant Service Water Flow CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication of Emergency Plant Service Water flow through the
chillers Is used for evaluation of Emergency Chilled Water Systems
operation capabilities.
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The instrument range of 0-2500 gpm Is provided on
the basis of normal (2000 gpm) and high (2100 gpm) operating
conditions, and 20% upscale margin.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop Is within ±_3.5% of
2500 gpm span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop Is
based on the accuracy of Its Individual market available components.
The loop consists of orifice with flange tops (a 1 =+0 5 %), electronic
flow transmitter (a 2 =0.5%) and panel electronic flow Indicator

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.9.2 - Emergency Plant Service Water System

D.3.J Emergency Plant Service Water Basin Level CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication of Emergency Cooling Tower Water Storage Basin
level Is used for evaluation of EPSW reserve storage capacity and
Cooling Water System operation capabilities.

RANGE: 0-100%

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The instrument range El. 771'-816' Is based on
the storage basin bottom (El. 771') and top (816') elevation.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is within ±+3% of 45
foot span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of loop is based
on the accuracy of Its individual market available components. The
loop consists of the electronic level transmitter (ai_-+1%) and panel
electronic level indicator (a2=+2%).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.9.2 - Emergency Plant Service Water System

D.3.K Emergency Plant Service Water Pit Level CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication of Emergency Plant Service Water pump pit level
allows for evaluation of EPSW pump operation conditions and Cooling
Water System operation capabilities.

RANGE: 0-100%

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The.,Instrument range El. 810' - 821' ft. Is based
on pump pit bottom (el...810') and top (821') elevation.
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is within +,3% of 11
foot span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of its Individual market available components.
The loop consists of the electronic level transmitter (ai-+1%) and
panel electronic level Indicator (a 2 =+_2%).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.9.2 - Emergency Plant Service Water System

D.3.L Emergency Plant Service Water Pump Status CATEGORY 3

operati on
Generator

Emergency Plant Service Water flow status Indicates proper
of Emergency Chilled Water System, and cooling of the Diesel
Systems.

RANGE: N/A

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: N/A

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.

D.3.M Emergency Cooling Water Status CATEGORY 3

PUEEQ5: Indication of Emergency Cooling Fan Status Is used for
evaluation of Emergency Water Cooling System heat removal capabilities.

RANGE: Run/Not Run

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: N/A

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: N/A

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided later.
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D.4 TITLE: Power SupDples

D.4.A.1 Electrical Voltage (1E Inst.) CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indication system status by indicating the voltage levels at
4.16KV switchgear and the diesel generators and undervoltage conditions
at 480V switchgear, 125/250V DC switchgear and 120/208V uninterruptible
power supplies. This Information is necessary to indicate whether
system voltage is adequate for the operation of plant electrical loads.

RANGE: As discussed below

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Instrument range Is selected to provide readings
from zero to nominal voltage rating (e g., 4.16KV, range is 0-5000
volts) using commercially available scales.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy within 1.8% for 4.16KV, diesel
generators, 0.3% for 480V switchgear, 0.0% for DC and UPS

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of its Individual components. Instruments for
medium voltage switchgear consist of a potential transformer (0.3%), a
transducer (0.5%) and a voltmeter (1.0%) for a combined accuracy of
within ±1.8%. Low voltage switchgear (480V) utilize a potential
transformer (0.3%), an undervoltage relay (field adjusted to correct
setpoint) and an annunciator to Indicate undervoltage conditions. DC
and UPS systems use an undervoltage relay and an annunciator.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTIONS 8.3.1.1.2, 8.3.1.1.5 and 8.3.2.1.1.1. and
Figures 8.3-2, 8.3-3 and 8.3-5.

D.4.A.2 Electrical Voltage (Non IE) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Indicate a system status by indicating the voltage levels at
13.8KV switchgear and 4.16KV switchgear and undervoltage conditions at
480V switchgear, 125/250V DC switchgear and 120/208V uninterruptible
power supplies. This Information is necessary to indicate whether
system voltage is adequate for the operation of plant electrical loads.

RANGE: As discussed below.

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Instrument range is selected to provide readings
from zero to the nominal voltage rating (e.g., 4.16KV, range Is 0-5000
volts) using commercially available scales.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy within 1.8% for 13.8KV
0.3% for 480V switchgear
0.0% for DC and UPS

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of Its Individual components. Instruments for
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medium voltage switchgear (13.8KV, 4.16KV) consist of a potential
transformer (0.3%), a transducer (0.5%) and a voltmeter (1.0%) for a
combined accuracy of within L1.8%. Low voltage switchgear (480V)
utilize a potential transformer (0.3%), and undervoltage relay (field
adjusted to correct setpoint) and an annunciator to indicate
undervoltage conditions. DC and UPS systems use an undervoltage relay
and an annunciator.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 8.3.2.1.2 and Figure 8.3-2 and 8.3-4.

D.4.B.1 Electrical Current (0E Inst.) CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Indicate system status by indicating the ampere load of
medium voltage swltchgear, medium voltage loads, 480V unit substations
and DC batteries and battery chargers.

RANQ : As discussed below

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Instrument range Is selected to provide adequate
ampere readings from zero to normal fuel load current using
commercially available scales. Ammeter scales for batteries are
selected to indicate load and charging current (e.g., 800 - 0 - 800)

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY:

Accuracy within 1.8 - 2.1% for medium voltage switchgear
1.8 - 2.7% for 480V unit substations

1.0% for DC batteries & battery chargers

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of its Individual components. Instruments for
medium and low voltage switchgear consist of a current transformer (CT)
(0.3 to 1.2%), a transducer (0.5%) and an ammeter (1.0%) for a combined
accuracy of 1.8% to 2.7% depending on CT ratio. The accuracy of DC
instruments is based on the ammeter itself.

LOCATION IN PSAR: Figures 8.3-2, 8.3-3, 8.3-5

D.4.B.2 Electrical Current (Non 1E Inst.) CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Indicate system status by Indicating the ampere load of
medium voltage switchgear, medium voltage loads, 480V unit substations
and DC batteries and battery chargers.

RANGE: As discussed below.

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Instrument range Is selected to provide adequate
ampere readings from zero to normal full load current using
commercially available scales. Ammeter scales for batteries are
selected to indicate load and charging current (e.g., 800 - 0 - 800)
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY:

Accuracy within 1.8 - 2.1% for medium voltage swltchgear
1.8 - 2.7% for 480V unit substations

1.0% for DC batteries & battery chargers

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop Is
based on the accuracy of Its Individual components. Instruments for
medium and low voltage swltchgear consist of a current transformer (CT)
(0.3) to 1.2%), a transducer (0.5%) and an ammeter (1.0%) for a
combined accuracy of 1.8% to 2.7% depending on CT ratio. The accuracy
of DC instruments Is based on the ammeter Itself.

LOCATION IN PSAR: Figures 8.3-2 and 8.3-4

D.4.C Nitrogen CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Instrument Indicates to the operator that there is an
adequate supply of nitrogen gas available for use within the RCB and
RSB.

RANGE: 0-200 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The normal pressure seen by this instrument is
175 + 5 psig. The range of the Instrument (0 to 200 psig) was selected
to cover this normal pressure and provide a 10% range margin for
contingency.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +2% of full scale (±4 psi).

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy is based on the
need to ensure that a minimum nitrogen pressure of 160 psig is
available In the RCB and RSB. Since a low pressure alarm Is actuated
at 168 psig, the required accuracy provides Insurance that the operator
Is warned before pressure drops below this value.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.5.5.1

D.4.D Instrument Air CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Indication of the Instrument Air Header pressure is used for

the evaluation of continued supply of Instrument Air.

RANGE: 0-250 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range of 0-250 psig Is provided on
the basis of normal (165 psig) and maximum (210 psig) operating
conditions and 20% upscale margin.
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy of the loop is within +_2.5% of the
250 psig span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the loop is
based on the accuracy of its Individual market available components.
The loop consists of pressure transmitter (a 1 _+_0. 5 %) and panel
electronic .pressure Indicator (a2=+2%).

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.10.1 - Service Air and Instrument Air
Systems.

D.5 TITLE: Ventilation Systems

D.5.A System 28 Ventilation. Subsystems, EA. EB. MA. MB CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: 'To Indicate system status for safety related subsystems EA,
EB, MA & MB which includes status of subsystem fans and Isolation
valves & supply & return gas temperature alarms. (To monitor the
environmental status of decay heat removal components).

_PANU: See Below

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Instrument range Is not applicable for status of
fans and Isolation valves. Range for the temperature Is 20OF to 240°F
which envelops the functional operating range of Systems EA, EB, MA and
MB and the setpoint of 150 0 F.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: For status of fans & Isolation val yes,
Instrument loop accuracy is not applicable. For temperature alarm
loops, instrument loop accuracy is + .7% of span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrument loop accuracy is
based on addition of accuracies of each instrument In the loop.
Resistance temperature detector: +0.2%; Temperature switch: +.5%,
Total: +0.7% of span.

LOCATION IN PSAR: 7.6 (being rewritten)
7.6.6 - Recirculating Gas Cooling Instrumentation

and Control System

D.5.13 Cell Atmosphere Temperatures 28PA. 28PB. 28PC, CATEGORY 3
28RC

PUREOSE: To indicate system status by providing temperature
Indications In control room for PHTS & Reactor Cavity Cell atmospheres.
RA1ALE: 32 0 F - 600°F
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Instrument range of thermocouples, 32 0 F - 600 0 F,
based on linear range of type "E" thermocouples.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Temperature indication loops + 3.0% of span.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrument loop accuracy Is
based on addition of accuracy of each instrument in the loop.
Resistance temperature detector: +0.2%; temperature transmitter:
+0.75%; temperature indicator; ±2.0%, Total: ±3.0%

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6 (being rewritten), 7.6.6 - Recirculating
Gas Cooling Instrumentation and Control System

D.5.C Nuclear Island HVAC Status CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: To monitor system status of Nuclear Island HVAC components
which includes A/C units, filter units, fans, dampers, air handling
units, and discharge air temperature Indication and alarm to verify
proper system alignment.

RANGE: Not Applicable for fan, damper status. For temperature the
range Is 32 0 F to 600°F

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: For Instrument range of thermoucouples, 32 0 F -

600°F is derived based on linear range of Type E thermoucouples.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: For status of fans and dampers Instrument
loop accuracy is not applicable. For temperatures alarm loop accuracy
is within +1.0% and for temperature indication loop accuracy is within

±_3.0%.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of the Instrument
Loop Is based on the accuracy of its individual components.
Thermoucouples have accuracy within +0.5% alarm switches +_.5%,
temperature transmitter ±0.5% and the Indicators +2.0%. So the overall
accuracy of the alarm and Indicator loop comes within +1.0% and ±+3.0%,
respectively.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6 - Nuclear Island HVAC Instrumentation
and Control System is being rewritten

.D.6 TITLE: Confinements

D.6.A Confinement Pressure CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: To monitor the RSB confinement differential pressure to
Insure that RSB confinement Is monitored by verifying sub-atmospheric
pressure.
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RANGE: TBD

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range of these differential pressure
transmitters are selected based on the maximum pressure which can be
created by the RCB supply fans (positive) and RSB filter fans
(negative).

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Within 0.5%.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Since output of the pressure
transmitter Is directly going to the computer and the computer has a
very high accuracy, the instrument loop accuracy Is the same as the
instrument accuracy.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 7.6 - Nuclear Island HVAC Instrumentation
and Control System is being rewritten.

D.6.B Annulus Pressure CATEGORY 2

EUREPOS: Monitoring of Annulus Pressure will verify that the Annulus
space Is being maintained at negative pressure with respect to
atmosphere.

RAN•G: TBD

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: TBD

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: TBD

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: TBD

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be supplied later

D.6 TITLE: RSB Confinement

D.6.C. Radiation Monitoring CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Monitoring of the RSB HVAC effluent will assist in
determining If RSB Cleanup System is functioning properly.

RANG.E: 10-6 to 10-2 Ci/cc

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Lower range Is selected on basis of RSB
confinement initiation setpoint and commercially available range.
Upper range selected as standard 4 decade range of monitors.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.
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RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentatiot. is similar to W
that used on LWR, accuracy Is consistent with Reg. Gulde 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 11.4

D.7 TITLE: CAPS Boundary Integrity

D.7.A CAPS Pressure. Surge Vessel CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Instrument provides indication to the operator that the
radioactive Inventory of this vessel is contained and that the pressure
has not reached a value that will threaten the containment function of
the surge vessel.

RANGE: 0-200 Psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The instrument range has been selected to provide
information during normal operation (40 + 10 psig); under pressure-
limiting condition (compressor shutoff at 135 psig); and up to the
setting of the pressure relief valve (175 psig). The margin above the
rel ief setting ensures that, despite the uncertainty of the instrument
loop accuracy and the pressure relief setting, the operator can confirm
that rellef has occurred prior to any threat to the pressure boundary
function.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +4 psig (±2% of full scale).

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of +4 psi was
selected so that, when added to th uncertainty of the relief valve
setting, the operator has an assured margin before the confinement
boundary is threatened which is adequate for monitoring.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.5.5.4

D.7.B CAPS Pressure. Cold Box CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This instrument provides information to the operator that the
radioactivity in the CAPS cold box is contained and that the pressure
boundary (CAPS cold box wall) Is not threatened.

RANGE: 0-50 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The instrument range is selected to provide
information for normal operation of the cold box (0-35 psig) and to
alarm the operator if this pressure exceeds the upper limit. This will
alert the operator before there is any threat to the vessel boundary.
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±1 psi (±2% of full scale)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: For accident monitoring an
accuracy of ±4 psi Is adequate to assure that operator action can be
taken prior to a threat to the pressure boundary.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.5.5.1

D.8 TITLE: RAPS Boundary Integrity

D.8.A RAPS Pressure. Surge Vessel CATEGORY 3

PURPOSEi: This instrument provides Indication to the operator that the
radioactive Inventory in the RAPS surge vessel is contained and that
the pressure boundary (vessel wall) is not threatened.

RANGE: 0-200 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range Is selected to Include the
normal Operating conditions within the vessel (95 to 105 psig) and
the setting of the vessel pressure relief valve (175 psig). The margin
ensures that, with a+4 psig uncertainty band of the relief valve, the
operator can confirmthat pressure relief has occurred prior to any
threat to the boundary.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +4 psi (±2% of full scale)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of +_4 psi was
selected so that, when added to the uncertainty In the relief valve
actuation level (±4 psig), the operator has an assured margin before
the pressure'boundaryIis threatened.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.5.5.4

D.8.13 RAPS Pressure Noble Gas Storage Vessel CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This instrument provides information to the operator that the
radioactive Inventory of the Noble Gas Storage Vessel Is contained and
that the pressure boundary (vessel wal 1) Is not threatened.

RANG_: -10 to +200 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The Instrument range (-10 to 200 psig) Is
selected to cover not only normal operating conditions within the
vessel (-7 to 75 psig) but also the pressure relief valve setting (175
psig). The margin ensures that with the +_4 psig uncertainty band of
the relief valve the operator can ascertain that relief has occurred
before the boundary is threatened.
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INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: +4 psi (±2% of full scale)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of ±4 psi was
selected so that, when added to the uncertainty in the relief valve
actuation level (±4 psig), the operator has an assured margin bpfore
the pressure boundary Is threatened.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.5.5.1

D.8.C RAPS Pressure. Cold Box Discharge CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Instrument provides Information to the operator that the
radioactive Inventory of the vessel is contained and that the pressure
boundary (vessel wall) is not threatened. This pressure, which Is
sensed on the discharge line of the cold box (cryostill), Is also the
pressure within the vessel.

RANGE: 0-200 psig

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range Is selected to cover not only the
normal value of the parameter but also the level at which the relief
valve will actuate (175 psig) to protect the vessel. The 25 psi margin
ensures that with the uncertainty band (±4 psig) the operator can
ascertain that relief has occurred before the boundary is threatened.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: ±4 psi (±2% of full scale)

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracy of +4 psi was
selected so that when added to the uncertainty In the relief valve
actuation level (±4 psi), the operator has an assured margin before the
pressure boundary Is threatened.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 9.5.5.1

fYE._E: Monitoring of Radiation Releases

Those variables to be monitored as required for use In determining the
magnitude of release of radioactive materials, and continually assessing such
releases.
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E.1 TITLE: Containment Radlation

E.1.A Containment Area Radiation High Range CATEGORY 1

PURPOSE: Monitors are located In annulus space and monitor radiation
levels emitted from containment. Monitors will provide long term
surveillance (8000 hrs.) of activity In containment.

RANGE: I R/hr to 107 R/hr

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR,
range is similar to LWR for similar instruments and consistent with
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 12.1

E.2 TITLE: Area Radiation

E.2.A Radiation Exposure Rate (inside building where CATEGORY 2
access Is required to service equipment Important
to safety)

U•URPOE: Detection of significant releases and long term surveillance
In areas where access may be required to service safety equipment

RANGE: 10- R/hr to 104 R/hr
NOTE: It is assumed that If the radiation
level Is <10-1 R/hr, lower radiation level
Indication Is not necessary. Standard Health
Physics requirements will be In effect

RATIONALE FOR RANGE:

1. Since source terms for CRBR and LWR are similar, range is similar
to LWR for similar Instruments and consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

2. Standard commercially available range.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 12.1
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E.3 TITLE: Airborne Radioactive Materials Released From Plant

E.3.A Noble Gas and Vent Flow Rate

E.3.A.1 Containment or Purge Effluent CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Detection of significant releases and long term surveillance
of all identified plant release points.

RANGE: 10-6,Ci/cc to 105MCi/cc 0 to,110% vent design
flow (not needed If effluent discharges are
through common plant.vent).

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR,
range Is similar to LWR for similar Instruments and Is consistent with
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy Is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 12.1

E.4 TITLE: Annulus Filtration System (Noble Gas) CATEGORY 2

PURPOSE: Detection of significant releases and long term surveillance
of all Identified plant release points.

RANGE: 10-6 1 Ci/cc to 105 ,&Ci/cc 0 to 110% vent design
flow (not needed if effluent discharges are
through common plant vent).

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR,
range Is similar to LWR for similar instruments and Is consistent with
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
this entire range.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy Is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 12.1
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E.5 TITLE: Steam Generator Building Reactor Service CATEGORY 2
Buildina..(Nobl Gas) .

EUR•OS£E: Detection of significant releases and long term surveillance
of all identified plant release points.

RANGE: 10-6 Ci/cc to 103 Cl/cc 0 to 110% vent design
flow (not needed if effluent discharges are
through common vent)

MTILONALE FOR RANGE: Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR,
range is similar to LWR for similar instruments and is consistent with
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTORUMENT LDQO ACCURACY: Accuracy willI be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIOALEfQEM INSTRUMENT LOO ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistant with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN BSf.A_: SECTION 12.1

E.6 TITLE: Particulates ao iHalogens

E.6.A ALL Identified Pant Release Points_ -ex-e.=pt CATEGORY 3
steam gnertor sety relief valyes oQ
atmospheric stea -l= val•yJ •n condenser
air removal system exhaust)

PURPOSE: Detection of significant releases and long term surveillance
of all identified plant release points.

BANGE: 10-3 Ci/cc to 102 Ci/cc 0 - 110% vent
design flow

ATIINALE EMR RAIGE: Since source term for CRBR is similar to LWR,
range is similar to LWR for similar instruments and Is consistent with
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOD ACCURACY: Accuracy will be within a factor of 2 over
the entire range.

RATIONALE FR1 INSTRUMENT LODE ACCURACY: Instrumentation is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistent with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LQCATION 114 SAR: SECTION 12.1
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E.7 TITLE:

E.7.A

Environs Radiation and Radloactlvlty

Radiation Exposure Meters (Continuous Indication CATEGORY 3
at fixed locations)

PURPOSE: To verify significant releases and local magnitudes.

RANGE: See below

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Range, location, and qualification criteria to be
developed to satisfy NUREG-0654, Section II.H.5b and 6b requirements
for emergency radiological monitors.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: TBD

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Instrumentation Is similar to
that used on LWR, accuracy is consistant with Reg. Guide 1.97.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 12.1

E.7.B Airborne Radlohalogens and Particulates CATEGORY 3
(portable sampling with onsite analysis
capability).

PURPOSE: This Instrumentation enables the operator to assess
magnitudes of any releases.

RANGE: 10-9 1 Ci/cc to 10-3 0Ci/cc

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range conforms to the guidance provided In
Reg. Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: TBD

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Conventional standards for
accuracy for this type equipment will be applied.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided.

E.7.C Plant and Environs Radiation (Portable CATEGORY 3
Instrumentation)

PURPOSE: This instrumentation enables the operator to access the
magnitudes of releases.

B1NGE: 10-3 R/hr to 104 R/hr, photons 10-3 rads/hr
to 104 rads/hr, beta radiations and low-energy
photons

Amend. 71
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RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range conforms to the guidance of Reg. Guide
1.97. Radiation Instruments capable of monitoring over the necessary
range will be available.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY:

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The accuracies will be typical
of this type of counting Instruments with energy discrimination
capability for the appropriate radiation type and will employ Industry
accepted techniques.

LOCATION IN PSAR: SECTION 11.4 and 12.1

E.7.D Plant and Environs Radioactivity (portable CATEGORY 3
Instrumentation)

FLEMU: This Instrumentation enables the operator to assess the

magnitude of any release.

RANGE: Multichannel gamma-ray spectrometer

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The range will be within conventional standards
for this type equipment.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Variable dependent on the make of the
detector. To be determined upon final selection of equipment.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: The typical accuracies for
this type of equipment will be accepted.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided.

E.8 TITLE: Meterology

E.8.A Wind Directlon CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: Will allow operator to assess direction of any plant releases
carried by the wind.

RANGE: 0 to 360°F (±50 accuracy with a deflection of
150). Starting speed 0.45 mps (1.0 mph).
Damping ratio between 0.4 and 0.6, distance
constant <.S2 meters

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: Conforms to the guidance provided In the Reg.
Guide 1.97.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Conventional standards for the accuracy of
this type of equipment will be applied.
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RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Conventional standards for the
accuracy of this type of equipment will be applied.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided.

E.9 TITLE: Grap Sample from Containment CATEGORY 3

PURPOSE: This Information provides operator with data to make an
assessment of any releases In containment and perform radiolsotopic
analysis.

RANGE: NA

RATIONALE FOR RANGE: The counting equipment will be selected at a
later date, however, the necessary detector type and energy
discrimination capability will be provided to support this
radiolsotopic analysis.

INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY: Achievable accuracies will be consistent
with this type of equipment In accordance with accepted industry
standards.

RATIONALE FOR INSTRUMENT LOOP ACCURACY:
standard Industry practice.

LOCATION IN PSAR: To be provided.

The accuracy Is based on
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Question CS760.7

Are there any Items that should be addressed or have been Included in the CRBR
design resulting from the lessons learned from the TMI accident?

Response

The lessons learned from TMI have been carefully reviewed and appropriate
actions have been Initiated. Lessons learned from the TMI accident being
addressed for the CP, and their Inclusion In the CRBRP design, are discussed
in Appendix H to the PSAR.

QCS760.7-1 Amend. 
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Ouestion CS760.8

PSAR page 4.2-15 and Table 15.1 .2-2 on PSAR page 15.1-53, list the acceptance
criterion for the "Extremely. Unlikely Fault" of "Postulated Accident". The
aim is to preserve coolable geometry, and the acceptance criterion is listed
as coolant saturation; that is, no boiling. This appears to be a criterion
that may not be adequate of itself for ensuring coolable geometry in the event
of a reactivity insertion accident. While calculated cladding temperatures
have a high degree of uncertainty, nevertheless gross fuel expulsion Is known
to occur in TREAT overpower tests at peak cladding temperatures as much as
2000K or more below coolant saturation, and in many cases 1000K or more below
the cladding design temperature guideline. This behavior has now been
confirmed In a slow transient (HEDL's W-2 test). The phenomena involved in
these overpower events are exceptionally complex, but recent calculations
Indicate a fuel enthalpy limit with appropriate allowance for uncertainty may
be an appropriate acceptance criterion to ensure coolable geometry for over-
power conditions. A criterion of that sort is now used for the same purpose
In LWR reactors.

The applicant is requested to comment on the adequacy of the no-boiling
criterion as an acceptance criterion to ensure coolable geometry in the light
of the TREAT test experience.

Response

The areas addressed in this question regarding the adequacy of the no-boiling
criterion are similar to those expressed in Question CS490.23, and reference
is made to the response already provided. It was shown In that response that
there was considerable margin for preserving coolable geometry in the
applicable design basis accident, although the event involved a conservatively
postulated set of conditions including a large overpower transient, delayed
shutdown and release of fission gas from all the pins In the affected
assembly. The emphasis of Question CS760.8 Is on the revelance of observa-
tions from TREAT and other tests to the no-sodium-bolling guideline. In
general, the tests Impose far more severe conditions on the fuel than would be
applicable for the design basis events. Care should be taken in applying
results from unterminated transient tests which exceed conditions typical of a
design base to the terminated conditions in a design base. Undercooling tests
have consistently shown that boiling precedes major damage to the cladding and
the fuel. Overpower tests have demonstrated the satisfactory performance of
CRBRP fuel wlthin the design envelope. Where pin disruption has occurred in
overpower before the coolant reaches saturation, the fuel linear power rating
has far exceeded the predicted levels In CRBRP design basis events. For
example, the test which is noted in the question, W-2, was an unterminated
HCDA oriented test, and the peak linear power rating at the time bf major
cladding failure was 41.2 kw/ft (1351.5 W/cm). This should be compared with a
value of approximately 16 kw/ft (525 W/cm) maximum, corresponding to 15% over-
power at which a trip would have occurred in CRBRP for a similar reactivity
Insertion rate.

QCS760.8-I Amend. 71
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Ques5tion CS760.9

Table 15.1.3-1, page 15.1-94 In the PSAR, lists PPS trip levels and/or
equations. Several of the terms are not defined,, and no Indication of units
Is given for those that are defined. Please supply definitions for all terms
Including units. Please also Indicate the level for each that leads to the
latest trip. Provide the Impact of the new settings on the frequency of
occurrence of events. Do these changes Impact the duty cycles used for plant
design?

Response

The variables of Table 15.1.3-1, page 15.1-94, are defined on page 15.1-95.
The term "IS" represents the Laplace Operator. A variable expressed as a
function of 8 Is written In the frequency domain.

The units on single trip level subsystems are defined In the Table. For
multiple trip level subsystems whose performance Is given by a trip equation,
the variables are normalized (i.e.-, 1.0 = 100%).

For single trip level subsystems, the Table Indicates the latest trip value.
For multiple trip level subsystems, the latest trip varies as defined by the
trip equations. Each accident analyzed In the Section 15 Safety Analysis
Identifies the latest trip level assumed In the analysis.

The various trip functions with their respective trip settings are provided
primarily for the PPS diversity and redundancy such that different types of
fault events are adequately protected against. They are not considered to
have any impact on the frequency of occurrence of the events specified.

The Plant Duty Cycle is a set of conservative transients which provide an
envelope for plant operating conditions. Trip settings assumed In the Duty
Cycle accident scenarios account for worst case PPS performance.

In general, trip settings are determined such that changes to the
are not required. In a few Instances, redefinition of duty cycle
be necessary to accommodate limitations in the PPS trip subsystem
sensor accuracy or response time.

duty cycle
events may
such as

QCS760 .9-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.10

The purpose of the analyses supplied in Chapter 15.2 for reactivity transients
Is to provide substantiation of the adequacy of the reactor shutdown system
(RSS) design. As such, this means that the accidents are protected and that
the physical Interation of the plant protection system (PPS) as well as the
plant control system (PCS) with the neutronic and thermal/hydraulic responses
must be coupled In the predictive tools to correctly follow the transients.

The CRBRP heterogeneous core differs from the previous homogeneous core In
many ways. The heterogeneous core used 32.8% enriched fuel (Pu/(U + Pu)), as
opposed to 17.4 and 25.1% enrichment In the homogeneous core. The fissile
Inventory Is also significantly larger (10 to 25%). At the same time, the
Project states that the control rod worth requirement Is considerably lower
for the heterogeneous core ($17.44 primary for BOC4 as opposed to $26.53
primary for the equilibrium cycle of the homogeneous core).

The CRBR Project has computed the Doppler Coefficient to be -0.0084. This
value for other LMFBRs (with homogeneous core) ranges from -0.0032 to -0.0060.
A careful assessment of this prompt negative coefficient of reactivity Is
essential, as it also impacts on the (PPS) and the (PCS).

Please provide the distribution of Doppler as well as sodium void and fuel
expansion reactivity coefficients for BOL and EOL cores with and without
sodium. The PSAR gives these numbers of regions only. (Table 4.3-18 gives
the axial distribution for BOC-1 only.)

Respons

The attached provides the reactivity worth distributions for flooded and
voided Doppler, sodium void worth, and fuel pellet and steel material worths
for clean-core conditions at the beginning-of-cycle-one and for fully burned
core conditions at the end-of-cycle-four (550 effective full power days).
Figure QCS760.10-1 shows the assembly numbering scheme for fuel and inner
blankets In a 1200 core sector. Figure QCS760.10-2 shows the positions of the
20 axial nodes distributed along the active part of the core assemblies. The
reactivity worths are provided in units of T dk/dT per channel for the Doppler
and 6k for the sodium, pellet and steel worths at the 20 axial node locations
for e-ch of the fuel and Inner blanket assemblies In the core. Table
QCS760.10-1 lists the masses of fuel and blanket constituent materials which
can be used to convert the units In the data tables to reactivity worth (Ak).*
This reactivity worth data is consistent with that provided previously to the
NRC for the use in the CRBRP HCDA analyses.

*$ =Ak/.0034.
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Bealnnina-of-Cvcle-One Reactivitv Worths

Table QCS760.10-2 contains BOCI flooded Doppler constants (T dk/dT) by channel
(Figure QCS760.10-I) and the corresponding 20-axial-node weighting factors.
The BOCI Doppler values In Table QCS760.10-2 represent the total Doppler
constant for the total number of times each channel appears In the full core
(for example, channel I appears three times and channel 2 appears six times In
the ful I core). The Doppler constants were determined from 3D First Order
Perturbation calculations with 21-group ENDF/B-III cross-section data by
el-evating the U2 3 8 and Pu 2 3 9 temperatures 1000OF above normal hot-ful l-power
core conditions.** Figure QCS760.10-3 gives the ratio of voided Doppler to
flooded Doppler by assembly.

Table QCS760.10-3 presents the BOCI sodium void worth (Ak per kg of sodium) by
assembly-node In the fuel and inner blankets. These reactivity worths were
determined by removing sodium and substituting fully voided 21-groups
ENDF/B-III cross-sections for the equivalent flooded cross-sections in a
3D-FOP calculation at BOCI.

Table QCS760.10-4 presents the reactivity worth of adding steel in each
assembly-node In units of 4k per kg of steel.

Table QCS760.10-5 presents the reactivity worth (6k per kg of pel let) of
adding fuel or blanket pel let (heavy metal plus oxygen) In each assembly-node.
In the axial blankets, the pel let worth is that for adding material from the
nearest fuel region, simulating core fuel sweep-out through the axial
bI ankets.

Table QCS760.10-6 summarizes the total regionwise reactivity worths (6k) for
fuel, inner blanket and axial blanket regions. This Information serves as a
check on the sum of the nodal values from Tables QCS760.10-2 through 5.

End-of-Cycle-Four Reactivity Worths

Table QCS760.10-7 contains the EOC4 flooded Doppler constants (T dk/dT) by
assembly (Figure QCS760.10-1) and the corresponding 20-axial-node weighting
factors. The EOC4 Doppler values In Tables QCS760.10-7 represent the Doppler
constant for a single assembly. Therefore, the assembly-Doppler values must
be multiplied by the number of times a particular assembly appears In the core
to obtain the total core feedback (for example, assembly 1 must be multiplied
by three and assembly 2 by six). Tables QCS760.10-8 gives the equivalent
voided EOC4 Doppler constant distributions.

**Hot-ful I-power pel let average temperatures are: fuel = 2070OF, inner
blankets (fresh) = 1100OF and (burned) = 1818 0 F, upper axial blankets and
extensions above the Inner blanket central 36" region = 10270F, and lower
axial blankets and extensions below the inner blanket central 36" region =
756 0 F.
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Tables QCS760.10-9 presents the EOC4 sodium void worth (Ak per kg of sodium)
by assembly-node in the fuel and Inner blankets.

Table QCS760.10-10 presents the reactivity worth of adding steel In each
assembly-node at EOC4 in units of Ak per kg of steel.

Table QCS760.10-11 presents the reactivity worth (4k per kg of pellet) of
adding fuel or blanket pellet (heavy metal plus fission products and oxygen)
In each assembly-node at EOC4. In the axial blankets, the pellet worth is
that for adding material from the nearest fuel zone.

Table QCS760.10-12 summarizes the total EOC4 regionwise reactivity worth (Ak)
for fuel, inner blanket and axial blanket regions.

QCS760.1O0-3 Amend. 71
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TABLE QCS760.10-1

CRBRP
'MASS OF SODIUM, STAINLESS STEEL,

AND FUEL PELLET PER ASSEMBLY
(kg/cm of Assembly Height*)

RegIon

Fuel

Inner Blanket

Lower Axial
Blanket

Upper Axial
Blanket

Lower Axial
Extensions

Upper Axial
Extensions

Sodium
(kg/cm)

.449-1

.301-1

.462-1

.413-1

.306-1

.272-1

Stainless Steel
(kg/cm)

.236

.171

.237

.259

.171

.171

.409

.700

.430

.430

.700

.700

Fuel Pellet**
(kg/cm)

*See Figure QCS760.10-2 for nodal heights.
**Mass of fresh fuel is given since mass changes <.5% with burnup.
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)

LCP~aL Dfl~trq wT•4T•GT, rIAP TO AND r4ANNcL nflfPPLER COEFIFTCTrTS AT 0CI I' OK/DT)
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)

LorAL DDPOL. WMrIfT!Nr, VACTOP AND CmANWNFL DOPPLER COEFF!CTE(,S AT L0C1 (T OK/DT)
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TABLE QCS760.10-2
(Continued)

LmSL f rA POcP WrtG47TWO', raCTOV AN') CHANNE:L ')OPPLr. CO•FFFCIENTS AT POCt (T OK/OT|
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TABLE QCS760.10-3
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TABLE QCS760.10-3
(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-3

(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-3
(Continued)
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TABLE QCS760.10-3
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o 61077-03

",.1SA0 '-01
", 130OE401

o5 •q82F.+ po

-, 1i72F[1l

-, 372517401
-.6.0 33'4t'1

-e 6. 034t1•0
-. 361.1..401
-,231I74C•*1
-, 2l.5•OE01

-, 808574.+00

-. 29646E+Co
-" 2922*'-C-, 2115E-eL
-. 13097.-0I
-, ?688t7-03

45
-.95377.02

me P981E-O t
,..1350o~4O 0C

m5455F4, 0 0

-. i9":. 0E1
6. 19V2.E+01

o@26067.01
. 3221E+1 01

we 3397E+01
o 3397Ef. 01

me* 3129EI101
.D 261.Ef 01
,2025F+01

- 1368 af 01
-. 7602E400
m* 28387E00
M.3222F7-01
Me 2342E-01
,t 1463f- 01

, 1t190E-02

XD
Cd-)L/)
i-4

0

UX) :->
(D =



TABLE QCS760.10-5
(Continued)

*LtLLT WPOTH nl?-TQT7UTTf)N AT Q0C M'ELK/K9 X10465)

C HRKR41.

1
2
3

5.
g

9

11
12

1'
15.

17

Ia
'.0

16 S

3-5. ft.'P 1Jm.tb121,01

-. 311. 2". 01

Z p". "I ;T* 0 1

,75 e4. 0 1

-*23lqT-O I

-.0115 M r- e2

C-,
Lr)
-I
0~i
0

I-.
0

0 15 1ýc* 02E 1

.13752E*01
-04t06r.0o

o*030E'?01
66E+01

0.• 34 F* t 1
'02250v"+r I

a 0 1 k90 * 0 1
oR1I 31j!*00

-92054F~400

-02069.-ol
,t279'E-01

-,6051F-03

(D

N.).



0,

TABLE QCS760.10-6

-4

C)

0n

Parameter

Doppler

Sodium Void

Steel

Pellet

Fuel

-8.8212-4

-1.5370-3

-1.4996-2

+5.0252-1

CRBRP BOCi

REGIONWISE REACTIVITY WORTHS SUMMARY

(Net ak/k)

Inner Lower Axial Upper Axial
Blankets Blanket Blanket

-2.0069-3 -1.1273-4 -4.0571-5

+4.6889-3 -8.5440-4 -5.9318-4

-1.3500-2 +1.9594-3 +1.5392-3

-9.9146-2 +2.7117-2 +1.2035-2

Lower Axial
Extension

-8.2071-5

-3.8357-6

+1.7516-4

-1.5729-3

Upper Axial
Extension

-2.9981-S

-4.7842-5

+2.2046"4

-3.1805-4

"on)
€-0

'.)



TABLE QCS760.10-7

LOCAL 003PLER WEIGHTING rACTOR AND 'H&NNT-. OOFPLER COEFFICLEINT AT EOC4 FLOODEO i( OK/0OT)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE

4
12
3

5
6
7

8
9

201

~16

12

15
16

L
*179ZE-0 1
,2 813 E-0 1
*4 353 E-3 1
o3391 E-0 1
*o 74) E-3 1
96266 E-0 1

F6863E-0 1
ot 61iE-0 I
0 2553E-6L
s S36i E-O I

•. 9-E-O I
,696BE-O 1
9541# E-3 1
*J854.E-0 1
.2 5L5E-3 I

331 E-0 I
*157.E-0 I
*?ob6E-O 2
*4o 193E-0 2

2
* 1849Z--01
* 2875"'01
a 4414-- .- 01

* 3440E -01
e 4790:-01
* 6306" -01
* 772 4:- - OCL* l6Zk:-01
e t~644-O1D
9 3279: -01
e S392--01
s b950E-01
S.4039"- -0 1
6 491. "0 1

* 5429%-01
* 3837-) 1
S2449:-. -0 1
* 3132"01
* 16"1.6-0I

, 6385" -"2
* 3753">-0a

-U2107>'04

3
*Z074E-01
*309 4 E-01
S4 62 IE-C. I
,3667E'-1
*'949aE-GOI
*6502E-01
*7313E-01
*8317E-31
* 941.3E-01.
•954EE-01
e9 C9ME-til
. 8 16E-0I
o7 984E-01

5545 E.'-1
s3746E-f1
.2 147E-0 I
2 212E-0 I
9 9328E-02

o3811E-02
.2179E-02

o Z77E-CI

4
" 746E-32
" 15 50E-Ji
* 2337E-A
o3660Eý-ý1
o 5221E-C1
e 61 18E- il
9L5C5E-01

%08E-91
11l 32E+C-0

. 10 I.2E+'Uli
e S 74E- O1
.8? 53E-CI
o7397E-J'
.55 e99-j-I
* 38 25E-L
. 23 EOE- 0i1
* 14 87E-.5 I
* 70 4SE UG2
* 31.60E- C2
. lr (lE- Z

- * 61 35E- C4

5
*1969E- 01
•33'17E- 01

4 I55 .E- 6i
345 eE- 01

* 483iE" 01
o6366E" Q1
* 778 SE" 01
* 8714E- 01
*934ýC.E- 01
.943JE- 01
* 895,.- 01
* 7995E- CI
96878E- 01
e 5 28 IE" 01
e 3685E- 01
a 231&E- 01
* 3039E- •1
* 140 6E- 01
* 6163E- 02
* 3484E- 02

-e2119 E-01

C4ANNEL 3OPPLE4 -0"FFICI:NT$

-. 2 104 E-0 4

CD
c-I.

0. -.

COR.-



Q

TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

0'7ý

LOCAL DOPPLER WEIGH(ING FACrOR ANO ;HANNE. COFPLER COEFFICEENTS AT EOC' FLOODED tT OK/DT)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE
I
2
3
5

6

7
a

9
21
It

12
13
14,
15.
16
17
18
19
2c

i

.Z 065E-0 1
s3 107 E-0 1
.4 65rE-O 1
,3 55! E-0 1
•4 90) E-1 1
•6421 E-0 1
e78enE-O I

S715 E-O 1
• 3 VU E-Q 1

4315 E-0 1

• 94.3 E-O £

*693iE-O 1
.5 33s E-0 1
.3 70L E-O 1
vZ271E-O 1
.2 79i E -3 1
*L21E-0 1
95 IOL E-O 2
92 765 E-O Z

7
• 2288-01
* 3324 --"-1
S435 0;-01.

,3674'-01
• 5071;- l.
• 659 O" -01
• 7996.>-01
• 36937. -0
s 9505"- 1
s 9586--01.

9 .100 -at
* 61 27"-01
S648 9:-. 1
* 5317"a01
• 3575..01
S1956-:01
* 1952E'01
* 7516""02
• 300o-o02
• 1550: "02

-, 228fE-04

8
.1 152E-CI
.1 726E-01
92512E-O1
*38664E-01
o5419E-CL
97 !-ý5E-G1
o8637E-OL
o9699E-C1
* 10 39E+00
,1 C47E+50
o992eE.-c•

* 88 36E-CI
.7 449E-C 2
,55a 4E-C 1
o369CE-01
,2037E-G.
,9 53 0E-0Z
,3693E-02
.748 .E-0 2
.7 10 SE-6 3

9
*2265E-0O

34 64E- 01
•51 43E3-A I
9 3925E-,Ai
o52 kOE-jL
* ES 18E-ZI.
*8259E-01
o99 CE-° I
•98 21E-01
,. 74E- 01
*9323E-uI
• 62 35E--')

C945E-01
4.8 36E-31

.23 S6E-01
•1339E-31

1685E-Cl
. 7L34E- Z
*29 C2E-OZ
o15 35E-02

£0
22Z66E- 01

.3353E- 01
49 2 CE- 0O

.37 2ZE- 41
o5088E-01
o659bE- C1
.7993E- 51
*8864E- 01
* 9'45E- 01
o952•E- 1.
. 9039E- Ul
98071E-01
* 6955E- 01
* 5Z69E- G1
*3533E-01
•1994E- Cl
.20 69E- Ul
.7971:- 0 2

3168E- 02
* 1653E- 02

-. 2240E- 04

CIANNEL 3OPPLER ',,OEFFICI"NT;

-o2 201 CE- 4 -96583E-C4 -o22 COE- 94

:3

C(o..-
-r C



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

LOCAL DOPPLEP WEIGHrING AC1OF AND ;HANNE. COMPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 FLOODED (T OK/OT)

CHANNEL

(c)

co

I-

Co

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3

e
5
-6

9
10
11
£2
13
li
15
16
17
18
19
21

It
o231E-0 1
.3 395 E-0 1
*4963E-0 t
o3 735E-0 1

•.5 10£ E-0 1
,6614 E-0 I
s! 031E.- 1
*b86FE-0 I

4.5 ' E-0 I
. 525 E-3 1
s 034 E'0 1
o. 06SE-0 1
o6 94r E-0 L
95 25F E-0 1
o3 513 E-0 1
el 961 E-0 I
92 016E-0 I
oT 631 E- 2Z
.2 975 E-0 2
o. 505 E-0 2

12
e 2349!:-uI
* 35 '24.at
* 5204:'-01
* 3958'-0t
* 5306--0i
* 6337:-01

32Z68:-0t
* 9206:-"1
o 9313:_0 a.
* 9961" -Cl
* 9307fl01

f -.219: -"1
* 6927 -01.

46•16-- -iL

* 2373: a1
• 1310:-01
* 1627: l- l
* 6769" -02
* 2777" 02
0 139 0; - 0 2

13
2 126E-01I
3406dE-01

95 22E-.01
* 4 046E-OI
*5331E-01
o6 852E-1
* 8 2921E-01
o 9 234E-0- I
* 98 4 ?E-OL
s9b99E- I
.9343E-OL
e 8 246E-G 1,
,6-92SE-Gi
S4753E-01

s224SE-01
* 130 6E-0£
.170 (E-Cl.
.7 !ME-02
.3 Z92E-( L2
*1763E-0 2

"o1765E-C4

14
.2L 77E-'l I,3 3 OE-6 I

.5L S8E-61
o39bSE-;i
* UE.3E-61
s 6: 34E-01
* Q 72E-•l
.9Z 11E-•1

.95 Z3E- UL
S'% 76E-01
* '325E-Cl
.82 38E-OL
* 69 41E- 31

.4? S9E- iio23 17E-ýl
.13 28E-JI.

V 1?2IE-z. L
.74 29E- JZ
• L (3E-32
* 169LE-•2

-. 19 27E- 34

15
e 2269E- 01
s 3459E- 01
0 5229E- 01
,.0O 2E- Q1
o5317E-01
• 68543E-01
. 8275-E 01
* 920.•E- 01
* 9814•- 01
* 9864E- 01
*931JE"01
oZZ2.E-01
6926E1 01
478SE-01

o2308E- 01
*1319E- U1
,1705E-01
o7336E- 02
.3050E- 02
S164G6E- 02

-. 193OE- 04

Ci4ANNEL 3OPPLE1 bOEFFICIrNTS

-,ZZ4IE-0 4

,-00-

r10-,



.
TABLE QCS760.10-7

(Continued)

LOCAL O0'PLER WEIGNrING cACTOR ANO ,HANNE6. OOFPLEF COEFFICIENTS AT EOC. FLOODEO IT DIVOT)

CH A NNEL

(A

o

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
It
12
13
1'.
15

16
17
18
19
20

is
•Z 153 E-1 I
*343!E-O 1
*5 z53 E-4 I
.4 061 E-0 1
,5 3 4;. E -8 1
5683) E-0 1

• 6 S6E-D I
,13 29*.ES6 I
OS 23] E-0 I
,9833 E-O 1
•9886E-0 1
.9 32) E-O 1
• • Z3 E-O I
, 691) E-3 1
9•6 ?74E-O 1
oZ231 E-0 I
,1 303 E-0 1
e .69F E-0 1
o7 31r E-0 2
J306 .E-5 2
oi 684 E-0 Z

17
* 1657: -01
* Z819" ") 1
* 452 3i-'I

* *592- -01
* '90 9:- 0 1

6 63:3=-01
7 7677.'-01
d t7 85~.1- 1

* 9.88;-G1
9 qa07 2-0 1

4 c E8- -1

* 6935.'01
• 527 701
* 3637---01
* Z31.:-0I

* 297 2- -0 1
* 1354. a"01
* 588866-0z
S3422' 02

-. 1073"0'64

* 2992E-01
-47'?4'E.*'4'1
93733E-01
*4964E-01
.64,•E-01
*7682Emf.i
.878•E-01
99 389E-1f 1
*9468E-01

*8(G'4E-QI
.6859E-i01
* 5 153E-01
*3481E-01
* Z2eCE-Oi
, Z88SE-b I
* 296E-GI1
.5532E-0 2
,3135E-CZ

" 1356E-04

19
T17 79E-3i

.29 59E'6 I
*4b 76E-C I

* 3628E'aI
a13 2OE-'I•

. Eli G1E-0..

S78 13E-" I
.6? C6E-11
,9315E-ýI
.94 ( 0E-'I

.79 M-E it

.68 t4E- 31

e3631E-01
* Z3 E4E-J I
.33 E4E-v I

o13 S2E'1
.59 79E-ý, 2
* 33 78E-02

20,218 OCE- 01
3 3281E- 01

• 4669E- El
• 3722E 01
* 5053E- 01
o6545E 01
. 7927E- 01

eSSCOE-01
* 9369E- 01
*944TE° 01
S8979E-01
*8053E-Gi
* 6993E- 01
* 5367E" 01
* 367TE- 01
* 213 E- 01
*2233E- 01
*o8655E 02
* 3436E- 0 2
.ISE" 02

-" 2066E- 04
C4ANNEL DOPPLER -O-FFICIE-NTS

-. "17ZE-0 4 - e1k E9E-E 3

"0 (1

r13



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

LOCAL DO'PLEF WEIGHTING FACtOR AND ;HANNEL OOFPLEF COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 FLOODED IT OVODT)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NO)E
I
z
3

5
6

7
8

-Q9

12
I.-. 13

c:, 15
16
17
18
19
20

2L
1 6833 E-0 1

@Z 977 E-0 I
o4. 64 E-3 I
*3584iE-U I

4 .845 E-1 1
ob 33LE-0 ±

7 .72t E -0 1
.t859FE-) 1
.- ZOL E-0 I
,; 296 E-3 1
se 852 E-O I
*7955E-0 1
•693r E-1 I
,3 38. E-0 I
9381,E-0 1
e 249L E-0 1
93 180 E-0 1
.1 416E-O i
e5 98F E-0 2
s3 32F E-O 2

22
* 215 9E-01

3 3Z89" -01
*4378Z-01
* 3727--01
• 5058- '0
* 6549--0 t
* 7930-'01
• e78 L: -a t
* 93687-Cl
* 9446- -01
0 877" -01

• 699 0-DI
* 5364i -"C
* 3673>-01

o 2132: 01
* ~ZZ4E-'OI

4596i 02
* 340 Z-'_- 0 2
*17780 -OZ

", 2066"-'-.

23
.1793E-Ol
.2973E-01
,4693E-01
*3637E-01
.490 BE-01
,6407E-01
,76 17E-ui
. 8707E-Ci
.9 312E-G1
99396E-01
,892 ]£-01
,7973E-01

.5 Z43E-01
e 3623E-0l
.2 35 7E-01

3 053E- 1
•138•SE-0I
.5935E-GZ

3 33 7E-0O2

-i 469E-04

24
17 69E- 1:

.30 C7E-0I
,d.7 3E-AI

.49 73E-0I
96470E-01

.78 t6E- it
,6? 60E-Gi
s 93Ef6E-0i
*94.62E-01.

E9 697E- O1
*79 •5E- 21

G o 50E-•U
*5L45E-Ji

O - 74E-0l
.2253E-Oi
•25 75E- -'I
.129OE-l.
o31CZE-'Z

25
* 166 CE- 01
•28 32E" 01

• 4538E- 01
o 360JE-01
94917E-01
• 6449E- 01
o7882E- OI
,8787E- 01
940 JE- 01

• 9483E- 01
*9001E-01
.8040E- 01
*692 ?E- 01
* 5269E- 01
• 363GE- 01
o2338E-01

2 2963E- 01
.1349E- 01

* 58583E 0z
* 3394E- 02

-, 107 'E- 04

C4ANNEL 3OPPLER '0:FFICI:.NTS

-. e157) EU04

V) D>

I-0

Nl)



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

0'77ý'),

LOCAL DOPPLER wEiGHriNG cACtOR AND ;HANNE. DOPPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOC'. FLOOCEO IT OK/OTI

CHANNEL

Ln
-,,j

0j')

AXIAL NO3E
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

9

12
13
1"
15
16
17

19
20

26
@1 54i E-0 1
.265i E-5 1
o4.311 E-0 1
*3 490 E-i 1
*4 a lJE-0 1
*6 345 E-0 1
.1777) E-O I
ot 69JE-• 1
0' 31J E-0 I
4Z) E-0 I

• 96;E-0 I
.e 04sE-a 1
,6986E-3 1
*5 4 03 E-0 1
*3835E-0 I
,Z 54 LE-0 1
9326tE-0 I
*I 51i E-01
*67i!E-0 2
94 0 t E-0 2

Z7
* 156 8"- O

2 267 WE-O1a
* k307" -01
* 3'.61"-Ot

4 4782E-O0
* 630 3E-0 1
* 7729" "C I,
* b64E--0 1

9 907 0-"0 t
* 9378E-0 1
S934t :-"O

* 6988-"Oa
• 5436=-CI
* 385 O0-OL

Z .585E .0t
* 335"--0 I
* 1569--01
* 6965-'-0 2
• 4136E-OZ

StOZ£; -0'4

28
,158ZE-C'
*267dE-CI
* 43C EE-u1
sJ45JEuvi
,'765E-Ji
*62ijOE-U
e 770.E-G6.
.8 609E-0 I,
.9 Z34E-01
• 9 .14E-o01.

0891IE-01
, 8 EGE-01.
,700UE-01
* 546 5E-0 1
.391£TE-C 1
92617E-01
. 34G EE-0 I
e1592E-i1
",7 CS SE-02

.1 VT IE-C-.

29
.15 t4E-01

92SEOE-11
S43 C58E"l L

*152CE-t1
*4767E-01
* b62E-J.
s 7r CIE- J1
*o6 69E-1
99234E-301
o9345E-Li
.89 1~3E'-A
* 6. 19E- C I
s 69¶9E-J 1
s 5464E-01
s 39 16E- Oa
.2b 15E-01
* ZNC4E-Gl
* 15 90E-01
* 7; 46E-O2
* 41 65E- C2

-s 1071E- 44

30
" 1 574E- 01
" 2677E- 01
" 431'E- 01
3466E- 01

.4786E- 01
630 7E- 01

*7732E-01
.645E- 01
,927,E-01
s9376E- 0 1
*8931E- 01
* 802 Eý- 01
•6984E- 0a
*5432E- 01

38T6E- 01
,258 iE- 01
.3351E- 01
• 1566E- 01
*6942E-02
*4112E-02

-. 1026E- 04

CIANNEL )OPPLER 'OEFFICENT;

-o. 30. E-0 5

•LI
(DE

00 C



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

LOCAL DOPPLER WEIGHrINr FACtOR AN: ;HANNE. COFPLEi COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 FLOODED (T OK/I1)

CHANNEL,

C-,)

-4

0

I-.
0

U-'

AXIAL NOOE
1
2
3
1.
5
6
?
8

9

1112
13

15
16
1?
18
19
2',

31
*155* E-0 1
92 66 E-0 I
o4322E-0 1

3 g49F E-3 I
of#81)E-3 1
.6 353 E-0 1
*7 762 E-0 I
ot 695 E-0 1
99 313 E-0 1
, '41f E-0 1
oo 961 E-0 1
o. 033E-0 1
*b981 E-0 1
.5 403 E-0 1
s3 8Z) E-9 1
o2 537E-3 1
.3 254 E-0 I
o. 512E-3 E
9668) E-3 2
,3974E-0 2

32
* 903K- C2
o 1460; -01,
* l36' -01t
•3429-. "0 1

.*4970:-0L
6 f651: - 0 1L* e6SIE" 01

*6271- l- t
S €521:-0i
1 I032: +00

* •97l-1"- I

* e866"-0I
o 7 4 08:-.-L
* 5689'-01

* 2578--"01
* 17 31-_ 01
o 6843-"02
*4121: -02
* 2511E--.02

-s 4888 9- - 04

33
*8789E-32
o1427E-01
e Z 18 6E'-' 1
.350 4E-01
°5055E-CI
*6739E-Gi
.8 329E-3 I
.9 45 CE-O 1,
.1.2JE0 0
o1C3 4E+CI
*985JE-Ci
* o8 08E-01.
* 7513E-1 J.
95E12E-01.
o4 119E-6 I
o2635E-01
o1712E-C L
.8 "93E-0Z
.381±E-C2
92271E-02

- o5584E-6I4

34
. E974E-02
* 1. 'u7E-01

a c. 6E- Q635 24 ZE- 01

o50 7ZE-0
.6754E-01

13 41E- 01
91,59E.-01

.10 34E+00

* 95 55E-Ji
.85 12E-4 I
75 15E-01

q LC.5E- 41
2 • (6E-ý1
16 E9E- 1

.80 71E-02
*3633E-GZ
. 4147E- Z

"05596E-Ok

35
.9335E- 02
9 1495E- 01
.o226"E-01

.358 9E- 01
*513!E-*Q1
,6821E-01
* 8404E- 01

*950 CE-01
o 1022E+00
o 1034•E 0 0
.9825E- 01
oo755L-01
9744CE-01
s 571 eE-01
94018E-01
9 2550E- 01
. 1649E- 61
•7931E- 02
. 3526E- 02
,ZOOZE- 02

-.5996Eo 91.

C4ANNEL DOPFLER COEFFICIENTS5

-39 3l E-0 5

--0

0



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

LOCAL DOPPLER WEIGHrING FACTOR AND HANNEL OOFPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 FLOODED (r OK/DOT

CHANNEL

C~*)
LA

C

i-.
C.

u-i
c-k)

AXIAL NOOE
I
2
3
14
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
1'.
15
16
17
18
19
22

31
,3 443 E-O0Z
*15-35E-* 1
.2 290 E-9 1
*J 61# E-0 I
.5 155E-0 1
.5831E-9 1

4 bg0) E-0 1
,465 E-0 1
•10913 E+0 0
•i033 EQ 09
• *793 E-0 I
0!; 751 E-'1
•7 485 E-0 1
*5 773 E-1 1
4 05% E-0 1

•2561E-0 1
• 1626 E-0 1
JT 61 E-0 2
•3 31) E-0 2

1i851 E-0 2

37
* 1073E-01

* 16351-01
• 2419:.-at
* 3775-D-01
* 5318;-01
* 6978:. -31
* E526---01
* 9563" -a1
S1326" .00
* 1U37"+00
* 9863: -01
* b613. -01
* 7534--')3
* 5770£_01
* 3950---01
• 2Z75:-01
* 1131!-31,
* |*5? 5:-02
, 18?7"-02

I a074 "02

*2116E-01
.325 4E-Cl
*4926E-a1
9 394 OE-01
.5 3213E-01
96 eqnE-oi1
,8 37 2E-O
.9 5E-; -1
.10 .14E+CO
e1 (03E+00
*9526E-01
.83 99E-0 1
.7 GC6E-01
*4869E*01

a 2 457E-3I
.138 5E- . I
a 16 J 2E--U.1
,7352E-02
*3754E-42

-8 116E-C2

-,2351E-04

39
t £0 Z9E-01

• 16 19E-01
a 21# 2?E-JI
* 3T 62E-)1
e53 17E-E1
* 70 C4E- 01
* 5 77E- 1
* 96 45E-ci
a1l 34E+ ýQ
*1D43E.+O
* SO 74E-J1.
* 67 53E-U1
* 7k 49E-f1
* 55 48E-01
*37 10Eu14
* 2Z 23E- ul
*13 38 E- 01
.63 19E-02
*2593E-02
* 13 79E- OZ

"o63 19E-04

40
* I11ZE-01
I1689E- 01
* 24172E-01
, 3798E-01
95345E-01
,700 GE- 41
,8550E-01
• 9596E* 01
IG28E1 00

" 103?E* 00
9984ZE-01
• 8761E" 01
S7?o7ZE- 01

•5686E- ;t
3875E- 01
2 2243E- 01

* 1149E- 01
.I4643E- 02

188 ZE- 02
a97G0E-03

-. 650eE-0

C4ANNEL. DOPPLER COEFFICIENTS

- ,6 11) E-1 4 -" 6554! -84

-..

r\)



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

LOCAL 0O2PLER WEIGH1ING FACTOR AND 4HkNNE. DOFPLEA COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 FLOODED (r ODK/OT

CHANNEL

(3,

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
5.

b

9

11

14
15is

1715

19
20

41
S1147E-0 I

o 1723 E-0 1
,v2 53i E-0 1
*3 8a3? E-0 I
95 3T4 E-O 1
.7 023 E-0 i
• 565 E-' L
a. 604E-O I
.• 023 E.0 0
et 03P EC G
o4842E01 I

S766 E-O I
*? 463 CE- 1
S5 67* E-0 1

93 843 E-0 L
s2 19? E-0 I
*I1094E-0 1
.4 2 750 C-0 2
e168L E-O 2
•5 405E'-0 3

#42
* i106"-O1

• 16 S6E-O0
SZ505 ,-01

* 538 8- 0t* 7361"!01.
*,•6t? T-'01

S 66?•. 01.

• j•35": #*0
* 1G43E +00
*9a75: -at
* ?521-0 1

• ?404. -01
,.5523:'-C
* 3647,--"-01
* 2115: ;a01
4 1206. -01
*95098"-0Z

2 2077'-02
6 1318"--0 Z

-o 6361[-'04

43
.2 2Z4E-O 1
• 3354E-C1
* 5 C26E-L1
*3998E-61 I
,5 37 4E-01
.692 7E"-O1
.8 36 3E',. 1
.9 38F.-C 1
,LOO2E+O0
oi C07E*00
•9 49 (L-01
,8370E-01
.6979E-01
, 4853E-01
o2407E-e1

I 30.SE-6 1
.153 ZE- 1
.6 38 7E-C2
,3139E-OZ

- S6 17E-G2

-,2368E-04

.1t 199- at
s 16 43E-di

'I ~!44E- It
.5334E-O0
*70 C9t-tt
. •65E-0t

959 6E-,.;L
o i!27E403
. 10 36E÷.0
.93 23E- ei
et?33E-1

. 55 t4E-C I
o3735E-31

2Z SOCE-01
,1367E-t1
a 59 '.3E-CZ
• e4 ?E-62

9 Z 92E-32

,54 561E- Ei4

45
o904CE- 0t
,1513E-0O
,2346t- Cl

366?E- 01
.5193E- C
.686ZE- 0i
* 841C ?E U
49454E-01

101 4E+ 00
U i25E#- 0

o9750C-O1
6 8719E- 01

,?50aSE- Ot
• S?83t- Ci
o4055JE-01

2564E- 01
S163 4E- UI
750 1E- 02

• 3194E- 02
I 74bE" 02

-",4364E-04

C4ANNEL )OPPLER COEFFICIENTS

-obM62E-0 4

.n (1.
c - --,



TABLE QCS760.10-7
(Continued)

LOCAL DOOIPLER WEIGHrING rACTOR AND •kNNE. OOPPLE9 COEFFIC[LNTS AT EOC4 FLOODED (T MK/OT)

CH A hNEL

-C)
C-)

(Ji
U,

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

12
13
1S.

16
17
18
19
20

41
).082E-OZ

61515 E-0 1
*Z 35L E-O 1
*3 672 E-O 1
e5 193 E-0 1
,666F E-0 I
• . 42) E-O 1
'• 45!)E-3 £

410 1;E+D 0

*1 025E+3 0
j 743 E-0 1

•f 71.1 E-O I
07 S0 E-O I
.5775E-0 1
.404!E-3 1
.2 560 E-0 I
.1 633 E-O 1
.747. E-O 2
s3 1IT E-O 2
* 730E-Q 2

14
* £93Z2"-01

1 1656:.-0 1
* 2500"-01
* 3818'-01* 53'.8£'gI

7C 19. -01
* o57Z" "01
09598"--01
* 1027: +00
* 1J36"÷0O

* 9818£-O1
8 a726:-01
S7434E -01
*5575: -01

• 372 4:-0 1
2 2238"-01

* 1355" -0L
* 59131 0 Z

2 2419 -02
* 1252i-" 02

CHANNEL 3OPPLFR _P :OFFICIcNT3

-,4363 E-04 -. 5463-0'0

=3D

00N.)-.



TABLE QCS760.10-8

LOCAL O0OP.Ek WEIGHrtING -ACrOR AND ;HANNW. COPPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOC VOIDED (t OK/DT)

CHANNEL

LX
C-)

0

I-.

01
O"i

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4

Is

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

15

17
18
19
20

.Z553 E-0 L
*,341jE-0 1
.4 983 E-3 1
03 511 E-0 1
*4 775 E-O 1
s6 133 E-0 1
o 1363 E-0 1
.b 215E-01I
•676S E-01
.6853E6- 1
.8443'.t-0 I

97 623E-0 1
e663r E-0 1
5 233 E-0 1
.3 815 E-0 1
92 55)E-0 I
.3 775 E-0 1
0186;E-0 1
d 79•3 E-O 2

9563tE6- 2

2
* 2618:--01
* 347 3-.-o01
* 5036--E-01
• 3567--01
S14827 -- 01.

* 6185:-01
* 7438"-01
* d263 -"01

* b8151 "0 1
* 6:)01"-01

d 3: 93:-o1
* 766'd, -Ut7 66 78;-01

* 5259"-"-c0
* 3T93:-U1
* 2'.7"?i.-01

* 3532E-01
• 1695 -0 1
. 7865"'0Z
* 499T'-02

-" £5681'04

3
*2822E-O1
*3664E-o1
*5 20 SE-01
.3760E-01
a 5 :;6JE6-I
*6438E-LI
* 769EE-01
.6 5C9E°Cl
o 9 C56E-61
09 131E-O1.
,8705-E01
a 7 82'3E-C 0

.5 '122E-01
.3707E-01
o2 129E-OL
.2 38 3E-G 0
.1 CC6E-UI
*447'4E-0
@2790E-02

-. 1?416E-0'

4
.13 47E-01
.18 58E-61
o*245E-01
.39 E1E-01
*5362E-01
.69 12E-01
.83 41E-6r1
o9326E- Li

% 56E-01
10 L 3E4 Q

.95 18E-Cl
*84 t4E- :1.
. 72 306" 2.
*5552E-**1
.38 TE-L•I

2 2'.OE-C1
L16 '-5E-0t
84. 24E- Z

.39 'OE-02
.24 &2E-02

-W 12E-i44

5
* 278 GE- 0.1
o 3647E- 01
.5207E-01
9 358 3E- .1
s 4863Eo 01
*6229E-01
o 7484E- El
.8316E- 01
* 8863E- 01
,892SE" 01
. 8485E- 01
o760E- El
o6556E-01
•5106E- 01
o3638E- 01
o 234E- 01
o 346 3E- 0 1
o 1669E- 01
• 7699E- 02
,470 IE- 02

-. 1482E-04

C4ANNEL DOPPLER wOEFFICIENT$

-@154,E-0 4

V ¢D>(D ::
-0 (D

I.-

00-,rO



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Conti nued)

LOCAL DOPPLER WEIGHTING FACTO; AND ,HANNE. DOFPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOCI VOICED (T DWOXT7

CHANNEL

aXIAL NODE
I
2

3
4

b
6

7
8

9
C-, 10

c1 12
I13

C14

16
17

18
19
20

.2873 E-0 1
•3 735 E-0 1
•5 Z9) E-0 I
s3 693 E-0 1
s4 955;E-0 1
ob 311 E-0 1
97 555 E-O I
*,. 351 E-C 1
.e6835 E-0 I
.b 941 E-O 1
ob 513 E-0 I
,765? E-0 1
e6 635 E-0 1
,5 165 E-0 I
*3 644 E-0 1
9Z2T7 E-1 1
o3115E-0 1
9L41•1 E-0 I

SE 213 E-0 2
*3 651 E-0 2

7
S3V96:--01

* 30:-39:c1
5 5466--O1

* 3335-:'0 L
0 5153:K 01
* 6530"'6l

7 785:-Dt
* 8595> "01
•9129:"-a1

•*• 4- .- 01
8 8727:'01

* 78237-01
6 6734'. 01

* 5173-ci
* 3514-. 01

o 110- 01
* 2054" 01
* 8154; .02
* 3429'->02
* 193 L-10 2

°o 1675"-0 4

8
1536E-Ci

s2 C37E-O1
.23 19E-01
4 1C0OE-01

9 5 861E-01
.7 11E-01
o8522E-01
.9473t--31
*13JOSE*03

S1 ZiIE+60O
09623E-01
ob577E-01
.7 303E-01
9 5545E-01
o3736E-41
92 093E-UI
oi 033E-01
*4•162E-0Z
* 1758E-)2

,9143E-C3

-05 202E-0.

9
• 314SE-01
.41 52E-G I
*5e54E-;l
* 4L 25E-0i
.53 e8- G1
06765E-G12

.80 36E-Ot
o 66 78E- 5t
o.kC7E-C•
o %31E-'1
o89C9E-U1
.78 S1E-01
o6b 37E-"i
4.623E-%A

o 2244E-"1
.12 75E-e-1
.15 48E-Cio
.82•4E- ý 2
.3631E-CZ
o 20 29E-0Z

-" l446E-'.

13
398 JE- 01

.3983E- It
•5555E- 01
* 3891E- 01
* 5169E- 01
96525E-01
9 776 OE" C1
eS640E- 01
* 905 iE- 61
*9098E-01
* 863e E- 01
.774•IE" 01
.667 4E- 01
.511 JE- 01
* 3'73E- 01
.197CE" 01
s 224 OE- 01
• 9015E- 02
.3796E- 02
*2172E-02

we 1521E" 0'

C4ANNEL DOPPLER COEFFICIENTS

- .155) E'4

N,)

"ot =D

"'3 •.-



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Continued)

LOCAL DOPPLER MEIGHrING -ACTOR AND 'MANNE. DOPPLEP COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 VOICED (T CK/iMT|

CHANNEL

C')

I.

(n

4XIAL NO3E
I

2
3
4
5
6
7

9
13
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

it
,3137E-0 1
,6'032E-0 1
*5 603 E-0 1
,3 913 E-O 1
.5 194 E-0 1
.654•E-0 I
J.?775 E-0 1
.f, 551 E-0 1
., 06LE-9 I. 01fE-O 1
49-. 131 E-0 I

ob 63) E-0 1
.7 73) E-O 1
,666F E-9 £
,5 094E-0 1
.3446 E-O 1
,193) E-1 I
*? 162 E-0 I
,L525 E-0 2
*351 SE-0 2
,19453 E-3 2

12
* 322 7" -01
* 4223; -O0
* 5325"E-Ot

* 4165-- "or

* 6789>-"01
0 ,2--0 -tL

* 6885 -01
9 9'007-- -01

•942S:-Ol
6 &899--01

* 7878"-01
* E619- -01
* 4597>-0JL
* 2213">01

1234"-01
1763".0a

* 768 1"-0Z
• 3323E 02

0 17981.-a2

"•144,7E-04O

13
*2965E-01
d,4 11OE-Oi
.5967E-01
*427ZE-01
%,5 60E-3 I
*68 ;6E-01
a b C63E-01
e 8886E.-01
*9407E-01
.94Z7E-0i
9 890 1E-01
.77 '79E-01
* 660 (E-CI
*4 535E-01
* Z098E-Cl
. 125E-01
9168 EE-01
* 8 60 OE-OZ
.383 GE- 02
*2352E-02

L.1 108E-0'4

.30 3E-6t
s 41 36E-OL
. 5940E-O

412 C5E-j
% s26E-31

.67 65E-01
s aC 45E-01
• 83 72E-Gi
9 93 94E-01
*9i 16E-3i
eSS94E.-01
. 75 78E-OL
s 65 21E-GI
,45 75E'- I1
* 21 EOE-&I
• 1Z 66E-01
* 191E-Gt
.85 74E- 02
s VGOE-1Z
.22f6E-02

15
0307 2E- 01
* 417 ZE- Ci
* 5976E- 01
* 42Z42E- 01
a 5442E- 01
* 6796E- 01
.8050E- 01
.88?1E- (I
s 9388E- Cl
.9405E-01
.8880E-41
.7862E- 61
6604E- 01
•455 (E-01
214 6E- 01

*1253E- 01
91866E-01
s 8,42 3E- OZ
93711E-62
220 6E- 02

,t122CE- 04

CHANNEL DOPPLER ?OEFFICIENT3

".1522E0 1 ft 172 20E-04

-o riDC-0 M
M.

0&L



. 017
TABLE QCS760.10-8

(Continued)

LOCAL OO0PLER WEIGHTING -ACrOR AND ;HANNEL OOPPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOC. OIDED (T OK/OT)

CHANNEL

C-.,

U-,

a.,

%IXIAL NO3E
I
2
3
I,,
5

6
7

9
£0
11

13

15
16
17
18
19
zc

Ii
oZ 99) E-O 1
of#.14E-0 1
o5 993 E-O 1
e4 288.E-0 1
s5 473 E-O 1
s66 14 E-0 1
.E 065 E-0 1
,8883 E-0 1
.0 39) E-0 1
,9 415 E-0 I
*888 E.-0 1
97 86! E-0 1
e 656)E-0 1
.*4521 E-0 I
*2 093 E-0 I
o124 E-0 1
.1872 E-I 1
• 51? E-0 2
s 3 781 E -0 2
s2305 E-0

1T
9 23 931 0 1
S341s 6:- - 01
* 5193--01
*3727T -0 1
* •4950--. O1

6 F310. -0 1
* 756Z- -01

e c357>--01,
, .4883" -0L

E 499- -01* e'499:-DL

* 7633-:01
* 6608>-0 1
* 511 5> 01

* 36,247-01
*2415>01-D
*344.Z-01i
* 16501-01
* 76334:- - 0 z
@ 4916">"02

-, 68 2 4!-05

18
.e51" tE-Ci
*3677E-01
,5549E-01
,3909E-J1
S502 1E-'] I
.6 Z3 XE-01
,7561E-61
.8 !43L-01
, 88 65E-01
a d 9 14E-3 I
* 8461E-0I
,757 4E-0 1
,6504E-01
s 4'i 5 EE-01
s34 36E-0 I
*2308E.-01
* 3 22EE-0 I
* 1572E-01
.7 14E-02
,4486E-OZ

-8 378E-05

19
*25 64E-"1
,364iE.-41

* P .06E-01
* 379 1E- U.
49, 4 8E-VI
Q2E 2E- JI,
74. t:6E- u

.8Z 71E-3 I

.81 69E- OC
,8 45 E-J1

• 8ý C8E-31
* 754 7E- 3t

6 22E- 01
50 46E-C 1

.35 ,ZE-01
Z24 13E-31

.35 28E-' jI
16 84E-01

.76 EZE-'2

.94 3E-02

-"9L OZE-05

23
" 2983E- 01
" 3912E- 01
.5516E- 01
* 390 1E-O1
* 514lE- 01
* 6474E- 01
.769 QE- 01
045 UE- 01

•8957E- 01
,9006E-01
&8568E- 01
,7711E-01
9 6705E- 01
,5217E-01
* 3622E- 01
* 211 4E- Cl
• 24LEE- 01
,9781E-02
*4115E- 02
*2383E-OZ

-. 137 IE-O4

ChANNEL DOPPLER COEFFICIZENT

-, 10E-I'.

coI



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Continued)

LOCAL DOMPLER WEIGItrING rACrOR AND 'HANNEL COFPLEF COEFFICIENTS AT EOCk VOIDEO (T 0K/DTI

CHANNEL

C-)

C)I-

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4
5
6

9
10

11
12
13
14.Is
16
17
in
19
20

2L
2 645 E-0 1

o3 651 E-0 1
*5 363 E-0 1
93 74! E-0 1
**4894E-0 1
o619 E-0 1
*T74OE-0 1
se 17? E-0 I
ob 69; E-0 1
*b 76? E-0 1
st 35.E-0 I
@753TE-0 I
,6 582 E-0 1
95185 E-0 1
,3 76) E-0 I
* Z.524 E -0 1
.3 61) E-0 1
168) E -J) 1

o *561 E-0 2
s, 611 E-0 2

22
* 2996-" - 01
* 3923"-Ci
o 5527-- -01* 33 07"-0 1
,5i.i6--01

6 4 78--0 1
* 7694!-01

e 4.52"-101
6 o958"-01i

* 9V•07!-019v 5 7-01J
* c567: a
0 77 09-"0 1
* 670 2; "01,

* 50 2"02 1
* 3616:-01
S2107:-'OL
* 240 1-O-
* 9686W-02

4 1,59".0Z
* 2332-""OZ

-o 13?1-0'a

.23
2. FG 5E -01

.3659-0I
*5 427E-0 I

3 50 1E-0 1
4 957E-C 1

o6270E-01
o7 '9 2E-Ot
.8 274E-01
•8791E-01
.8842C-0.
98 40 3E-01
.754. 1E-61
,651'4EE-C
.5 037Ei01
*3572E-01
92403.E-01
• 3509E-01
*16TIE-01
,76C4E-OZ
*4703E-0Z

-o9 10OE-05

24
.25 ClE- 1
. 36 ¶.6E- . 1
* ~53 0E-g1

% 3- l1E-C I

50 31E-5 1
* 63 '.1E-,i1
*75 67E- Gi
•83 50E-01
• t1564E-31
,89 9E- '1

r,565E-01
a 64 $4E-,At
s 49 48E-" CI
S3427E-Cl

e ZZ99E'01
* 33 lOE-UI
e 15 62E-•1
9 71•5 E- 32
* 21E-02

-. ,580E-05

25
" 2410E- 01
" 3462E-, 1
52£0E- 01

* 3737E- 01
*0#958E- 01
,6317E- 01
a 756?E7 01
e8359E- 01
* 8882E-01
98936E-01
@8493E- 01
a ?626E- 61
, 6599E-01
" 510 6E- 01
" 3616E- 01
,2407E-01
* 342 BE- Cl
* 1641E- 01
07581E-02
a 4861E" 02

-s 682 6E- 05

G4ANNEL 3OPPLEP 3OC.FFICIENTS

-0992) E-0 5

V) 3>

NI)

-r (
"-o =D

I-.



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Continued)

WD

LOCAL DOPP.ER HEIGHfING FACTOR AND OHANNE. COPPLER COEFFICIENTS Ar EOC4 VOIDED I OK/OTI

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3

14
Is

5

6
78

10
11
1213
14
15
16
17
18
19
2C

2S
.ZZ1E-0 1,
93 Z4r E-O 1
s4 943 E-0 1
.3 614 E-0 I
• .6$3E-O 1
95• 23) E-0 I

*7T46) E-9 1
et Z5) E-9 1
. Tl E-O 1

.6865 E-0 1
oL 451 E-3 i
•762. E-9 1
•666 b!E-3 1
,525r E-3 1
,383S E-5 1
*262!E-01
.3 T75 E-3 1
91845 E-0 I
• 5731 E-0 Z
.5735 E-0 2

27

* 3477---01

* 35 3-" .Ui
4 4815;.-51

•6162:"-01

*71403:. .01
* '20' 4--01

t €738- "01
•8816" "O
5 412:'.01

* 76• f--01
* 6651'-01
* 5268"-c0l
* 3866-: 01
* 2662" -OL
, 3367"-G1
•0 190 9i - 0 L

* 89958"-02
* 590 0-O2

CD~
I/

0r)

28
.2 10 ?E-0i
,3285E-01
*4156E-51
.3 S82E-01
•4798E-01
,6140E-01
0?376E-01
. 8 173E-01
*87GBE'-C 1
* 87,39E- 01
.8 %,93E-01
* 7595E-C1
,6661E-Di
, 52•3E'•
.3897E,-01
,2688E-mC
9 3932E-91
•192SE-01
•9 E6 8E-O 2
.5 SM15E02

-,69?3E-05

29
,2310E-31
.32 6SE- 01
*49 59E-:4 .1
.35 t4E-Ji
*43 0E-01
e E41E-vl
•7378E-3J1
S8t1 74E-OL

• 8? L8E-"J1
• 87 89E-01O
*8393E-3£1

, E•bOE-61

S5Z91E'J01
.35 'SE-01
•26 t6E- C1
.3 2$E-!1
1926E-U5
S 5ZE-I6Z

.58 .7E-02

-, 6973E-C5

30
" 2298E- 11
" 3Z85E- 01
.,496 TE- 0 1
.3599E- 91
.4a820E- 01
.616 •E- 01

74TO.7E- Q1
86E- 0 1

e8739E- 01
9 861EE- 01
•841JE- 01
9T59 eE- C4
•6647E-01
" 5263E- 01
S38661E- 01

92657E-01
3878E- 01
1902E- 01
895 7E- 02

*5855E-02

-" 6645E- 05

C4ANNEL 3OPPLER COEFFICIENI',

-. 604FE-05 -, 6645•-05

(D-

0.
NO-



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Continued)

LOCAL DOMPLER WEIGHrING FaCtOR AND ;HANNE. DOFPLEF COEFFICIENTS AT tOCI VOICEO IT OK/OTl

CHANNEL

MX!AL NODE
1
2
3

Is

5

6
7
6

C-, 1')

11

o 12

19

20

31.
s8263E-O 1
.325) E-O 1
*",95iE-0 1
e3621 E-0 1
*.85, E-0 1
96215E-0 1
.7465 E-0 I
S5 26-E-0 1

o. 79! E-0 1
e8863E-0 I
.•j44r E-0 1
4762-E-9 1
,665JE-0 1
•5 250 E-0 1
•382!E-0 1
.2 615E-O 1
•3 76, E-O I
•183FE-O ±
• 64# E-0 2

• 5 68S E-l 2

32
* 1278-'-01
* 176'C -01
• 248 1E-OtL
* 3638:-.01
* 5098E "r1
• 6646£-0L
* bi13EG1 :
•9229-' "OL

* 993 71-CL
10 06" +00

• 858 i-- -0 1
• 72487 01
• 56 Ii 01.

2 2716:>01
• 1954:,.aL
s 1046'-0 1
s 5114-'- 02
• 33260 -0 Z

-" 4235.*04

33
1 227E-G1

e1711E-01
o247 lE-01
*3715E-01
s 5 19 ZE-G 1
.673SE.-0I I
*a 174E-Ot
* 9 175E-3 L
* 3,33!E-11* 994TE-61

.949 4E-•21
68 53'E-Gi1

S7 3 47E-'; I
* 577 SE . ,Z1
,4 197E-O 1
92772E-61
, t93 OE-01
* 9a6ZE-02
*,4 CE-C2
s3 COZE-ICZ

-. 4737E-04

34
, 12 48E-01
s 17 33E-01
.2493E-0 I
o 3T36E-0I
• 52 IOE-01
o6r 55E-CI
o8O69EUt
•91 88E-01
*% C4?E..01,
* 957E-UI
.9i L;3E-01
s 85L 4E-Gl
s 75 51E-0I
o57-75E-91
.o4L 79E-!i',
.2? 36E-0:
olB 78E-0.

C .%68E-OZ
*4476E-O2
.25 37E-02

"o4r 55E* 04

35
.1294E- 01
,179JE-01

Z563E-O1
O 3795E-*1
• 5269E- 0 1
* 681ZE- 61
o8237E-01
.9217E-01
.9856E- 01
O 9945E- 01
O 9469E-ý 01
s 8486E- 01
97272E-01
* 5685E- 01
*4Gg9dE 01
o269,JE- 01
O 1873E-01
*94±JE- 02
S440 Z- 02

s 268 7E- g2

-s 4?97E" 04

C4ANNEL 3OPPLE2 -OEFFICI-NT;

-,600PE- 5S

C- M

el--,.ý,ý'.



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Continued)

0

LOCAL DOPPLER WEIGHrING :ACrOR AND OHANNEL OOFPLEF COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 VOIOED (T OKIDT)

CHANNEL

(A'

0.)

AXIAL NODE

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

In
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
Is
19
2 3

3,
0I3u-•E-S I

o1 79? Eo0 I
2 .582 E-0 1

o3 83! E-0 1
s5 29i E-0 I
*5823E-9 1
*:; 241 E - 1

ý 194 E-0 1
*,ý8 25 E-0 I
.9919 E-0 I
*9h44E-01
.5 481 E-0 1
97 30 3E-0 l
0. 735 E-O 1

.4 12) E-O 1
t2 693 E-0 1
o183LE-0 1
,. 953 E-0 2
44 1OSE-0 2
.2 475 E-0 2'

37
* 1431:- -ct
* 1923:-01

* 705-01-C
54 3:5-- - 0 1* 4•01i.-01

* 5473;-01

* 7001" -01
S640 3 -01
* 9333:-01
* 9951: -3L
* lu43E+00
* 9556" -01
* 855 2: " 01
* 7388:-al
* 5738: -01

4 4006. -OL
2 2358"-01

* 124,0---01

* 5225-. -0Z
S22556! -02
* 1313-02

-o 5420.-0f

38
* 29d4E-Cl
o3q88E-C I
.571EM-01.

4 181E-41
.5497E-Ci
a6927E-01
98231E-0 I
.9 167E-01
*9727E-01
* 9756E-0 1
,9 2.5E-6t
.8 154E-01
* 6 • 12E-01
*4 76CE-0
.2360E-,1
s 1215EL-01
a 1914E-Ci
*8355E-OZ
o4868E-O2

-. 2 144E-01

39
* l11.,8E-O1

.13 33E- 01

.27 41E-ý 1
o39 .3E- -1
954 67E-O1

71 ICE-01
e4 26E-O1
.93 78E"-it
,999CE-01
* 10 C5E.O0
e 1.5 3ZE-011
s 81&.C2E- I1
* 72 40 E- 31
e55(2E-:I

* 37 66E- 01
s 23 31E- Ul
s 15 14E-Li
*7.L 46E-LZ
,3; 56E-G2
e 18 75E- 02

40
* 148 ?E- O1
* 1993E-31
* 2771E- 01
,4025E-Ot
, 5496E- 01
oe 7ZZE- 01
* 8418E- 01
9 935 4E- 01
,996 ZE- 01
e 100 ZE' 00
*9525E- 01
852 OE- 01
731 E-01

*5647E-01
•3928E- 01
o2332E-01
* 128 GE- 01
,541E-02

2 31 eE- 02
. 130dE- 02

-. 5038Eo 04

C4ANNEL 3OPPLER 0EFFICIENT;

-o9953E-0 4 -,1541E-64 -a 4F 3E-C4

00(lD



TABLE QCS760.10-8
(Continued)

LOCAL DOPPLER WEIGHtING rACTOR AND 'HMNNEL OI:PLEI COEFFICIENTS AT EOC4 VOIDED (T OK/DT)

CHANNEL

A XIAL. NO3E
1
2
3

to

5

6
7
8

19

10

-- • 13
o 14

*-.15
o 16

o17
18
19
20

4L
o15ZT E-0 L
,Z 03LE-0 I
4Z 03 E-0 1
of 06LE-0 1
o552r E-0 1
o7 04) E-0 1
05 440 E-0 £
09 375 E-O 1
o997? E-O 1
e1005 E0O 0
3 532 E-0 1
r 5Z3 E-0 1
*F31 E-0 1I
05 631 E'0 I
o389iE-0 I
.2 27! E-0 1
el 20) E-3 L
94937C-U 2
*? 04) E-0 2

01113E-0 2

liZ

" 1498:-0t
* ZG18:"01
" 2825E-01

* 5547E-Ot
* 7)81" "0

9 8485 -. t
9 921 -- 0t
13 102; +3 0

* 1G07:.U00

* 955 11:- at
* 650 4---L
* 7239:.3 1

5 5, E9-:-01
* 3681"1-c

2 Z189"--0
* 133 70. , at
* 5902:-0Z
* 2535.-0Z

4 1345"I20

-, 4o80Z£-0li

',3
,3105E-01
.4 (88E-01
95 !37E-01

o5537E-01
.695 GE-U1
se 255E-01
.9 150E-31
*9696E-01
*9717E-01
* 9 173E-C 1
e8 111E-S1
*6766E-CL
o4709E-01
*2291E-01
91253E-01
• 1696E-0 I
o?456E-,2
*3951E-02

-,1679E-01

-, 156E..-04

,44
1 12E JI.

* 19C OE" -l
o 28Z7E-01
es45GE02 EOE--CO1.o5• £,2E"-O1

.7o Z3E-01
o64 15E-01
o9329E-01
*99 23E-01
* 978E-01
• . 7ZE-01
* 9.78E- 1

S7?2 4E-C 1
.55 15E-01
.3? 73E-g 1
o 23 48E-G1
* 15 4'E-01
.710 3E-;2

U3 OOE-02
o 17 75E-0Z

-. 38 7IE-b4.

45
1 Z75E- 01

o1835E-01
. 2676E- 01
.39 16E- 01
,5352E- 01
o6863E- 01
* 82•8E- 01
* 916 !E- 01
•9766E- 61

93 4 3E- Ct
,9376E- 01

8 4Z7E-01
.7311E-01
*5723E- 01
o4118E-01
,2?Z2E- 01
" 1859E- 01
" 897?E- 02
a 4054E- 02
o2425E 02

-.3086E- Ca

C4ANNEL DOPPLER ','O-£FFICIENTS

-o5 063 E-0 4

-o (~
c-I- ~



TABLE QCS760.10-8

(Continued)

LOCAL DO2PLER WEIGHfING wACTO3; AND -H4NNEL DOFPLER COEFFICIENTS AT EOC' VOIODO (T OK/DT)

CHANNEL

-C~)(-A

c')0

C.
I,

AXIAL NO)E
1
2
3
4

12

5
6
7
8
0

in
11
12
13

15
16
17

•10
20

4i
91283 E-0 1
el 84) E-0 1
s2 66• E-0 1
J3 9Z? E-1 1
*5 35) E-0 1
e6 861 E-0 1
.e255 E-0 1
o; 16? E-0 1
a 976r E-0 1
*9842E-0 I
*9 37#E-0 1

ec424 E-0 I
*133?E-0 1
95 713 E-0 1
94 11.•E-0 1
2 69;E-9 I

91853 E-O I
*,935 E-O0Z

o, 0 E-c 2
.2 391 E-O 2

* 142E,-01

* 1994 a-l0
* 2842C-01

* 5518: -01
* 70336- 01

9 "335: 01
* 9925>-01
0 99?8'-01
* 94 Eg" -01

b Is 52----0 1
* 7238E-0t

* 5503-" 01
* 37 -S aOL
* 2331'-0.L
* 1522; 01

697 5:'02
* 3'322"-0 2
• 1}'06"'02

CIANNEL 3OPPLER "OEFFICIENTS

- o3087 E-0 4 -• 3869.:-04

-o r-

r.3)



TABLE QCS760.10-9

SODIUM VOID WORTH CISTiIBUriON AT EOCN (CELK/<G X 10"5)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE
1

2
3
14
5
6
7
8

9
iC,
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

L
-o4525E-0 1
-. Z 37Z E*G 0
- ,b365 E+o 0
-e6254E*0 0

o4,32) E£4 0
el 55) E*G 1
oZ 0:3 E3 1
o3 4:5 E*. 1
o394!E.J 1
o4 035E +0 1
*3 71) E+ 1
3 05* E+3 1

e2 06E ÷0 L
e$97. E+0 L
oZ 465 E-0 I
o-. 791 E.0 0

,7 49! E+0 0
.3 00) E+O 0

-,1285Ei0 C
- J3635E - 1

2
-. 448 0O -0 1

-o 2316" +00
"o 6276- +09
-o 636 ": +0 0O

* 3524:.+0c
S1464- +01
Z479"Q +0

* 3309:+01
* 3778:. +0
* 336 7: +01
* 3565:+01
* 2923 +a01t
* 196-7-. +1 t920Z 5"z +aa

"o 6675" - 01
90 9 32: +0

o7733-.+00
-,30 72"- +00
-o 1272"+00
-o 345 1" -01

3
-o5395E-91
-*2335E+01
-. 56,4E.!30
-,567CE*OO

*1454E*01
2 43eE+01

o3245E+31
*3697E+C1
•377.3E+01
,34?77ECi
o2846E401
.190 'E:+o 1
.8 83 1 6E +0

-L1 CI7E+00
.1 fCZ2E'ý01

- o9932E+0 0
-,3857E.00
-14,08E+0 0
-33 3 E-0 1

4
.a46 75E-0 Z
. 13 57E-02
. 7, 52E-.I1
S9, C ZE÷ 0

o 13 69E*731
*27 CT6E+ 01
*35 CS2,i9j

" 4? 44E+'j 1
o.!Z 61E+ 1
,5338E+C1
4 •69E+Ci

.41a 8E+01

.3L E5E+u1
* . '.4E+01
. 9534E+Cg
o IZ 32E+09

-, 11 75E+0J
-e E0 49E-e1
-s 33 99E-Ci
-* 1548E-Ci

,
o-503EE-01

-a,2353E+ 00
-. 5880E+ 00
- *5243Et 00

*600Z*+ 00
o 1797EO, 01
•2915E+ 01
e3818E*01
o4326E+01
04406E+0 1
94046E+01
e 3301E+ 01
* 2Z3 SE1 01
0 1089E+ (I
,1353E- 01

-o8556E400
-o 7331E- 00
-. 2974E+00
-e 127 aEf-00
-o 365 IE- 01

(Da>

-0 "-
001•--'



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SODIUM VOIC WOITH DISTZIBUTION AT EOC4 (DELK/KG X 100'5)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE

7
10

2

3
14
5
6
7
S
9

£0
19

20

15
£6
£7

19
20

- 94 90LE-0 t
-. 235LE.+ 0
-. b2ZiE+O O
-,6011E+0 G

.. 97iE+,, G
•1653 EG0 I

.27'4?E+l I

91# 191 E +0 1
,3684E+3 1
*313F E÷O I
92 09 E +0 1

71 ? . E+Q 0

- .5 75E-2 ±
.994 E+0 0

-. e. 515 E+O 0
- .3373E.0 0
- .1 341EO 0
- 93 44.E-0 IL

7
-. 5144ý-01
-. Z)b6E+GO
-. 51 3 +O
-. 4534"'+00

•1680" +a I
* 2718E. 01

* 3562-• O1
40 34:..+DI
4 4106-- 01

* 3768' *3 t
* 3J70-÷+0

* 96S.4.•03
", 7515:-al
-. 1)18"÷401

-, 9562 -+00
-. 3794: +3 1
-. 1346-+00
", 3079'.. 01

a
.1 i62E-G,1
.3 56 1E-ý. I
*12 9 ZE*50

0'5695E+30
o.I 5"49E + ý I
,265 iE+Z-
9 3693E+,C I
*4486E*01
4 96 (E+C I

.5 C36E!+C I
4'686E+C1

* 395 I£Eý I
,2998E+01
91906E+GC
* 8 409 3E*C0

- .Z788E-ei
-. 3133E+ 0

-13 22E+ 0J
-*.861E-01

-o I 43"E-01

9
-97359E-01
- *33 c 6E, :,•
-. s8b08E403
-. 99 57E+U0

• 10 67E+40
9 12 E6E+G1
9 2354E+ý1
S3• ZSE*GI
* 37 CIE+ J1.
s37 70E+01
s3# 26E+ '1

2 1? 15E+A1
.15 73E+01
e 20 5E+03

-e1L 25E+G1
- 15 626E 01
-* ¶534E4+J
-o3357E+30
-9121 ZE+O0
- 33 79E-31I

10
-. 6624E- 01
"o 2773EIý 00
-b6735E" 00
-06832E00

• 365 1EG 00
a1 503E4D0 1
@ 2 572E* 01
* 3445E+G01
* 3919E+ 01
*3989E4g1
. 364 6E+ &I
• 2938Ef" 01
. 1878E' 01
* 746 ZEG 00

-, 2871E@.00
,lleE+ 01

-. 10Q4Et 01
-,3883E+ 00
"o134JE+ 00
-, 3065E-01

C~)

0

0

Co
r",o



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SODIUM VOID WOITH DISTU3UTI34 AT EOC4 (OELK/(G X 10005)

CHANNEL

I0

AXIAL NO)E
1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1L
-. 6422 E-0 1

e-.2 715E+0 0
- ,6,i EO 0
-. 67'.Z(+.O 0

s 3 735 E(0 0
91 595EEO 1
.257ZE(g01
,3441E+J 1
0391! E +3 1
9398L E+0 1
.3 631 E.3•1

2931(E÷0 1
e1870 E +8 1
.7 36) E(÷ 0

- 2995 E(4 0
- 1193 E+0 1
-*105L E*0 1
-.3923 E÷O 0
-.1 3143 E0 0
-3 J34 E-0 1

12
", 71604"01

",3331:.*00
-,b503[+UO
*. i468:+00
* 1197i.. +0

• 1276. 40t
* 2358:£01
S3226" +01,

* 3696" : 1.
, 3762" +01
* 341f; +0 1
* 2705. +01

1 ±563: 0+ I1
* 1361:+00

-, 1576:÷) L
-. 9938£*+00
", 3398:. +00
- 2 1 7>.00"*3320''01

13
-e9 024E-CL
-94280£E403

-•1 32GE+61
-.55 .IE4CO

92945E+00

*1723E +01
*2Z51E+.1L
e2Z 11. 4-E+3•1

* 1 8 -33E. I
o141l:E÷01

6C04EE00
- .4 , 22E+00
- I 267E÷CI

- 1505E+601
.933 4E+09
e 3 EZ4E+J 0

- 1107?E*G0
o.256E-01

14
-. 84VI 4E-JL

-328E+"3
-, •J76F..O•

-. 11 38E,÷1
-. a L2E.00

.8338E*00
9 17 52E t; I.
o25G6E601
* 23 C9E+^.

a29 73E+ I1
.26 C 3E +61
.21 G68+ 01
.11 35E+ji

-o11 72E+3l
- *3 ÷21E (01
-. 96 22E+00
-*34'.3E*.0

- 12 33E÷ OW
o.• 58E-31

15
-o8402E- 01
-,3924,E00
-09765E+00
-, 113 :E01
-. 204?E000

.8103E÷ 00
* 1758dF4 01
.2513EE001

2912E+ 01
a29740, 01
.2692E( 01
I 210 (EE Cl

* 1131(E 01
"* 6771E- 01
-a 1177E( 01
",1525E( Cl
-. 9650GE 00
-, 3420EI-00
-o121 E*00
-e 287 9E- 01

-o ('D

C -,. 4

CO -. ,

VO

0 0



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SODIUM VOID 0 MOTH OIST,3UTIOI AT EOCG (DELK/(G X 10O05)

CHANNEL

C-.)

C,,,)

0--

0
0.

AXMAL NODE
1
2
3
J#
5
6
7
8

to

1311
12
13

15
16
17
18
19,
29

1i
-. s05rFE-O
-e,*286E+0 0
-6107L E+O 1
-01320E+0 I
- ,5 471 E*G 0

9296! E90 0
el109? E+9 1
AM172 E+0 1
*2 053E+0 1
*Z 1I.EGG 1
*188) E 0 1
9141 TE÷ 1
*-651E+0 0

-.1 270E.O I
- A 501 E*0 1
- ,g 34?E E0 0
-e3235Ee0 0
-el11.2E+ 0
-9 2581 E-0 1

1?
• 5725" -0t

-. 3178• ÷00
- d966-"+60
- 1496-"+0L

- 1456-+01
- 1356:.+01

-e 1215-:01
1 i308" +01

-, 920 0-+00
- 696Z2'÷00
- 9318-'.00

-9 10Z5+U01
• 1Z58" 40L
•1338 : +Or

- 130 2: 0QL
- 1229-,01
• 7164- 400
-.254 ?-- +0

- 9119 a01
-2196>"OL

16
6'47dE-01

-. 35 -5E*03I
-. (,OOZE÷01
-*1I 60E+01

- J034E*GI
-*5433E.00

- 6 '.7 I1-I
.365?E+÷0
.576iE+00
,6179E*O0
•4921E+O 0

2 2155E+01
-,2954E+0O
-,7540E÷00
-*1076E+01
- t129SE*01

-8•841?E..
-*2995E+Cl
-- 1055L+00
-. Z552E-01

19-059t:9E0 ^i

-. 32 19E+ J;
-8 Ii 7'E* g.

* 39 t3E÷ 00
I 1t 17E+Z1

*1B91E*C1

*1995E*U' 1
.20 51E+ 31

1 1B 53+0J1
*14 .34E+41

o7660E÷30
* 41 49E-Cl1

-.10 93E+J1
o8C 33E*!J0

Ml 35E+30

2611 !01E01

20
- 7587E- 01
-o 3168L• 00

7595EW 00
S8188E+ 00
1 391E+ 00

* 117E+..01
02Z15!.E+ U.

* 2953Ee 01
* 337 tE+ 01
0 3446E+ 01
* 3151Ee 01
oZ537Ee 01
o 158 EE 01
o5719EtI CO

-"3792Ee Co
*• 122 EEe 01

-•1070E.401

137 LE+ 00
-o30 TIE- Z1

rQ



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SOOIUm vo0D WoiTH OISTU3UT13N AT EOC4 (DELK/KG X 104'5)

CHANNEL

CD)

c:)
I-..

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
16
19
20

2L
-b 13.U E-0 I
- .311! E*O 0
-. iZ55E4O0
- ,1 O2•Ei0 1
-Z 89-2 EO 4
.5 113 E +0 0
4126? E60 1
el 875 E+3 1
s219) E+3 1
oZZ5TE40 1
*2 053$E+3 1
al 615 6E0 1
o* 113 EtO 0
*15 4 E+O 0

-955 9!E40 0
- o1135E40 1-
-•- 56 E+0 0
- 43231 EtO 0
-,L 201 E. 0
- oZ,985 E-1 1

22
-o 755r--01
-o 3160- +0a
-, 758 1- t00
-• o168--" 00

* 1418:4'00

* 2158. +01
* 2955: +0L
* 3380i +01
* 3'.4Tf t401

o 3152"0 +oO
2 2537-.1 +L

* 1587- +01
* 5705" t00

36 3812£+00
S1.Z30"- +01

• 1072Et01
- 4023E+00
- 1375"+00
- 308 I"-0L

23
-, 5987E--LI
-s3221E+00
-o86beE+C3
-.1 075L÷01
- ,3716E+33

*3997E+03
-1 11.E+G01
o1692E41.
* 1997E+:'i1
o2G51 ÷E01
91853E+01
91433E4CI
.7647E400
o3988t.-ji
o6 J3tEt00

- 9 1 C 94L U
-*8 C41E9+ga
-.3 64, CE+00
o1132E+00
9 .2848E-01

24

•35 9lE+ JO

- 10 C4E+01
l#1#(2E+ji

IC 15E+,jl
.54. 32E+ 00

me 6'. 1OE-u
*3666Et 30
o5 70E÷ 00
,61 64E+90
049,•20E+00

*21 51E÷ jJ
- 23 E3E+t 0
-o75 52E+UO
-*I$ 77Et01
-m 12 .6E+01
-,8?#21E+0J
-,29 9.E+00
-. 10 57E+ 60

e 25 62E- 1

25
-,573aE- 01
- 318 EE8 a
-O8987E÷O0
-, 150"JiE4 0
-m 1459E401
me135 3E+ 0 1
me 121 7Et 0 1
me 1009E4 01
-. 9 21,JEO 00
-, 8971E+ 0a3
-"9327E+00
me1026EG 01
-m 1253E+ 01
-o 1339E+ 01
-m 1302E40 1
-, 12Z2E+ 01
-o.'163E+ 00
-o254 EL 00
"e9123E- 01
-. 220 1E- 01

"o

C,,>

-Coo--



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SODIUM VOIO t.OTH OISTtUBUTI 4 AT EOC. (OELK/K(G t 104*5)

CHAINEL

0-11

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
5

6

8

9

12
13

15

16
17
18
19
20

2i
- 94 59 E-0 1
-. 2625E+ 0
- •7 5,4) E+0 C.
- 91,?8) E+O I

- a1 303 E+0 1
- .1273 E1i I
-920OLE÷0 1
-. 1353 E•0 I
- 91003E.0 1
-*ý85_ E.O G
- *10U2E+0 1
-. 1055 E+G 1
-,123r E*0 1
-. 123F E+O 1
- .1i9r E. 1

-. lliEE0 1
-o.6E455 E + 0
-. 2 33L E+O 0
- 9! 527 E-0 1
- Q 082 E-O 1

CD,

27
-. 4413--01
-4 555: +00
-. E.OTE-.+Co
-. 1034- +C 1
-6 t12 2: +00
-. 54,56: +00
". 273 1-: + 0a
,. 9826--02
* 1218" E4+6
* 1514: +00
* 7984-- - 01

".tC42"-01
"° 3666.+09
". 618 3"0 0

-e e221--.0u0
S609. +00

- 6174E: 4CO
- Z3104 +00

3 d739: -01
220 3.E- 01

2f
-o4477E-0O
-. 246JE+10
-. 68 1 1E÷ 0
- .1,23E401
- 76'4E+30
-. 4671E+CJ
- .162 5E+00

.1 266E+0a
27 25E+0o

93 C4EE+O0
, 2 237E,0 0
.43 -7E-1

-, 2 76 Z.E+3 0
-,564t8EO00
-.8 07,JE+00
-"97,z1E÷00
-. 634 (E+÷O
-92381E+00
-"9 G4&-0 1
- *2291E-01

29
,-*4 7?E-61

2• EiE CZO.
ED (8 2E+ý0

-10 23E+ 31,
.75, 3E+G0
,46 69E+ C•
- 16 25E* 0
91Z 70E400
.2728E+ 60
.30 47E+00
9 22 37E*00
*4290E-01

-. 27 .4E+00
-. 5649E+00

.80 72E*09
-. 97 M+E*00
-. e.347E+ 00
-. 23 rlE+O0
-•.90 4ZE-01
-s 293E-01

30
. 4417E- "1

-. 2457E# 0 C
-. 6815E O0
-. 103 E.G1 01
°8131E400
,5 463E$- O0
- 27735E§- 00
- 100 EE- ax
*121 (E. 00

.511E4 00
7949E- 01

-. 8074E-01
-. 3669E+00
-. 618 EE O0
-. 822 iE+00
-,960 SE- 00
-o6174E#- 00
". 2310E,00
"874 1E- 01
-. 220 7E- 01

-0(D

2- C00 ¢

N)D"-



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SODIUn VOIO WNOtH 0ISTISUTIO04 AT 'OC4 (OELK/KG X 100051

CHANNEL

C-)
LM

0

I)

AXZAL NODE
1
2
3

14

5
6

7
8
9
2C
11
12
13

14
15

17

19
20

31
-94602E-3 1
-,2632E+6 0
-,7 55. E+O 0
-,LZ91E*O I•9 t 0ME+O I

- 1275 E+0 1
- A 20! E40 1

-.1053E+01
- *1003 E+0 1
-d85) E+0 6
-1 005 E+3 1
- 1055 E40 1
- *I235 E+l 1
-1 Z3 E,+0 I
- 119r E+. 1

-,1117E+0 1
.- * 45. E(.00

,Z 330 E+ 0
*a 5Zr E-0 1
.! 085 E-0 1

32
* 5571'-0z
*4365: -01
SZ234--+00
* 680 7i400
* 15Z8-- + 01
•2494 :- +O t

* 3393"- +01
4 408 1";.i

• '534k" +01
4 46Z *+ 0 1
*434 3:- + 1
* 3727--+01

Z960 4 +01
23 258-- +0 L

* 1154401.
S4243E +00
• 6922-. -01

-, 70331'0Z
-, 240 M3-01
",99516E:'02

33
,6156L-02
* 4 201lE-02
9548'4E-Ot*,399 SE+rj I

* 1 244E+*01
o221'E+31
s3 125E401
,3 e53E.+3]1
94307E+31

*4397E+31
.4 117E+61
.350 JE01
92681E+01
s 176JE+ 1I
* 862 3E 00
.1466E+00

- ,7946E-01
-,5583E-01
-o3448E-01
-"1 J1 1E-0O

34
6: 57E- CZ
*49b3E-CZ
.55 '9E-G,
*39t6Ee+0
* 12 42E+01
* 21LE+01
* 32 21E.;Jl
*38 47(E+ 01

* 43 CE+ '00 1
e43 91(E+Gl
s 41 12E*0±
* 34~ %E* 0 1

S17' 59E+01
* 8i 'i•ZE00
e14,33E*00

-,8360E-U1

So57 27E-G1
-. 2ZE-01
-o10 54E-01

35
* *475E- 0 2
* 1 493E- 02
*7828E- 01
.55314E 00
* 1578E+ 01
* 2739E 0 1
* 38 1 ZE* 01
.1642E+ 0 1
s 5152E4 0 1
9 523 ?E+ 01
, 4891E+ 01
u 415 !E+ 01

• 319 3E #11
*2098E+ 01
* 102fEI 01
a1804E# 00

-,1026E(00
-6783E- 01
-03873E-01
-,1Z59E- 01

0I-.

N)

0- 0l



TABLE QCS760;QlO-9

.(Continued)

SODIUM VOID WOIfT OISTUSUTION AT EOC4 ((ELK/KG X 10o*51

CHANNEL

07,11,'

C-)

C-,)

0

0

MXIAL NO3E
I
2
3

6
7

9
10
11
12
13
1,
15
16
17
18
19
20

3)
*556bE-1 2

-•577?E-0 2
.2 903 E-0 i
,4 375 E 0 U
e138? E*G 1
o2 451 E.S 1
.34'.5E*0 1• .'.Z1E.0.O1*4l 212 E*O 1

• .681 E40 1
4. 765 E÷ t1

•4451E63 1
93 7835 E, 1
*Z 8W3 E+ 1
.2871 E+G 1
0 .78) E*0 0

,S 431 E-0 I
-.9 673 E+0 0
- .e 9,4 E-0 1
- , 326 E-O 1
- elZ4T E-2 1

37
4965; -02

9 4754- - 02* 5T1~: -01

4 4508-" ÷00
* 1334E ÷0I
* 2337" + 01
, 3Z?3Z*O1

* 4451--" +0L
e 45265+01
o 4228--*0I
• 3591' + 0 1

Z735"*01
S176b4'- o01
d 06OB. +00
2. 431----0 1

-. 3529.-g#00
-. 1619"' +-01
-, 5965 -01
"o 1320'-0-1

3 f
-,6737E-01
- 3 15'JE*00
- 984Z6E+00
-. 978.3E+.00

* 1259E*00
,130 5Ed 1d

*329JE0I0
,3777E+01

*3491E.01
,2 763E:.31
e1626E4+4
9 2633E+00

-,132 7EOL
.o14754LCj

- 99 C84E+.C 0
- o262 CE÷O 0
"4462E-0Z

- .23? BE 01

39
.50 80E-02

",E9 13E-uZ
* 19 61E-Gt
*4& t8EW+g0

s15 09E+O*u
*27 MEýI,
* 38 16E.61

.5L t7El01
• 5Z 60E+4J I
.48 8,E. I1
* 41 E6E+C I
* 30 75E+9 I
* 13 12E+ r1
* t247E+.JJ
*3U b4E-0 2

- e19L9E+0i
-o 8349E-u1

o 3443E-3,•
-. 14 59E-31

40
* 317 JE- 02
,9OZZE-02
o 9715E- 01
95516E 00
9 154 6E÷ 01
92675E+01
S37?26E* 01

* 4541E +OI
* 5031E+ 01
.5103E. 01
o47SZE÷ 01
o4J1L.E*01
, 3061OE÷ 01
o 1973E+ I1
,9087EQ00
@8606E-02

-e 2968E* O)
-o 143 SE+ 00
-95551E-01
-v 1315E- 01

L./.) D,

CO,,

el- )
I--,



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SOCIUM VOLO WORTH OISTU.3utION AT EOC4 (OELK/(G X 1305)

CHANNEL

C~)
(J~

MXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

4L
o?08SE-02
e1 99) E-0 1
G1 12•4E+O 5
t5 65? E+0 5

, 1555 E*+ 1
s2 6T7 E+O 1
o3713E+8 I
.1 523E .0 1
5 501E+O 1

s5 005 E+6 1
.1.731 E+8 1

3 99S E9 1
.3 64F EGO 1
*1961E+0 1

-o101) E-0 1
- 93 133E+0 0
-e!45) E+O 0
- .5323E-0 1
-. 113ME-9 1

42
e 1175"-O0
* 1442-" "OL
* 5301i-01
O 4823" +0O
* 15281 +OL
* 2704.- +Or
* 3789E+01
* 4629"+G0L

5129: +C1
5198=O1
4 4830; *01

S•,56[ +0 1
* 3-35E +0 1
O 1iT6; 401
S?657. +OC

"4 4377E"0i
-2 2351-E+00
"o 1003"+00
-o 3813:-G1
",13086" -01

43
-@6 149E-G1
-9296;E+00
-. 8 12dE+UO
-99485E+00

e1 471E+.,O
.1 39E+01
923 353E+G1
s 3 Z5SiE+Gl

.3 735E+C1
.3da1E+.ý31
o3447E+01
sZ721E+01
91591E+Z1
. 2 279E+00

-. l C6EE+01
-s1512E+GL
-. 933*oE+3
-,26o4E400

*3321E-02
- .2 116EL,1

44
-*69teOE-2JZ
-. 6L 99E- J1
- 12 50E+ '

a 1) S3E+CO
s 11 24E+Jl
9218 7E+dl
.31 71E+Cl
* 33 35E+01
.*43 COE+.l

.4449 E+ 31
* 4 40E 31
* 34 76E+ýl
. 25 64E+ ýl
s 15 33E+J1
.5b 15E÷j

-. *I5 34E*CLj
-s 228-+'i
-o 1194E+4K'
-. 43.t5E-Ji
-. 10 60E- jl1

45
-o 1258E- OL
-o 8407E- 0
-. 1667E+ 00

O eaQeE- 0i

O 8033E+ 0O
.1637E401
.240 8Ef-01

.299EE+0 1
o3341EG 01
O 3405E÷ 61
O 317?Eoo I
.2684E+ 01

O 2023E+01
e 1239E+ 01

•4692E+00
-,12ZoE- OG
-2 2443E+ 00

-o109.#E+ 60

-. 4208L-01
-. 1041E-01

C-,)>

-o (~
c-I. =
I-.



TABLE QCS760.10-9
(Continued)

SODIU14 VOID WO•IH UISTUOUTION AT EOC. ([ELK/(G X 1045)

CHANNEL

.Il"

C-)

o14
IU

",.

AXIAL NO)E
I
2
3
4
S
6
V
S

9
10
11

12
13
14

16
17
18
1920

4S
-oL242 E-O

s. 371E-0 1"•1660E¢00

$a 186E'0 1
*b G5.E÷O 0
•L 643 E÷* I
•Z411E÷1
,299) E~a L
*330 E +9 1
•34"r E'+O 1

3 17M EO L
2 66kElO I

* 2 0 2Z+Q I0
*123) E÷l 1
*1 682EO 0", ZJ3) E+O 0

*I d95 EO 0
,-.'231E-0 I
ft 1O05 E-0 I

',7
-, 6315~--"-

-• 6G201 -
-. 12211-,00

* 1993:40U
* 1129r-*01
* 2194E÷OI
* 31?TE*01

* 3939- ,0l
*43933-4O0
* 4455 0£+01

* 34.76: +a.t
, 6256 OJL
* 153.0 +L
* 5646- +00

-, 157•4 01
-1 9863:G00
** 1Z16".O ÷0

", 1')98"-ii.

-c,,D

r-I-

0 ,roa



TABLE QCS760.10-10

STEEL MO1TH OISTRIBJTIOh %f EOC4 (DELK/KG K 100*4 .)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
45

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
1415

16
17
18
19
2c

L
,Z53LE-01
.L 09) E+0 C
92Z38) E÷o

• 61? E-0 I
-,,913E+0 0
-, 085 E+0 I
-0162' E÷O 1
-. Z J46E+0 1
- 229LE+O I

--2336E+3 L
- .17, E+0 1
-. 835 EGO I

- .355E+G I
•.?9'6E*O 0o• 94ý5 E÷O 0
e 2451 E.G 6

SZ 31G0E ÷0 0
*2 U E*G 0• Z 785 E+ *O

.1 2alE.0 C
*5846E-0 1

1 730 E-3 I

2
2 2518.- 0 1

S107 2E +0
* 2333"- +0.0
* 7837E-01

-, 4724- :30

"• 1574:"+01
-, 1984".÷0 1
-, ZZ23K.+O

-. 226 8---01
", 2111£ .1L
-. 178 4: +01
"0 1315" 401
-, 766 3E*GD
-, •:Z53£.00

* Zg92"÷0G2 13z" + 0 0

S58 35: - 01
* 1659Z 01

3
*2459E-,l
.1 G6,E..C3
@Z 084L~+60
,339i.-01

-o 5*336E+00
-,91063E+÷01J
-*,15 3 iE+Cl

- .198ZL+,ul
-,2Z24E+0,1
",Z255E+6i
-.Z C98k÷o1
-*1772E*01
-•1.13 !E+01
- ,7553E'00

- .206 2E* 00
.3 115L÷40

,176oE•GL

S1 69J5E-G 1

,8893E-0Z
.23 76E-01

-. 164'5L-'J1
-.2b f9E* CC
-.80 12E+ Ca
-.13 .6E+ CI
,18 85E.J1
.*22'94E*Al

- 25 3?E+1÷,1
-95 73E+ 01

-23 a9E+Di
29 29 28E01

-.15 34E+ ei
o9; 39E+03

-.4455E.*Li
- 72 35E-0J 1

.79 -3E-C1
* 5Z 72E-01
o2T55E-.1
* I1 27E-o1

5
s276.E-01
o 1096E4.d 0
* 22ZEE4 0(b
*424(L-.01
-5473k+ 3i0

-. 116E4 G1
-. 1727E+ 01
-. 26 l3L÷01
-. 2415E+ 01
-,2455E+ U I
-"22TJEt 01
-a 190.1E' 0 1
-o 1384E+ 0 1
-o73947E + 00
-,2297E. 0 C

Z445E# 0
,2827Ef- 00
o1298E+00
o 5884E- 01
S1740E-01

Cd-,

0~

0

0~

-0 M't-.l "•



@7
TABLE QCS760.10-10

(Continued)

STEEL WORTH DISYRIBJTION Ir ECC4 (OELK/KG XKJQ"5)

CHANNEL

.C:)

n
Ln

m,,

AXIAL NODE
1

5
6
7

9
1tJ
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

*2 73*E-3 I
.1083E@00
.2273 E+O 0
,522LE-0 1

-*536r+£0 0
-*1146E*01
-. 1705 E+. I
-o2136E+. 1
".9 oZ38Z E*O I

-e421E÷J 1

-*1885E+O 1
-* 374 E +0 1
-. 1 864 E.G 0

eZ 063 E*O 0
e 2 95g E+0 0
e3316E+0 0
oL47)3E.O
.b 2 15 E-0 I

e 167! E-0 I

* 280 i.'-Dl.
SCJ5 19:- 0 1

* 1795 :E*00
-6 6265- -02
-. 5604-+001

. 1138: +OIL
"0 1673E" 0 1.
", 2086i- +0
-2 2323i÷01
-2 2359: +0 .
-2 218 5: +01
-. 1 33"+01
-. 1331- +01
"•7536: +00
-,1863÷+00

• 3I41E +C0
41? C O+ 0a

S17?52" 00
* 6516" OL
* 1562:'-01

0
.6555E-02

e 66.9E-0 2
-.5 15E*-C I
-. 3214E+00
-. 8 ieE40G0
-e1 "47E+01
-91141E*Z1
-.2 Z2-iE*O1
-*2457L.CI
-•249 CE.U1
-923Z2L+L1
- 1-b67L*151
- .149 #E*u
-0956L+o00
-•4317L4-CO

*I 15.4L-'1
al1352E*t#0
*9574E-0 1
3d 30E-01
I1 CeTE-ý1

9
9 3920E-01
v Ib * 3E eg
e 30 32E+.O
a 15 30E4Og
-. L4i74E+ 34
-e10 t4E+0L
Slb ESE+ 01
-.21 11E+ U1
•23 56E.01
• 23t9E+ul,

-.22 L3t...+1

S15 24E+ 31
- e I40EC1

o.4b7OE+OJ0

e 35 C•O.+ U10
.6Z E1E+60
* 41 G 3E* ,O
.15 7OE-. ,
• 7. 7 0-u

10
* 353 4E- 41
.123 7E§ 00
.Z4,J:E0OO

,7123E-D01
-o5 U8E+ 00
-0 1108E+ 01
-. 1666E÷ 01
-" 29 Z2E÷ C

2 .331E* JI
-, 2365E* C1
-,218 6L+ 0 1
-,182eE+01
-e1305E401
-. 6962E2 00
-e 1194E+ GO

e 3 S4 EI 00
o4ZT3E+00
e1776E#- 06
o 6547E-01
e 579E- 01

v)

-0 (D

00

N) "



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEE L wOJTH OISTRIBJTION %I EOC4 (DELK/KG C10o" EI

CHANNEL

0-,

I-

-.o

AXIAL NO)E

2
3

5
6
7

9

11
1z
13
1',
15

16
17

19
20

U
9345i E-0 1
.1213 E+0 0

2. 35r F.O G
.6625 E-0 1

-•5074E*O 0
-. 1j 111F(40 1

-°166rE*0 1
- .2 093.E4U L
- ,2 323 EO 1
-s2361(E0 1
-"•184E+01
-182-E+O 1
-. 1361E+* 1
-o693. E.0 3
-.11234EO 0

*I# 031E*0 0
.o4 324 E*O 0

e1 790 E4O 0
.6 535 E-0 1
* 155E E-0 1

12
• 3554:.-0 1
S1,57- +0 0

2 298 2:+00
1'EiE + 00

-. *4547"+00
-. 1090a-- +01
-. 167 L + c 1
-e •110"i*0L

-e 2354":+31
2. 238 5" + 0t

-e 2199: 401
"• 1819* 401
-. 1234 E4 0 1
-4 ,598E*+00

* 3581E +00
* 6276"+00
* 414fl 400
* 1583:,400
S6342- -3 L

, 1669;"G1

13
.4?G7E-01
o1874E,,,'0.* 392 LE1)+00
.3163E+J0

-. 1 479E+00
-, 6442E4CO
-. 1 C9EE+01
-. 143 1E*i,1
-,1613E+(4L1
-*1642L+01
-,.151•;E÷01

* .1241E+01
-,8 L69Lt:J•0
-.2 G06E+E00

,3 "97E+E400
,5.1 JE+Z0
.3739L+00
* 1436EZ0
" 5352E-(1
.1 %121E-C1

14
* 4IAZ8£-C 1

,17 25Ei -.0
• 3536E4jj
, 23 8E1 uld

-. 30 [,7E* •1
-. 87 20E+•30
-",13c2E+.1
-. 17 79E(31
", 1912E* i1
-,20 23E J1

-. 15 47E+. 1
-U i4] 43E+ *:1
-, 35 27z+.,4

*36C9.+Ja0
% 52 E6E* .43

* 33 11•*.,J
.15 36Eý.;J
* 56 48E-GI

14 lii(7-ýa

15
*4.|4ZE- 0 1
•172 5E 06
s 3529E* 00
*2347E400

-03 04* 0 0
- 8 756E+ 01i
-• 1395E(" 01
- 1781EI 01
-a 1993E( 01
,202 "E+ U1
.18 66E+ 01

-.1545E( 41
-*IO 4E4 Cl
-s 350UE+ OC
* 3634•* Oa
* 5946E* 03
.3' 22LE Gj
s 1541E+00
s5862E- 01
* 14,7E- 01

r%)



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEEL WOjTM OTISTaBUTION tf EOC4 (WELKAKG 10405)

CHANNEL

017!

z

MXIAL NODE
1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
1I

13

16
17
18
19
20

Ii
', 731E-0 1

.1873 E÷O 0
o392! E + 0
*3173E+0 0

-@I 56LE+O 0
- b463E+0 0
-a 399) E÷O 1
-. 14 3-! E+O I
- o1 614E+1 1

o 16',!E+÷ 1
- 41513 EGO ±
-*1241, E+O I
-ob053E£3 0

-1 01.) EGO 1

,3994E÷0 0
e5 8 2! E *0 0
*3 74# EE* J
o1433 E+0 0
,5 364 E-0 1
oL 3ZT E-0 I

17
2 2360E-"Oi

* 1428- +00
* 3557" +00
* 5J 43:. +00
*4311--+00

2 2753-: +00
S1462' +3 0

4.2 40:-01
-. 56 26 -0t
-. 2187-- - Ot

* 5510"01
* 1955"+00
* 3114'D00
* 3829" +00
* 430 1-. + 00
* 2652--+00
S1041: +00
4-,2 3" -0 1•1032:" -O'1

18
. 3415E-Cl
•160 ZE+O0
o3 841E+£ ,0
*437dE.+00

145 7El . 40 '
-e 172 IE+G3
- 46OE*L+O
-,6977E+00
-@8 190E+CO
-,8 . 1-a +00
-o762tE+63
- .5 )5!Eo00
- 3 197E+00
-*1694E-01

,Z383E+'JQ
e 4321L+03
o3 087E.03
*I 23E+CO
*4 73SE-C-1
* 1226E-41

19
* 31E-,0
s 14. 53E. uU
.32 73E÷ JId
.27 54E+*uO
-.135 0E+3'J,
.57 06E÷ O0

-o9657E+";
-. 12 S7E*:I

. 1', 1dE+U1
-. 14 46E+J I
• 13 37E+ ul
-. 110E+jl

-. 7T 05E+00
.35 M3E+ )0

23 17E-%Ili
316. ý1E+uJ

.29 5LE + ;O
12 59E+ 00

.50i .- i
13 61E- JI

20
* 3968E- 01
. 1415E+ O0
s 2 775E Co
*1363E' 90

-. 395 2E. 00
o.95571:. 00
- 147 JE4 01
• 1860E+ 01

-• Zu7 !E.0 3
-. 1955E G 1

-. 1639E+ 01
-. 1174E#' 0
-96269E+00
-. 907-E- 01

* 4t g49*t 00
@4325E+00
•1809E+ 00
.66 4lE- J

158 ZE- 01

F~ D

ccI



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEEL WOITH DISTRIBUTION U EOC' (GELK/KG 1101"5)

CHANNLL

-..4

0

co

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
1t0

12
.13
14

16

17
18
19
20

2L
*3252E[- 1
•.403E*0 3
.3143 E*O
•Z 57) E*0 0

-. 163) E+*O 0
-. 6095E,0 0
- 41013E*l 1
-. 1321,*0 1
-. 1*6)E÷+ 1
-*151) E+031
-•L4JE+0 1
in.1 17FE+0 I
-o267E*.O C
-,1.092E+0 (a
*28ZE-O 2
.3 535 £ ÷ C
•3 171 E*O 0
*1 365 E(.0
*5496E-0 I
9.453 E-9 1

22
* 3958=.-01

1 4'.12-"+00
0 2769"+03
* 1353.: +00

-o 3964:.+00
400 S569E.OU
-. 1471..+01

1860:*01
2077-÷01

", 1954E. +0L
- i638".'O1
-e I173-+01
-, 6Z6O[*O0
-3 b)60- -OL

• 4062Z+00
* 4333:'÷00
* 1812 *00
* 6649" "01• 1583['0L

23
* 319 ?E- ý 1
*1 455E*00
• ,276(403
*Z754La.O0

,5718E*00
•.9669(*00
.125 6E*U1
I 1415L*lw1

-. 1446E401
-.1337L.0*.1,01110£*c1

-. 7698E+00
• 358E.t.*, 3

2Z91 E.-m1
340SE+*C0
*2955L.400
.1 261E(00
e5 106E-%.1
,1365E-i I

24
e 34 24E-91
e.16 ur5E+j 0
* 354 7E. 4J
,43t2Eu Je lf -54E.÷ 0

e 17 28E.•)
-.4669E+L-0
-.69 c5E+jU

me 81. C,6E*4,
,81. 15E+*O

me 620E£00
,*5952Ea00

U 1S 1E÷ 90

e1.3 25E-4*
•23 e9E* Ud
•43 25E 03
,3068E÷4
e 12 31E+ bJ
,4738E-u1
* 12 28,.-aI

25
e2973Eo 01
.1431(E0 0O
•3565E÷ O0
*5.52Eb 60
e40 019E6 O
.275 tE0O
•1465E*00

20 0 ?E- 01
",42Z L"- 01
-, 5606E- 01

2. 215bE" G1
* 5547E- 01
* 1988E* 00
o 3117E+ 00
* 3831E*0 0
.4301(E 60

" 2651E* 00
" 1041Er Od
0402.E-01
I*C33E- 91

V./)

"o
N)t-



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEEL dOeTH DISTRIBUTION %r EOC4 (DELK/KG t10'5)

CHANN4EL

AXIAL NODE
:2
2
3
4

6
7
8

9

11

12
13
15

16
17
18
19
2c

2i
SM36 E-0 I

,1183 EG0 0
93013$E00
*4l 41!. E÷0 8

3 76r E*U ,
,Z95tE*4 6
,2 071E+0 0
o1 .r E.÷ 0
6b 992 E-0 1

95 89) E-0 1
se 173 E-0 I
el 33$E+0 0
.Z 335E+0 0
,309? E÷O 0
.3 613 E+0 0
.3933 E.O 0
,2393 E40 0
,9 52L -01•
*3 74r E-0 1
,9 ?2JE'0 2

27
* 2301--" -01
, 1113"+00
* 696:',0O
* •Z7?: ÷00
* 16n7:..0.O

-. ZZ99"-aL
-. 197l-- +00

•4200"-"00
"4 4363"* +00
-0 3899g£ Ua
-. 2905=*+00
-. J329- ÷+0a

* .75 Il-O 1
* 1947: +00
* 3216-+00

,95•'.8-'OL
* 3895-E*01
* 1041E-*OI

26
*233SE-61
.1 lloE*e.. J
•2695E+÷00

91 b 3E*C0
-.6 13?E-01

,2 56•EL*00
.4 067E+G&
.491,0E*00

- 5 086E+03
-.45b iE+d 0

-. *3 49'iE*Q0
* 178aiao0
*8573E-02
•18 3 4EEb0
*325iE* I
oZ352E+00
09879E-51
.4 C46E-;L
so ;-jGoE-01

29
@.2339E-'OL
0 1U 184+Z'a
S26b95E+.J
R 32 £6E46,3

*13f 1E÷ 0O
.6L 56E-ol
-.25 C8E*uO

-*,• 69E400
Q4, 1ZE*;u
%.5 b7 E÷OJ

-945 tZE..]J• 3kS 8-E*Q.

- 17?tE÷UU
" 8 E7E-i.2

.15 35E+ .O

.32 59E+% U
,2352E÷O0
,980E-31
9 4& 4716E-
qi10861" 0

3u
* 2304,E- 01
* lI15E, 00
.269 3E4 +Ji
•326 1E' Ob
,lbD9E+ 00

lo 2295E- 01
•1977E÷ CO
•.3422E+ 2 I
,420 tiE400

-. 4363Et0O
- 38958* 00

•2904*E+ Ofo

..132 7Ef1 40
,3773Eo01
* 194oE4 00
S3Z1?E+ 00

• 2Z8kE* GO

.*9548L-01
389gE-"01
* 1041E- 01

'-4

00

F--)

r*.3



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEEL MORTH OSTRIBJTION f r EOC4 I[ELK/KG 410**5)

CHANNEL

-/)

C-)

00
crl"

AXIAL NOWE
1
2
3
4

9

Is

6
7
8
9

1012
1,3

14

16
1?
18
19
20

31.
92 37? E-1 1
91-181 E +0 0
J3 015 E+O G
*I•423 E.G 0
63 771.4E +0 0

OZ 955 E+O 042 074 E*`t a

.J114) E*O 0
•T 005 E-O0
*591bE-0 1
98 19l E-0 1
,.133r EiO
.2333 E.O 0
.309ý E+O 0
93 619 E.4O
s3935 E+O a• Z 36) E+tO 0

•9 515 E-0 1
*3 74i E-0 1
,9•t25 E-0 2Z

3z
* 4111-..-OZ
* 1757- 02

"• 6480:. -01
", 2738I,+ 00
"0 6355,--+00

4 1432E +01
"• 1757" ÷01
-• 1962" +01

",230 2: +a I

- 18 78;+a01
-, 160 0Oz.L
-. 12324÷01

. 8450:O+Do
-• 465 O-, +0 0
-, 1566.+06
-, 26e5"2°02
* 2'63*-OL
S2j85 5E-01

87824• -02

33
.6 43 7E-02
.1956E-61
.88 e0E- 2

2 194EeO8
•631cE+d a
e 1091E+0 1
s.1519E I01
.18 7%E+U1
.2 C85E C.
-.2 127L`51

-. 199SE.3i
-•.734E+G1
- 13C"7E+Gl
- 8736E.t;O

•e4453E040
-g9295E-C,

•5537 U-01
* 4587E-(4
•2661E-Cl
s 9 031E-02

34•66 37E-,2
•19 29E'31
• %b61E-OZ
• ZL96E uu
SIE3 17E+U 0
1. 19 0E*3A

-.15 18E+ .J
-. 18 E9E+..Ci

2• f.. 4E+., I

- 21 26E+j.i
, 1994E+01

-,13 06E+41
-.*8 24E*JJ0,4-34,E+La

0o90 L5E-OLi

S47 13E-, 1
.266DE-Gl
,es 1Oi-.OZ

35
s 7867E- 02. 218 i..E- a t

.2±850E-c±
-• 2795Ee' 00
-*769t•E00

• 131JCE*O ]1
-b 1 O6E 1 01
-. 2ZI1E+ 01

-••2438E.. CI
• 247 cEl 'I
-.231 ?E+ 01
. 7974E+0 1
• 151,#E, 01
-U1 06LE 01

- 5054E0Q

• 982E"- U1
6954E- 01

.5409E- 01
,302?E-V x

1 02dLE- 01

-o rD

_0 -,,

I-.

co

W....



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEEL WOWTH DISTRIBUTION Ar EOC. (OELKj/KG Kl04*5)

CHANNEL

0717 ,

AXIAL NODE
I
2
3
so
5
6
7
8

9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

C-o,

,0

0o

3i
9773SE-02
*2444E-0 1

- ,545 E-0 2
-,265LE.D C
-0761)E+00
-. 13,E*+01
-•1804E÷l 1
- 2Z19?E+O 1
" Z 43! E+3 I
- .2475 E+0 1
-.2 316EC0 1
- at9bL E*O 1
-*I 525iE.g I
-*I 01Z 0 1
- s5 JZ E+O U
-e 7 633 E-0 1

•9 350 E-0 1
e .37L E-0 I
J3 26f E-0 1
a 1OZE-O 1

37
* 895---02
* 1789- a-01
• 258 0E-01
• 2863E 40a
• 7626Z+00
- 1284" 4OL

V 17 +" 01
2142=+01

- 2367E +OL
-. 2405--+01
- 2253"--+l

-. 1fl8£•401

- 9799 +c00
4 '679• 400

S5107-:.+OZ

" 2452E+00
" 1085-408
0 113710-0 1
• £1ot0['1

38
* 3725E-Gi
91459E+00
.3 •.0•*•C0

,1515E.GQ
-e471JE+00
-",112 a.•01

*1 71 )£E0£
-,2176E*CI
-. 2433E+01
-9Z46,LE01
-,2273L.01
-. 1, l 76,01-,1262E•01
-95 0e 1E•C•O

e 2385E 4 0
.5 763E*. 0
@ 3831E£uQ
.i30EE*00
*16Z6L-U1
e9M3E+00

39
c* ZSE-G2

S21 14E-u1
*45 IOE-02

- 28 16E* 00
.96L 9E÷00
•. 1'4 GZE+ Cl
,1936E+dl

-,2352E+01
S2597E+Ul

• 26 31E•01
-*2'.52E* ii

•. 2 74•L+:1
-. 15 63E Ul
-99 07E+0O

• 23 55E-01
91155E+G0
e 5 19E-01
* 30 28E-" A
• 1OE- i

43.M I0 E- 01

.166 SE-01
",3952E-" l
-o3133E+ 00
-'o808EE 00
-o 1354E+ U01
-,1655E+ 01
- 224 7E 01
-o24•fE 01
-. 2511Ean I

2. 344E+ 01
-1991E fjI
, 152]E 0 1

-"9947E4 00
-,472 UE. O0
o140 2E- 01
* 1805E+09
.10 0 3L 00
o4162E-01

1091E- Ul

t_ --.co•

M)•..



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STEEL WOITH DISTR!BJTION At EOC4 (GELK/KG Xf0"O**)

CHANNEL

AXIAL NO)E
1
2
3
S

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

16
17

19
20

4L
• 47Z E-O 2

e4. 691 E-0 1
03206E+0 0

- .8 143 E(O 0
-o 353 E(o 1

• 18 54 E+O J•
-. 2 243 E( IO

oZ 472 E+O 1
S.Z 503E+0 1

-9198.E0o 1
- a. 515) E+0 I

-. 893 E+ O0
- 94 645 E+O a

*3Oll-E-0 2

e1 87) E3G 0
•1O1IE+O 0
•4021E-3 1
*1O03E--l 1

42
* 7379--0Z
* 1794:I.-L

". 20731-01
-• 300 2- +00
-• 8305E+00
". 14Q07".01
". 193 2. *0.1
0.23 40-- +'OL
-. Z579"401
-0 2612':40L

2. Z059-+01
-o 1551: +0 1
-. 5771:400
-2 'ZT1- +0a
"• 1606:-02

* 1376E4bO
* 735 "E -01
* 3171j -OL

1 C50.-C1

43
• 3497E-01
@I 326E-+O0
,2e.52f.÷08

* 1338E+60
- *4851E.LO
- *1129i.,01

•1717E+01
• 2 166E~b I

-.z 41eE4"01

-. 245 k . 01
-92256L*01

- 1862E+G1
-,1269E.U1
-*492'.&4GG
e 317d6+b 0
* 596 dE+ti
,3947E400
•132(EE40
,167 i E-c I

s•a 174+00

44
.14 79E- j I
* 49 S3E- 61
*St 56E-e1
- 17 74EOu
,, ,ZOE46.0

.lb 78E(31
2 2b 46E+ 01

-. 2258E.v'1
. Z?90EE+.l
• eL 4QrE.tl

•.18 19EG11
• 13 71E+ 01*-6519E ij.

* 3526E+4)0
*30 22E-" 8
0 Ub 39E* Gd

.77 t 3 E-u1
*33 43E-i1
9ZU 67E-'2

CD,
0

83
4I

45

* i453E- 61
• 55?ZE- 01
*726oE- 01

", lOSiE& 00
-4841JE. 00
.9(0 32E+ OC

"1262E. 01
*.1564E#, 0 1
-. 1731E+ 01

,176uE* 01
-. 1649E+ 01

"1411E+01
-• 106 E(. 01
-• 697)E+. 00
-93675E+00

98299E- 02a l:t59E÷ 0 0

a 666 E- 01
,2990E-01
e 852 1E- 02

(n• -::,
"0 (D)

I-.

rI,



TABLE QCS760.10-10
(Continued)

STErL MOITH DISTRIBUTION %f EOC4 (DELK/KG (10005)

CHANNEL

.0

I-)

00

Uo

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3

6
7

9
Ie
11
12
13

15
16
17
16
19
20

*1453 E-0 1
*556SE-0 1
*?Z'. ! E+-O I

-•1065E+9 O
a.4653E+0 0
93 045 E+0 0
-.30'5E+.OI-4ZeSE4.0 1

4156 E+0 I
-.173•E*3• 1

-•1763E*O 1
- *643 E*G I- *14 10 E4+O I
-* ME *t1 40 1
-.1 OabE4.O 1

-o6 97? E.O 0
,3063 E .0 0
b6ZSE-O 2

el 162 E+0 0
6 67ME-9 1

9Z 993E-0 I
*655)E-O 2

47
*1465---81

*4939:-01
5 50G1£-0 L
1793:.+08

-, 6647:- +00
"o 1198"4"0.L
-• 1680--+01

Z 2Z59E+01
-. 2291--' 01
•1 Z140U.01
- 1818:.+01
- 137M +G1
- t503:*D0

-. 3505£4.00

* 3Z27!-01
9 1455Z+08
* 7l88-* 01.

* 3377E-31
* 9375:.-D 2

-o CD

00



TABLE QCS760.10-11

PEL.ET WDRT4 oISTRIBUTION AT EOC4(G ELK/KG X10"*5|

CHANNEL

(.C:

0

Co

AXMAL MO)E
1
2
3
4
5

9
10
11
12
13
.14

15
16

17
to
19

:20

1
.4 013 E+0 0
4251 E+ 1
*z 37) E:* 1
*3 795 E+0 1
.5 261 E+0 1
.68b7 E+G 1
*S.36!E+O I
ed 83tE+3 I
*948LE+3 I
9959) E+Q 1
.9 17rE+O I
ob 2V- E+0 1

.o. 571E* I

.3IE+Og 1
e1 77F E0 1
9-3246E.D0U
•,37) E÷l 0
.1. 4.4L E+0 0

2* 4117-E.400

S1263" +0 1
2 37T9-+01

* 3166; +01
* 5221_.+01
* 6506-E+01
* 8275:.+02.

1 074 E4.0t
S93774*01

.- '490"+01
*9J76E+01
• o175"O +01

,6167 +G0L
* 4530"a: ,
* 3106:- +0 1
*1728E.0L

* 41312•+00
* 1345. +00

3
,*,6 2 IE +6 .

ei361E4Q1
a 2, 4SE*0 L
•38L'q£+01
• 5 2.4 E[E 1
,68 39i+01
obZ5.,E401
9d69ZE+O1
,9313E+3J.

.9 GZ ]E+OL

.5 123E+L1
.?77,5E+.01
.6141,E*01
e4523E4O1
* 3 135L..• L
.1 60 4E+ 31
*7661E÷CO
.3 41 L4+00
.1 L77E+00

.ZZ17E-LI
-a 16.UE-,il

15 C'6 C1E -.

-. 1.91L1gU
-95366E+6u-3

-.13 11E÷ •1

- 1Z 31E+:1
,01377ET;A
• 1398E. -;

• 13 70E+*'-
• 13 5.6E ÷ ,1

• 4,5 14E.+3
S1; 45+ .;

- 7335EU'2
-. 2 38E-A.i
.25 13L L-Z
-.33 62E-6,3

5
04283L+4 0
a 133 ZE+ GI
e 2523E.. 01
.3999E£401
*553'E* CI
.72ljE+G1
. 87540E01,
,921&E401
*9869E*01
• 996"JE4 al4
o 950 6E+ 6 1
.8538E*I01
o8O8EE+01
o6349E*. 01

o 461•EO0 01
o. 3132E+ 01
* 17I4E* 01
* 83 75Eip 00
.4tO3EL CC
, 192.E+ 00

(D.'

+-.

Co •-



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PEL.ET WORT4 DtSTRIIUT104 AT EOC4 (DELK/iKG XI-0*5I

CHANNEL

AXIAL NODE
1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
In,
21

12
13
1'.

16
17

19
20

e453LE*I 3
e1373 [E+1
*2 55i E+8 1
e# 0ZO E+0 I
*5541Et@ 1
*7 18) E*8 1
3 70?r E+0 1

o9 143 E+3 1
o9 7 3 E+l I
0 883 E 40 1
o943aE.0 1

eb 4dr E*l I
Qb063lE+1

4b36!E+0 1
o465LE*0O
*3 17Z E*1I
91705 E+O I
•5 4 JE+oO 0

*3 773 E+ S 0
a1 155 E.G a

.7
s 4957--+00
e 1449z + 01
& 2645: + 01
*4'.13: + 0

* 5506" +01
S7124-Z.÷t

* b613"• 401
* 66139 +01

* %664" +01
* '•75T:+0 2
* cS0fl ,01
* 8368":+01

* 7949E- 09 1
* 6260:-+O1
*4570+D01
* 3132*+01
* 1558: +0 1
* 7157£+00
S30 55Z +00
S888 2=-0 1

a
-,3 C -#E-01
-,70 36E-61
-*2GOiL*30
-. Z C50E+UJ
-. 5561E.60

-,9431E+O0
-. L295E*01
-, 197E+C1
-,1 .35E*01
-*1354E+Cl
-*I 253E+01
-o103SEc01
-,2336E+01
- .8766E+00
-- 42Z.'E+0
-. 3 '122E-G1

0 3427Eou1
.2953E-CI

*299LE~-02

9
o.,b .c 3E + 6 d]

* 13961•+41
o25 f91E+ (I

Q 4, 39E+CI
* 58 39E+ Jt
S75 4IE + 'a I
,90 E 5E + 01

% 6 32E+rl
.10 27E+C2
.19 25E+ ý2

* 871E+J1
S(676E.+4U

*8673E+.2
* S45E+ 61
'a L 2E+U1

* 3115E+01
1 28E+ 01
6 •942E+43
U31 56E+ad
.9. C4E-.

13
* 4641E1o 00
•138 ?E+ 01
.2565EO031
o0 07e(Eo'01
*56bIaE+4
•7247E.0i
*874 lE. 01
e 9119E0- 1
e9733E+0 .
9 98 1 9E+ 01
.9367E+01
•o 842 -.EO 0 1

s,6C 51E+.C1
.6342E0 C1
" 4614E+ 01
" 3149L+ 0 1
• 15bJEG Cl
" 7277E. 00
" 3159E. 00
o9294E- 01

C-o(A

-o C
N)



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PEL.ET wORT4 .DZSTqI3uTIOi AT EOC. (OELK/KG X10"6*5

CHANNEL

C-)

00
I00o

AXIAL NO3E
1
2
3

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
Is
16
20
18
19
20

1L
*!72SE*0 0
14J.?E+÷ 1

92 58? E.G 1
06 0) E.,. 1
*56:13 E01
*7254E+0 1
. 71I3E1) 1• S Ili E ÷0 I

*97ZiE÷O 1o03 80) E÷O I

oi 351 E÷0 1
* b 41) E+G 1
.3 043E.0 1
Sb 33** E÷D I

•e• 67E*0 1
93 14LE÷O I
e 154L Etb 1
*? 114 E +0 0
.30)E+OO 0
• 762 E-0 1

12
* 4810. +00

1 4',21: +01
* 2616[÷01

4'.261- +01
*5859- +01
* ?557~.• 0

* 9395:+01
* 9634Z *+ a
* 192fl.. OZ

* 1035Z +02

*F,3661i+QL
# 31663 +01* '•663£ ÷O 1

* 68J35[ C1

* 4392z+C1
* 3103E'.01
* 1405!D01
* 674. 9z+00
s 3324-4*0
* t625 a01

13
* 37"j2E+C 3
.1148E+1C
.2 133E+CI
•3651.L*L
.5 962t.01
,655 IEaG1
* ?A90E÷C1
,8 364iE 01
*8934E*C1
o9 (C3 48÷0
* 8597Lf+O1
*774.8E+01
.7 544E+0I1
o596.1El01
* 4 19 5E~j I
0Z 63 ^&L 1
* 113 J•*O1
o5475E*÷0;
*o476E+CD
o 768 62G 1

14
*L4I1E433
* 12 56E*41
.2335E+61,
o33 71E*÷1
* 5349E.*Ul
* .69 14E* di
o83 26E+.,
* eb29E+ 61
.9'. 10E401
* %t8E*lC
s.96 53E+%1
oSL 55E+01
o7"75E÷31
.63 C5LC01
* 44 E3E+C1
* 25 33÷E+1
12 49E+ O1
.6; 50EO+3C

r 2? 2L+ ]a
* 3l8E-;1

15
*42d 2E+00
.1267E+ 41
9 2349t+801
* 346,#E4 01
o5362E+ 01
* 69Z6i4 01
* 8 33.#E+ 01
*8833E+.,1
.941JE* I1
" 9485E÷0 1
" 9g46E. 01
" 8144E+ 01
" 796 OE4 01
o6296E+01
" 4477E+ 01
o282?E. 001
s 1242E+ 01
* 5996E#, 00
" 268dE000
" 814LE- 31

o --.j

N.)--



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PELCE WRT74 DISTR13UTION AT EOC4 (DELK/KG XIO'F*)

CHANNEL

-C)
"-,

0)

ID
C0

AXIAL NODE
I
2

3

74

9
10
11
12
13

-15
16
17
18
19
20

1s
*3644E4O 0
9 1I5r E+O .1
.2 145E*l 1
3 66S E4+ 1

s 5 07r E+0 1
o6 56)E*0 1
,7905Et0 1

St 3i* 940 1St, 94*! e•O I

.1i 0 UE 1
86 60) E*O 1

.s95)Et+ 1
• * 19 £c+0 1
.2 W2 F-40 I
0 1123z13 1
.544) £40 0
02 4%E*O c
a? 964 E -0C

17
* 2162: +00
* 6326; :+00
s 1315E÷01
* 2606:-+01
s 372z£÷01
* 48954+01
* 5•-340 4gj
* 6327: +01
• 5T 3E.. ÷0

e 6815.-01
a 6506L-+01
* 5863-:41
* 5458j401

4 '259+ 401
* 3016- 401
* 195.2E +01

8 8968" +00
4 1537 : +00

• Z119" 00
* 6858.-01

0 .3
,2 753E÷00
*0727E£uO
o166-E,1.
a 3 097L*Z 1
.4358.L* 1
*5685L-.l
o6 673E+G1

* I Z461.481
.17.2•41.c

* t79.3E.3i.7 447L+61

•6333r&:;*
*4967EJ11
o353 !E:C1

,sC75E4r1
* 53931+30
oZSGhE0C• e 0 W,£C

19
2 29 14E.CG

o9344EE40• 17'59E i1
R 3i 50E.41,44 ý1£÷•,

* !729E*Gl
s 03 28 .E91
• 7Z t2E÷.|L
•7774E4ji

* 7848aE+J1• 7'. 46E;di
@6?59E+JL
o6l.1ZE4UI
•. SC49E+10
* 3646E+01
*2433Eedl
• 1Z12E+C1
* El 20E+C0
*28 41E+CU
o9C 34•- •1

20
o 4129E$ 00
9124 4E+ 01
a Z 312E+ 01
•3771E01
* 519 4E4 01o67O5E'gl

a 8084E+ 01
.84922E 01
" 89871E 01

.9G72E1*61" 866aLE 01
.7822E101
.7 12.L# 01
.59631.01
s 4387E* 01
* 3033E 6 1

1 •l€e5e. 51
*7,33JE+ 00
* 3dTSE. 00
*9181E-01

-.4

001-



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PEL.ET W3RT4 DISTRIBUTION AT EOC4 (OELKIKG X160*5)

CHANNEL

C-.,
C-,)

o~b
0

0

0

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3

14
is

5

67

8
9

2011
12
13

16
17
16
19
20

2L
*3G07E*0 0
.9 76) E 40 0
-J 19) E0 1s3 44) E*0 1

b577) E+O 1
*6 98.• E+ 1
,7 32iE*9 1
,r 82# E,0 I

J 905 £*0 1
*7 561E.0 1
•bSS3 £40 I
e6 52S E ÷0 1
*5 19Z3E0 1

*3.81! E*0 1
e *602 E4O 1
*1330 E+O 1
*6 705 E.G 0
.3 093 E+0 0
,9?UE-0 I

22
s 4144: . 00
s 1246E*01l

2 2314'.C1
* 377 3"* ,G

• 519 1+*01
6 e705:.01

* o078:.*'01

* 8416-+01
• 898 0a-" 1;
* 93651+01
* b660*231
S78 141•+ 0t
* 7506;+01
* 5958*i.01
• 4383--.01
• 3029: +01
* 1491: +01
* 700"*+0
* 3054:+00
• 9070mO-D

23
,2933E*.GO

*,9392E+00
a . 161E+O4
.3 159E+01
*4'411E* 1
.5739£+, 1
96937E+01
s7 289E'3G1
.778 CE4*C
.7 a5,E+401
.7499E+01
.6764*+01
* 6412E*tbl
*5 4aEl+Ol1
* 3644E*01
.2 e432E+C1
e1 ;13E*41
*6 31CE£G0
,282a2300
*894,E-al

24.
.2? 79E+-0
, E77?E0O0
.lb76E+61
• 31 (6£+* i4
•4369E÷Ui.
• 5b S?7+51
,66t4E*01
.7?56E+,31
s 7? 36E+ 61
.7t ('.E4CL,7%50E+ýl
s (7 7E+jt

•.333£*o01
.43 65E*Ai
* 35 31E+ 21
e23 '.6E4 %0:
* 1 731E+. l
.53 76E+ 10
.2' .CZE4.9
*79 31.-j1

25
• 218 CE* 00
s 698 3E+ 00
* 134JE. 01,
* 261.4E+ 01
e 373ZE. 01
.4905E.0 I
o 59545E* 01
,6335E+01
" 675 .E4*0 1
6 68ZJE+ 01

,650 :+C 1
" 5863E+ 01
" 54558E+.01
•.425-tE+ a 1
* 3j 14E#- 01
* 1953E: 01
&89545I 00
a 4 Sz EE+ 0 0
, 2111E*+ O0
,681JE-01

-~CD

r* 0

a-.

'-0 ---i



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PEL.ET W3RT4 DZSTR13UIZom AT EoC4 WDELK/KG XIOGO9S5

CHANNEL

011+7)

C-)
LA

.0

I--

MIAL NO)E

10

I
2

3

14

67

8
9

1011
12
13

1,6
17
18
19
20

2$
• I7b$ E.G 0
.5 79gE+0 G

l 1ZLEO* I
,21%E.0 I
,J 15* E+3 1

•416, E+O 1
•5 -•0l E+O I
• 5 49J E+O I
•95 793 E+3 I

e 5 8 5GE+0 1

45 5-3 E+O 1
•5 0, 4E.o0 1
948 693 EO 1
0 538 E+G I
.2 643 E +0 1

*I745 .E+31
,tZ35E*O 0

M.'Z6 E+0 0
s2 02f E+i 0
• 5 1$E-0 1

2?
* 192g-z aO
* 62 94:. f a 3
S1222- +0 1
* 2255"4+1t
* 3204 '+Dt
l 421 .*01
" 5127.'0BI0
" 5456;.01.
" 5837-+D1
" 590Z .+01
• 564'-4-01
* +;)g5£+01

* 4773=.*0 1
• 37686 + 01

Z737"'0.01
• 1633:t01
* 5226E *00
* 4790-.00
* 2279=+04
• 753 0"-0I

26
,2: U (E+C 0
.652 2E 03
*1Z63E*I.+
* 2 3.` 6E+4'0 1
o3 i71LIk.÷ 1

,4 21 ?E*0 1
.5 iZ7E~u1
.5561E+D1
o5950E.61
.6 , 1 iE÷ , 1
9576;E+01
*52S tE+01
043S4E*C1o3 676E.+U1
• .3,7 E ÷ i. 1
* ZS.32E+21
o1'3CaE+01
•970 L.+UO
o504• 0+GO
,2'.33E*03
o739Z4L-ý1

29
* 20 C9E+.s3

* G24E+00•.lZ 64E+ ý 1
. 23 L%.•9j1
*3R 73E+ •1
942 99E* 31
* 52 28E.+ 31
* 55 62E.+ J.
o5951E+J1

S5760E+e1

e5 SZE6E + '.,4S S.4E÷ JI

.35 78E+ 1
o2S31E+J1

13 i, 7E+C
• 9F e OE+ 0O

s 5C 46E+ý3
* 2.41 lE.+ ,1

33

*1 S53E 00
.542 cE4 0• 1650E+. 01
• 2259EE CU
• 32JE• 01

*4219E*01*5132E+ 01
• 5',6•E ii
.5841E+ 61
" 5905E4 01
" 5646E+ 01
" 509bEo, 01
•4773Eo.G 1
* 37b?E# 01
" 2736E+. 1
" 1832E+ 01
o9217E# CC
.4782E+ OL
92274E+0O
e 7494E- 01

'CDC0 D

I-.

C'O



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PEL.ET W3RT4. DISTRIBUTION AT EOC4 (DELK/KG X16045)

CHANNEL

C-)

C,)0

I-a
0'

MXIAL NOSE
1
2
3
4
s
6
7
8
9
20
11
12
13
1'.
15
16
17'
18
19
2'0

31
.1 79* E+0 0
*5 815 E*G0
,1125E*O 1
.2205 E*J 1
e3 16) E+0 1
*417eL[O I
*5 7 E+0 1
*54Z. E*0 1
e5 79r E.0 1
* 585F E+6 1
*5595E*0 1
.5 043 E*0 1
•* 690 E*0
J3 6b# E*G 1
• .64f £+01
* 174! E +0 1
.3 25.•2 +01
o* 2535 E0 3
,20oL E.0 1e 661ll E-0 I

32
-2073:"-01

-. 6107'01.
•.M .0893--+00
ft 2260£+00

S2 52311 400
-t •5707+06
-, 1173.+01
- 1092:+01
-o 1233>+01

-. 1258"4.01
-, 1175; +01
-. 98? a:4.00
", 1117£+01

007745---+00

-o 440J100
-. 1655-4>00
- 122:- 00
"o 368 3-. -0L
-. 63451"02
", 33 64.- "0 Z

33
•2 C7L4-GI
e5 1. 6E-01I
,.1553E+03
- 1697E+C0
-5 174E+00,*88E0E430

-, e2 L+2G1
- *1136E.01
-.1276E+401
-133 E(EG 1

1 •lSE.*11
0.1 01CE+Gl
* I 18 kEC I•
97917DZ7E*

-94256Lr.D0
- *I 224L.G 2
-.8 55"E-01

•244aE-Q01
,236CE-0Z
,2 .•1E-OZ

34
- 2L 18E-C.
.53 M8E-ol

,-.15 74.E+O0
9 1ý 01E,*AI• 5L74,E+G J

-. 86 ,p5÷ELU
-. 12 2ZE+ j

U ] 38E+31
,1ZL.OE+Jl

- 13 C8E+ ,J1
- 12'22L+ s41
.11ý 2g+ 31
- 1t I M3 u. +

o79 LZE+0JO
-. 2 33E*OU

1. eU8E+.G
-8wSIE-31
- L67?E-O1

-.19 53E- U20 22 46--- 62

35
-o2145E- 01

-4967E- 0l
-, 162 7E+0;
-Z15E4 0 C
o5981E.+ 00
-o I5E+ 01
-o1396Et 'J
-o 1274E4Q 1

"1424E+* C
-, 1448E+ 41
-. 1348E# 01
-,11310. 61
-1 3ZE+ 0 1
-O 8773+ O0
-,4595E+00
-, 1163E# O6
-99764L- 01
"o 279 JE- 41
-. 4053E- 02
-o.22SE- 02

co ,-
M)

0



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PEL.ET W3RTTH OISTRI3UTIOI AT EOC4 (OELK/KG XIG'45)

CHANNEL

0c)

I-

0.0
w.

AXIAL NODE
1
2
3
4

9

le

9

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-,Z21)E-O I
-e4 882 E-0 I
-0d1 53.E+0 0
- 2Zl45E+,. 0
-. 59aF E+G 6
-. 1015EG0 1
-. 1403ES0 1
-•,126) E+) 1
- .L433 E*O 1
-0.11464 E+3 1
.m*136&E+0 1

-*1151E+÷ 1
-*1315E*J I
-,s886-"E*OG
- ,459• E+O 0
-,1037E*00
-0784rE-O I
- *1 95i E-6 1
-91421 E-O 2
-@1825E-0 2

37
- 2697:.01
• 6430-- -01

-• 1656~.÷0
• 2425: + 00
• 6137-.+00a
• 1318+.01
. 1392z+01
• 1267:+81
• 14111+01

- 14.352- +01
• 1337 . +01
- 1130+61•
- 13 0 0+01

8 8726-*900
• 440 1600
• 464 W--01

2 Z214"' -C L
0 2883£ -01
* 14005C01
9 14•50[-.02

36
0 5747E+O4
e 1743E*ij 1
.32 74E*01
*,4930E+%6l1
.6b51E+01
ob912E*Cl
• 1079LEGZ
* 1106E*C2
o124,5E.CZ
-1256E+02
e1 1951L402
.oL71E+02
e 1 -0 07EF.÷ 0.2
,785514G1
o5516E..l
•3'45'4L+LI
a 1713E* 1
o8635E*io
0',611E+00
9o202OILCl

39
-.Z2g32E-ijl"o49 (6E-Zo1

-. 15 --5E J
-. 13 16E+ ý0
-2 [ZC9E£Ja
-. 9255E*CO
-1. 98E£JI
-. 12 E3E*.1
", 13•'6E*,41

-,13 IE6E+ ý I
- 12 E 61BE l
-o10 37++61
-. 13367E*i,

-e tt 1E.+CU
-. 1.0 49E.."g
-,56 k3E-f1
", 3? 67E-I 1
".55 24E-.Z

9 23 56E- jZ
•75 j3E-w3

4.)
• 2716E- 01
-.6212E- 41
-1869E.O&
.165b;E+ 09

5 5.31E 0 O
.9155E4 U0
• 1268E*. 01
- 1164E01
- 1Z 99Ea 411

"o1313E*& 61
-.122 E* 01

"o 1334E+ 01
",8886E+ 10

-. 445,E* OG
-,5356E-01

" 1147E-01
2 2613E- 11

" 1410E- 11
" 176•E- 02

lD

C*0
OlD
I .
WI•-.



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PELET WORTI DZSTRI3UTIOd AT EOC4 .(DELK/KG X1C'•5)

CHANNEL

..,,j

0,

I-.

AXIAL NO3E
1
2
3

6
7

9
11

12
13
14

16
17
le

19
20

41
• -935 E-8 1
6 7'23 E-0 1

*196% E4O
,1695E*O 0
S535FTE4 0

- *9 153 E÷O 3

- *1265E.G I
-,1 16!• E40 I

.OeIZi6 E*G I-. 12*OE +0 1

-*I bLE+l I
-.1 323 E,+ 1
-•8835 E+o 0•0438LE+00

• .35Y E-0 1
*Z 06F E-0 1
*29b3E-G 1
*1456E-G I
•18I3E-0 2

4Z
-• 281.4'-01
-, 5951: -01
-, 17'08!. 00
*• 1633:.+00
"• 5276* +00

-• 9242-. +00
-, 1288-" 0L
-e 118 7-01
- 2326:+01
-. 1345£+01

-. iZi1*011• 21Z :'+C L
-, 19 zs:. Oi.1

3. 1321T+01
-• 64386 +00
-• 3866r- +0 3
-• 328 e-01
"• 1367; L
* 6639:-°OZ
* 6598!--02
* 0T67 -02

43

,1797E+ul
•326iE÷Cl.
* 4:37 1E+Ci
,6 886E÷C1

o 893 7E4 01
* 1080E+02
e1 16EE+rO2
".I24 4E. + 2
" 1254E+02
* l193E+4 2
91 06.EG+02
91005.+02
,7841E+GI
.553 IE+01
" 3431E÷61
"165ZE4Cl
,808 CE~uO
.4 132E+(d

-,2664E-01

44

a 12 8lE-Al
,o%28E-Ll

75 592E-41
•0 CE+00

7 6 C6E÷uG•1091E+J1

• IC 66L+01
-. 1129E+4U

U. 48E4u1
-10614E+.1,otT J2(+t.iO

-.71 S3.+60
-. 25E ZE+03
-ZS2 G7E-~j2-.9. 20E-CZ
* 61 CSE-iZ
*56?8EL.Z
*35S0E-C 3

45
-, 8656E- 02

4'4G 3E- QZ
-94466E-01
", 5816E- 01
", 323GE4 G0
,62 0•E* GO

-,8919E+00
,8'423EG00

-- 9451E* 00
-o963 4E. 00
",8952E+ 0 0
-,7487Ef, O4
-" 956•ZE 00
", 6293E. G0

S3. 3323JE 00
-* 3737E- 01
"034E.- 1
* 1624E- 03
*32?EE-O2

", Z325E- 03

V.)

I 1-.

r..3

0.



TABLE QCS760.10-11
(Continued)

PE.L.ET W3RTI UISTRI3UTION AT EOC4 (DELK/KG X1G* v5)

CHANNEL

C-)
LI)

0)
0

0

C,,

AXIAL NOE
1
2
3

6

9
10
11
12
13
14

lb

1?

19
20

-. 696;E-0 2
-.?.59?E-U2

-94503E-0 I
-5645 E-0 I
- .5 243 E÷Q 0
-,6205E*03
-• 92-! E*O 0
- ,• 403 E÷O 6

ot091 E÷O4

-J•45) Et0 0

- 5 5T EQO 4
- •628iE+00
-. 3015E.O 0
-. 367iE-0 I
-*1995 E-0 1

A 193 E -0 3
e 339E-0 2

-*1 674 E-0 3

"7
-w 172 3"-D1
-, 2714-.-01
-. 9558: -01

7 7T31:-0 1
we 4316" +90
we 7613:4+00
-, 1J91: +01
-w 10 35:-+ 01
-. 112 T+ 401

"• 1058"•G1
-" 6706:+ 00
-, 114 4"+01
-w 72r.400
-. 310 3K.00
-*i0g44~:-03

e 7640'- 02
e 71600 -02
e 6152:'02
* 5609" "03

-o CD

iI-.5

I.,,,6 FLo--



TABLE QCS760.10-12

CRBRP EOC4
REGIONWISE REACTIVITY WORTHS

(Net Ak/k)

SUMMARY

Lower Axial' Upper Axial1  Lower Axial 2  Upper Axial 2

Parameter Fuel Inner Blankets Blankets Blankets Extensions Extensions

Flooded Doppler -7.9482-4 -1.4936-3 -1.6588-4 -6.0106-5 -1.3400-4 -5.3886-5

Voided Doppler -5.1221-4 -1.1314-3 -1.3413-4 -4.5993-5 -1.2324-4 -4.8144-5

Sodium Void +4.7522-3 +5.5325-3 -7.0104-4 -7.0716-4 -2.7978-6 -5.9951-5

Steel -2.4829-2 -1.5961-2 +1.4943-3 +1.8212-3 +6.3656-5 +2.4625-4

Pellet +3.7824-1 -4.1285-2 +2.1507-2 -1.1794-2 -9.6522-4 -5.5480-5ý0

C)

(1) Above and below core

(2) Above and below inner blankets

-o --4
CO
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FIGURE QCS760.10-1: CRBRP ASSEMBLY
CHANNEL NUMBERS 1200 SYMMETRIC CORE SECTOR
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FIGURE QCS760.10-2 Axial Node
Nlumber

I

AXIAL MODE POSITIONS
(Hot-full power dimensions)
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14.530 cn

7.069 cm Upper Blankets: 35.74

7.69 cm'4"

7.069 cm

Nlode
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13 segments)

Fuel: .92.04 cm1.

- 4

7.06 cm

9.033 ci

- I Lower Pllonkl.: 15.69
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@7FIGURE QCS760.10-3 CRBRP: RATIO OF VOIDED DOPPLER
TO FLOODED DOPPLER AT BOCI
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Question CS760.11

Discuss how the Doppler coefficient Is affected by changes made In going from
the homogeneous to the heterogeneous core arrangement. Discuss the uncertain-
ties of the Doppler coefficient and how It impacts under cooling and
reactivity Insertion events.

Respons

The following table summarizes typical CRBRP regionwise flooded Doppler
constants in the heterogeneous and homogeneous core designs for clean-core
conditions at the beginning of cycle one.

Doppler Constant, -T dk/dT x 104

Heterogeneous Core Homogeneous Core

fuel 25.8 43.0 (inner core)
12.9 (outer core)

Inner blanket 44.0
radial blanket 11.8 7.0
axial blankets 26.4
TOTAL (isothermal) 84.2 67.3

The lower fuel Doppler in the heterogeneous core is a result of the smaller
number of fuel assemblies (156 vs 198 in the homogeneous core) and their
placement In the heterogeneous core, the higher fuel enrichment and lower
fertile-to-fissile ratio in the fuel, and the harder average neutron energy
spectrum. The higher total core (isothermal) Doppler constant in the
heterogeneous core is a result of the higher total (fuel plus blankets) heavy
metal loading. The Doppler uncertainty, in the temperature range around
hot-full-power, is ±10% (1 ) as discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.1 of the CRBRP
PSAR.

PSAR Sections 15.1.4.1 and 15.1.4.2 provide analyses for the worst case
overpower (Section 15.2) and undercooling (Section 15.3) events, respectively.
These include the results of a sensitivity study for both types of transients
considering uncertainties in Doppler feedback (see Tables 15.1.4-1 and
15.1.4-7). The maximum and minimum values of Doppler coefficient used in
these sensitivity studies are summarized below for the models described in
Section 15.1.4 and Doppler information In Table 4.3-16:

EVENT MAXIMUM DOPPLER MINIMUM DOPPLER

Undercooling -0.0118 -0.0019
Overpower -0.0035 -0.0019

As Indicated In Section 15.1.4 minimum Doppler Is the worst case for the
overpower event and maximum Doppler is the worst case for the undercooling
event. The Doppler values used In the analyses appropriately reflect 1) a 30%
uncertainty (3r) in its calculated value and 2) time in core life effects.
This establishes the worst case conditions to be used in the nuclear kinetic/
thermal-hydraulic evaluations for the fuel and blanket hot rod calculations.

QCS760.11-1 Amend. 71

Sept. 1982



Question CS760.12

Since small ramp rates take a long time to develop, justify the assumption
that the hot fuel rod is limiting, since the longer thermal Inertia of the
blanket rods does not apply here.

Response

For small ramp rates that take a long time to develop, the worst overpower
condition that can exist would be operating at just under the 15% overpower
trip level. If the power exceeds this value, core shutdown would be Initiated
through the plant protection system. The highest maximum cladding temgerature
during sustained ogeration at 15% overpower would be 14960F (3o-)/<1300 F
(nominal) and 14189F (3T-)/<1300QF (nominal) for the fuel and blanket
assemblies, respectively. With regard to fuel temperatures, all fuel and
blanket rods have been designed to operate at this condition with no molten
fuel as described In Section 4.4.3.3.6. After the overpower condition Is
terminated through scram, higher temperatures can be attained for the blanket
rod cladding In the subsequent shutdown heat removal phase due (in part) to
the large thermal Inertia of the blanket rods alluded to In the question.
This mechanism is described in Section 15.1.4.1 where a maximum blanket rod
cladding temperature of 15870F (3a')/<1300 0 F (nominal) is reported (attained
-47 seconds after shutdown).

QCS760.12-1 Amend. 71

Sept. 1982



Question CS760.13

Section 15.2.2.2 analyzes a 60 radial movement (stick slip) Incident. The
analysis does not distinguish between primary or secondary scram. (Only one
temperature curve is given). Provide analysis for this transient, listing the
appropriate primary and secondary trip functions.

-Response

For a 60U step reactivity Insertion the power increases in almost step fashion
from 100% to over 200% as shown by Figure 15.2.3.3-3. Both the primary and
secondary high power trip signals are significantly below the Increased power
level and thus, both trips would occur simultaneously. The table below
summarizes results for the highest cladding temperature hot rod in FA-52
considering both primary and secondary scram (each separately).

REACTOR POWER
AT TRIP

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES (3o)
CLADDING FUEL COOLANT

A B C A B C A B CSHUTDOWN SYSTEM

Pr I mary
Secondary

115%
122%

1491 0.63 1.6
1544 0.83 2.0

4576 0.53 1.3
4752 0.63 1.7

1417 0.63 1.6
1467 0.83 2.1

A - maximum 3a hot spot temperature attained, OF.
B - time to reach maximum temperature, sec.
C - length of time temperature is above Initial steady state value, sec.

It should be noted that occurrence of a 60¢ step reactivity Insertion combined
with failure of the primary scram would be less probable than an extremely
unlikely category event in which case the primary shutdown of a Safe Shutdowr
Earthquake (Section 15.2.3.3) would envelope the consequential core damage.
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Question CS760.14

Reactivity insertions during startup must be more closely assessed. Under
these conditions many of the PPS subsystems are bypassed and the PCS must be
relied upon to mitigate the transient. In light of this, discuss the effects
of PCS maloperation or operator error under these conditions.

For the cold sodium Insertion event:

a. The transient Is analysed using instantaneous core Inlet temperature
and flow rate changes. Shouldn't this be analyzed with more realistic
(i.e., ramp type) changes in these conditions?

b. Although the loop transient time Is 60s, the actual core Inlet
temperature will rise slowly. Therefore, shouldn't the transient be
analyzed longer than 60s? (Especial ly for secondary PPS trip).

c. With a minimum Doppler coefficient, can you use BOCI values for sodium

density feedback coefficient?

d. What are the mechanical effects on pins due to cold sodium Insertion?

Response

Although specific subsystems may be bypassed, sufficient protection In both
the primary and secondary scram systems still exist to ensure that damage
limits are not exceeded. Specifically, positive flux to delayed flux,
positive modified nuclear rate, flux to pressure (automatical ly reinstated
above 15% power), flux to total flow, and startup flux subsystems would all
trip for unacceptable positive reactivity Insertions occurring during startup
caused by PCS maloperation or operator error.

With regard to the cold sodium Insertion event, the following are the
responses to the Item-by-item questions:

a. The controlling mechanism of this analysis Is the positive reactivity
from Doppler feedback which occurs when the fuel Is Initially cooled
by the lower sodium Inlet temperature. Since It was not known "a
priori" that this event would be benign, it was assumed that condi-
tions which would result in the most rapid power Increase would be
limiting. Thus, a step change In the inlet coolant temperature was
conservatively used in the analysis. A slower change of Inlet
temperature would not Increase the transient power level but would
decrease the rate at which the power increases.

b. It Is estimated that the reactor inlet temperature would Increase at a
rate of less than 20OF in 300 seconds which would not cause any
significant Increase In core structural damage. This Increase of
Inlet temperature would attenuate the equilibrium power attained from
that shown In the analyses (Figure 15.2.3.1-1). If the analyses were
carried out until exact equilibrium is reached, the maximum tempera-
tures would still be less than those shown for full power steady state
operati on.
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C. Yes, but the transient would be less severe because less positive
Doppler feedback would result (see Item a).

d. The worst case hot rod cooldown rates shown by Figure 15.2.3.1-3 are
very similar to those experienced during a normal scram and
insignificant damage Is Incurred. This Is due to cladding being very
thin which mitigates thermal shock damage.
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Question CS760.15

The reactivity effect associated with the fuel rod bowing can be either
positive or negative depending upon the assembly support structure and the
radial temperature gradient. In the CRBRP, the assemblies are held at the top
and bottom of the core. Depending upon the radial temperature gradient, fuel
assemblies can bow either toward the center of the core, resulting in a posi-
tive reactivity contribution, or away from the core, thus causing a negative
reactivity contribution. This effect can result In a substantial net positive
reactivity. It should be evaluated for different power-to-flow conditions and
also for different inter-assembly gap sizes (nominal gaps to reduced gaps).
For CRBRP, the project-computed bowing reactivity contribution for the homo-
geneous core was as high as +65 . For the heterogeneous core, this value
should be smaller.

I

Please provide a discussion or information that would confirm that these
concerns have been covered.

Response

The Information requested Is provided in PSAR Section 4.2.2.4.3.3.
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Question CS760.16

- On page 15.2-2a of the PSAR, the first sentence of the fourth paragrapheI states, "The first two of the above restrictions are obvious". Subsequently,
a third restriction Is alluded to. It Is not at all clear what the referenced
restrictions are. Please clarify.

Respons

The treatment of Fuel-Cladding Mechanical Interaction (FCMI) was described In
response to Question CS490.10 and at the May 12, 1982 meeting with NRC.
Revisions to Section 15.2 of the PSAR will be made to clarify the treatment of
FCMI by August 15, 1982.
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Question CS760.17

It Is clear throughout Section 15.2, Reactivity Insertion Design Events, that
transient fuel cladding mechanical Interaction Is ackowledged only for rapid
reactivity insertion events; that Is, events occurring during a time span of
one second or less. This Is an unwarranted assumption for any reactivity
Insertion event, slow or fast, particularly for fuel pins in which the
fuel-cladding gap Is expected to be closed at steady-state. Please provide
the justification for this assumption.

Respons

The Information requested by this question has been provided In the response
to Question CS490.31.
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Question CS760.18

Has it been considered whether or not aný of the corrosion phenomena changes
character at elevated temperatures (1600 F and beyond to coolant saturation)
so as to cause wholesale or catastrophic cladding failure, or become in itself
a cladding failure mechanism? Could this occur under accident conditions
where It might be postulated that control over oxygen or other Impurities in
the sodium would be lost?

The condition of severe sodium overtemperature for any appreciable length of
time Is generally characterized by events which are caused by undercooling
(LOF) scenarios. These events are rather short and generally are over in less
than five minutes.

It is not expected that there will be a change in character of the corrosion
mechanism. Extrapolating the NSMH corrosion rate equation (I ppm Oxygen)
yields the following:

at 16000F:
at 16500F:
at 17000F:

R = 8.7 mpy
R = 13.1 mpy
R = 18.5 mpy

As a worst-case condition assume that oxygen level reaches 10 ppm and the
temperature rises to 17b0 F/15 min. This would result In a theoretical clad
wall wastage of 5 x 10 mil. Catastrophic failure would not be expected at
such a small value. In addition, since the undercooling events are
characterized by reduced flow, thus the corrosion rate would also be reduced
from full-flow conditions (i.e., the sodium can only saturate with corrosion
product; mass transport would occur by thermal convection only).

Under accident conditions of the type postulated, it is not expected that
control of oxygen in sodium would be lost. In addition, because there are low
flow conditions In the reactor fuel assemblies, If there were to be postulated
an Ingress of oxygen, it would not reach the assemblies In as rapid a time, or
have as much Influence on corrosion, as under full flow conditions.
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Ouestion CS760.19

In Section 15.2, present or reference the fuel and cladding temperature
histories for the worst fuel and blanket rod during the U2b event. Also,
present or reference a synopsi.s of this event and Its consequences, as was
done for the other overpower transients In this section.

Response

The U-2b event Is an enveloping condition for various types of accidents that
can be postulated which insert positive reactivity to the core (either in
steps or ramps). This event Is described in PSAR Appendix B, Section
B.I.2.2.2. It should be kept in mind that this event assumes the failure of
the rod block at 103% power in either the manual or automatic modes of the
PCS. The evaluation results in an analysis of core temperatures at 15%
sustained overpower for a period of 300 seconds. If the power Increase would
be any larger than this magnitude the reactor would automatically be shut down
due to scram from an overpower trip signal of the plant protection system.
Equilibrium temperatures Indicative of steady-state operation at 115% power
are reached within the 300 second hold even for the large diameter blanket
size rods.

As indicated In response to Question CS760.12, the maximum cladding tempera-
ture during the sustained operation at 15% overpower would be 1496 F
(3,r)/<1300 F (nominal) and 1418 0 F (30)/<13000 F (nominal) for the fuel and
blanket assemblies, respectively. With regard to fuel temperatures, all fuel
and blanket rods have been designed to operate at this condition with no
molten fuel as described In Section 4.4.3.3.1. After the overpower condition
Is terminated through scram, higher temperatures can be attained for the
blanket rod cladding In the subsequent undercooling phase due to stored heat
and decay heat effects as described in Section 15.1.4.1. In this post- 0
shutdown period the maximum blanket hot rod cladding temperature of 1587 F
(3v-)/<1300 0 F (nominal) can be attained after -47 seconds after shutdown.
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Question CS760.20

The design guideline for cladding temperature for anticipated events Is listed
in Table 15.1.2-2 as 15000F. However, Table 15.2-2 lists temperature criteria
(presumably cladding) of 1450OF and 1400OF (blanket rod reactivity Insertion).
Please explain the relation between the limits listed In these two tables.
Please also provide In detail the basis for these two sets of guidelines.

Table 15.1.2-2 does provide design guidelines which includes the 1500OF
cladding temperature for both fuel and blanket for anticipated events.
basis for the guidelines was explained in response to Question CS490.21
addressed at the February 25, 1982 meeting with NRC.

The
and

There is no Table 15.2-2 in the PSAR. Originally, In earlier revisions to the
PSAR, there were such conservative cladding temperature limits as those
described. However, analyses consistent with those now appearing In Section
4.2 of the present PSAR showed the limits to be overly conservative and thus,
is the basis for the 1500OF guideline now appearing In Table 15.1.2-2.
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Question CS760.21

In Section 15.2.2.2.1 it Is stated that gradual core radial motion in response
to normal temperature changes is discussed In Section 4.2.2.4.1.8. However,
this section is not in the PSAR. Likewise, the last three paragraphs on page
15.2-2a appear to be misplaced.

In PSAR Section 15.2.2.2 all references to Section 4.2.2.4.1.8 have been
changed to Section 4.2.2.4.3.

The latter part of this question, deal ing with page 15.2-2a, Is addressed In
the response to Question CS760.16.
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Question CS760.22

Discuss how the changes to a heterogeneous core affect reactivity effects for
the operating basis (OBE) and safe shutdown (SSE) earthquakes.

Response

The change to a heterogeneous core has no significant effect on reactivity
changes for the operating basis (OBE) and safe shutdown (SSE) earthquakes.
This is because parameters which control the response, the radial reactivity
worths and mechanical dimensions, are very similar. Also, uncertainties in
the core mechanical response to the earthquake and core motion reactivity
worth factors will mask any reactivity differences between the homogeneous and
heterogeneous core designs.
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Question CS760.23

Section 15.2.2.3.1 Implles that flux tilts can exist during normal operation
(e.g., "the other rods will move in to compensate for the excursion and no
transient results.") Are flux tilts possible? If so, what effect do these
flux tilts have on predicted clad temperatures? On plant protective system
I nstruumentatl on?

Response:

Compensated flux tilts are not considered to be a credible occurrence due to a
rod misalignment rod block system which precludes such an occurrence.
Analysis indicted that the probability of a flux tilt resulting from the
withdrawal of a single control rod with the other rods moving in to compensate
is on the order of 10-11 per year. This probability Is so low that this type
of flux tilt Is considered to be beyond the design basis. Flux tilts
resulting from the withdrawal of a single control rod without movement of the
other rods to compensate has been analyzed as having a probability of
occurrence of less than 5 x 10-7 per year. This event is classified as an
Extremely Unlikely event and will be analyzed in Chapter 15 of the PSAR on
this basis.

The rod misalignment rod block system uses rod position Information provided
by both the absolute and relative rod position Indicating systems In two
redundant logic trains. If either of the two logic trains detects a rod bank
misalignment condition rod block, signals are sent to each of the Individual
rod control control lers which will prohibit any further rod motion except
scran. An alarm signal Is also provided to the operator upon the occurrence
of a rod block.
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Question CS760.24

Please provide decay heat data as a function of core region and lifetime with
their respective uncertainties.

Response

It should be noted that Section 15.1.4 (Effect on Design Changes on Analyses
of Accident Events) has been added to the original PSAR to reflect the effect
of design changes. Section 15.3 has not been changed in technical content
since it was originally written in 1974. The worst case Section 15.3
undercooling transient has been updated and the analyses incorporated Into
Section 15.1.4.1. The current decay heat rates used in this update are
Included in the following Information. If the 1974 decay heat data is of
Interest, It too can be supplied upon request.

The decay heat data used in the undercooling design event analysis presented
In PSAR Section 15.1.4 are provided In Tables QCS760.24-1 through -5. Data
are presented as a function of time after shutdown including uncertainty with
the associated uncertainty value provided for each time point. Data are
provided for the specific assemblies selected for hot channel analysis (see
PSAR Figure 4.3-3). Decay times ranging from shutdown out to 500 seconds
after shutdown were considered. The decay heat values are based on the
heterogeneous core design In which the fuel and inner blanket assemblies have
reached 2-year burnup and the radial blanket assemblies have a 3.2-year
burnup.
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TABLE QCS760.24-1

CLINCH RIVER SINGLE ASSEMBLY DECAY POWER
VALUES W/UNCERTAJNTIES

CRBRP HETEIOGENEUUS CORE FUEL ASSEMBLY NU. 52
TIME AFTER

SHUTDOWN
(SEGONDSI-

0.
2.OODOE0O0
4.00000E00
6.000 E+CO
8o0000E400
1 °0000E÷OL
1. 5000E.O0
2oO000E4OI
3. 0n 30 EO.
4.0000 E-OL
690000 E01
8.00000E+O1
1.O0000E+C2
I.2000E+02
1.4000E-02
1.6000 E+PZ
1. 8000E+02
2.OOUE+02
2.2000E+02
2.4000 E02
2.6000E 02
Z 08000E+02
3.OOOOE÷02

.0UD0OE40Z
5 o0000 E+02

UECA Y
POWE R

(KI LOWATTSJ
Z. 682E +02
2.3 79E +02
2.201E +02
2. 090E 402
2.009E +02
1 945E +02
1. 826E +02
1.739E+02
t. 61 5E +02
1.52 IE 02
1. 404E 402
1.319E+02
1,255E +02
Is 205E *02
I* L65E +02
I.132E +02
h. 104E 02
1. 080E 02
1. 059E 402
1.04E ÷02
t. 024E +02
Ls009E +02
9. 956E +0 1
9.409E+01
8 , 993E &-0 1

UNCERTAINTY
(PERCENT)

3.242E01
2 • 42E+O1
2.507E+01
20370E.01
2.2 14E.01
2.200 E01
2 .065E÷OL
1.961E401
1.829E÷01
1-.729E+01
1.592E-O0
1.496E+01
1 .426E+0I
1.373E÷01
1.334E+01
1.30C5E+OI
1.283E+01
1.266E.01
1 .254E+01
1.244 E01
1.231E+01
1.232E401
1229E401
1.218E401
1.210E.01
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TABLE QCS760.24-2

CLINCH RIVER SINGLE ASSEMBLY DECAY POWER
VALUES W/UNCERTAINTIES

CRBRP 1ET EAOGENEOUS CORE FUEL ASSEMBLY NO. 101
TIME AFTER

SHUTDOWN
(SECONDS)

0.
2.O0000E+O0
4.0000E+0O
6. OOOOE00
8O0OOE+00
1.O0)0E+OL
105000E+01
Z or000 E+CL
3,000E+O
4o0000 E+O
6,O0000E+01
8.OOOOE'+O
L, OOO0 E+OZ
1 02000 E 02
1o4000E402
1 * 6000 E+02
1, 800OE+02
-200000E O2
?°2000E+02
2.,4000E+02
2.6000E+02
2. 8000 E+02
3,0000E02
4.o0000E402
5.0000E+oZ

DECA Y
POWE R

(KILOWATTS)
3. 393E +02
3. 01 IE +02
2. 786E +02
2.647E ÷02
2. 545E402
2. 464E 4•02
2. 313E 402
2. ZO3E +02
2. 047E +02
1. 936E +02
1* 7l lE+02
I. 673E +02
1. 593E +02
1. 530E 402
1.479E +02
1. 437E 402
l. 402E ÷02
1. 3 72E +02
1. 345E +02
1. 322E ÷02
I. 301E-+02
1. 282E +02
1. 265E +02
Is 196E +02
1, 143E +02.

UNCERTAINTY
(PERCENT)

3.231E+01
2,732E01
29497E01
2.361E+01
2.2 64E401
2.t91E4Oi
2.056E40/
1°958E401
1.820E01
1.721E+01
1.583E401
I.488E01
1.4 1E401
1.365EG.OI
1 ,326E.01
1.297EGOI
1-275E0I0
1.258E401
1.246E 01
1 °237E+01
1.229E01
1*224E01
1.22IE+O
I.209E+01
1.201E+OI
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TABLE QCS760.24-3

CLINCH RIVER SINGLE ASSEMBLY DECAY POWER
VALUES W/UNCERTAINTIES

CRBR-v HETE1OGENEOUS CORE INNER BLANKET ASSEMBLY NO. 99
TIME AFTER

SHUTDOWN
(SECONDS)

0.
2.0000E+00
4.0000E+00
.6.0000E-400
8.,0000E00
IO000E+01
1 ,500UE01.
2.0000 E+O
3,00000E O
4*0030E+01
6OOOOE+01
8,O000E*01
1 °0000E+02
l .ZOOOE+02
1°4000E+02
I .6000E+02
lo8000E+02
2oOOOOE 02
2.2000E+02
2.40OE-02
2.6000E'02
208000E +02
3.0000E÷02
4.0000E+02
5. O0000+02

DECAY
POWE R

(KI LOWA TT S)
I* 972E +02
I- 728E +02
.1 593E +02
L. 513E *02
1* 455E +02
1. 41 1E +02
I* 329E +402
1. 2 7CE *02
i. 189E +02
1. 132E 402
lo053E +02
9. 9d5E +O0
9. 5U0E +01
9. 262£ +01
9o 006E +0 1
8. 793E +0 1
8. 613E +0 1
8. 45 7E +01
8. 320E +0 1
8.19 BE +0 1
8.088E +01
7. 989E +0 1
7. 897E +0 L
7. 5Z LE +0 1
7. 22 8E +01

UNCERTAI NTY
(PERCENT)

2.871E+01
2.349E£01
2.1 OOE+01
1.954E+01
L18851E+01
1,772EOL
1.626E+0l1
1 ,522Ee01
1.3loE+01
L.274E+O1
1.1133E+O0
1.036E+01

.9.650E+00
91 18E+0O0
89724E+00
8.421E+00
8.1886E+00
8.005E00
7.861E+00
7.741E+00
1 7660E+0O
71588E£00
7.536E+00
1.341E+00
7.2 11E+O0
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TABLE QCS760.24-4

CLIN:H RIVER SINGLE ASSEMBLY DECAY POWER
VALUES W/UNCERrAINTIES

CRBRP IETE4OGENEUUS CURE RAUIAL BLANKET POSITION NO* 201
TIME AFTER

SHUTDOWN
(,SECONDS)

0.
2.°0000 E+00
4.0000E4-00
6*OOOOE+00
8.00000E+O0
1.0000E+-01
1*5000E+01
2. 0030 E+01
3#0000 E01
4O0000E+01
b.0030E+0I
8,OOO0E+rn,
1,O000E+02
1& 2030 E+02
1 ,4000E+02
1*6000E+02
1.8000E+02
2.0030 E+02
22,OOOE+02
2°40DUE+02
2.6000E+02
28000 E+02
3.0030E+02
4.0000E+02
5.0000E+02

DECAY
POwER

(KI LOWA TTS)
1. 196E +02
i. 050E +02
9. 684E +0 1
9. ZOOE +01
8. 854E +0 1
8. 565E +01
d. 090E +01
7. 73 8E +0 l
7.244E +0 L
6. 899E +0 1
6° 4Z2E +'.)1
6. 093E +0 1
5. 84 BE +0 1
5. 656E +01
5. 50CE +-0 1
5. 372E +01
5.262E +0 1
5. 168E +01
5. 085E +01
5.OIE +01
4,945E .0L
4. 884E.O I
4.829E+01
4.60IE +01
4o 423E +0 1

UNCERTAI NTY
( PERCENT)

2.936E+01
2.421E+01
2.171E÷01
2.035E+01
1.934E+01
I .857E+01
1.7 15t-01
1.615E+OI
I .473E+01
1 .3 75E+01
I.239E+01
L 1 471E+0-1
l. O79E+01
1.029E+01
9.9 12E+00
9.626E+O0
9.409E+00
9.2 45E+00
9.IITE+00
9.0 14E+00
8 .9 33 E-00
8.8 71 E+O0

8.825E+00.
8.6,LE+00
8B549E+00
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TABLE QCS760.24-5

CLINZH RIVER SINGLE ASSEMBLY DECAY POWER
VALUES W/UNCERTAINTIES

CRBR? HETEAUGENEUUS CORE RADIAL t3LANKET POSITION NO* Zo3
TIME AFTER

SHUUDOhN
(SECONDS)

0.
ZOOOOE÷+0
46.0000 E+O0
bOOOOE+O0
8. 0OE4O0
I.OOOE+01
1 .50CE+01
2.O0000E+OI
3.00000E 01
4. O000E+01
6.OOOOE+OI
8.0000E+0I
1,0030E+02
1,2000E402
1. 4001 E+02
1. 6000E+02
10 8000E402
2.0030 E+02
2.ZOOOE+OZ
2•4000E+02
296000E+O2
2.8000 E+02
3. O000DE'02
4.0000E+02
5.O000E+02

OECA Y
PO WE R

(KI LUWA TT S
9. 938E +0 1
8. 757E +0 1
S. 096E +0 1
7. 704E+01
7.423E +0o
7,205E +0l
6. 803E +0 1
6. 516E +0 1
6. 114E +01
5. 832E +0 L
5. 442E +01
5. 1 73E +0 1
4. 912E +01
4. 81 4E +01
4. 687E +01
4.5d1E +01
4,491E+ol
4. 413E +0 L
4.344E +01
4. 283E +0 1
4. 228E *0 1
4. L r7E 01,
4. L3!E+OI
3.941E +Ol
3. 79IE +01

UNCERTAINTY
(PERCENT)

29854E+01
2.351E+01
2.1 1IE+O1
1.9 12E+01
1.8 73E+01
1.797E01
1.660E+01
1.*5IE+01
1.423E+01,
I ,326E+01
1,194E+01
1. 104E01
1 .038E+O1
9.897E+00
9°531E+00
9.25dE400
9.047E+00
8.883.E+00
#.3758E+00
80654E+00
8.5 15E00
8.518E÷0O
80465E+00
8°309E+00
8,193E4'00
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Question CS760.25

Provide the basis for the assembly power distribution numbers.

Response

The CRBRP power distribution calculations and uncertainties are discussed In
.depth in Section 4.3.2.2 of the CRBRP PSAR.
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Question CS760.26

What Is the effective bypass Inertia (L/A) eff.?

Response

The total reactor flow during a flow coastdown from full flow Is governed by
the Inertia In the pumps (the principal contributor) as well as the fluid
Inertia. The contribution of the fluid Inertia In the reactor Is small. For
example, the L/A for the flow path between the pump and the reactor vessel
Inlet is 94.4 ft.-1 while that for the fuel region Is <3 ft.- 1 . The effective
L/A for the "bypass" region would be even smaller because of the lower L/A
value and the small fraction of total .flow associated with the bypass region.
Flow redistribution between the four parallel flow paths in the DEMO model
(fuel, Inner blanket, radial blanket and "bypass").occurs when the total flow
derivative ls very small and inertial effects are negligible. Thus, the
effective bypass inertia Is Ignored (i.e., set to zero) and the computation of
the redistribution of flow between the four parallel flow paths within the
reactor Is accomplished by balancing the flows between the four paths such
that each path has an Identical pressure drop. The pressure drop for the
bypass is the sum of gravitational and form pressure losses.
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Question CS]60.27

In CRBRP-ARD-0308, Feb. 1982, a new model of the upper internals structure
(UIS) Is described verbally but no details are given. Please provide the
applicable equations and estimate the effect of the new model on temperatures.

Response

The DEMO upper Internals structure (UIS) model Is based upon a lumped
nodalization scheme which represents the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of
the collector and 29 chimneys comprising the UIS, as well as the collector
radial gap. The nodalization scheme consists of 10 axial nodes and 3 radial
nodes (2 metal, 1 sodium) for the chimneys and a single node for the
collector. The UIS thermal-hydraulic nodeling is briefly described below

o Thermal Nodel

1) Heat transfer through the chimney wall Is assumed to occur by
simple conduction.

2) Convective heat transfer between the sodium in the chimney and the
chimney wall Is calculated using the Lyon correlation for fully
turbulent flow and heat transfer in pipes:

Nu = 7.0 + 0.025(Pe) 0 . 8

where Pe = Peclet number for 3% of rated

chimney mass flow.

3) Convective heat transfer between the sodium outside the chimney
(within the shear web) and the chimney wall is calculated using
the Maresca and Dwyer correlation for turbulent flow through
unbaffled rod bundles:

Nu = 6.66 + 3.126(P/D) + 1.184(P/D) 2 + 0.0155(*Pe) 0 8 6

where P = pitch

D = chimney inside diameter

= F H/ CM
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o Hydraulics Model

The pressure drop from the collector node to the reactor outlet nozzle
through the upper path (chimney) and the lower path (radial gap) must
be equal. Thus,

fCHWCH WCH + H CH+ Hpu = fGAPWGAP WGAP +HPL

where W = chimney flow

WGA = radial gap flow

H = chimney natural head

H = natural head for upper path from
chimney to outlet nozzle

HPL natural head for lower path from
collector through radial gap to

outlet nozzle

And

WGAP = WCORE - WCH

Solution of the above two equations provides values for chimney and radial gap
flows. The UIS natural heads are calculated using upper plenum and chimney
average sodium temperatures.

Assumptions used in the development of the UIS model and their corresponding
justifications are given below:

1) Sodium In the collector mixing chamber is assumed to be completely
mixed and at a uniform temperature. Spatial deviations In collector
temperature distribution existing at steady state conditions should be
sufficiently mitigated during the Initial portion of the natural
circulation transient to justify a one-node collector representation.

2) The convection heat transfer coefficient between the sodium In the
chimney and the chimney wall was assumed to remain constant with
changes In sodium flow rate. The addition of a flow-dependent
convection coefficient was found to have minimal effects on core flows
and temperatures.
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3) The twenty-nine chimneys In the UIS are modeled as one chimney. Each
chimney can be approximated as two concentric cylinders which divide.
the flow path Into Inner and outer regions. Chimney structure and
configuration have been accounted for In both flow area and heat
transfer area calculations.

4) Sodium on the inside and on the outside of the shear web region of the
UIS Is assumed'to be-well mixed and at a uniform temperature.

5) The loss coefficients for the UIS chimney and radial gap pressure drop
correlations used In the analysis reported in CRBRP-ARD-0308 were
determined from experimental results to be:

fc04
psid

= 2.047 x 10-8
(Ibm/sec) 2

psid
fGAP = 6.567 x 10-7 (ibm/sec)2 (for a 1 Inch gap)

Additional analyses using other gap heights revealed that the total
reactor flow was not sensitive to the gap height.

Previous DEMO (Rev. 4) modeling of the upper Internals structure lumped the
above core structures (upper fuel assemblies and UIS) Into one metal-sodium
pair of nodes. The revised model described above provides a more detailed
representation of the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the UIS.
Comparison of natural circulation transient results using the two models shows
that a lower minimum reactor mass flow occurs with the revised UIS model. A
preliminary evaluation of the effect of the UIS model was made by adding the
model to the simulation used in the analysis reported In CRBRP-ARD-0132 ("A
Preliminary Evaluation of the CRBRP Natural Circulation Capability", November,
1977). The peak temperatures were seen to increase by approximately 700F.
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Question CS760.28

During the earller phase of the CRBRP licensing review, it was a regulatory
staff position that no credit would be given for shutdown (decay and sensible)
heat removal by natural circulation through the heat transport trains of the
plant. This position was based on the lack of a data base to support the
potential natural circulation capability of the CRBR design. Additionally,
there are numerous concerns regarding the adequate simulation/prediction of
the thermal/hydraulic characterization of the sytem operating under natural
circulation conditions.

To adequately portray system operation under natural circulation conditions,
there are many Inter-related factors which must be represented. The overall
driving force for the natural circulation flow is a balance between competing
pressure losses and gains throughout the reactor vessel and primary system.

To adequately assess the natural circulation capability of CRBRP, appropriate
experimental data, both on a component and system-wide basis, must be provided
to validate and Improve wherever necessary the presently available analytical
tools. Table 15.3-1 summarizes the data needs relative to the adequate
assessment of natural circulation capability of CRBR. Included In this Table
are the key parameters and their Importance.

Please provide data, particularly for those items where the availability is
noted as "limited" or "none", so that their influence on the natural
circulation capability of CRBR can be properly substantiated.
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(THIS TABLE IS. PART OF NRC'S QUESTION CS760.28.)

TABLE 15.3-1 LMFBR SYSTEM VALIDATION NEEDS RELEVANT TO NATURAL CIRCULATION

COMPONENT

I. REACTOR VESSEL

1. INLET MODULE

2.

3.

OUTLET PLENUM

ASSEMBL IES

C3)

ioz
r\)

PARAMETER/PHENOMENA

PRESSURE DROP
MIXING DURING PARTIAL FLOW
REVERSAL

MIXING AND STRATIFICATION

PRESSURE DROP
LAMINAR/CRITICAL TRANSITION/
TURBULENT

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

INTRA-ASSEMBLY REDISTRIBUTION
HEAT/FLOW

INTER-ASSEMBLY REDISTRIBUTION
HEAT/FLOW

LOW-HEAT FLUX BOILING DRYOUT
CORRELATIONS

DECAY HEAT

SHUTDOWN HEAT/HEAT LOSSES

PRESSURE DROPS
STRATIFICATION

FRICTIONAL TORQUE

LOCKED ROTOR RESISTANCE

PRESSURE DROP

SHELL SIDE PRESSURE DROP
FLOW MALDISTRIBUTION

IMPORTANCE

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW
MEDIUM

H IGH
HIGH

H IGH

MEDIUM
LOW

DATA AVAILABILITY

LIMITED

NONE

L:IMITED

LIMITED/LIMITED

SUFFICIENT

SUFFICIENT

LIMITED

LIMITED

LIMITED

?

NONE

SUFFICIENT
LIMITED

NONE
LIMITED

LIMITED

LIMITED
NONE

4. STRUCTURAL
MATERIAL

I1. HEAT TRANSPORT
SYSTEM

1. PIPING

2. PUMPS

3.

4.

CHECK VALVE

IHX

C)mr
(D

0



TABLE 15.3-1 (continued)

a(-"),

COMPONENT

Ill. STEAH
GENERATO
SYSTE

1. S.G.

2. RECIRC.
PUMP

3. HEAT
EXCHANGER

4. PACC

5. ISOLATION
VALVES

6. CHECK VALVE

PARAMETER/PHENOMENA

PRESSURE DROPS
DRYOUT CORRELATIONS

HOMOLOGOUS PUMP CURVES
COASTDOWN RATE

LOSS COEFFICIENTS
HEAT TRANSFER

PRESSURE LOSSES
HEAT TRANSFER

FULL OPEN FLOW AREA

LOSS COEFFICIENTS

IMPORTANCE

HIGH
MEDIUM

HIGH
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
HIGH

LOW
HIGH

LOW

LOW

DATA AVAILABILITY

SUFFICIENT
SUFFICIENT

L IMITED
LIMITED

LIMITED
L IMITED FOR
EVAPORATOR

LIMITED
NONE

NONE

LIMITED

N)

0o

IA

00 -
r%3r%



I. REACTOR VESSEL

1. Inlet Module

The pressure drop data through the lower inlet modules (LIMs) are
given in terms of loss coefficients, K, and reference areas, A, as
shown in Table 4.4-8 of the PSAR. These values were determined from
the experimental data reported in Reference QCS760.28-1, for the
blanket orificing test. Full prototype inlet module tests were
recently performed at ARD. Preliminary evaluations of these tests
indicate the measured pressure drop is within the 20% uncertainty
value used in the calculated PSAR values.

No flow reversal is expected in assemblies during natural
circulation. Consequently, no such flow condition was contemplated
in the LIM experiments.

2. Outlet Plenum - Mixing and Stratification

Contrary to the belief that only limited experimental data are
available concerning the reactor vessel upper plenum mixing and
stratification phenomena, the problem has been studied quite
extensively both experimentally and analytically. The experimental
tests include Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) 1/15 scale model
water, brine, and sodium tests for both the FFTF and CRBRP upper
plenum (Refereces QCS760.28-3, 4), Battelle-Columbus Laboratory
(BCL) 0.55 scale FFTF model water and brine tests (Reference
QCS760.28-5), and ANL 1/10 scale CRBRP model water tests (References
QCS760.28-6 through 10). The experiments performed with the 1/10
scale CRBRP model included studies of: 1) steady state and
transient performance of the CRBRP outlet plenum; 2) the effects of
thermal oscillation; 3) the suppressor plate and shear web; and 4)
the influence of the heterogeneous core geometry upon the outlet
plenum mixing. In addition to the studies on steady state and
thermal down transient performance, outlet plenum mixing for
transient overpower conditions had also been studied and the results
are documented in Reference QCS760.28-11. Finally, the influence of
scale size and fluid thermal properties in simulating LMFBR outlet
plenum behavior was also studied and the results are presented in
Reference QCS760.28-12.

In addition to the above experimental studies, several semi-
empirical upper plenum mixing codes have been developed based
primarily on the scale model water test results. A three region
outlet plenum mixing code PLENUM-3 was first proposed by
P. A. Howard (Reference QCS760.28-13) of ANL. Based on additional
water test data P. A. Howard, et al., later proposed a two region
outlet plenum model PLENUM-2 (Reference QCS760.28-14). This two
region model was later revised by the same authors into the
PLENUM-2A model (see Reference QCS760.28-15).
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Aside from these semi-empirical models, the outlet plenum
performance had also been studied numerically by the two-dimensional.
VARR-11 (Reference QCS760.28-16) and the three-dimensional TEMPEST
(Reference QCS760.28-17) codes.

3. Assemblies

Pressure Drop

The pressure drop in core assem blies consists of the following
components: inlet nozzle, inlet nozzle orifice-shield, shield, rod
bundle, and outlet nozzle. There are two forms of pressure drop,
i.e., frictional loss and form loss. The former occurs through the
rod bundle while the latter covers all other components of the
assembly.

The rod bundle frictional loss data for fuel assemblies for the PSAR
were obtained from the FFTF Fuel Vibration Tests (References
QCS760.28-18a and 18b). Data for inner and radial blanket rod
bundles were obtained from the Radial Blanket Heat Transfer Tests
and data for similar bundle geometry (Reference QCS760.28-18c) in
sodium and water. These data are shown in Figures QCS760.77-I and
-2. (See Question/Response CS760.77.) Both of these figures cover
the laminar, transition and turbulent ranges.

Form loss data were obtained from the CRBR fuel assembly
inlet/outlet nozzle flow test and CRBR radial blanket flow orificing
testing. Tables 4.4-6 and 4.4-7 in the PSAR (Chapter 4) cover the
component hydraulic correlations for fuel, inner blanket and radial
blanket assemblies.

Additional experimental data for CRBR fuel assemblies have been
obtained as shown in Figure QCS760.77-4 (See Question/Response
CS760.77 ). The latest data on fuel assembly friction factor is
publ ished in Reference QCS760.28-19. The CRBR control assembly
hydraulic tests and blanket assembly flow and vibration tests have
been completed and cover a wide range of operating conditions,
including natural circulation flow rates. These data is shown in
Figure QCS760.77-2 and -3 (See Question/Response CS760.77).

Heat Transfer Coefficients

Heat transfer coefficients were selected from a wide range data base
and are reported in Reference QCS760.28-20. It should be noted that
for natural circulation conditions, the heat flux if low and the
film temperature drop generally is negligible, which makes the
influence of the heat transfer coefficients relatively unimportant
for the natural circulation event.
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Intra-Assembly Heat/Flow Redistribution

Extensive out-of-pile sodium heat transfer test data over the full
range of operating conditions on the 61-rod fuel assembly bundle
were obtained in the ORNL:Thermal-Hydraullc Out-of-Reactor Safety
(THORS) facility (Reference QCS760.28-50). Extensive sodium heat
transfer test data on a prototypic 61-rod blanket assembly bundle
were obtained over a wide range of operating conditions In the WARD
GPL f acllity:(References QCS760.28-51 through 60). Both of these
data werelcompared with the:C0BRA-WC code considering the
intra-assembly heat/flow redistribution in Reference QCS760.28-22.
In-pile data from the natural circulation experiments'conducted In
the Experimental Breeder Reactor-Il (EBR-II) facility confirmed such
Intra-assembly redistributions (Reference QCS760.28-21).
Specifically, Instrumented Subassembly XX08, Test 7A, was used as a
verification of the C0BRA-WC Code In calculating the sodium ..
temperature at different channel locations and time during the
transient. The-comparison of code calculated temperatures with the
experimental data are presented in Reference QCS760.28-22.,i

The recent FFTF natural circulation tests also provide confirmatory
experimental data on temperatures measured In the Instrumented fuel
open test assemblies (FOTAs), involving the effect of intra-assembly
heat/flow redistribution. These data are also used to verify the
C0BRA-WC code predictions (Reference QCS760.28-23).

Inter-Assembly Heat/Flow Redi stribution

The EBR-1I and FFTF in-pile experimental data listed in the above
section also confirm the Inter-assembly effects. These factors are
also simulated In C0BRA-WC code simulation (References QCS760.28-22,
23). The WARD blanket heat transfer test also provides inter-
assembly heat transfer data. In addition, further inter-assembly
heat/flow redistribution experimental data will be obtained from the
instrumented inner blanket assembly WBA-45/46 including during
natural circulation. Testing of multi-assemblies In sodium in the
THORS out-of-pile facility at ORNL will also provide inter- assembly
flow redistribution experimental data.

Low Heat Flux Boiling Dryout Correlations

,Experimental data on low flux boiling is reported in Reference
QCS760.28-24, which simulates sodium boiling under low power, low
flow conditions. Sodium boiling in a full length 19-pin simulated
fuel assembly (THORS Bundle 6A) was tested in the ORNL Thermal-
Hydraulic Out-of-Reactor Safety THORS facility (Reference
QCS760.28-25). An In-pile test was also performed in the Sodium
Loop Safety Facility (SLSF) simulating loss of piping integrity
accident (Reference QCS760.28-26). These experiments provide data
on sodium boiling under low heat flux and/or dryout conditions. It
should be noted that during the CRBR natural circulation event,
sodium boiling does not occur. In fact, Reference QCS760.28-2 shows
that over 150 F margin exists to boiling for the highest temperature
hot rods.
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Decay heat for an average fuel assembly, average Inner blanket
assembly and average radial blanket assembly Is provided In Table
3.1 of CRBRP-ARD-0308 (Reference QCS760.28-r2) for worst case natural
circulation analyses. Corresponding decay heat data for the maximum
temperature hot rods in FA-52, IBA-99 and RBA-203 are provided In
the response to Question CS760.24.. The bases .for these average
region and hot rod decay heat values are given In Reference
QCS760.28"2 (Sections 3.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.3) and References
QCS760.28-38 through 49.

4. Structural Material

It is assumed that "shutdown heat/heat losses" refers to the
Inclusion of the reactor vessel and Internal sensible heat and
reactor vessel heat losses to the atmosphere In natural circulation
analyses. The mass used In DEMO analyses Is described in
CRBRP-ARD-0005. Heat loss from the reactor vessel to the
atmosphere, however, has not been included In natural circulation
analyses. This Is seen as a minor effect and neglecting It would
yield conservative results.
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II. Heat Transport System

Pressure Drops - Designated In question as low importance and with
sufficient data available.

Stratification - Based on the testing presented In Reference
QCS760.28-27, a study of the Importance of stratification on natural
circulation analyses (Reference QCS760.28-28) concludes that "it can
be safely concluded that for flow and temperature transients seen at
the entrance to the piping runs (component exit nozzles) during the
transition from forced (pumped) flow to natural circulation:and
operation In that mode, the stratification that would occur In
horizontal sections of. these piping runs can be ignored. In fact,
even under extremely severe stratification assumptions, i.e.,
stratification to occur at the Inlet to a horizontal pipe run and
also at the inlet to a vertical riser, the effects of piping
stratification on the natural circulation decay heat removal
capability are seen to be very small."

2. Pumps

Frictional Torque - The CRBRP sodium pump frictional torque
correlations used in the most recent DEMO natural circulation
analysis (CRBRP-ARD-0308) account for motor windage, bearing losses
and friction between the pump shaft and the surrounding fluid.
Development of the correlations is based upon experimental data
available from prototype pump water test results. A trial-and-error
procedure using the pump coastdown speed vs. time data, (see Table
QCS760.28-.11.1) pumping torque correlation and pump inertia as
Inputs to the equation of motion for the pump was performed to
determine coefficients of the frictional torque correlations.

Locked Rotor Resistance - The CRBRP sodium pump locked rotor
resistance correlation used In the most recent DEMO natural
circulation anal ysis (CRBRP-ARD-0308) was developed using
experimental data available from prototype pump water test results
shown In Figure QCS760.28-11.1.

3. Check Valve

Pressure Drop - The pressure drop correlation used In CRBRP natural
circulation analyses Is based on test data taken on the FFTF 16-inch
valve and 6-inch model valve. The detailed testing performed on the
FFTF valves and the hydraulic similitude between the FFTF and CRBRP
valves negates the need to test the CRBRP check valves further.
Scaling and analyses accounting for design differences were used to
extrapolate this FFTF data to the CRBRP data (Figure QCS760.28-11.2
and .3).
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4. JIE

IHX Shell Side Pressure Drop and Flow Maldistribution - The IHX
shell side pressure drops used In the DEMO natural circulation
analysis are a combination of vendor experimental data and pressure
drop analysis. The IHX pressure drops from upstream of the Inlet
nozzle to downstream of the outlet nozzle are presented in the
fol lowing table.

MASS FLOW

1 00
40
30
10
5
3
1

P @ .8620F(psi)

14.017
2.409
1.46765
0.22704
0.07016
0.029877
0.004831

LN P @ 786oF
(psi)

13.8586
2.38178
1 .451
0.22447
0.069367
0.029539
0.004776

AP @ 4000F

13.0933
2.25025
1 .37093
0.21208
0.065536
0.027908
0.004512

The flow Is based on 13.82 X 106 Ibm/hr.

Flow maldlstribution In the shell side of the IHX, which may be
postulated to be Induced by buoyancy effects at low primary flows,
show Insignficant impact on natural circulation transients
(Reference QCS760.28-37). The effect of postulated flow maldistri-
bution was analyzed by varying the effective heat transfer area from
+33% to -73%. The analysis produced negligible changes In reactor
temperatures.

9
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4TABLE QC_,,760.L-1 I11

Coastdown Run A Coastdown Run B

TIME
Sec

,CD

N-)

C--

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
28

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM *

1116
855
720
618
540
495
444
405
360
336
312
291
270
255
240
228
213
204
195
186
177
159
150
138
129

TIME
Sec

30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

.55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
1 00
1 05
120

120
108
1 05

96
93
87
75

62
57
48
45
42
33
28
24
21

18

0

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM *

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
27
28
30
32
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

TIME
Sec

POMP
SHAFT
RPM*

1116
900
738
633
552
492
444
405
366
336
309
270
237
213
195
177

120

87

66

TIME
Sec

52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
80
90
100
110

51

39
30
24
12
6
0

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM *

* RPM as Computed From bearing Proximeter Pulses

c >CD

OD-rCi-N)



TABLE QCS760.28-I I-2

Coastdown Run C Coastdown Run D Coastdown Run E Coastdown Run F

TIME
Sec

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
110

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM *

840

688
522
474
421
390
342
312
297
210
168
138
111

96
81
63
47
35
27
19
13
0

.CD

0)
rQ,

TIME
Sec

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

1 00
110

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM *

1129
996
816
684
600
515
450
410
378
342
315
285
258
220
198
185
156
128
101

76
57
45
32
27
17
0

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90

1 00
110

TIME
Sec

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM

960

700

540

420

375

310
270
240
215
195
175
140
115
108

85
72
65
50
4Q
25
21
14
0

TIME
Sec

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
14
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
50
60
70
80
90
1 00
110

PUMP
SHAFT
RPM *

795
768
630
540
480
435
390
360
330.
312
282
252
222
192
180
162
132
108

90
78
60
45
36
24
15
12

0

* RPM as Computed From Bearing Proximeter Pulses
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Ill. Steam Generator System

1. Steam Generator

Pressure Drops - The pressure drops in the shell (sodium) side of
the steam generator modules are of minimal Importance for natural
circulation analysis unless they are high enough to cause the IHTS
flow to be less than or equal to the PHTS flow, which would result
in a reduction In PHTS flow. The shell side AP derived analytically
and via vendor testing Is much lower than that which would adversely
impact the PHTS. Therefore, the S.G. shell side pressure drop may
be judged to be of moderate importance. The attached module (Figure
QCS760,28-111.5) pressure drop test data Is from the key Feature and
Hydraulic Flow Model (HTM) testing discussed In PSAR Section 5.5.
Based on analyses of design differences between the HTM test module
and the plant design, the vendor developed the pressure drop
correlation used In natural circulation analysis.

As with the shell side, the tube side pressure drop Is of minimalImportance for natural circulation analyses, unless It Impacts the

IHTS flow enough to cause a reduction In the PHTS flow. Due to the
large differences In density with a phase change In the S.G.,
relatively large variation In S.G. pressure drops result In only
small variations in the recirculatlon loop conditions during natural
circulation conditions. Therefore, the Importance~of tube side
pressure for natural circulation analyses Is also smal I.

Dryout Correlations - Data availability designated as sufficient In
question.

2. Recirculation Pump

Homologous Pump Curves - The pump operating characteristics are
shown in Figure QCS760.28-III.1. This data was developed by vendor
testing. The pump characteristic has an Impact on the plant initial
conditions, however, the importance of the homologous pump curves to
natural circulation Is minimal due to the short coastdown.

Coastdown Rate - The minimum pump coastdown rate based on vendor
testing at plant conditions Is shown In Figure QCS760.28-I11.2.
There was only minimal scatter in the stop times for the coastdowns
performed by the vendor. The DEMO analysis has assumed a linear
reduction in pump speed from full speed to 0 in 4 seconds. As the
pump Is a single speed pump, no steady state testing was performed
at reduced speeds. However, vendor experience Indicates that the
pump will fol low the pump affinity laws. As the pump stopped rotor
resistance is a major portion of the recirculatlon loop pressure
drop during natural circulation, this data is included as Figure
QCS760.28-I 11.3.
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3. Heat Exchanger

Loss Coefficients - See discussion presented for 111.1 S.G. pressure
drop above.

Heat Transfer - The heat transfer correlations used for the steam
generators is important to establish the initial conditions and
during the coastdown or transition to natural circulation
conditions. The units are oversized for the natural circulation
condition and, therefore, changes in heat transfer assumptions are
overshadowed by, the excess heat transfer area.

The two phase flow multiplier *and heat transfer correlations used in
DEMO are provided in Table QCS760.28-I11.1.

4. PACC

Pressure Losses & Heat Transfer - Vendor analysis has predicted that
the PACC can remove up to 32 percent of its full capacity as a
natural draft heat sink. Testing of the PACC unit under natural
draft conditions is planned to verify this assumption. The full
capacity PACC heat removal capability vs. pressure is presented in
Figure QCS760.28-III.4. It should be noted that the PACC capability
will have no impact on the IHTS or PHTS flows or on predicted peak
core temperatures. Thus, its relative-importance on short-term
natural circulation behavior of the plant is low.

5. Isolation Valves

Full Open Flow Area - The isolation valve design has not been
completed. Therefore, per ANS standard B16.34, 1979 which requires
a minimum valve ID of at least 90% of the pipe ID, valves will have
a full open flow area of at least 81% of the pipe area.

The minimum valve full open flow area is therefore:

18" Recirculation Pump Inlet= 029777 ft 2

16" Superheater Exit = 0.7254 ft 2

12" Superheater Inlet = 0.4871 q
10" Evaporator Inlet = 0.3192 ft

6. Check Valve

Loss Coefficients - The evaporator outlet check valve gressure drop
requirement is a maximum of 4. psid at a flow of 1.1x10 lb/hr. and a
quality of 0.50. The low flow requirement is presented in Table
QCS760.28-III.2. Note that the port area is equivalent io the pipe
flow area.
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TAB LE QCS760.28-" 11.1

SUMMARY OF HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DROP CORRELATIONS

Correlations Used in DEMO
Correlation Correlation Authors (Ref)

Two Phase
Pressure Drop
Multiplier

Sodium Side
Heat Transfer

Water Side
Preheat

Waterside
Subcooled
Boiling and
Nucleate
Boiling

Water Side DNB

Waterside
Transi ti on
Boll ing

Watersi de
Film Boiling

Waterside
Superheat

Armand multiplier for liquid condition
pressure drop

Nu = 17.28 + .0155 (0 Per)8 6

Nu = 0.023 Pr' 4 Re" 8

Armand (QCS760.28-29)

Maresca-Dwyer
(QCS760.28-30)

Dittus Boelter
(QCS760.28-32)

Thom (QCS760.28-32)h ePS/ 1 2 6 0 (q,,)0.5

.072 Tw-Tsat
Tw-Tb

0.1
Xdnb - (q) (DEOWS)(5.5132 Hfg )(GS) '

q =ODNB - 730 e (576/ps)(TN-Tw DNB)

1 - 730 e 7 /P 5 )* RTMI

Nu 0.0193 Re'8& 1"23
* (VB/VG)" (VF/VG).068

Nu = 0.0133 ReO 84Pr0.333

MacBeth (QCS760.28-33)
(Low Flow Rate)

McDonough, Milich,
and King
(QCS760.28-34)

Bishop, Sandberg and
Tong (QCS760.28-35)

Heinemann
(QCS760.28-36)
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TABLE QCS760.28-I 11.2

Low Flowrate Pressure Drop

The pressure drop for low flowrates shall not exceed the following limits:

P 1.492 x 10-3 Wfi -0.492 x 10-6 W 2fi

for Wfi < 2500

P= 1.44 x 10-3 Wfi -2.9

Where Wfi = flow index -W

A

W = flow rate (Ib/hr)

A = port area (in 2 )

v = (I-X) V + XV (ft 3 /lb)
f 9

x = quality

Vf = specific volume of saturated liquid ft)13

Ib

V = specific volume of saturated vapor (ft)
g Ib

0
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HTM Pressure Drop Test Data
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Question CS760.29

The intent of Chapter 15, Sectlon•3 Is to demonstrate the adequacy of the main
heat transport systems to remove reactor and plant generated heat during
protected undercooling accident conditions. Our concerns include:

Once a transient event Is initiated there are several factors that could
affect the outcome. In Section 15.3, these possibilities are touched upon,
but not with any real consistency. Our assessment of Important factors, and
how they may be expected to vary, is organized In Table 15.3-2. It is
implicitly assumed throughout the PSAR that one of the plant protection
systems can fall to recognize a problem. Therefore, these transients must be
analyzed with the more conservative signal, I.e., the one that leads to more
severe conditions. The number of pony motors that come on line Is certainly
an Important variable, especially since a pony motor driven pump in:one loop
could adversely affect the natural circulation In the other loops. Auxiliary
feedwater could be supplied by two diesel driven pumps, one (50%) diesel
driven pump (if one Is out for service and turbine driven one falls), one
turbine driven pump (which draws steam from the system), or none at all. The
protected air-cooled condensers remove heat by natural draft air circulation.
When they are needed, louvers are opened and fans come on, supposedly. How
these various modes of operation impact on the undercooling events must be
addressed.

Provide the basis and analyses to support the position that all events listed
In Table 15.3-2 have been addressed on a consistent basis. Note that for
several of the events, only a limited number of cases may need to be
considered. In general, these are transients that are limiting only In the
short term, I.e., In the longer term other related transients are likely to be
more severe. Therefore, the events listed In Table 15.3-3 may need be
analyzed only for the plant protection system and number of loops Initially
operating cases. However, at least six events should be analyzed for all
reasonable cases. This is because all could lead to difficulties In long term
heat removal, and bound some of the other events. These events are listed In
Table 15.3-4.
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TABLE 15.3-2 UNDERCOOLING EVENT CASES

Plant Protection System Available
Primary Shutdown System
Secondary Shutdown System

(PPS)

Pony Motor
0, 1,
0, 1,

Pumps Available
2 or 3 In Primary Loops
2 or 3 in Intermediate Loops

Auxiliary Feedwater
Both Diesel Driven
One Diesel Driven
One Turbine Driven

(AFW)
(100%)
(50%)

(100%)

Protected Air Cooled Condensers
Natural Draft, Louvers Closed
Natural Draft, Louvers Open
Fans On, Louvers Open

(PACCs)
(0, 1, 2 or 3 loops)
(0, 1, 2 or 3 loops)
(0, 1, 2 or 3 loops)

Number of Loops Initially Operating
3-Loop Operation
2-Loop Operation

QCS760.29-2
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TABLE 15.3-3 LIMITED CASE ANALYSIS EVENTS

1. Spurious Primary Pump Trip
2. Spurious Primary and Intermediate Pump Trip
3. Spurious Intermediate Pump Trip
4. Inadvertent Closure of an Isolation Valve

Evaporator Inlet
Superheater Inlet
Superheater Outlet

5. Turbine Trip
6. Inadvertent Actuation of Na/H 2 0 Reaction System
7. Single Primary Pump Seizure
8. Single Intermediate Pump Seizure
9. Small Water-to-Sodium Leaks In Steam Generator Tubes
0. Primary Heat Transport System Leak
1. Intermediate Heat Transport System Pipe Leak
2. Loss of One Recirculation Pump

TABLE 15.3-4 FULL CASE ANALYSIS EVENTS

1. Station Blackout (LOEP)
2. Loss of Normal Feedwater
3. Failure of the Steam Bypass System
4. Steam-.or Feed- Line Break

Main Steam Line Rupture
Steam Line from Superheater to Steam Header
Saturated Steam Line from Steam Drum to Superheater
Feedwater Line Break
Recirculation Llne.Break

5. Dump of Evaporatory Water Inventory with Inlet Isolatl
Valve Failure (Open)

6. Large Water-to-Sodium Leaks in Steam Generator Tubes

on
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The evaluation of the undercool ing design events Is discussed in Section
15.1.4.2 of the PSAR. As noted in that section, the set of events I lsted In
Table 15.3-1 which were analyzed earl ler were examined to determine the
limiting undercool ing event which turned out to be the loss of offsite power.

The question expresses a concern that al I the factors (cases) listed In Tables
15.3-2 were not considbred in the evaluation of events given in Tables 15.3-3
and 15.3-4.

Each of the events listed in Table 15.3-1 of the PSAR which involved a scram
did consider the effects of primary system shutdown only, as well .as only the
secondary system shutdown. In addtion, It was further assumed that the
highest worth rod in each of the shutdown systems was stuck In the out
position. This provided a consistent basis for inclusion of a single failure
In addition to the Initiating event.

Some general observations about the Thermal-hydraul Ic response of the CRBRP
are In order:

1. The peak temperatures In the core (the real basis for the evaluation
of udnercooling events) are In general seen Immediately (within 20
seconds) after the onset of the event. The exact magnitude of these
temperatures will be a function of the control rod worths, the delays
In reactor scram and the reductions In primary flow prior to rod

.Insertion. This Is why the loss of offsite power Is the limiting
event for that list given In Table 15.3-1 of the PSAR.

2. For the unique case of loss of all primary pony motors, (the natural
circulation event) the peak core temperatures will be seen between 200
and 300 seconds after scram after which the power to flow ratio begins
to decrease and the core temperatures likewise decrease.

3. One primary pony motor will furnish more core flow than the case of no
primary pony motors (natural circulation). Two primary pony motors
will furnish more flow than the case of only one operating primary
pony motor even If the check valve fails open In the loop with the
Inoperable pony motor. Thus, the case of no primary pony motor
represents the limiting case.

4. Operation of pony motors in the Intermediate loops (with no operation
of primary pump pony motors) will enhance the primary natural
convection flows because of the faster shift In the primary sodium
temperatures in the IHX. Thus, this Is not a limiting case.

5. Upsets in the steam generator system will not affect the peak core
temperatures because of the long transport delays In the primary and
Intermediate piping. For example, the evaporator sodium outlet
transient produced by a steam or feedline break In the shortest loop
(loop 2) would require more than 200 seconds to be seen at the reactor
vessel Inlet even If the pony motor speeds In the primary and
Intermediate loops were 10% of rated flow. The effect of the
transient produced In the affected loop would be further mitigated at
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the core Inlet due to the mixing of flows from the unaffected loops In
the large mixing volume In the reactor Inlet. The total decay power
at 200 seconds would be less than 3.3%. Consequently, events 4, 6, 9
and 12 of Table 15.3-3 of the question are not limiting In the short
term.

6. Events which affect the heat sinks for all three heat transport loops
(and associated steam generator systems), given In Tables 15.3-3 and
15.3-4 of the question are:

a) Turbine trip - see Section 15.3.1.5 of the PSAR.
b) Station Blackout - Natural Circulation Analysis provided In

CRBRP-ARD-0308.
c) Failure of the Steam Bypass System - see Section 15.3.2.4 of the

PSAR.
d) Steam of Feedline Break - see Section 15.3.3.1 of the PSAR; Main

Steam Line Rupture and Feedwater Line Break.

As noted in the appropriate sections of the PSAR, none of these events
result In signflcant peak core temperatures.

7. Events which affect the heat sinks of Individual loops (events 4, 6,
9, 12 of Table 15.3-3 and events 4 (except Main Steam Line rupture), 5
and 6 of Table 15.3-4) will not affect the peak core temperatures for
the reasons given in 5 above. In the long term, the plant is fully
capable of removing decay power through a single loop. Loss of a
single loop due to the postulated events will not challenge the
plants' decay heat removal capability; and In terms of peak core
temperatures, would not represent a true undercooling event.

The factors (cases) provided In Table 15.3-2 of the question were considered
and are discussed below:

"Plant Protection System Available (PPS)
Primary Shutdown System
Secondary Shutdown System".

The limiting event In Section 15.3, Loss of offsite power, was analyzed for
the secondary shutdown system only (PSAR pages 15.1-127 and 128). In
addition, the hot rod analysis of the natural circulation event given In
CRBRP-ARD-0308 also assumed a secondary shutdown system only. Results of
analyses of the other events reported in Section 15.3 of the PSAR are given
for both primary shutdown system only and secondary shutdown system only,
where this aspect is Important to the event being analyzed.

"Pony Motor Pumps Available
0, 1, 2 or 3 In Primary Loops
0, 1, 2 or 3 In Intermediate Loops."

The limiting case Is that in which It Is assumed that there are no pony motors
available, Event I of Table 15.3-4 of the question. This case has been
reported in the natural circulation assessment (CRBRP-ARD-0308).
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The combination of a primary pump seizure along with failure of the primary
pump pony motors in the other two loops would be beyond the design base and
has not, therefore, been considered.

It should be noted that the pony motors do not "come on line". They operate
continuously. The load is picked up by the pony motors when the shaft speed
reduces to the point where the over-running clutch engages. In addition, the
two pumps In the same loop (one primary pump and one Intermediate pump) have
their pony motors furnished with power from the same buss. Thus, while It may
be postulated that there may be many combinations of operable primary and
intermediate pony motors, there are no common cause failure which could
provide a mechanism for this. Nevertheless, a case has been analyzed which
assumed the fol lowing: following a plant trip, the primary pump pony motors
in loops 1 and 3 fall (loop 2 primary pump pony motor is available) and
intermediate pump pony motor Is not operating). The peak power to flow ratio
seen was <0.9 (at 120 seconds Into the transient). This event would be
considered beyond the design basis because it Induces three Independent
fail ures.

"Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
Both Diesel Driven (100%)
One Diesel Driven (50%)
One Turbine Driven (100%)."

The particular combination of AFW pumps that may be assumed will have no
Impact on the short term undercool ing of the core. While the motor driven AFW
pumps are designated "half capacity", this Is with respect to the worst case
condItions of:

o a pipe break on loop #1 with flow limited by the control valves,

o steam drum venting on loop #2, and

o superheater venting on loop #3.

If there are no leaks in the SG systems and normal venting takes place, either
of the motor driven AFW pumps will furnish sufficient water to maintain steam
drum levels. Thus, multiple failures are required to result In loss of the SG
system as a heat sink from a feedwater standpoint.

"Protected Air Cooled Condensers (PACCs)
Natural Draft, Louvers Closed (0, 1, 2 or 3 loops)
Natural Draft, Louvers Open (0, 1, 2 or 3 loops)
Fans On, Louvers Open (0, 1, 2 or 3 loops)."

The Protected Air Cooled Condensers for each of the loops consists of two
units rated at 7.5 MWt, each with its own fan and set of louvers. The fans
for the two units on each loop are furnished power from the same division of
I-E power.

If It Is assumed that the louvers remain closed and the fans do not operate,
the heat loss Is negligible (0.45 I4Vt per loop).
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If the louvers are assumed to open but the fans do not function, the heat
removal Is approximately 30% (4.5 t4Vt) of rated.

The PACCs are Intended for long term decay heat removal. In the event that
one or more units are not functioning, more venting (and thus more feedwater)
would be required. However, so long as the drums do not dry out, decay heat
and sensible heat will be removed Independent of PACC operation.

"Number of Loops Initially Operating.
3-Loop Operati on
2-Loop Operati on."

NRC review of CRBRP on two-loop operation Is not being requested by the
applicant at this time.
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Ouestion CS760,30

The natural circulation event has been characterized as an extremely unlikely
event Justifying cladding temperature limits of 1720°F. Keeping in mind that
the worst part of the transient is over in about 2-3 minutes (depending on
pump coastdown time):

a. Provide a clear basis for the frequency estimates for loss of offsite
power and failure to start diesels within two minutes.

b. Estimate the extent of fuel damage If the hot-spot temperature reaches
17200F during a natural circulation event.

Response

a. Updated Table 8.2-1 of the PSAR is provided to show that no outages
have occurred on the Fort Loudon K-31 line since 1973. CRBRP has
recently added a third Class 1E Diesel Generator which will increase
the availability of the Diesel Generators. The revised estimates and
basis for these estimates for loss of offsite power and failure to
start diesels within two minutes will be provided when they are
completed and will show further reliability Improvement over previous
estimates.

b. The referenced 17200F criterion is intended to preclude sodium
boiling. However, the peak cladding temperatures achieved during a
natural circulation event are considerably less than 17200F.

The methods for evaluating the natural circulation event are outlined
in PSAR Section 4.2.1; briefly, the procedure employs transient limit
curves which are used in conjunction with conservative estimates of
the cladding's in-transient temperature.

The transient limit curves for limiting fuel and blanket
summarized in PSAR Figures 4.2-26A, -26B, -28A and -28B.
the cladding temperatures do not exceed their respective
at goal lifetime.

pins are
As shown,

limits, even
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OueZstlon CS760.31

The most notable change In the new natural circulation analysis
(CRBRP-ARD-0308, Feb. 1982) is the change In pump coastdown time from 55 to
120 seconds. This change Is attributed to a substantial decrease In low speed
frictional torque seen In prototype tests. Since the previous estimates based
on design requirements have been replaced by the new best estimate torque,
will all future pumps be required to conform to this behavior (i.e., will any
pump with a higher frictional torque be rejected)?

Response

The coastdown requirements specified for the CRBRP primary sodium pump/pump
drive motors were stated In Reference CS760.31-1. These requirements were
established In 1975 and were based on the results of analyses which examined
the effects of various coastdowns on the plant's natural circulation
capability as well as transient effects on structures such as the UIS. These
requirements provided a basis for the design of the pump and pump drive
system. Since the design of the pumps as well as the drive motors (and
associated bearing and seal assemblies) is now completed, analyses are based
on the actual coastdown characteristics shown by tests of the pump/pump drive
prototype.

The availability of prototype pump water test data has made it possible to
develop and refine predicted pump characteristics for opertion In sodium.
Correlations for pump head-flow and pumping torque characteristics were
developed from water test head-flow and efficiency data. A value for pump
inertia was obtained by using water test coastdown speed vs. time data, and
approximation for loss torque at high pump speeds and the equation of motion
for the pump. A trial-and-error procedure was then used to select a set of
coefficients for frictional torque correlations at low pump speeds that most
closely matched the measured results of water test coastdown runs. This
method ensures that Inaccuracies in the pumping torque correlation due to
departures from similarity at low speeds will be absorbed in the frictional
torque correlation.

The prototype pump coastdown characteristics developed from water test results
represent an accurate model of sodium pump performance in CRBRP. Coastdown
tests conducted during the Maximum Isothermal System Tests (MIST) for FFTF
primary and secondary main coolant pumps showed only slight variations in
pump-to-pump coastdowns. For example, at 30 seconds after trip, the
respective pump speeds in primary loops 1, 2 and 3 were 155 RPM, 156 RPM- and
155 RPM. The greatest differences between measured pump speeds occurred below
4% speed immediately prior to the pumps stopping. The variation in coastdown
time for the primary pumps was approximately 15%, while for the secondary
pumps it was 12%. Since a similar correspondence in coastdown performance can
be expected for CRBRP sodium pumps, variations In frictional torque large
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enough to warrant rejection are unlikely to occur. If, however, pump coast-
down characteristics in the plant pumps result In pump coastdowns that occur
earlier than used In the analyses, the Project will demonstrate adequate
natural circulation conditions still exist or provide modifications to the
pump coastdown characteristics to achieve acceptable natural circulation
conditions.

CS760.31-1 R. R. Lowrie and W. J. Severson, "A Preliminary Evaluation of the
CRBRP Natural Circulation Decay Heat Removal CapabilIty",
CRBRP-ARD-0132, November, 1977.
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Question CS760.32

Light-water reactor experience indicates that the reliability of auxiliary
feed systems which are normally throttled is worse than auxlllary feed systems
which Initiate at full flow rates. Are there any safety-related reasons which
preclude using full auxiliary feed flow at Initiation?

Response

The auxiliary feedwater control valves are normally open. With SGAHRS
initiation, the AFW isolation valves are opened and the AFW control valves are
modulated in position to control the steam drum water level. The AFW flow to
each steam drum depends on the water level of that drum.

There is no apparent safety related reason to preclude full flow at
Initiation. The diversity and redundancy in the CRBRP design results In a.
highly reliable design and as such the need for full flow auxiliary feed flow
at Initiation is considered unnecessary.
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Question CS760.33

In the revised natural circulation report (CRBRP-ARD-0308, February, 82) by
Severson, et al., It Is stated that no credit Is "taken for Inter- and intra-
assembly flow and heat redistribution." This Is consistent with the DEMO-REV4
which has a fixed flow fractFion to each group of assemblies. However, it Is
also stated that "the code calculates flow redistribution between the four
regions." This appears to be a major change from the previous conservative
approach.

What would the hot-spot temperature be If the fixed flow fraction were
maintained throughout the transient?

Response

A four region reactor model which provides for flow redistribution between the
fuel assemblies, Inner-blanket assemblies, outer-blanket assemblies and bypass
channel has been added to DEMO since the publication of DEMO-REV4
(WARD-D-0005, REV 4, January, 1976). Flow distribution between the four flow
paths Is computed by equating the pressure drop for each path. Flow redistri-
bution Is a more physically accurate approximation to a two dimensional
reactor flow model than the fixed flow fraction model. This flow redistribu-
tion model was used In the DEMO analysis (which generated the total reactor
flow rate vs. time) reported in CRBRP-ARD-0308.

The DEMO analysis employing the four region reactor model which accounts for
redistribution between the above mentioned regions results in slightly lower
reactor flows than that which would be computed by the earlier fixed flow
fraction model. The reason Is that the fuel assembly flow which establishes
the plenum to plenum P in the fixed flow fraction version of DEMO will be
higher in the redistributlon model thus Increasing the dynamic pressure losses
and at the same time reducing the thermal head. Thus, the redistribution
model produces a conservatively low total reactor flow.

The highest core temperatures at the hottest, locations of the hottest rods for
the fuel, Inner-blanket and radial blanket assemblies were then computed using
FORE-2M based on fixed fractions (equal to their Initial fractions) of the
total reactor flow. In this hot channel analysis, no credit was taken for
inter- and intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution.

No analysis of hot-spot temperatures using a forced flow fraction has been
performed which could be directly compared with the valves reported In
CRBRP-ARD-0308, however, because of the Increased flow associated with using a
fixed flow fraction the hot-spot temperatures would be lower for such a case
and therefore the valves reported in CRBRP-ARD-0308 can be considered bounding
for this aspect.
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Ouestion CS760.34

There Is a built-in time delay in reverting from perfect mixing In the upper
plenum to stratified flow. What is the basis for the specific delay and what
Is the effect If no delay Is added?

Response

The DEMO upper plenum uses two distinct modes of mixing, the fully mixed and
stratified mode, to simulate the mixing In the reactor upper plenum. At the
Initiation of a transient, perfect mixing was assumed in the outlet plenum.
The transition from perfect mixing to stratified flow mode depends on jet
height. A jet height of 20 ft. was assumed In the analysis reported in
CRBRP-ARD-0308. The stratified flow portioln of the model begins with the
filling of the lower region of the outlet plenum by the cold sodium existing
from the top of the chimney. During this time and until the time the hot/cold
sodium Interface reaches the bottom of the outlet nozzle, the reactor vessel
outlet temperature Is set equal to the hot outlet plenum temperature at the
start of the stratification. This time period is the delay referred to In fhe
above question. When the hot/cold sodium interface rises above the bottom of
the outlet nozzle, the outlet nozzle temperature starts to decrease as a
function of the cold flow area in the outlet nozzle. The cold flow area Is
that portion of the outlet nozzle covered by the cold fluid. The remaining
outlet nozzle area is assumed to be covered by the hot plenum fluid. The
outlet nozzle temperature is calculated by assuming perfect mixing of the hot
and cold sodium. The resulting temperature is, therefore, given by:

TVO TCH + (THL - TCH) EXP (-(t - tf)/7) (1)

where TVO is the vessel outlet temperature

T CH is the mixed mean temperature of fluid entering the upper plenum
from the UIS chimney

THL is the hot sodium temperature in the upper plenum

t is the transient time

t Is the time when the stratified cold sodium rises to the bottom of
t e nozzle

?is a convective time constant relating to the rate of change of the
hot/cold sodium Interface from the bottom to the top of the outlet
nozzle.

When the cold fluid rises to the top of the outlet nozzle, the flow through
the nozzle and its temperature wlll be the same as the cold sodium. The level
of the hot/cold Interface is assumed to be constant and the temperature above
the interface is hot and below the Interface is cold.

It Is clear from this model description that a delay between switching from
fully mixed to stratified mode of calculation is required by virture of the
physical dimension of the plenum and the fluid transport time. It should be
pointed out that the model assumptions used are quite conservative. Credit
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for heat transfer to the cold fluid from both the hot plenum metal and the
plenum sodium was not accounted for in this stratified mode plenum
calculation. In addition, the values of tf and used In the analysis
reported in the CRBRP-ARD-0308 report were also more conservative than the
actual data. This was done'dellberately to allow the cold sodium entering the
plenum to leave the outlet nozzle earlier. Since the sodium exiting the
reactor plenum rises abruptly into the vertical run of the primary hot leg
pipe, this would result in a lower overall primary loop thermal head. This
lower thermal head In turn, would result in a more conservative estimate of
the primary loop flow.

The effect of neglecting the delay totally would mean that the cold sodium
entering the plenum will appear instantaneously at the reactor vessel outlet
nozzle. This is not only overly conservative, it Is physically Impossible.
The two mode model described above is both adequate and conservative for the
analysis of a natural circulation transient event.
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Question CS760.35

The natural circulation transient Is analyzed for 500 seconds; after this time
the transient Is said to be "well-behaved". However, In order to conserve
protected water, the air-cooled condensers must remove the entire decay heat
load. Experiments with steam-generators In the steam condenser mode have
shown difficulty In predicting behavior. The results show pressure
fluctuations and apparent bistable modes of operation. What evidence can you
give to show that the PACCs will operate as expected and what would be the
consequences of pressure fluctuations and/or lower than expected heat
rejection capability?

Response

Design analysis and testing Is being done to provide-assurance that the PACC
design will perform within design requirements. Considerations to be Included
in the analysis of the PACC thermal design and hydraulic stability are
discussed In updated PSAR Sections:

5.6.1.3.2.2 "Thermal Analysis of PACC"

5.6.1.3.2.3 "Thermal Hydraulic Stability"

PACC functional tests will be conducted periodically and heat rejection rates
will be calculated from test data. These tests will identify lower than
expected heat rejection capability If It occurred. The plant Is relatively
Insensitive to PACC heat rejection capability. If lower than PACC design heat
rejection occurred, the SGAHRS steam vent duration would be extended slightly.
If higher than PACC, design heat rejection occurred, the SGAHRS steam vent
duration would be slightly reduced.

The PACC thermal design conservatively accounts for heat transfer uncertain-
ties and allows for 10% tube plugging as noted In Section 5.6.1.3.2.2.
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Question CS760,36

Concerning the potential sodium/water reaction,. the steam generator design
considers only a design basis leak consisting of a single tube, double-ended
guillotine rupture of a steam tube followed by two additional single
double-ended tube guillotine ruptures, spaced at 1.0 second Intervals.

a. From the very closely packed CRBR steam generator tube arrangement,
with one tube surrounded by six adjacent-tubes, if one steam tube was
a double-ended rupture, the six adjacent tubes can be involved.
Please discuss this case and Include your analysis.

b. In the three tube rupture model, the failures of second and third tube
follow at 1.0 second Intervals. The effects of this assumption are
essentially the same as for a single tube rupture model. Further
substantiation as to why adjacent tubes can't rupture at the same time
is needed.

c. What is the response to three simultaneous tube ruptures instead of
three staggered ruptures?

d. The TRANSWRAP results in the PSAR show the initial pressure pulse
fails to burst the rupture discs. The peak pressure in the IHX is 331
psla and the design pressure for the IHX tubes is 325 psig. If more
than one tube ruptures at the beginning, can the initial pressure
pulse burst the rupture discs? What will be the pressure history in
the IHX?

e. The steam generator tube bundle is welded to the tube-sheets. During
the Na/H 2 0 reaction, the tube sheets suffer the highest pressure pulse
impact. Due to hockey-stick shape of the tube bundle, the lower tube
sheet will be the most affected. If the lower tube sheet fails, can't
the water pour into the shell-side and provide further sodium/water
reaction effects?
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Response

a. Double-Ended Guillotine (DEG)

DEG failure of a steam generator tube is not a credible
event. It is rather a convenient and conservative definition
on which to base a calculation. Because conditions are not
uniform around the Initial tube failure, the adjacent 6 tubes
will not all be equally affected. Typically, the initial
failure will be the consequence of a local effect in the tube
wall which results in a directional failure that restricts
the reaction zone for potential overheating of adjacent tubes
to those tubes that face the Initial failure. Statistically,
tubes are observed to fail to less than one DEG and to fail
asymetrically so that fewer than six adjacent tubes would be
subsequently Involved.

The Design Basis Leak (DBL) is derived from analysis of bench
scale and large leak test data. Bench-scale tests have led
to the understanding of how typical small leak progression
occurs in the steam generator tube wall. Figure 15.3.3.3-1
in the PSAR illustrates a typical development of a leak
within a steam generator tube. These tests have shown; (1)
that a smal_ initial leak progresses, resulting in a leak
rate oý 10 Ibm H20/sec within two hours, and (2) that a leak
of 10 Ibm H 0/sec magnitude can produce wastage rates of
0.001 to 0.065 inches/second on target material.

Large Leak Test Reg (LLTR) Series II Test A3 was a leak
progression test initiated by exposing a pre-drilled 0.0013
in hole simulating the self-wastage leak indicated in Step 5
in Figure 15.3.3.3-1. This initiator produced a *wastage
failure in a tube two rows away after sixty seconds. The
failure area was less than 0.017 in as comp red to the CRBRP
SG tube cross-sectional flow area of 0.13 in . Conservative
aspects of this result are: (1) the initiator was aimed and
spaced to produce the maximum wastage rate on the target
tube*, (2) the sodium was initially static, and (3) the
target tube 5ontained initially static water. The leak from
the 0.017 in failure produced a wastage/overheating failure
in the thin-wall (0.0•25" compared to 0.109" prototypic)
injection tube within 25 to 37 seconds. The failure 2 rea in
the injection tube was measured post-test as 0.125 in

*The target distance (two rows away) was previously determined by
bench scale experiments to yield the maximum wastage rate on the
target tube.
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Within 18 to 23 seconds after the Injection tube failure, three tubes
failed due to a combination of wastage/overheating, undercooling, and
overpressure. The latter two effects were conservative in that the
initially static, subcooled water In the tubes was vaporized and
expel led Into the water supply system and the pressure In the tubes
rose to 2400-2600 PSI prior to failure These three failures were
determined to be 0.1,,0.20 and 0.17 In2 .

Japanese large leak tests results have shown that (1) Intermediate
size leaks produced secondary wastage failures within tens of seconds:
failure areas were 0.005 to 0.05 in , and (2) DEG leaks did not
produce secondary fail ure.

Based upon LLTR and foreign data, a plausible leak progression can be
developed for the CRBRP steam generator. Taking the representative
leak progression sequence Illustrated in Figure 15.3.3.3-1 and
assuming (1) a leak magnitude equal to or greater than that indicated
in Step 1 of the progression depicted, (2) that this leak does not
plug, and (3) that this leak and resultant leaks escape operator
action, a plausible sequence is as follows:

1. Within two hours the leak has enlarged as shown in Step 5 of the
progression depicted.

2. The enlarged leak produces a wastage failure in another tube after
more than one 2minute. The area of this first secondary failure is
0.005-0.05 in2 .

3. The total water injection rate of about one Ibm/sec results in
burst of the expansion tank rupture disks (150 PSID) within a few
minutes. The event is then terminated by isolation and blowdown
of the three steam generators in the affected loop.

4. It is conceivable that additional wastage failures could occur
during the few minutes in which system pressure Is increasing to
the rating of the expansion tank disk. Given (1) that a water
leak produces a turbulent diffusion flame which is itself situated
in a turbulent flow field of high-conductivity, high-heat capacity
liquid sodium, and (2) observed wastage failure areas, the size of
these potential additional failures would very likely be
comparable to the first secondary failure. These potential
secondary failures would simply shorten the time to burst of the
expansion tank disk. The sequence described above is considered
to represent a conservative, plausible leak progression scenario.

In order to define a clearly conservative DBL (which is not intended
to represent either a plausible or mechanistic sequence), it is
necessary to include burst of the SWRPRS rupture disks (325 PSID). A
rapid Equivalent Double-Ended Guilllotine (EDEG) failure serves
analytically to burst the SWRPRS disk and also to conservatively bound
the failure magnitude. The DBL is defined as follows:
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An Equivalent Double-Ended Gul I I otl ne (EDEG) failIure (0.26 in2 ) of
a steam generator tube followed by two additional EDEG tube
failures. Theltwo additional EDEG failures occur as follows:

One additional EDEG failure occurs at one second after the Initial
EDEG failure.

A second initial EDEG failure occurs at two seconds after the
initial EDEG failure.

This sequence of three EDEG failures occurs after an Intermediate-size
leak (less than a DEG) from a steam generator tube has increased local
pressures in the IHTS to the threshold of SWRPRS rupture disk burst. The
CRBRP DBL is conservative In both the magnitude of and the timing of
secondary failures, compared to the conservative plausible leak
progression scenario presented above.

b. A tube failure mechanism already introduced Into this discussion is a
precursor tube leak, leading to an adjacent tube material wastage/
overheating, subsequently leading to pressure rupture of a tube. Figure
760.36-1 shows an array of tubes in cross-section where tube "p"
(precursor) Is postulated to have an undetected material or manufacturing
defect which eventually produces a leak which escapes operator action =and
causes wastage/overheating on one or more adjacent tubes. The shaded area
depicts a potential leak jet, the other surface of which reacts with
sodium and thereby develops a high temperature (theoretically as high as
27000 F, measured as high as 2200 F in LLTR tests). The source temperature
for the overheating is greatest at the reacting interface between the
water and the sodium, and less away from the reacting interface.

As the surface of the jet impinges upon the tubes the tube material heats
up locally. Fluctuations in the geometry of the jet and the reacting
Interface during this dynamic event will mitigate the wastage of the
adjacent tube but may be Insufficient to prevent the metal temperature of
an affected tube from rising locally to the point at which the tube wall
is too weak to withstand the internal pressure and, therefore, ruptures.
Any one of the affected tubes could reach this condition first.

When the pressure rupture occurs, a new, larger water/steam jet Is
created, with a different profile of tube impingement and localized
material wastage/overheating. While the preceding smaller jet and
localized material overheating profile may have raised spot temperatures
on more than one tube, the pattern of local Ized overheating is immediately
superseded by a new pattern caused by the new, larger water jet. The
probability of an additional tube completing its localized wastage/heat-up
to a failure temperature before the new overheating profile takes over is
considered negligible. (Such an eventuality would be conservatively
Imposed upon an event which is already extremely unlikely). In any case,
two tube failures, both with plausible rupture areas of 20% of an EDEG
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tube failure, would still be umbrellaed by the one EDEG tube failure
recommended for the design basis event definition. For added
conservatism, it may be assumed the larger water jet and resulting
material overheating pattern, may, like the precursor jet and associated
overheating pattern, be sufficiently stable long enough for rupture
temperature to be reached on a nearby tube thereby resulting In an
additional tube rupture. On the one hand, the larger jet Impinges on more
tubes than did the precursor jet, thereby increasing the probability of a
failure. On the other hand, the much larger jet Is more turbulent and
diffuse and less likely to permit the reacting surface of the jet to stay
on any particular tube area long enough to overheat it to failure. Of
more significance than either of these points is recognitilon that the
new, large jet and resulting sodium/water reaction create a rapidly
expanding bubble of hydrogen which drives the sodium rapidly away from the
tube rupture location. This rapid movement Ofr the sodium Interface
substantially reduces the potential for a stable reaction zone on the
stationary tube surfaces.

c. As discussed previously the CRBRP DBL is clearly conservative in both
magnitude and timing of secondary failures. As such, the Project
considers It inappropriate to evaluate the simultaneous tube ruptures.

d. Referring to the footnote on Table 5.5-11 of the PSAR, the water Injection
history Input to the TRANSWRAP calculation of the SWR DBL in the
evaporator correspond to the following leak sequence:

Time (Sec) Event

0.0 - 0.3 Water flow rate constant at 2.5 lb/sec
(this represents the undetected moderate
sized leak which has pressurized the
system to just below the disk burst
pressure - PSAR page 5.5-24b).

0.3 First Equivalent Double-Ended Guillotine
(EDEG) break.

1.3 Second EDEG.

2.3k' Third EDEG.

Referring to Figure 5.5-4A and page 5.5-28 of the PSAR, the sharp Increase
in IHX pressure at 480 milliseconds corresponds to evaporator rupture disk
buckling in response to the first EDEG at 300 ms. Predicted peak pressure
In the IHX Is 331 PSIA as compared to an allowable* range under emergency
conditions of 400 to 760 PSIA.

*Based on ASME Code Case 1331-8 primary membrane stress criteria.
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As discussed previously the CRBRP DBL is clearly conservative "in both
magnitude and tlming of secondary fallures. As such, the Project
considers it inappropriate to evaluate more than one tube rupture at the
beginning.

e. The results of the analysis of the Na/H 0 reaction predict that the
maximum pressure, 365 PSIA, occurs-on t~e-upper tube sheet. The pressure
time history at this location is shown In-Figure 5.5-4b. The peak
pressure at the lower tube sheet during this event'is 348 PSIA.

The design pressures on the tubesheets are 325 psig on the sodium side and
1900 to 2400 psig on the water/steam side depending upon the tube sheet
location and-whether the unit ls an evaporator or superheater. Since
these Na/H 0reaction peak pressures would be enveloped by the design
pressure differentials'across the tubesheet, these loadings can be
accomodated w:Ith the same degree of structural reliability as normal
operation.

0
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Question CS760.37

Given that the project's "leak before break" philosophy has not been accepted
by the NRC, we feel that the analysis of large pipe breaks should be Included
In the undercooling events. While the likelihood and size of pipe breaks may
be resolved at some future date, It is Important to understand the reactors
Inherent ability to survive even hypothetical accidents.

Please include results for a spectrum of pipe break alms and locations
including a double-ended offset shear of the hot leg at the pump outlet.

Response

Information on this topic has been provided In prior submittals.

Detailed Information on the structure Integrity of the piping Is given In
WARD-D-0185 (Ref. 2 of PSAR Section 1.6). This Integrity study concludes that
large pipe breaks need not be considered for the heat transport system piping
In the Reactor Containment Building. The study further showed that the
maximum credible fatigue crack (for the entire CRBRP duty cycle) would be 4
inches long. Supporting information on In-service Inspection is given in PSAR
Appendix G and relevant data on leak detection Is given In PSAR Section 7.5.

The leak from a 4 Inch crack is the piping Design Basis Leak (DBL) for
assessing for functional performance of the HTS and auxiliary systems. The
systems effects of leak rates up to 4 times the DBL rate from the PHTS piping
are discussed In PSAR Section 15.3.3.4. In addition, Section 15.3.3.4 Indi-
cates that a leak rate 4 orders of magnitude greater than the DBL must be
hypothesized before sodium saturation temperature would be approached in the
core (and thus, core coolability begins to be a concern).

Although the evaluations discussed above do not include specific analyses of a
double-ended offset shear of the hot leg at the pump outlet, they do provide
an understanding of the reactor's Inherent ability to survive even hypotheti-
cal events.
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Question CS760.38

Provide the rationale for referring to the DHRS as a safety grade system when
It also states that it must be "adjusted manually."

Response

DHRS is a safety grade system providing a fourth decay heat removal loop for
CRBRP. DHRS Is specified as a Safety Class System (see PSAR Section 3.2) with
electrical equipment classified as 1E. Manually initiating the DHRS does not
degrade its safety grade status.

Manual initiation of the Direct Heat Removal Service (DHRS) is appropriate
based on the time period available and the number of operator actions
required.

In the worst case transient analysis performed for the DHRS (extremely
unlikely event of DHRS Initiation Following Reactor Shutdown from 100% Power
with Loss of All Heat Transfer through the IHXs at time of reactor trip), it
is assumed that no heat Is transferred to the DHRS for one-half hour after
shutdown. The heat capacity of the primary system is used as the principle
heat sink during this period with no operator action required to assure this
heat sink. As shown In Section 5.6.2 of the PSAR, the temperatures associated
with this event are acceptable.

Furthermore, the manual Initiation referred to actually consists of turning
six switches In the Control Room on the DHRS panel from the normal to the DHRS
position. This Is an on-off control rather than an adjustment. These control
transfer switches and automatic sequences have been provided to automatically
position DHRS valves and control the pumps and ABHXs In order to reduce the
operator actions required. A conservative estimate of the time period
required for the control transfer switches and the automatic sequences to
operate Is twelve minutes; therefore, the operator has an adequate time period
to determine the need for DHRS use and initiate DHRS.

Based on the time periods noted above and the number of operator actions
required, It Is judged acceptable for DHRS initiation to be performed remote-
manually by the operator in the Control Room.

QCS760.38-1
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Question CS760.39

Include in Section 15.4 of the PSAR the results of the overpower pin,
refueling error, and flow blockage evaluations for the heterogeneous core fuel
and blanket assemblies. Also, Include any changes to the overpower pin,
passive flow blockage and active flow blockage and active flow blockage
accident assumptions resulting from heterogeneous core characteristics.

Response

The changes in the assessments of local failure events due to the hetero-
geneous core conditions have been addressed In Section 15.1.4.3 of the PSAR.
As mentioned in that section, several concerns In the local faults area
associated with the homogeneous core have been mitigated by the parameter
changes due to the heterogeneous core. The probability of an overpower pin
has been reduced due to the change to a uniform enrichment In all fuel
assemblies for the heterogeneous core. Hence, the possibility has been
eliminated for placement of a fuel pin with high enrichment Into a fuel
assembly to be located in the low enrichment zone. With regard to refueling
error, the elimination of fuel and blanket shuffling from the refueling
actions would decrease the likelihood of occurrence of the error. The various
factors which prevent refueling errors are reiterated below:

o The mechanical discrimination features at the bottom of the assemblies
prevent interchange between fuel, blanket and control assemblies,
except In those locations where fuel and inner blanket Interchange Is
required by design.

o The transfer machine "reads" the serial numbers engraved on each
outlet nozzle ensuring that the operator remains aware of all
movements of an assembly.

o The transfer locations would contain only the appropriate assemblies
for the refueling operation.

o The standard low power physics tests provide a basis for comparing
actual reactivity of the core against the expected value.

Of the potential refueling errors, the one with the possibility of most
adverse consequences is that of a blanket assembly left in place for a longer
period than appropriate. This could-lead to failure of cladding in some of
the pins within the affected assembly at an Intermediate point in the next
operating cycle. Such failures would be detected by the cover gas monitoring
system and located by the gas tagging system. The detailed consequences of
pin failure due to refueling error are covered by the analyses reported In
Section 15.4 of the PSAR. The computations have not been repeated for the
changed parameters associated with the heterogeneous core; however, the
thermal and mechanical consequences of pin failure under these conditions are
expected to be similar to those presented In Section 15.4. Updated
computations will be performed for the FSAR.
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The I imiting consequence of failed fuel is the possibilIty of formation of a
heat generating blockage by fuel material escaping from failed cladding.
Extensive operational experience with failed fuel has shown no evidence for
such blockage formation. (Section 15.4.1.1.6 describes long term operation
with failed fuel). The wire wrap spacing used in CRBRP fuel does not provide
locations for preferential accumulation of particles. The cover gas
monitoring system and the delayed-neutron detectors provide continuous
monitoring to ensure that the extent of fuel exposure to coolant Is kept at an
acceptable level. Based on these considerations, a heat generating blockage
Is highly unlikely In CRBRP. However, to obtain a quantitative measure of
margin against such a fault, thermal analyses were performed for a
conservatively postulated set of hypothetical porous heat generating blockages
(Reference QCS760.39-1). The-computer code TRUMP was used to construct models
of the blockages using a parametric approach and pessimistic estimates of the
heat transfer properties of the blockage and the acceptability guideline. The
particles In the blockage were assumed to be 100, 400 or 600 microns In
diameter to allow for uncertainties In the data. Porosities of 0.55 and 0.4
were considered. Heat generation rates were based on peak power conditions.
The thermal conductivity of the porous blockage was computed based on the low
conductivity material being the continuous phase. The data in Reference
QCS760.39-1 Is presented for the homogeneous core. Updated results based on
heterogeneous core parameters are presented In Tables QCS760.39-1 and
QCS760.39-2 for the more limiting porosity of 0.4 and for blockage of a single
subchannel. A comparison of single subchannel and six contigous subchannels
blockages showed the single subchannel blockage to be generally more limiting
In detectable exposed fuel surface area. Table QCS760.39-1 shows the surface
area of fuel exposed to the coolant for various conditions which would result
In a cladding temperature of 16000 F. Table QCS760.39-2 shows the surface
areas which would result In sodium saturation temperature being reached for
the seepage flow through porous blockage. The data derived from heat
generating blockage analyses will be used with delayed-neutron detector
studies and the results from the RBCB program to establish a limit for reactor
operation.

References: .

QCS760.39-1, R.B. Brown, "Preliminary Analysis of Heat Generating Blockages
In CRBRP Fuel and Radial Blanket Assemblies to Determine
Detection Requirements," CRBRP-ARD-0119.
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TABLE QCS760.39-1

Blockage Size Required to Attain 1600OF Clad Temperature for Single Channel
Heat Generating Blockage with Peak Power Conditions and a Bed Porosity of 0.4

Assmb Iy J-l~ Particle Diameter. microns Total Surface area. cm2

Fue I

RadIal
Blanket

1 00

400

600

100

400

600

1 00

400

600

9.59

6.11

5.33

20.11

11.49

1 0.29

19.02

13.71

12.41

Internal
Blanket
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TABLE QCS760.39-2

Blockage Size Required to Attain Sodium Boiling Temperature for Single Channel
Heat Generating Blockage with Peak Power Conditions and a Bed Porosity of 0.4

Particle Diameter. microns Total Surface Area. In. 2

Fuel

Rad I a I
Blanket

100

400

600

100

400

600

1 00

400

600

(no boiling)

30.10

21.38

19.80

33.23

30.88

28.25

Internal
BBlanket 0

0
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Question CS760.40

In the design evaluations presented In PSAR Section 4.2 and in the assessment
of stochastic failure effects presented In Section 15.4.1.1,-the overall
predictions of the mathematical models and failure criteria were verified by
comparison w-ith results of In-pile tests. Such verification was not presented
for the control and blanket assembly evaluations In Sections 15.4.2 and
15.4.3, nor for the assessments of the effects of molten fuel ejection or flow
blockages In the fuel assemblies In Sections 15.4.1.2 and 15.4.1.3. Utilizing
the In-pile experimental results that have been obtained to date, and
considering the pertinent experiments that are In progress or are In the
planning stages, provide the following Information:

1. What Is the experimental evidence that the heat-generating blockage
configurations assumed In the Section 15.4 analyses occur in an actual
si tuati on?

2. Based on experimental evidence, what Is the connection between the
amount of molten fuel ejection, size of the resulting flow blockage
that Is formed, and the Initiation of multi-rod failure for CRBR fuel
conditions?

3. Are there any plans to use analytical methods and criteria which were
verified with In-pile safety test results to evaluate the effcts of
flow blockage and molten fuel ejection In the CRBR core assemblies?
Alternatively, have the analytical methods and criteria utilized In
the PSAR analyses of molten fuel ejection and flow blockage effects
been verified against in-pile safety test results?

4. Is there any available experimental evidence (in-pile or out-of-pile)
that molten fuel ejection and flow blockage effects in CRBR blanket
assemblies are no worse than in fuel assemblies?

Response

1. Experimental and operational evidence to date indicate that heat
generating blockages of &ny configuration do not form under normal
operating conditions or the design basis events. The analyses presented
In Section 15.4 consider postulated blockages to estimate the safety
margin available In the design.

2. No molten fuel ejection Is predicted during normal operating conditions or
any design basis events. Nevertheless, If molten fuel ejection Is
postulated, any significant fuel exposure to the coolant would be
annunciated on a time scale which is short compared with that required to
Impact other pins In the assembly. Experiments simulating unterminated
overpower conditions have been reported as showing no Indication of
blockages what would suggest propagation to other assemblies (Reference
QCS760.40-1).

QCS760.40-I Amend. 71
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3. The CRBRP Is maintaining continuing cognizance of the tests such as the
SLSF P-4 and the Mol-7C. Analytical techniques have been applied to
obtain a physical understanding of the controlling process In such tests.
Based upon the results from such safety tests as those mentioned above it
Is unlikely that.such Information would be required to conservatively,
predict In-core behavior under normal operating and design basis
acci dents.

4. A detailed consideration of the relative characteristics of molten fuel
ejection In blanket assemblies as compared with fuel assemblies is not
necessary because significant quantities of molten fuel are not predicted
during normal operating conditions and design-basis events for either the
fuel or blanket assemblies. Experimental data have been obtained
regarding the flow characteristics associated with passive planar
blockages in blanket pin geometry (Reference-QCS760.40-2). These have
been compared with existing data on fuel assemblies to determine that ,the
blanket assemblies have a similar ability to tolerate blockages of a given
number of sub-channels.

References: QCS760.40-1

QCS760.40-2

B. W. Spencer, D. R. Armstrong, L. Bova, et al.,
"Fuel-Sodium Thermal Interactions In the CAMEL TOP
Safety Tests," FCI 4/P24, Fourth CSNI Special Ist
Meeting on Fuel-Coolant Interaction In Nuclear
Reactor Safety, CSNI Report No. 37, Bournemouthi
U.K., April 1979, pp. 551-569.

B. J. Vegter, B. Minushkln, "Radial Blanket Assembly
Flow Blockage Tests," WARD-SR-94000-6.
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Question CS760.41

What are the bases (or the plans for determining the bases) for setting the
conditions at which the DND signal will alert the reactor operator? What will
be the operator responses to the DND signal In conjunction with other plant
paraneters? If these responses have not been determined, what are the plans
for formulating them?

Response

Plans for determining the bases for setting the conditions at which the DND
signal will alert the reactor operator are dependent upon results to be
obtained from the on-going Run Beyond Cladding Breach (RBCB) program. Fuel
assemblies having Indications of fuel exposure beyond a defined limit, are to
be removed from the core. Development of this limit Is dependent on the
development of appropriate technology through the RBC8 Program which will
assure the benign nature-of operation with limited fuel sodium contact.

The applicant Is committed to removing all failed fuel at each scheduled
refueling outage. If a failed fuel assembly is characterized by the DND
during reactor operation as having fuel exposure beyond the defined limit,
then an orderly reactor shutdown will be Initiated for the purpose of removal
of the fuel exposure to sodium at that shutdown, the other failed fuel in the
reactor may also be replaced.

Procedures for operator action will be formulated based upon the results from
the on-going RBC8 program and will be finalized during the OL review. A
generalized approach is discussed In QCS760.39.
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Question CS760.42

In Section 15.4.1.1.5 (page 15.4-12), It Is stated that "...cladding
(in the fuel zone region) of 0.1% of the fuel rods...would result In
end-of-life plutonium concentration of 0.1 ppm In the primary system
Please provide the reference from which these data were taken.

defects
an
sodium."

The design basis limit for plutonium release to the primary coolant Is 100 ppb
(0.1 ppm). This has been related to a continuous 0.1% failure rate of the
fuel rods for 30 years based on a Pu escape rate coefficient of 9.71 x 1014
atoms/cm2 sec if each of the failures correspond to a 0.03 Inch hole.
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Question CS760.43

In 15.4.2.1-2, page 15.4.43, It states: "If fallure of an adjacent pin were
assumed to occur, the resulting jet would be directed back to the original
failed fuel pin and therefore failures would be self limiting." It Is not
obvious why tangential or near tangential Impingement Is not possible thereby
not being self limiting. Please provide the justification for this statement.

Respons

The section of the PSAR on which this question is based Is related to thermal
effects of gas release from the stochastic failure of an absorber pin. The
calculated thermal effect Is referenced to Section 15.4.1.1.3 In which
postulated fission gas release from fuel pins Is discussed in more detail.
Since the thermal flux In a fuel pin Is much greater than that of an absorber
pin, pin failure propagation due to gas jet Impingement is much more likely In
a fuel assembly. It Is pointed out that the maximum effect occurs over a
narrow range of breach sizes and pressure ratios. At low gas release rates
the gas bubbles introduced Into the channels cause an Insignificant thermal
effect. At high gas release rates the jet causes spray cooling of the surface
of impingement. In addition, the coolant flow through the wire-wrappd
assembly causes dispersal of the gas jet. Consideration of these factors led
to the conclusion that the propagation effects of gas release are confined to
the Immediate vicinity of the first failed pin and additional failures, If
any, would be self-limiting.

The question raises the possibility of tangentially directed gas jets which
might propagate an Initial failure in a fuel pin to other pins within the
assembly. Figure QCS760.43-1 shows a system of five fuel pins schematically
labeled A through E. The most likely gas jet Impingement patterns with A as
the Initiator, are shown as I (between A and D) and II (between A, B, and D).
Pattern II would raise the cladding temperatures of the neighboring pins.
Hence If A is the primary failure, the potential additional failures are most
likely to be B and/or D. The probability of confining additional failures In
this way Is increased by the expected radial direction of the breaches through
the cladding.

A pattern of gas Jets which leads to failures of pins E and C Is also
schematically shown in the figure using dotted lines and labeled Ill. Such a
pattern Is possible and could conceivably Involve one additional pin beyond
those normal ly considered. However, a combination of breach sizes, jet
pressure distributions and coolant flow dispersal effects would have to fall
in a relatively narrow window within a broad range of possibilities to Involve
this additional pin, and continued additional failures are exceedingly
Improbable. Since no mechanism exists to effect such a control led gas
release, failure propagation due to tangential gas jet Impingement Is highly
unlikely.
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Figure QCS760.43-1: Schematic Representation of Hypothetical Gas Jet Patterns
Involving Pin-to-Pin Failure Propagation
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Question CS760.44

In Section 15.5.2.1, It Is noted that If an assembly does not freely drop Into
an open lattice position and the triple rotating plugs are subsequently
operated, " .... additional severe damage can be Inflicted to the assembly, to
the adjacent assemblies, to the IVTM, and to the reactor upper Internals." If
such an incident does occur, what are the plans to assure that reactor
operation does not commence with damages core assemblies or upper internals
structures In the vessel?

Response

The accident hypothesized in PSAR Section 15.5.2.1, Is prevented from
occurring by design. Interlocks are provided to prevent this event. IVTM
grapple actuation to release a core assembly is prevented unless the assembly
has been lowered to its setdown elevation (reference PSAR Section 9.1.4.4.2).
Plug rotation is prevented unless the IVTM grapple Is fully withdrawn, and
lowering the grapple is prevented If the plugs are rotating (reference PSAR
Section 9.1.4.4.1). Furthermore, Control system logic operates without
dependency upon these interlocks.

A specific procedure has not been outlined for recovery from this event. The
likely approach to responding to this event is: refueling operations would be
stopped immediately and the situation reported to plant management, who would
assign responsibility for directing recovery operations. Also, the reactor
vessel cover gas would be monitored immediately for detection of fission gases
to determine if cladding failure of any core assemblies had occurred. (Ref.
PSAR Sec. 9.8 for cover gas analysis and Sec. 7.5.4 for failed fuel
monitoring). The refueling operations leading up to the event would be
reviewed to determine the location and extent of possible contact Inside the
reactor vessel. Removeable core components might be inspected In the FHC If
determined necessary. If Inspection of reactor Internals were necessary,
special inspection equipment would be obtained. The capability is provided
for complete unloading of the reactor core and draining of reactor vessel
sodium if necessary to facilitate inspection and repairs.

QCS760.44-1
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Question CS760.45

What change will the Increased plutonium content of the fuel have on the
offslte doses due to failure In the EVTM?

The radioactivity source term for analysis of fuel failure in the EVTM Is
based on the maximum design basis conditions during plant life, Including the
use of LWR recycle plutonium (see PSAR Section 12.1.3) which contains the
largest plutonium content.
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Question CS760.46

In the evaluation of cover gas release during refueling, one cause of this
event was Identified as separation of the AHM from an open floor valve during
a seismic event. During such a seismic event, additional fuel rod failures
may occur above the 1% level. Furthermore, the fission gas released by these
failed rods would not be processed by the RAPS before release to containment.
Given this sequence of events, what would be the effect on the offslte doses
as a function of the number of seismically failed fuel rods? Alternatively,
demonstrate that the event sequence described above is so improbable as to
beyond design basis.

Response

The failure of fuel rods as the result of a seismic event during refueling is
beyond the design basis. Refueling preparation and termination operations
involving mating the AHM at the IVTh port (when the subject cover gas release
event could occur) will be performed with the upper Internals structure In Its
lowered position providing mechanical holddown of the core assemblies.

During operation and the portion of refueling with the AHM mated to the port,
the reactor core Is a compact unit and there Is no mechanical damage to the
fuel assemblies due to a seismic event.

Fuel pin failures from a seismic event during operation will be the result of
a power transient Initiated by a reactivity Insertion caused by seismically
induced control assembly movement. During refueling, the reactor core will be
sufficiently subcritical to prevent a power transient induced fuel pin
failure.
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Question CS760.47

' Provide a reference for the analysis which demonstrates that the head assembly
can support load of 100 tons, and can absorb a 100 ton load at an impact
velocity of 5 fpm. Also, provide a reference for the analysis which
demonstrates that for the loading conditions given above, the leakage of
fission gas from the reactor will not exceed that analyzed In PSAR Section
15.5.2.4. What would be the effect of polar crane brake failure on this
accident sequence (i.e., the AHM impacts the head under free-fall conditions)?
Otherwise, demonstrate that polar crane break failure is Incredible.

Response

Analysis which demonstrates meeting this requirement is part of the design
documentation. A dynamic system analysis, conservatively assuming an Impact
velocity of 8 fpm, was used to establish the loading conditions for the
various components. The Individual components were then analyzed statically.

Stresses in the Closure Head plugs were determined not to exceed 2 ksi
compared to an allowable of 27 ksi. The load on the small riser assembly Is
comparable to the OBE seismic loads. This impact load is small compared to
OBE loads on the intermediate and larger riser assemblies. Seismic analysis
conservatively show positive margins of safety. As this event and the OBE
seismic events are both design conditions, components are structurally
adequate for this impact loading.

1. Because of the low impact induced stresses, damage to the head would be
W minimal and limited to the point of impact. It is noted that even if the

elastomer seals in the riser/bearing assembly are failed locally, this will
not result In a significant leakage of cover gas. The sodium dip seals
provide the primary barrier to the cover gas, and as long as the rotating
plugs remain "nested," leakage of cover gas is insensitive to the integrity of
the elastomer seals. Thus, leakage of fission gas due to impact loads will
certainly be enveloped by the gross leakage resulting from a breach in the AHM
floor valve as described in PSAR Section 15.5.2.4.

The polar crane Is a single failure proof crane In accordance with NUREG-0554;
therefore, the polar crane is designed to preclude a free-fall drop of the AHM
as postulated in the question, and no analysis of a drop from the polar crane
is considered necessary, consistant with NUREG-0612, paragraph 5.1.3.

/
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Ouestion CS760.48

Section 15.6.1.5 contains analysis of postulated intermediate HTS pipe breaks
and resulting sodium fires In the steam generator building. Please provide
the detailed design Information regarding the high capacity venting which Is
required to prevent overpressurization.

The design Information requested is provided In PSAR Section 6.2.7.
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Question CS760.49

Included in the continuing analysis submitted by the applicant In response to
concerns voiced In Question Q001.581, reference is made to an Evaluation Basis
Leak (EBL). This EBL is defined as that sodium leak rate equal to the design
sodium flow rate In the piping and Is maintained until the maximum available
system Inventory Is discharged through the break for the primary HTS piping
analysis. The applicant has translated this to specify a constant spill rate
of 33,500 gallons per minute for 36 seconds. The basis for this assumption is
not specifically defined. For example, when a break occurs, the pumps will
Immediately respond by over-speeding due to the sudden depressurization.
Thus, It is unclear as to the constant spill rate assumption. Furthermore,
the arbitrary sudden termination at 36 seconds is not substantiated.

Provide In detail the basis for this EBL. Substantiate for the assumed leak
size that It provides a conservative leak rate.

Response

As stated In the response to Question Q001.581, the Evaluation Basis Leak
(EBL) flow rate was selected to approximate the maximum flow from the PHTS
piping into the Reactor Cavity, the PHTS cells, and the Overflow and Primary
Sodium Storage Tank Cell. The 36 second spill duration is obtained by
dividing the maximum spill volume (20,000 gal.) by the flow rate (33,500
gal/m).

The break size assumed in the EBL is considerably beyond the design base. The
piping Design Basis Leak (DBL) Is defined and discussed in Section 3.6.1.1 of
the PSAR. This DBL provides a conservative leak rate for system evaluation.
The analyses and test results are presented in WARD-D-0185, "Clinch River
Breeder Reactor Plant Integrity of Primary and Intermediate Heat Transport
System Piping in Containment", September 1977, and show that no leak rate
greater than 8 gpm can be deterministically derived.

In the hypothetical event that a leak as large as an EBL did occur, the Plant
Protection System (PPS) would trip the sodium pumps within seconds on either
flow mismatch or speed mismatch. Pump over-speed, would be prevented by the
pump drive system controls. Erroneous Information to the pump flow
controllers could not result in pump over-speed conditions beyond five percent
because of the synchronous nature of the pump drive system. Furthermore,
there Is no driving pressure in the PHTS to cause pump overspeed.

Since no reasonable conditions or physical mechanisms have been identified
which would result In a leak rate of the magnitude Identified In the EBL it
seems Inappropriate to further analyze this event.
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Question CS760.50

The applicant admits that the EBL spill rate is not as high as might be
postulated for a double-ended rupture of the primary HTS piping. Thus, the
potential for larger spills exists.

The applicant Is requested to provide analyses addressing the consequences of
sodium spills from the primary hot leg which a) Include pipe break sizes up to
a double-ended break; b) conservatively Include the extent of cell liner
failure, If any, initially assumed and c) If there Is liner failure, utilize
the sodium/water reaction data resulting from the Sandia experiments.

Response

As indicated in Question Response CS760.49 further analysis of the EBL in the
PHTS piping is Inappropriate. For similar reasons, analysis of a double-ended
rupture Is also Inappropriate. However, sensitivity analyses for Important
Input parameters to the SPRAY code for sodium leaks from the hot leg of the
Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS) piping Into the PHTS cel Is have been
performed and are discussed in Question Response Q001.700. This sensitivity
analysis encompasses the conditions associated with a double-ended rupture of
the PHTS.

Analysis of a leak rate of 150 percent full flow (50,250 gpm) Indicated that
cell pressurization greater than that from a hypothetical EBL would not occur,
(Figure Q001.700-3).

In all cases studied in the sensitivity
pressure of 30 psig was not approached.
feature cell liner would not occur as a
the PHTS piping.

analysis, the PHTS cell design
Failure of the engineered safety

result of a double-ended rupture of
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Question CS760.51

Assess the Impacts of leak rates beyond the EBL In the Intermediate loop.
Additionally, here, the consequences of the sodium spray fire will be greater
since the atmosphere Is delnerted (i.e., 20% 01 instead of 2-3%). The time
dependence of the leak rate Itself Is an Important factor in determining the
course and effects of the spray fire. The analyses must substantiate that the
consequences of the leak rate and spray fire are conservatively Included.

The Project has defined the IHTS Design Basis Leak (DBL) as that equivalent to
the flow from a sharp-edged circular orifice whose area Is equal to one-half
the pipe diameter times one half the pipe wall thickness. This DBL is based
on the results of inservice Inspection, pipe fabrication and Installation
quality assurance measures, fracture mechanics analyses and tests and leak
detection provisions. These conditions show that a sudden large failure
approaching the complete severence of an IHTS pipe is not credible.

As discussed In Section 15.6.1.5 of the PSAR, conservative assumptions have
been used to maximize the effects from a IHTS Design Basis Leak spray fire. A
leak was postulated to occur In the IHTS hot leg with the IHTS system
operating at maximum normal operating temperature and pressure. Sodium
discharge from the postulated leak continues at maximum flowrate, (IV 1000 GPM)
until the IHTS loop and pump tank has been drained (fv8.5 minutes) with
subsequent plant shutdown on a plant protection primary-secondary flow
mismatch signal. Subsequent to IHTS pump shutdown, sodium discharge continues
as a result of static head driving pressure. This scenario results In the
maximum challenge to the SGB Integrity from a postulated IHTS design basis
leak. No action Is assumed to be taken by the operator to mitigate the IHTS
sodium leakage even though extensive leak detection information would be
available In the main control room to confirm the occurrence of significant
sodium leakage In the Steam Generator Building (SGB).

In summary, the selected IHTS DBL is conservative and appropriate for
assessing the capability of the SGB. No larger leak should be considered in
the design and evaluation of the plant.
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Ouestion CS760.52

Section 15.7.1.2.1 states that the description of failure consequences of
safety-related air supplies will be described only in the FSAR. Is this
acceptable? There Is essentially no technical Information provided In the
present report. These are anticipated events. Please provide technical
Information related to this section.

Respons

The air supply system for the CRBRP Is not a safety-related system although
ample system redundancy and capacity Is provided. This air supply system
furnishes compressed air to the plant systems. The system Is described In
Section 9.10. Systems requiring an air supply for their safety-related
operations are provided with safety-related accumulators such that the failure
of the compressed air system will not result In the loss of any safety
function for the duration required. Other safety-related valves are designed
to move In a preferred direction with the loss of air supply.

Section 15.7.1.2 has been revised to clarify the failure effects of the
compressed air system.
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Question CS760.53

This section on extremely unlikely events treats only the first case on the
core component pot. Have all of the other cases been treated and what are the
results?

Response

PSAR Section 15.7.3.1 discusses the event of leakage of the sodium from a core
component pot (CCP) suspended In the EVTM, resulting In overheating of a
contained fuel assembly. A single event Is considered, however, extensions of
it beyond its expected termination are considered. The event would result in
partial melting of the cladding and fuel assembly ducts but the columns of
fuel pellets would stay Intact. Hypothesized extensions of this event
discussed In this section of the PSAR are the collapse of the pel lets to the
bottom of the core assembly and the redistribution of the pel lets outside the
fuel assembly duct In the bottom of the CCP. In all cases, the core assembly
materials would be contained within the CCP. The only material which would
escape from the CCP would be fission products which are volatile before the
maximum temperature Is reached by the fuel. While this temperature Is high
and the release would include many elements, most would be deposited on the
colder Interior walls of the EVTM.

The release of materials outside the EVTM pressure boundary is through EVTM
elastomer seals which are more than 6 ft below the bottom of the suspended
CCP. The highest seal temperature for the event (including the hypothesized
extensions) would be 260 0 F. The worst case release would be of elements which
are volatile above this temperature and this Is the enveloping release for all
cases described in PSAR Section 15.7.3.1. Is It the same release as for the
unlikely event described In PSAR Section 15.5.2.3, single fuel assembly
cladding failure and subsequent fission gas release during refueling (In the
EVTM); That event Is referenced In PSAR Section 15.7.3.1.3 for the offsite
exposure from the extremely unlikely CCP leak event. (It should be noted that
the treatment of the Isotopes which are volatile above 200OF is described In
the response to NRC Question 001.212 (15.5.2.3.2). The 200OF temperature
considered there and in PSAR Section 15.5.2.3 Is equivalent to the 260°F real
temperature in PSAR Section 15.7.3.1, since the only Isotope with a melting
point between the two temperatures, Iodine (see PSAR Table 15.7.3.1-3), is
Included among the elements considered).
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Question.CS760.54

Regarding Section 15.7.1.3 on sodium leaks. Sometimes (as In the Phenix
Reactor), the IHS springs a leak as a result of the strains which occur with
shutdown and startup. If the primary loop. pumps come up before the secondary
pump loops, then It may be possible for contaminated primary sodium to be
driven Into the secondary loop. Please discuss this possibility with an
undetected IHX leak.

Respons

The IHTS Is designed to insure the pressure In the IHTS is always higher than
the PHTS by at least 10 psid. IHTS design also Includes a low IHTS/PHTS p
alarm on the Main Control Panel (MCP) to alert the operator of a problem.

It Is possible to bring up the Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS) pumps
before the Intermediate Heat Transport System (IHTS) pumps and achieve a
pressure In the PHTS higher than the IHTS, however, CRBRP operating procedures
would have to be Ignored or violated and the low IHTS/PHTS p alarm would have
to fall to alarm or be Ignored when It Is received.

Assuming normal IHTS pressure when the PHTS pumps are started, the PHTS flow
would have to be Increased to >85% flow before the PHTS pressure would exceed
IHTS pressure.

Therefore, If one assumes an undetected leak In the IHX combined with several
operator errors and alarm failures, It is possible to get primary sodium Into
IHTS system, although it is considered a very unlikely event.

Assuming the PHTS to IHTS leak did occur, the IHTS boundary would prevent any
release of radioactivity to the atmosphere and the health and safety of the
public would not be endangered from the event.
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Question CS760.55

In Section 15.7.1.4, Off-Normal Cover Gas Pressure, the relief valve setpoint
pressure Is 15 psig, while the elastemer seal system Is also designed for 15
psig and It Is stated that the dip seals of the reactor vessel closure would
be "upset" at this pressure.

a. Why not design the seals for a higher pressure or change the relief valve
setpoInt to a lower val ue?

b. What type of valves are being used? What Is the failure frequency
(failure to close following a discharge)? Are they subject to common
cause/mode fail ures?

c. What are the consequences should the seals fall without any Increase In
the buffer gas flow rate?

Respons

a. PSAR Section 15.7.1.4.2 has been amended to clearly demonstrate that the
design pressure of the elastomer seals Is 300 psid well above the relief
valve setpoi nt.

b. Two cover gas pressure relief valves arE~provided for overpressure
protection of the reactor and overflow vessels' gas spaces. These valves
are located In Cell 107B on the equalization piping connecting the two
vessels. The pressure relief valves are spring loaded safety type valves
designed to ASME Section III Class 2 requirements, and each valve Is
protected from the sodium vapor environment by a rupture disk located
upstream of the valve. Each pressure relief valve/rupture disk assembly
Is equipped with a normally open blocking valve located upstream of the
assembly. The blocking valve is used to isolate each assembly from the
reactor cover gas boundary during testing of the relief valve. It can be
used to Isolate the line In the event the pressure relief valve does not
reset following a pressure relief operation. The back pressure on both
pressure relief valves Is referenced to the Cell 107B atmospheric
pressure.

c. A bounding analysis of the consequences associated with seal failure has
been provided in the response to Question 001.81 incorporated Into the
PSAR In Amendment 2.
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Question CS760.56

The PSAR claims, In Section 15.7.1.6 regarding NaK spills In the EVST system,
that the NaK will be non-radioactive. It is possible, however, that some
radioactivity could get Into this NaK by such sources as the 1% failed fuel or
carryover sodium from the fuel transfer. The cover gas could also become
contaminated by leakage of fission gas from failed spent fuel rods.

a. Does CRBR have Instrumentation In the EVST to detect radioactivity In the
cover gas and in the NaK?

b. Does the EVST have any instrumentation for local detection of activity,
temperature, or local boiling within a possibly partially blocked
subassembly?

Response

The NaK will be non-radioactive because It Is kept separate from the EVST
sodium which is the primary coolant. EVST heat Is transferred from sodium to
NaK In a heat exchanger (see PSAR Section 9.1.3.1). The EVST sodium will
contain radioactivity from carryover of primary sodium during refueling and
perhaps from fuel assembly fission gas releases in the EVST. The activity
will not be transferred to the NaK because of the sodium and NaK separation.
The NaK is kept at a higher pressure than the sodium at the heat exchanger to
prevent contamination of the NaK in the event of a leak (see PSAR Section
9.1.3.1.3). The plant design provides the capability to detect NaK leaks Into
the EVST sodium so that NaK levels and pressures could not decrease to the
point where radioactivity could leak from the EVST sodium into the NaK
coolant.

The plant design provides the capability to detect radioactivity in the EVST
cover gas and sodium coolant. The cover gas activity Is continuously
monitored by maintaining a flow of cover gas through a radiation detector.
The sodium activity Is monitored by sampling the sodium periodically for
laboratory analysis of its radioactivity concentration.

Individual core assemblies In the EVST are not Instrumented because the
conditions are not severe enough to require It. Core assembly power levels
(20 kW maximum power per assembly versus several MW In the reactor) and
cladding temperatures (C600OF versus -1100OF In the reactor) are both low
compared to reactor operating conditions, and the cooling method Is such that
the effect of partial blockage of a subassembly Is minimized. The flow of
EVST sodium coolant is outside the core component pots (CCPs) In which core
assemblies are stored. Heat removal by this coolant Is from the CCP walls.
There Is no significant mixing between this sodium and the sodium In a CCP.
Core assembly decay heat Is transferred to the COP walls from the fuel rods by
conduction and by convection of the sodium in the CCP. Since the driving
force for the convection flow is the fuel temperature, any partial blockage
causing a temperature rise would be self-correcting by increasing the flow
through the assembly rather than diverting flow through a lower resistance
assembly as would occur with forced flow cooling.
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Question CS760.57

In Sections 15.7.3.1, Leak In a Core Component Pot (CCP), the T across the
wall Is shown to be about 1500 0 F. Simple hand calculations show that the
stainless steel wall can fall T's _5000 F.

a. Demonstrate the wall strul-tural Integrity for all cases considered.

b. Provided this fallure occurs, how does this alter the design and
operational procedure?

c. With at least 1 hour per assembly for refueling, how long does It take to
refuel (in light of the new core design)?

d. Demonstrate numerical and model accuracies of TAP-4F and DEAP computer
codes.

e. Why do clad temperatures keep increasing after reaching the melting
temperature? Does a phase change occur and how Is It considered?

f. If the clad temperature stays at the melting point during the change of
phase (in the case of stacked fuel pellets), there should be significantly
less CCP temperature rise as compared to what is calculated. A similar
situation applies to the packed bed case, except In this case there is
significantly more thermal interaction as compared to the stacked pellet
case, and thus, due to contact conduction, CCP temperature must be higher
than the previous one. Demonstrate as In Item d above for the conditions
considered hereln.

The 1500OF temperature difference to which the question is addressed Is the
difference between the CCP and EVTM cold wall temperatures. It is not the
temperature gradient across the CCP wall. The question is apparently the
result of a lack of clarity In PSAR Figure 15.7.3.1-5, in which the
Identification of the different regions in the thermal calculation is such
that "cold wall" was Interpreted as the cold side of the CCP wall rather than
as the EVTM cold wall. The approximately 1500OF temperature difference would
be across the approximately 7-inch argon gas space between the CCP outer wall
and the EVTM cold wall. It is the driving force for radioactive heat transfer
of core assembly decay heat to the cold wall limiting the fuel temperature
rise. The temperature difference across the CCP wall Itself would be only
about 100 F.
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The following sections of the response discuss the corresponding parts of the
question.

a. There Is no question of structural integrity with the gradlent'of lOOF.
the maximum radial thermal gradients across the CCP wall occur during Its
Insertion Into the EVST sodium pool at the maximum rate of 24 ft/mmn after
transfer from the reactor vessel. This case was analyzed with the CCP
assumed to contain a maximum powered fuel assembly and to have been In the
EVTM long enough to reach steady-state temperatures. The transient
thermal gradients are high, with a peak of approximately 5000F, a few
tenths of a second after Insertion; however, the duration of the gradient
Is short. The ASME Code structural analysis accounted for thermal
stresses resulting from the design basis number of these Immersion cycles
and showed that the al lowable number of these thermal cycles Is greater
than the design basis number.

b. No response required.

c. There are between 3 and 379 core assemblies exchanged per refueling, with
an average of 159. At 1 hour per transfer (2 hours per exchange) between
the EVST and the reactor vessel as assumed in the event analysis In PSAR
Section 15.7.3.1, the time for an average refuel Ing would be 13-1/4 days
plus time for setting down and picking up assemblies. The transit time
used for the event analysis Is a conservative estimate which Is longer
than the expected refuel ing times. (These times cover only core assembly
transfers; preparation of. the reactor for refuel Ing and termination from
refueling are not Included.)

d. The TAP-4F and DEAP computer codes are described In Appendix A of the
PSAR. Verification of the codes is covered In these descriptions.

e. Cladding temperatures keep Increasing after reaching the melting point
because the thermal analysis does not model the stainless steel phase
change. This Is conservative since It results In reaching steady-state
temperatures more quickly. It does not affect prediction of steady-state
temperatures.

The effect of cladding melting was considered by running two additional
cases which assume no cladding at all Is present. The accident analysis
In PSAR Section 15.7.3.1 covers the CCP loss of sodium event to Its
expected conclusion and two extensions of this event (first, to collection
of fuel fragments In the fuel assembly duct, then to a hypothesized
relocation of the fuel fragments to the bottom of the CCP). The
temperature distribution and fuel assembly configurations for these cases
are shown In PSAR Figures 15.7.3.1-4, 15.7.3.1-6, and 15.7.3.1-8,
respectively.

f. The question of cladding melting does not arise In the second case of a
packed bed since this case assumes no cladding Is present and fuel pellets
have collapsed Into a packed bed following loss of cladding. For
conservatism, all cladding of the entire 3-ft high fuel region was assumed
to be absent.
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CCP temperature is determined, not by fuel temperature, but by the heat
transfer resistance between the CCP wall and the heat sink, which Is the
EVTM cold wall. This resistance does not change among the three cases
except for a minor reduction In heat transfer area as the fuel region gets
shorter as the event progresses from one case to the next. This reduction
Is reflected by the small Increase In CCP temperature ( 100OF) from one
case to the next.

Thermal Interaction within the CCP Is modeled to be less (i.e., thermal
resistance Is greater) In the packed bed case because of high contact
resistance between particles and higher resistance to radiant heat
transfer than when the fuel Is in well-ordered stacks. This was done
purposely In order to obtain conservative estimates of fuel temperature to
assure that fuel melting would not occur. As noted above, CCP temperature
is not affected by Increases In heat transfer resistance within the CCP;
these changes affect ony fuel temperatures. This can be seen by noting
the substantial fuel temperature Increases from one case to the next.
This conservative sequence of cases demonstrates that fuel melting will
not occur.
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Question CS760.58

In 15.7.2.5, page 15.7-16a, please elaborate on the portion of the statement
that reads, "Loss of fluid due to solidification of the concentrated waste."
This statement refers to what process.

Respons

As discussed in Sections 11-2 and 11-5, liquid radioactive waste Is
concentrated in an evaporator system to an approximate concentration of 24% by
weight. The evaporator bottoms (concentrated liquid radioactive waste) are
then transferred to the Radioactive Waste Solidification System for
immobilization In cement. Since the evaporator bottoms retain a portion of
the influent water (and therefore some tritium), the tritium activity in the
decontaminated water is somewhat reduced. The subject statement in PSAR
Section 15.7.2.5.2 has been reworded for clarification.
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Question CS760.59

The flow allocation to the various assemblies is constrained by

- fuel life

- coolant boiling

The PSAR states on page 4.4-11 that assembly mixed mean outlet temperatures
and radial temperature gradients at the assembly exit are among the
constraints used In the flow orificing. However, no further Information Is
provided as to how those two constraints are applied in your analysis.

Response

As mentioned at the end of PSAR Section 4.4.3.5.1, the philosophy followed in
CRBRP was first to allocate the flow to satisfy the most restrictive of the
lifetime and transient contraints (limited flow), then to orifice the core on
the basis of the limited fl(Ais and Identify whether excess flow exists. If
this Is Indeed the case, "the excess flow Is allocated among the fuel
assemblies to minimize and equalize the assemblies exit temperatures and
temperature gradients".

As discussed In Section 4.4.2.5.3, the minimum amount of orificed core flow
necessary to satisfy the limltlng constraints was 93.07% of the total reactor
flow. Since: 1) the amount (less than 1% of total reactor flow) of excess
flow allocation; and 2) maximum gradients were within the UIS capability, the
available excess flow was distributed roughly evenly among the various
orificing zones to provide extra design margin.

To summarize, satisfying the lifetime and transient contraints is a
requirement of the orificing process while optimizing other conditions such as
exit temperature and temperature gradients Is a desired feature. Thus, only
the excess flow, eventually available after the lifetime/transient constraints
are satisfied, is used In the optimization process.
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Question CS760.60

The fuel life and coolant boiling constraints are quantified by defining
equivalent limiting temperatures which shall not be exceeded. The constraints
are defined for Plant Expected OperatingConditions (PEOC). I The uncer.rtainty
factors are at the 2-sigma level of confidence. Assembly lifetlme/burnup
goals are achieved when both the cladding Inelastic strain and cladding CDF
are within established limits of 0.2% for the ductility'strain limit and 0.7
for the CDF during steady state operation. Strain Equivalent Limiting
Temperature (SELT) is defined as the end-of-life temperature which, If
maintained throughout life, would cause for The partlcular 'assembly an EOL
cumulative strain of 0.2%. A Damage Equivalent Limiting Temperature (DELT) Is
defined similarly as the equivalent EOL temperature corresponding to a CDF of
0.7 forfuel assemblies and 0.5 for blanket assemblies.

The calculation of the Transient Equivlant Limiting Temperature (TELT) is'
performed in three steps:

A. to provide an adequate margin to boiling, a temperature of 1550 F Is
defined as the maximum coolant temperature allowable during the natural
circulation transient at a 3-sigma level of confidence assuming
Thermal-Hydraulic Design Value (THDV) conditions.

B. this limiting temperature Is translated into a temperature TM which is
defined as:

- the maximum steady state coolant temperature corresponding to a 15500F
transient maximum coolant temperature for

- PEOC

- at the 2-sigma confidence level

C. finally, TM is translated into the Transient Equivalent Limiting
Temperature TELT by multiplying the difference between T and the inlet
temperature T by the ratio of the coolant temperature rises at EOL and
the time In I.e when the maximum transient temperature occurs, consider-
ing also the axial position where this temperature is reached, and adding
to this the inlet temperature and correcting for the ID temperatures
needed. The assemption for this correction Is that the temperature
difference TM-Ti would increase/decrease with time In the same manner as
the temperature 8 fference Tcool-T in

It is understood that the orificing Is an iterative process whereby a flow
distribution Is assumed which yields SELTs, DELTs and TELTs. These numbers in
turn provide for a new flow distrubution which yields new values for these
temperatures, etc.

The design basis requires no fuel centerline melting at 115% overpower
conditions.

Why has this criterion not been used for the flow orificing?
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Fuel centerl ine temperatures are only a weak function of the cladding
temperature; therefore the no fuel centerline melting would have been a
"flow-insensitive" criterion If used for orificing. Rather, detailed ad .hoc
analyses were performed to guarantee that the no melting cri-terion Is
satisfied, as discussed In Section 4.4.3.3.6.

It should also be clarifled that the.orificing Is only partially an iterative
process, and the question statement "it is understood..." is only.partially
-true. A flow distribution which yields SELTs, DELTs and TELTs is actually

assumed. However, once.the limiting temperatures are determined, the
corresponding flow Is calculated by the OCTOPUS code and th.is represents the
limiting flow adopted In the orificing process. Thus, there Is no iteration
process on the temperatures constraints; once they are determined the
orificing configuration follows through. However, final verification that all
design constraints are Indeed satisfied Is performed following calculation of
the detailed performance prediction parameters reported in Section 4.4.3.3.
Thus, orificing constraints are quidelines nQt limits. Guideline values have
margins to any limits and provide guidance in core orificing (i.e.,
establishing the optimum flow allocations in core). Subsequent detailed
structural analyses (PSAR Section 4.2) determine the design adequacy of core
components, using as input the design data from Section 4.4.3.3.

0s
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Question CS760.61

By selecting the natural circulation transient as the worst transient,
cladding temperatures are of greater concern than fuel temperatures. Does
this transient selection preclude fuel centerline melting from any
consl deratl on?

Respons

The core transient design considers both the overpower and undercooling type
events. Maximum fuel temperatures and maximum cladding temperatures are both
of prime consideration for their respective event types and are accounted for
In core design. Core orificing has significantly more effect on limiting
maximum cladding temperatures than fuel temperatures and thus the undercooling
events play a major role In optimization of the core flow allocations.
Natural circulation Is the most limiting (with regard to maximum cladding
temperature) of the undercooling events. Other events, including TOP, are
accounted for In the CDF allowances for transients.

Fuel centerline melting Is also considered by designing to the steady-state
15% overpower margin (with uncertainties) to fuel melting criterion as
discussed In Section 4.4.3.3.6. Fuel melting, if it would occur, Is factored
Into design evaluations.
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Question CS760.62

What Is the basis for excluding TOP events from consideration?

Response

As discussed in the response to Question CS760.61, TOP events are Included In
the design.

Amend. 71
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Question CS760.63

The PEOC do not represent the "worst conditions". The coolant temperature
constraint is defined for THDV conditions.

Why are THDV conditions not used as a basis for flow orificing since they
encompass the worst conditions?

Response

A distinction must be clearly made between plant conditions used in
performance predictions and in orificing.

When predicting the CRBR T&H performance, use of Thermal-Hydraul ic Design
Values (THDV) conditions yields more conservative results (lower core flow,
higher inlet temperature, hence higher temperatures) than use of Plant
Expected Operating Conditions (PEOC). THDVs are used for all safety analyses
for both permanent and replaceable components. THDVs are also used for all
duty cycle events (transient and steady-state) for all permanent components.
For replaceable components, THDVs are used for all transients except upset
events; upset transients and steady-state analyses are based on PEOC.

In orificing, the purpose is not to predict the actual temperature
distribution, but to optimize the distribution of the flow among the core
assemblies to satisfy specified constraints. The output of the orificlng
process Is not temperatures, but relative flow allocation ratios among the
various orificing zones. Thus, when a set of plant conditions Is consistently
used in expressing quantitatively the various constraints, the resulting flow
orificing Is Independent of the plant conditions and applies equally to THDV
and PEOC.
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Question CS760.64

At EOL conditions, the fuel temperatures are the lowest because of the low
power level In the fuel, and.therefore cladding temperatures are the lowest,
too. The opposite Is true for the blanket assemblies, which have the highest
power level at EOL. The transient constraints come from natural circulation
transients and not TOP events. TOP events, however, could lead to higher fuel
temperatures at EOL or early in life, and higher blanket temperatures at EOL
In blanket assemblies. Please address this and provide a discussion which
justifies your position.

Response

- The justification basis for the selection of limiting conditions is provided
in the response to Questions CS760.61 and CS760.66.
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Question CS760,65

Since CRBR is a high-temperature design compared with the design of the
Conceptual Design Study (CDS), transients need to be evaluated in greater
detail. Please explain why no apparent correlation Is established between the
unlikely event CDF margins of 0.3 and 0.5 for fuel and blanket assemblies,
respectively, and TELT, TM or the 15500 temperature limit.

Response

The requested explanation is provided In the responses to Questions CS760.61
and CS760.66.
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Question CS760.66

Because of the degradation In material/fuel properties with burnup/fluence,
the damage caused by the same transient Is dependent on the time In life when
the transient occur. This means that there Is a correlalon between CDF and
the time of the transient. The use of the TELT constraint rather than a
"transient DELT" Ignores this fact since the effect of time In life when the
transient temperatures has Its maximum, Is only accounted for by an adjustment
of temperature rises as described above. Please provide quantitative
justification for this conclusion.

Response

The transient core design calculations to date have conservatively used the
maximum A T that can be calculated at any time in the design life. These
AT max's are then superimposed (at the times they occur) on the steady-state
temperature histories.

The final design of the CRBRP (to be reported In the FSAR) will account for
both overpower and undercooling transients throughout the lifetime of the
assembly In a more realistic manner than the CDF allowances used in the PSAR.

The purpose of the TELT used In PSAR analyses was to assure satisfaction, with
a large margin, of the no-boiling criterion during the worst undercooling
transient.
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Question CS760.67

How was the time determined at which the maximum transient temperature occurs?

Response

Each assembly was followed throughout life to determine the time at which the
maximum temperature occurs (since the flow and Inlet temperature are fixed,
the lifetime temperature profile follows the assembly/rod power profile). All
the blanket assemblies reached their maximum power/temperature at end-of-life;
most of the fuel assemblies attained their maximum at beginning-of-life,
except a few whose maximum occurred at the end of the first or beginning of
the second year of residence.
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Questlon 0$760.68

On page 4.4-12, It is stated that the CDF limit for steady-state and transient
operation Is "by definition" 1.0. This statement Is correct only If one has a
totally accurate description of the fuel performance and Its interaction with
the cladding from BOL to EOL conditions. Since there Is no code which
describes nature perfectly, the CDF limit Is not 1.0 but can be greater or
smaller, depending on the conservatism In the fuel models.

It Is the understanding that the LIFE code, for example, attempts to provide a
best estimate performance characterization and not a conservative estimate of
temperatures and stresses. This would mean then, that by necessity, the LIFE
code predictions have uncertainties which In addition to modelling
approximations come from swelling and creep uncertainties, uncertainties in
thermal properties, fission gas release fractions, etc. Therefore, a C)F
value of 1.0 Is not a limit and it Is not clear If the DELT constraint
provides a conservative estimate. Please provide a discussion of the logic
used and justification for these conclusions.

Response

The design level CDF Is computed using cladding properties which are combined
at their worst possible levels and cladding temperatures and plenum pressures
at their upper levels of uncertainty. Thus, the value taken by the design
level CDF at any time is the maximum expected value and the limiting value of
1.0 is intended to preclude cladding breach.

In the design procedure, LIFE is used as a source of Information only for
fuel-cladding contact pressure. In this regard, LIFE has been calibrated and
val idated using data from operating fuel pins. Thus, the cladding deformation
and corresponding contact pressures represent state-of-the-art estimates of
these phenomena.
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Question CS760.69

The equivalent limiting temperature (ELT) concept assumes that the actual
temperature/pressure history can be simulated by a single temperature value
which if maintained throughout life, causes the same damage/strain as the
actual temperature/pressure history, at EOL conditions. This temperature
value Is then used as a constraint in the orificing analysis and flow rates
are determined such that this temperature value is not exceeded. Proof is
needed that this temperature which has to be maintained, Is a good figure of
merit for the fuel performance. Because of the change In operating
conditions, the temperature limit can only be met in some form of an average
fashion. It needs to be seen how this temperature averaging has to be done.
Non-linearities in the models seem to prohibit the use of ELTs since for
example, the damage caused by temperatures fluctuating about a mean, can be
greater than the damage caused by the mean temperature. Please address the
areas of concern discussed above.

Response

The actual temperature/pressure history was analyzed for all assemblies. For
orificing, three (or more In a few cases) different flows were utilized and
corresponding CDF's calculated. A curve of CDF versus end-of-life temperature
was constructed, as discussed in Section 4.4.2.5.2. The end-of-life temper-
ature is only a convenient parameter of representation; any other time In life
might have been used, except end-of-life was felt to be the most represent-
ative time since most of the steady state damage occurs at end-of-life.

The DELT is obtained from the CDF versus temperature curve as the temperature
corresponding to the limiting CDF.

Thus, the definition of the ELT as "a single temperature value which if
maintained throughout life, causes the same damage/strain as the actual
temperature/pressure history, at EOL conditions" is simply a way of
physically expressing a correlation parameter devised to put on the same basis
an array of assemblies each having different lifetime power profiles and
uncertainties.

No averaging Is performed and no damage analysis is performed using the ELT as
the mean temperature throughout life. Actua power/temperature/pressure
histories throughout lifetime are analyzed for each assembly. The only source
of error exists in Interpolating the CDF/EOL temperature curve around the
limiting CDF. However, if the actual CDF's are calculated close enough to the
limiting value, the Interpolating error Is negligible (also as shown in
Figures 4.4-10 through 4.4-14, the correlation is practically linear on a
semi-log scale). The three flows used in determining the temperatures/
pressure histories were in fact selected to yield values of CDF very close to
the limit. In a few instances, when it was found that the initial three
guesses yielded CDF's too far from the limiting value, more than three flows
were used.

Again, subsequent detailed structural analyses are performed to predict
limiting fuel and blanket rod performance. In this manner, feedback is
obtained which provides proof that this is a "good figure of merit for the
fuel performance".
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Question CS760.70

The multiple constraint approach using ELTs rather than temperature limits,
introduces another concern and this Is the stability of the solution.
Quantitative models are employed to describe cumulative strain and CDF and
transient description. How much of a margin exists to account for
Inaccuracies In the models? Are the HCFs the only data to account for
uncertainties?

Response

The accuracy of the solution Is discussed In the response to Question
CS760.69. As far as uncertainties are concerned, HCF's as reported in Section
4.4.3.2 only cover the thermal-hydraullc aspects of these evaluations.
Structural/material type uncertainties were considered in the subsequent
detailed CDF evaluations which are covered In Section 4.2.1.
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Question CS760.71

In determIning the flow allocations, have slight flow redistributions have
taken Into account which comes from partial load operation? Has any
consideration been given to the deformation of bundles toward the EOL and how
this affects the hydraulics of the system?

See the response to question 05760.86 for a discussion of how the effects of
bypass flow redistribution at partial load operation are factored into the
design.

Flow.redistribution at low flow conditions has conservatively not been
accounted for in determining the flow allocations. However, for final design,
transient analyses will be conducted accounting for flow redistribution
effects through use of the COBRA-WC code, thus they will be Indirectly
factored Into the orificing process. The FSAR will report the results of
these studies.

Effect of bundle deformation throughout life has been accounted for by
appropriate uncertainty factors which are part of the set of HCF's; as
discussed in Section 4.4.2.5, hot channel factors are an integral part and key
Input to the orificing process. It is pointed out in response to question
CS760.78 that there Is no evidence of premature cladding failure due to
pressure of distortion and that experimental data as well as theoretical
analyses indicate that local hot spots are within the range of current
uncertainty factors. The FOTA's and WBA-45/46 experiments in FFTF will
provide further data to update the magnitude of the "distortion" hot channel
factors. Therefore, the effect of bundle distortion on orificing has been and
will be accounted for through uncertainty factors rather than by explicitly
considering a "deformed geometry" In the flow allocation process.
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Question CS760.72

Since the reactor would not be scrammed In case of a "gas leaker", has any
consideration been given to the possibility that sodium might enter Into the
fuel pin thus experiencing a different temperature environment which In turn
could require different constraints on clad temperatures?

Response

The effect of sodium entry on cladding temperature has not been considered.
Since the large difference In temperature between fuel and cladding Is a major
unfavorable effect on fuel rod design, substituting a "sodium gap" to a "gas
gap" will only help the rod temperature environment.

In PSAR Section 4.2.1.1.3.8 (page 4.2-34), however, an example Is given for a
case of a CRBRP fuel element failing late in life with a sizable cladding
breach such that uniform reaction of the fuel with sodium Is assumed to occur
and go to equilibrium. This case is somewhat similar to that which might
occur In the case of a "gas leaker" where a fuel/cladding gap remains and
sodium enters the fuel rod to fill, entirely or partially, the annulus. Under
these conditions, the uniform volume expansion of the fuel due to the
fuel-sodium reaction was calculated to be -5% AV/V or about 1.67% diametral
Increase, which would have very little effect on fuel performance; this will
be confirmed in the Run Beyond Clad Breach program.
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Mlestion OCR 76n.73!

Part A: In the uncertainty analyses presented In section 4.4.3.2 of the CRBR
PSAR, the rationale used to determine 2v and 3cruncertainty factors for
thermal and hydraulic data is discussed. The discussion does not include a
quantitative justification for non-statistical factors nor does it provide
Information about the methods used to determine statistical factors. Please
indicate for the data presented In Tables 4.4-18A through 4.4-31 which of the
uncertainty factors are determined statistically, which are based on
engineering Judgement, and which are based on manufacturing tolerances. Also,
for the tolerance based factors, please provide quantitative data, i.e.,
actual tolerances. For the statistical factors, please provide a detailed
description of the methods,i.e., the procedures used to arrive at specific
uncertainty factors for experimental and calculated data. For engineering
judgement based factors, please provide a discussion of the logic used to
arrive at them.

Part B: In addition to uncertainties In material property data, design
tolerances, and similar data there are uncertainties associated with the
numerical methods (including models) used in the various computer codes. Are
uncertainties In numerical methods (including models) included in the
uncertainty factors presented In Tables 4.4-18A through 4.4-31? If
uncertainties In numerical methods are Included in the overall uncertainties,
please provide a detailed mathematical description of the methods used to
determine these uncertainties. If numerical method uncertainties are not
accounted for, please explain why they are not.

Response:

The Information requested is provided in the response to question QCS 490.36.
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Question QCS 760.74:

According to the CRBR PSAR (Section 4.4.2.5) the procedure used to determine
assembly orificing for the heterogeneous core Is based on a 3 loop natural
circulation transient with an Imposed maximum coolant temperature of 15500F.
Using this method, minimum required flows are calculated and used to determine
flows for 12 orificing zones. The above procedure resulted in a minimum core
flow of 93.07% out of a maximum allowed core flow of 94% of total primary
system flow. What would the result have been if, Instead of using PEOC, THDV
at 3a had been used to define the temperature TN?

Response:

The Information requested Is provided In the response to question QCS 490.37.
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Question CS760.75

In section 4.4.2.6 of the CRBR PSAR there Is a discussion of reactor coolant
flow distribution at low flow conditions. It Is stated there that a system of
three computer codes (DEMO, COBRA-WC, and FORE-2M) was used to assess the
effect of all natural circulation cooling on the maximum coolant temperatures
In CRBR. Please provide a detailed description of the geometry modeled by
each of the codes and of the data coupling between them, i.e., output used as
Input, for the calculations discussed in the above section. The geometry
model information should Include the number and type of assemblies modeled,
the number of fuel or blanket rods in each assembly that are modeled
explicitly, the LIM model, and the UIS model. Also, please provide detailed
results, I.e., temperature distributions and flow rates as a function of time,
for the calculations used to arrive at the conclusions presented. No
experimental evidence of natural circulation cooling for the CRBR
heterogeneous core geometry Is presented In this section. Are there any
experimental data? If not, what type of experiments are planned to
demonstrate the conclusions presented?

Response

The Information requested Is provided In the response to Question CS490.38.
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Question QCS 760.76:

In section 4.4.2.8.5 there is a discussion of fuel-cladding gap effects on
peak cladding temperatures reached during an undercooling transient. The
discussion concludes that under LOF conditions with scram It Is conservative
to overestimate heat transfer to the cladding early In the transient, I.e., a
higher peak cladding temperature will be calculated. Please provide
quantitative justification, I.e., transient temperature results, for this
conclusion.

Response:

The Information requested is provided In the response to Question QCS 490.39.
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Question cs760.77

Section 4.4.2.7 of the CRBR PSAR presents a discussion of pressure drop
calculations and experimental results at full flow conditions. Is there a
similar analytical and experimental base for low flow conditions? If not, how
are pressure drops for low flow conditions determined? If there Is a similar
data base for low flow conditions, please provide detailed Information In the
form of calculated and experimental pressure drop data including uncertainty
factors?

Response

The experimental results and pressure drop correlations and uncertainties
presented In Section 4.4.2.7 of the PSAR were based on data which generally
cover a range of Reynolds numbers from 20 to 30% of the design Reynolds
numbers to 100% or greater. In addition, the fuel, Inner blanket and radial
blanket rod bundle friction factors were based on preliminary data which range
from less than 1% to greater than 100% of the design Reynolds numbers. The
fuel assembly friction factor used in the PSAR Is shown in Figure QCS760.77-1.
It Is significant that the fuel assembly rod bundle friction factor, the
largest single primary system hydraulic resistance component was characterized
over the full range of reactor flow rates. The remaining high resistance
components are primarily orifice form losses which are not as Reynolds-number-
sensitive as the friction losses. Consequently, low flow rate calculations
performed with the PSAR correlations are valid down to approximately 20 to 30%
flow and are expected to be quite close down to 1% flow.

Additional data and correlations such as those shown in Figures QCS760.77-2
and -3 for the blanket and control assembly rod bundle friction factors are
under development. Also, a more recent fuel assembly friction factor
correlation than the preliminary correlation shown in Figure QCS760.77-1 was
developed based on 266 additional data points (Reference QCS760.77-1) but
which differs from the Figure QCS760.77-1 correlation by only 0.2% at high
flow rates and a maximum of 2% in the transition region.

Data are becoming available on the overall fuel, blanket and control assembly
pressure drops similar to those shown in Figure QCS760.77-4. Correlations to
those data are under development. Flow tests to characterize orifices down to

2% flow have been completed for the fuel and control assemblies and the
radial blanket orifices located In the LIM. Orifice testing Is under
development for the inner and radial blanket assembly orifices down to low
flow rates. The remaining hydraulic resistance components in the reactor
inlet and outlet regions are all low pressure drop components which have been
tested at high flow rates and will be extrapolated to low flow rates with an
appropriate increase in uncertainty.
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Rigorous data-based hydraulic correlations and uncertainties are being
developed for all major reactor pressure drop components over the full range
of operating flow rates. Final results will be presented in the FSAR.

Reference

QCS76O.77-1 D. R. Spencer, R. A. Markley, "Friction Factor Correlation for
217-Pin Wire Wrap Spaced LMFBR Fuel Assembl les", ANS
Transactions. 39 pp. 1014-1015, November, 1981.
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Question CS760.78

Has thermal and irradiation induced distortion of core structures (i.e., fuel
rods, ducts, LI4, and UIS) been accounted for In the hot channel factors? Has
it been accounted for In pressure drop calculations? If there have been
calculations and/or experiments to determine thermal and Irradiation Induced
distortion of core structures, please provide details of them.

Respons

Thermal and Irradiation Induced distortions have been accounted for In the
CRBRP design and analyses. Hydraulic calculations are performed using hot
component dimensions, thus accounting for the effects of linear thermal
expansion on assembly pressure drop and flow rate. Thermal distortion of fuel
rods has been calculated and Is less than 0.001 Inch which Is a negligible
effect.

Irradiation Induced distortion Includes thermal creep, irradiation creep and
swelling, all of which are time and temperature dependent. Consequently,
their effects only appear after significant Irradiation time and have no
effect near beginning-of-life. Furthermore, irradiation Induced distortions
are limited to components near the core, I.e., the fuel column region of rods
and ducts. The upper and lower lengths of the fuel rods, orifices and upper
and lower Internals do not receive sufficient fluence for Irradiation creep or
swelling, and thermal creep effects are hydraulically Insignificant.
Calculations for fuel and blanket assemblies with 316 cladding and ducts
showed the flow areas were reduced at end-of-life, resulting In a 1% fuel
assembly and 1.8% blanket assembly total flow reduction. Locally, uniform
average rod spacing and uniform flow distribution are maintained until
bundle-duct clearances are eliminated. Following loss of clearance the side
channel areas reduce more than Inboard areas due to fewer rod-duct support
points than rod-rod support points, resulting In Increased coolant flow and
lower temperatures In Inboard channels. Since inboard channels are always the
hot channels, the net result Is a negligible change In hot channel
tern per atur e.

Therefore, rod and duct distortions have minimal effects on hot channel
temperatures and are adequately covered by the current hot channel/spot
factors. Confirmatory data are expected from the FFTF FOTA's, BOTA's and the
driver fuel surveillance program.
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Question CS760.79

Do the uncertainty factors presented in Tables 4.4-18A through 4.4-31 apply to
low flow conditions? If not, have uncertainty factors been determined for low
flow conditions? If the aforementioned uncertainty factorsdo not apply.to
low flow conditions and none have been determined for low flow conditions, are
there plans to perform experiments and calculations to determine these
uncertainty factors? If the above referenced uncertainty factors do apply to
low flow conditions, please provide data.in the form of experimental and
calculated results to support their use for low flow conditions.

Response

A) The uncertainty factors presented In Tables 4.4-18A through
4.4-31 were developed using data for high flow rates.
Hydraulic uncertainties at low flows are di.scussed in the
response to Question CS760.77.

B) Maximum (highest) core hot rod tempratures are calculated for
the low flow conditions of natural circulation. These are
used for design and safety evaluations. Application of full
power and flow uncertainties Is conservative since:

o At the low power flows and conditions of natural circulation, the
effect of uncertainties which locally affect rod temperatures Is
Insignificant since heat fluxes are small, i.e., local temperature
differences between fuel, clad and coolant are minor for a particular
axial position.

" Maximum cladding/cooling temperatures for natural circulation occur
near the top of the heated core axial position and are thus the
Integrated effect of coolant over channel length. Uncertainties which
affect Integrated coolant temperature (enthalpy rise) are for full
power and flow. At low flow, these uncertainties would be smaller for
maximum temperature channels because of significant increase in Inter-
and Intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution which results in a
smaller temperature consequence due to an uncertainty In either power
or flow.
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C) for natural circulation analyses the full power uncertainties
are Increased multiplicatively for 3 decay heat
uncertainties. After the initial cooldown phase and during
the period when maximum temperatures are reached the hot rod.
power Is essential ly alt from decay heat, thus

PHC = P x (1M+ P!) x-(1 + pi')

where

PHC = hot rod power generation from decay heat;

P = nominal decay power calculated for hot rod
(includes radial and axial peaking);

&P' = total ful I power uncertainty;

sP" = 3 decay heat uncertainty from ENDF-B4 data
files

D) Numerous other uncertainties/conservative assumptions in
addition to the ones previously mentioned are incorporated
Into all transient evaluations. These are summarized in
Table QCS760.79-1. Conservatively all the aforementioned
assumptions/uncertainties are assumed to occur
simul taneously.

E) A prime example of the conservatism in this approach of
maintaining full power/flow uncertainties for low flow plus
the other assumptions of Item D is the comparison of
calculated predictions using this method as compared to
prototypic FFTF natural circulation experimental data shown
by Figure QCS490.38-3. The second curve from the top shows 3r
hot channel calculations incorporating inter- and
Intra-assembly heat and flow redistribution effects; the
lowest curve shows the measured temperature for the highest
temperature core rod. The large difference between the top
and bottom curves demonstrates the extreme conservatism of
the overall uncertainty approach.
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TABLE QCS760.79-1

MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS USED IN
TRANSIENT HOT ROD ANALYSIS

o Conservative plant THDV Initial conditions (e.g., 7500 reactor Inlet)

o Worst case Doppler coefficient including uncertainties

o Minimum control rod shutdown worth (one stuck rod)

o Highest power and temperature hot rods at worst time in life

o Worst end of uncertainty range used for properties (e.g., fuel C ) and
fuel/clad gap conductance for both power and temperature calculaJrons

o Maximum decay heat loads including time in life effects

o No credit taken for inter- and intra-assembly flow and heat
redistribution

o Negative reactivity feedbacks neglected (e.g., core radial expansion,
bowing, axial expansion of fuel and cladding)

o Conservative 0.2 second delay used for PPS logic, scram breaker and
the control rod unlatch time delays
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Question CS760.8Q

The sodium property data (G. H. Golden and J. V. Tokar, "Thermophysical
Properties of Sodium," ANL 7323, August 1967) referenced in Section 4.4. of the
CRBR PSAR Is not the most recent sodium property data available. Also, the
aforementioned data deviates significantly from that reported by A. Padilla
(A. Padilla, 'High Temperature Thermodynamic Properties of Sodium "
HEDL-TIvE-77-27, UC-79b, February 1978) at temperatures above 12 0 0 K (1700 F).
Why hasn't the newer sodium data been used for the calculations presented In
the PSAR? Will the newer data be used In future CRBR analyses?

Response

As stated, the Padilla data deviates significantly from the Golden & Tokar
data only at temperatures above 12000K (17000F) which are well above any
conditions considered In Section 4.4, hence, the temperatures of concern are
In the range where the two sets of properties agree. The Project is required
to use properties, data and correlations reported In the Nuclear Systems
Materials Handbook (NSMH). The NSMH adopts the Golden and Tokar properties.
Checks were made of the difference between Golden & Tokar and Padilla values
In the range of temperatures of concern to Section 4.4. The deviation for
density and enthalpy was less than 0.1%; for specific heat ranged from 0.06%
(at 6000K) to 0.4% (at 1120°K); and viscosity is not reported by Padilla.
These deviations are an order of magnitude less than the coolant uncertainties
used In design and thus are not significant.

QCS760.80-1
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Ouestion CS760.81

On page 4.4-13, SET Is defined as the EOL temperature which, if maintained
constant throughout lifetime, would cause the same EOL strain as the actual
temperature/pressure history. SELT is defined as the SET which would cause,
for the particular assembly relative behavior of cladding temperature and
pressure throughout lifetime, an EOL cumulative strain of 0.2%.

Table 4.4-2 shows that the SETs are greater than the SELTs for assemblies 11,
14, 36, 68 and 101 which seems to be In violation of the criteria set forth
for the flow orificing. Furthermore, for several of those assemblies, the EOL
strain is well above the 0.2% limit (page 4.4-13).

Please provide justification why the temperature constraints can be violated

and why the EOL strain is above the 0.2% limit.

Response

The SET was calculated for a temperature/pressure history corresponding to an
assumed flow. The SELT corresponds to the SET temperature which must not be
exceeded to keep the EOL strain below 0.2%. When the SELT is higher than the
SET, it simply means that the assumed flow is higher than the flow necessary
to stay within the 0.2% strain limit. Vice versa, when SET>SELT, the assumed
flow is less than the limiting flow; this was the initial case for assemblies
#11, 14, 36, 68 and 101 at the first step in the orificing process.
Consequently, as indicated in Table 4.4-2, for these five assemblies the EOL
strain corresponding to the assumed flow exceeded 0.2%. The flow allocated to
these assembl ies was, therefore, increased (with respect to the assumed flow)
to reduce both the SET and the EOL strain below their limiting values. At the
completion of the orificing process, both the CDF limitation (which was more
restrictive than the strain limitation) and the EOL 0.2% strain limitation
were met for all assemblies.
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Question CS760.82

One page 4.4-57, It is explained that the THDV conditions are more conserva-
tive than the PEOC and therefore, represent the "worst bound" of plant
conditions. On page 4.4-13, it is stated that a maximum sodium temperature of
1550°F under transient conditions provides an adequate margin to boiling. The
limit assumes THDV conditions and a 750°F inlet temperature. For these
conditions, Table 4.4-3 shows fuel and radial blanket temperatures of 1571 F*
and 15800 F, respectively, which are well In excess of the 15500F limit.

Explain why those temperatures can exceed the prescribed limit?

Note: Table 4.4-3 shows the maximum transient temperature in a fuel
assembly as 1571°F for assembly number 46. According to Figure 4.4-9,
assembly number 46 Is an Internal blanket assembly.

Response

We emphasize again that the value of 155OOF is not a limit. It is a conserva-
tive guideline used to guide the core orificing. The answer to this question
is similar to the answer to the preceding Question CS760.81. Maximum
temperatures were calculated for three representative and limiting assemblies
having initially assumed flows. A maximum steady-state temperature which
corresponds to a 15500F transient temperature was then calculated. In fact,
Table 4.4-3 shows that for the fuel and radial blanket assembly, the
steady-state temperature corresponding to the 15500F transient temperature Is
lower than the steady-state temperature calculated with the assumed flow,
while for the inner blanket where the maximum transient calculated temperature
was 1498 0 F, the steady-state temperature corresponding to 1550°F is higher.
Thus, to satisfy the 15500F guideline, the assumed assembly flow must be
increased for the fuel and radial blanket assembly but decreased in the inner
blanket case. Actually, the three assemblies considered were only
representative worst cases and the Intent was to establish criteria for the
steady-state temperature so as not to exceed a transient temperature of
1550 0 F. These values were used in determining the TELTs for each assembly.

Regarding the note, Table 4.4-3 has been amended to remove this inconsistency.
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Question 0$760.83

It Is stated that flow redistribution during a natural circulation transient
is Important. The core thermal head becomes Important relative to the form
and friction loss across the core below 5% of full flow. Furthermore, It Is
stated that flow redistribution significantly reduces maximum core
temperatures. Reference Is made to publ ications by Agrawal using the SSC-L
code and Khatlb-Rabar using the CURL code to support this claim.

Both SSC and CURL use coarse core representations. The total number of
assembly groupings Is typically less than 20. Flow redistribution effects can
therefore not be represented In an adequate manner.

The interface that the hot assemblies take away sodium from the colder
assemblies In an amount sufficient to avoid boiling In either assembly type,
still needs to be supported. The flow redistribUtion Is a "redistribution" of
flow and not an overall Increase In sodium flow. The very nature of a
redistribution implies that whatever the Increase in flow allocation, It has
to be balanced by a flow reduction somewhere else. More refined analysis
tools are necessary to study the natural convection flow redistribution, than
the coarse models In SSC. Moreover, SSC results also showed the occurrence of
flow reversal, a fact the Project denies will happen in CRBR. Flow reversal
Is preceeded by flow stagnation. In the presence of a power source, any flow
stagnation in coolant flow leads to very high coolant temperatures. Please
provide additional Information and explanation to support the claim that flow
redistribution significantly reduces maximum core temperatures during low
flows. Also, explain why flow reversal will not occur In CRBR.

Response

This question is similar to Question CS490.38 and thus, the same Information
would apply. As noted in the response to Question CS490.38, the CRBRP natural
circulation analyses for the PSAR have not taken credit for inter- and
intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution. However, sufficient work has
been performed to substantiate that this Is a conservative approach with
regard to predicting maximum core temperatures. This Is exemplifled by the
comparison of predictions to prototypic FFTF natural circulation test data as
provided in response to Question CS490.38.

Prediction of detailed core-wide inter- and intra-assembly flow and heat
redistribution phenomena will be part of the FSAR analyses. As described In
the report supplied to NRC, "Verification of Natural Circulation in Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant - An Update", (Ltr. HQ:S:82:042 dated June 1982) a
verified system of three computer codes (DEMO, COBRA-WC and FORE-2M) will be
used for the predictions, and these codes do have a refined modeling of core
inter- and Intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution effects.
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Flow reversal and/or flow stagnation Is not anticipated to occur in the core
for the highest temperature natural circulation case that has been addressed
in the PSAR studies (i.e., scran from full power and flow with maximum decay
heat loads plus all uncertainties included in the worst case direction).
Significant flow reversal may only occur for postulated cases where natural
circulation is Initiated from Isothermal primary loop conditions. This
situation has been precluded by design In CRBRP because of redundant power
supplies and equipment qualification. However, even If it could occur, the
maximum core temperatures attained should be less than those presented for the
heterogeneous core In CRBRP-ARD-0308.

0s
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Question CS760.84

From the presentation In the PSAR, It Is not clear if the code package COBRA-
.DEM0-F0RE-2M has been used only once or on a routine basis. The Project needs
to clarify what data were obtained from this code package.

Response

This question Is similar to Question CS490.38 and thus, the same Information
would apply. As noted In the response to Question CS490.38 and summarized,
here, the key points are that the CRBRP natural circulation analysis for the
PSAR have conservatively neglected the effects of Inter- and Intra-assembly
flow and heat redistribution which would be predicted with the system of three
codes (C0BRA-WC, DEMO and F0RE-2M). Thus, they have not been used for the
CRBRP PSAR predictions. This system of codes has been extensively verified,
however, and will be used for FSAR natural circulation analyses. Part of the
verification effort Included pre-test predictions by CRBRP of the prototypic,
FFTF natural circulation experiments; the post-test comparisons of the
experimental data and the predictions showed good agreement for both a high
power/high flow central and a low power/low flow peripheral fuel assembly.
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Question CS760.85

It needs to be clarified what code package has been used to calculate the
TELTs. The calculation of the maximum clad temperature during a natural
convection transient Is very sensitive to the model selection, since by
definition, the maximum temperature Is the highest temperature assumed
anywhere In the core. By using a coarse core representation In the transient
analysis, one cannot expect to obtain better than regional averages. The
Project needs to explain how much sensitivity analysis accompanied these TELT
calculations? The TELT calculations are very Important since the TELTs
severely constrain the blanket performance.

Resonse

TELT calculations were based on resul ts from F0RE-2M analyses of the most
limiting fuel, Inner blanket and radial blanket assembl ies. No coarse
representation or regional averages were Involved. F0RE-2M provides a very
detailed representation of the considered pin. The TELT evaluation adopted in
the CRBRP PSAR Is quite conservative, for three main reasons: 1) the 15500F
maximum transient temperature is considerably below the boll ing limit; 2) as
discussed In Section 4.4.2.5.2, all the other core assemblies of the same type
were assumed to have the same transient behavior as the worst three assembl ies
analyzed and guidel ines derived from these three assemblies were applled to
all assembl ies; and 3) as stated In the response to Question CS760.79, current
transient predictions are extremely conservative due to the numerous conserva-
tive assumptions utilized In these evaluations.

It is to be expected that this conservative approach has led to some over-
cool ing of the blanket assemblies; final design studies will better evaluate
the above conservatisms and the results will be reported In the FSAR.
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Question CS760.86

Core Structure Cool ing - 6% of the total coolant flow is bypassed to cool
control assemblies, radial shield assemblies, the reactor thermal liner and to
account for bypass and leakage flow. In optimizing the reactor performance,
the bypass flow allocation has only a minimal Impact on core performance. The
bypass flow allocation can be increased by 20% and the coolant flow to core
and blanket assemblies Is only reduced by 1%. However, after the design is
"frozen" these flow allocations must be such that they provide sufficient
cooling to the structures under full flow as well as natural convection
conditions.

While the bypass flow can be fully sufficient under full power operating
conditions, there is concern that there is also sufficient flow under low
power - low flow conditions, especially during natural circulation transients.
There is always a problem to control low flow rates. For example, under full
power operating conditions, the radial shield receives a total of 1.35% of
total flow, which amounts to approximately 0.5 lb/sec of sodium flow per
assembly. Under natural convection conditions, any flow through these
assemblies will be invisible. Even at reduced power operation, it is not
clear how much flow these shield assemblies will see. The flow path to get to
the shield assemblies, Is rather complicated. First, the flowing sodium
enters the lower inlet flow module. The leakage flow goes up the hydraulic
balance bleed hole and enters the lower piece of the bypass flow module. From
there it goes up and goes through the socket for the RRS finally into the RRS.
For this flow to proceed this far, the LIM has to fit into the core support
plate. Inside the core support structure are holes which allow the sodium to
flow from the LIM to the BPFM. In the BPFM are holes which have to line up
with the sockets for the RRS. The tolerances in all of those complex fittings
will affect the flow which goes into the RRS.

This example illustrates the problem In core structure cooling at both full
power and convection flow conditions. The following questions need to be
answered:

1. What is the accuracy in the prediction of the bypass flow distribution at
full power and low power conditions?

2. What are the temperature limits for the core structures which determine
the required coolant flows?

3. Is there a possibil ity to control the flow to the various core structures?

4. What margins are built into the bypass coolant flows?

5. What happens if there is no flow through the RRS?

6. Can the bypass flows be measured directly?

7. Since there is no gamma heating at BOL in the RRS, what are the assurances
that they will receive sufficient cooling?

8. Is It possible that there is a local overheating of the vessel because of
lack of cooling of the RRS?
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Respns~

Before addressing the specific questions, some-discussion of general
considerations are In order on the Project approach to assuring adequate
bypass flow over the entire operating range including natural circulation.

o The flow to the RRS, reactor vessel/I iner and other peripheral components
is control led through orifices located either in the LIM's or in the Bypass
Flow Modules. Somb test data have been, or will be, obtained for all flow
control orifices to well characterize the bypass flow.

o To date, bypass flow evaluations have been done at low steady-state forced
flow conditions as part of the flow management calculations.

o Regarding transients, from the analytical standpoint the verified C0BRA-WC
code has the capabl Iity to dynamically model RRS and other low flow paths
simultaneously with the high flow fuel and blanket assemblies over the
entire operating range as shown during simulation of the FFTF natural
circulation tests. For example, at 3% total reactor flow, COBRA correctly
predicted the flow split between the Row 8 reflector and driver assemblies.

o From the design standpoint, at low flow conditions the components cooled by
bypass flow have very little heat generation, plus any increase In
temperature following flow reduction enhances the natural circulation
phenomenon.

Following are responses to the specific questions asked:

1. The flow accuracy requirements have been established in the Individual
component design specifications; these translate directly Into the
uncertainties required for the flow control devices. This approach can be
taken because the general orifice characteristics over the range of flow
conditions are well known, and the desired specific characteristics can be
designed Into each device. It is recognized that the pressure drop
uncertainties are greater at low flows, and this Is factored Into the
design. The flow control mechanisms will be tested to verify that the
requirements over the flow operating range have been met. Final
uncertainty levels will be assessed following evaluation of experimental
data (as discussed In the response to Question CS760.77). The results of
these evaluations, together with the entire CRBRP reactor flow
distribution network as-finalized, will be reported In the FSAR.

2. The steady-state and transient thermal constraints of RRSAs are based on
the cross-duct temperature gradients at the axial load pads as well as
their absolute temperatures which are well below any structural limits of
the 316 stainless steel and the boiling temperature of sodium. These
analyses took Into account the worst combination of uncertainties at the
+2 /-2 confIdence level.

The vessel flow was based on the requirement that the vessel temperature
remains under 9000F for nominal conditions and meets structural require-
ments during transients.
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3. Flow to the various core structures is control led by flow tested orifices
in the Lower Inlet Modules and the Bypass Flow Modules. The leakage flow
In the flow path, particularly the leakage across the piston rings, Is
taken into account. The Bypass Flow Module is fed by orifices which are
flow tested to well control the flow, not by leakage flow up the hydraulic
balance.bleed holes.

4. 3 uncertainties are considered In the CATFISH representation' of the
reactor flow network.

5. The RRSAs are cooled by tw.o 41f ferent: methods: directly by orif Iced
coolant flowing through the assemblies and indirectly by interstitial flow
.through the core. -'Therefore, *the case-oft, "no flow" is not expected.

6. The bypass flow, as well as the flow to any other core component, cannot
be measured directly in the reactor. However, out-of-pile flow testing of
orifices has been or will be conducted to characterize the flows.

7. If there Is no heating, there should be no concern about sufficient
cool ing. It Is not true that there Is no gamma heating at BOL In the RRS.
Neutron radiation capture and Inelastic scatter is practically constant
throughout life. The only difference between BOL and EOL conditions Is In
the additional heating due to fission product gamma from the core and
neutron activation decay power, which is minor at full power conditions.

8. Vessel temperatures are insensitive to RRS temperatures since the vessel
Is cooled via a separate, parallel, controlled flow path. Actually, if
less flow than designed went through the RRS, this extra flow would be
redistributed to the other flow paths In the flow network, Including that
of the vessel liner.

Finally, it should be reiterated that a detailed description of
evaluation of the core structures thermal-hydraulic design will
the FSAR.
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Question CS760.87

Explain the discrepancy between the 3-oand 3-cr+ 15% overpower values for the
fuel and blanket assemblies. Should not the latter be 115% of the 3-* values?
The CRBR PSAR, Figure 4.4-32 Indicates this ratio to be 1.12 and not 1.15.

The peak values of heat generation in the fuel and blanket pins are used to
ascertain that there Is no fuel melting (or blanket melting) for the 3-0r
coupled with 115% overpower case.

Respons

The (3,a) uncertainty factors Include a "power level measurement and control
system dead band" direct factor equal to 1.03. The 15% overpower factor Is
defined as 115% of the nominal rated power. Therefore, the 15% overpower
factor Is also Inclusive of the 1.03 factor and the ratio between 3 and 34W÷
overpower must be 1.12 as Indicated In Figure 4.4-32 and not 1.15 so as to not
account for the 1.03 factor twice.
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Question CS760.88

Provide details of;the assumptions made on fuel performance parameters (such
as restructuring, the gap conductance, the maximum Inner-surface cladding
temperature, etc.) In ascertaining that there would be no melting for the 3-¢
plus 115% power case.

Response

No assumptions "per se" were made in the power-to-melt analyses. The LIFE
code with its models for fuel restructuring, gap conductance, etc. was used a
priori In these analyses.
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Question CS760.89

The full-scale prototype of the CRBRP primary and intermediate loop pump will
be tested at the Energy Technology Engineering Center In the very near future.
Please provide us with a copy of the test request as well as any other
pertinent-supporting documents which describe the test article and facility
and types of testing to be conducted.

Response

The testing program for the CRBRP sodium pumps Is described In PSAR Chapter
14.1.4.2.
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Question CS760.90

The major concern for the PHTS and the IHTS is in maintaining and assuring the
integrity of the sodium piping. The main focus is on the definition of the
size of the pipe break which must be considered as part of the.design basis
for the primary loop hot leg and intermediate loop pipes. The applicant has
an on-going effort in this area to substantiate the "leak before break"
hypothesis.

a. Sodium-to-gas leak detection systems exhibiting adequate sensitivity for
operating in this type of environment have been designed. However, please
provide us with evidence that their long-term performance has been
adequately demonstrated. Provide evidence that they have been tested on
large systems such as will be used for CRBR. What data is being used to
verify their rellabil1Ity?

b. Please provide us with the details regarding the pre- and in-service
inspection program.

c. Please provide us with the details regarding the material surveillance
program.

d. Since considerable effort is being made on Improved weld materials and
welding techniques, please provide us with all long-term data on the CRBR
weld compositions which demonstrate that adequate residual ductility Is
avallable during the lifetime of the plant.

Response

a. Long-term performance testing of prototypical CRBRP Aerosol-Type Leak
Detectors (sodium Ionization & plugging filter aerosol) was initiated in
April, 1977 at EBR-11 and is currently in progress. These detectors, on
tests for over 5 years, have demonstrated the capability of those devices
to meet CRBRP performance objectives.

The FFTF has a permanently Installed sodium-to-gas leak detection system.
The performance of that system demonstrates reliable functioning under
actual plant operating conditions.

Verification testing of the aerosol gas sampling leak detection system was
performed with a prototypical section of CRBRP large diameter piping in
both an air and an inerted environment. This was an Insulated pipe 24
inches in diameter with a 8 foot long annulus and a 1 inch gap between the
pipe and the insulation. Aerosol sniffer tubes and a collection manifold
representative of the CRBRP design were used to transport the aerosols to
the detectors during weeping leaks (100g/hr) at typical CRFRP operating
temperatures. These leaks were detected well within the time period which
could cause significant corrosion damage to the piping.

Data obtained from the development tests (screening, characterization and
optimization, mockup, natural circulation, and verification tests
conducted at AI-ESG, the long-term performance tests conducted at EBR-Il
and performance of the FFTF have sodium-to-gas leak detection system have
been used in verifying the reliability of this equipment. An analysis of
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the abil ity of the sodium-to-gas leak detection system to reliably detect
small leaks In the P1ITS has been performed. The assessment results are
that the design provided a highly reliable system function.

b. The details of the pre- and in-service Inspection program are provided in
PSAR, Appendix G.

c. The details of the material surveillance program are provided in
WARD-D-0185. (Reference 2 of PSAR Section 1.6).

d. Data on the effect of long-term exposure on weld compositions were
evaluated and included in the CRBRP "Integrity of Primary and Intermediate
Heat Transport System Piping and Containment" report, WARD-D-0185.
(Reference 2 of PSAR Section 1.6).

In this report, it was recognized that additional information would be
required, and, consequently, a long-term thermal aging effects program on
CRBRP prototypic welds was identified. This program is contained in
Appendix C, Volume 2, of the referenced report.

0
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CS2~D~91

The guard vessel which Is described in Section 5.2.1.4, performs an important
initiative function for pipe leaks or breaks below the level of the core.
Guard piping around the Inlet and outlet pipes are necessary to fulfill this
function, particularl.y for the primary Inlet pipes, and are shown schemati-
cally in Figure 5.2-1 of the PSAR but they are not mentioned In the text.

Section 5.2.1.4 has been amended to describe the reactor guard vessel pipes.
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Ouestion CS760.92

Frequent changes In power level (e.g., following plant trip) can entail swings
of up to several hundred degrees in the coolant temperatures. Thus,. large
thermal stresses may appear in the reactor vessel, coolant piping, or other
components, which may eventual ly threaten the system integrity. What are the
methods and models presently used to determine these temperature swings? How
are they factored in to provide assurance that they conservatively cover the
entire duty cycle of the plant?

Response

The basis for NSSS component structural evaluations is the plant Design Duty
Cycle. The transients specified for the structural evaluation of plant
components are generally the results of the DEMO code output. The DEMO code
Is described in Appendix A.21 of the PSAR.

The plant Design Duty Cycle transient events were selected to be representa-
tive of operating conditions, which are considered to occur during plant
operation and which are sufficiently severe or frequent to be of possible
significance to components. These transients are based on a conservative
envelope of plant operation and were developed primarily for use in component
stress analyses. The events, as well as their associated frequencies, are
based on LWR, FFTF, and fossil plant experience; system and component
reliability estimates; and engineering judgment. The description of the
transient events that are used in CRBRP component analyses, and their assigned
frequencies are presented In Appendix B of the PSAR.

The analysis of each Design Duty Cycle event is based on conservatively biased
parameters for each system and/or component using the DEMO computer code. The
analysis of each event was performed such that the rates of change and total
range of temperature change were conservatively computed for each run of
piping or component. The rated power Initial conditions included hot and cold
leg temperatures biased upward 20°F to account for temperature measurement and
control uncertainties. For some transients an alternate set of initial
conditions were used which employed hot to cold leg temperature differences of
300 F for the primary system and 340°F for the Intermediate systems (with a
total temperature difference of 390 F between the PHTS hot leg and IHTS cold
leg). In addition, some of the plants sensible heat (piping heat capacity,
for example) was neglected, energy delivery rates from reactor to SGS were
maximized by conservatively high pony motor flows and reactor upper plenum
stratification was included or not included to assure conservatism. Other
plant parameters such as system pressure drop, pump inertia, pump loss
torques, decay heat, pony motor speed, PPS actuation time, rod reactivity and
delay and valve stroke time and capacity are individually biased in the most
conservative direction. These conservatively developed duty cycle transients
are then included in all NSSS component/piping histograms as discussed below.

All normal events (and frequencies) are applied to each component in the
system at their specified frequency. Upset events are grouped into a smaller
set of umbrella events (typically 10 to 13). Less severe transients are
combined with more severe transients by Increasing the event frequency of the
umbrella event, such that the frequency of the umbrella event equals the sum
of the frequency of that event and the frequency of each event umbrel l aed
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under it. Emergency events are Incorporated by determining the most
significant event and applying it five times (evenly spaced in time) plus two
consecutive occurrences of the most severe event, or combination of events.
All events that are defined as a faulted event for a component are Included In
that component evaluation.

These duty cycle transients are In general applied approximately evenly In
time over the thirty year life of the CRBRP, divided Into ten three year
periods. Worst case sequencing Is assumed withIn these periods consistent
with physical possibility. This combination of events results in a
conservative histogram for component evaluation.

In conclusion, due to the combined use of:

o design thermal transients based on worst case plant conditions for the
component under evaluation for that event;

o conservative estimates of events and their associated frequencies;

o conservative umbrellaing techniques; and

o applying a worst case histogram.

the components have been evaluated against temperature swings that wll
conservatively cover the transients that are expected to occur In the plant.
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Question CS760.93

Given the presence of a small, undetected leak, the erosion of external
surfaces of the piping by leaking sodium and Its reaction products may be
minimized, but not eliminated by the nitrogen/oxygen inerting atmosphere.
However, while such an environment surrounds the primary piping under normal
operation, most of the Intermediate pipes are in a normal air atmosphere.*

How has this been accounted for In detail for specification of the pipe

break/leak sizes?

Respons

The Project is currently compiling additional Information regarding piping
Integrity In the Intermediate heat transport piping system. The effects of
operation In a normal air environment are being addressed and have been
considered In the specification of the design basis leak for the Intermediate
Heat Transport piping. The Project will submit an amended respolnse to this
question.by October, 1982.
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Question CS760.94

Provide analyses which consider a spectrum of postulated pipe breaks of
different sizes (up to double-ended); a) consider critical locations In the
primary hot leg (e.g., at the pump discharge, and In the Intermediate loop
piping and b) are run under varying initial and transient conditions to
provide sufficient assurance that the entire range of potential thermal/
hydraulic consequences to the system have been assessed, c) are based on
analytical techniques and computer codes which are verified to conservatively
bound the effects of such pipe breaks.

Response

The response to this question Is contained In the response to Questions
CS760.37 and 760.51.
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Question CS760.95

The main steam Isolation valves (superheater outlet Isolation valves) play an
important role In many potential events Including station blackout'and main
steam line break. Under what conditions are these valves closed? Which
systems close them? What is the OSIS system referenced In Table 5.5-5 and
under what circumstances will it close the valve?

Response

There are two conditions which result In automatic closing of the superheater
outlet Isolation valve and superheater bypass valve for any single loop. The
first Is a large or intermediate-sized sodium water reaction pressure relief
system (SWRPRS) trip signal. The conditions that result In a SWRPRS trip are
given in PSAR Section 7.5.6. The second condition which results In automatic
closure of a superheater outlet Isolation valve and superheater bypass valve
Is a low superheater outlet pressure ( <1100 psig). This function is
Identified in PSAR Table 5.5-5.

The outlet steam Isolation subsystem (OSIS) closes the superheater outlet
Isolation valves and superheater bypass valves In all three loops as a result
of either a high steam-to-feedwater flow ratio signal or a low steam drum
level signal. The OSIS is discussed In PSAR Section 7.4.2.

PSAR Table 5.5-5, Section 7.4.2.1.3, and Figure 7.5-6 (Sheets 3, 4, 5, and 6)
change pages are provided to clarify the OSIS function.
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Question CS760.96

The recirculation pump Ils described as single speed, yet will experience
varying mass flow rates at different power levels and will go through varying,
speeds while coasting down after a trip. How does the pump head vary with
flow rate and speed, i.e., what does the homologeous pump curve look like?

Response

The pump curves are attached as Figures QCS760.96-1, 2. The curves were
established by actual vendor pump testing. The recirculation pump Is a single
speed unit with a Design Speed of 1794 rpm, a Design Flow of 5920 GPM, and a
Design Dynamic Head of 397 ft. This design point is marked on the attached
curve. The pump conditions given In the "Coast Down Curve" are measured on
the suction side of the pump.
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Figure QCS760.96-1
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Question CS760.97

What, if any, protection or control systems are capable of detecting a
recirculation pump trip directly?

Response

The Plant Protection System does not detect a recirculation pump trip
directly. However, a reactor trip Is initiated via PPS when a
recirculatlon pump trips from High Evaporator Outlet Temperature.

The recirculation pump trip can be detected and verified at the following

locations:

- Discharge pressure Indicator located on local SGS panel.

- Suction pressure indicator located on local SGS and main control
panel s.

- Differential pressure indicator located on local SGS and main control

panel s.

- Alarm for low differential pressure located in the main control room.
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Question CS760.98

In Section 5.5.2.3.3 It Is stated that the pipes were sized to lImit mass flow
rates to 20 feet per second for water through 175 fps for superheated steam.
What are the maximum anticipated mass flow rates for steady-state operation
and also during the various postulated events?

Response

Section 5.5.2.3.3 states that the steam and water piping Is sized to limit
fluid velocities at 100% power to the values Indicated In the question. The
fluid velocities at 100% power are given In the following table:

Pipe Size,
In.

Velocity,
fpsPiping Section Fluid

Feedwater Inlet to Steam Drum
Drum to Recirculation Pump
Pump to Tee
Tee to Evaporator Inlet
Evaporator Outlet to Drum
Drum to Superheater Inlet
Superheater Outlet to Isolation

Valve
Drum Drain Line

Water
Water
Water
Water
Water/Steam
Saturated Steam
Superheated Steam

Water

10
18
12
10
16
12
16

17
11
24
17
32

104
164

6 5

The fluid velocity design limits are based primarily on acceptable pressure
losses In the system. Thus, the 24 fps velocity In the 12-inch pump-to-tee
line was judged to be acceptable, since the pressure drop calculated for this
section of line Is only 5 psi, Including the tee and 12 x 10 reducer. In
addition, the standard outlet nozzle size for the selected recirculation pump
was 12 Inches.

The various postulated events (Table 5.7-1 of the PSAR) begin from Initial
conditions of 115% power. At this power level, the fluid velocity in the
feedwater Inlet, evaporator outlet, superheater Inlet, and superheater outlet
lines, will Increase by 15% from the above values. The fluid velocities In
the other lines will remain essentially constant.

The postulated events where line rupture Is Involved would have maximum
anticipated fluid velocities dependent upon the nature of the rupture, but
plant safety Is maintained by isolation of the ruptured line section while
other system components function to a safe shutdown situation.

PSAR Section 5.5.2.3.3 has been updated to reflect average water velocities
not to exceed 25 fps.
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Question CS760.99

What experiments have or will be performed to determine the heat transfer rate
In the evaporator at conditions as expected at full power? How well is the
heat transfer capacity known for these conditions (outlet quality
approximately 0.5). How would a 20% error In heat transfer capability Impact
on the expected loop parameters vs. power level shown in Figures 5.7-1 and
5.7-2? What heat transfer correlations were used in those calculations?

Res5ponse:

A summary of all tests completed or planned is provided in amended PSAR
sections 5.5.3.1.5.1 and 14.1.4.6. Although fUll power tests of the steam
generators will not be performed until plant start-up, the minimum heat
transfer capacity under these conditions should be known with 100% certainty.
Due to conservative assumptions made in the analysis, actual performance may
exceed that predicted. The analytical models used to predict the performance
of the steam generator units are well established and accepted through out
industry. The validity of these analytical tools has been demonstrated
repeatedly through their use in the design of PWRs, LMFBR's (foreign and
domestic) and non-nuclear equipment. The CRBRP steam generator test program
will specifically demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of these models
when used to analyze the CRBRP steam generators. Test data from the Prototype
Steam Generator test program Includes conditions covering the entire spectrum
of CRBRP inlet sodium temperatures with exit water qualities varied from zero
to 100%. Data from the In-situ testing of instrumented plant units will
provide an absolute and final check of steam generator performance over the
entire range of CRBRP operating conditions.

The response of the part load profile to a 20% reduction In evaporator
performance should not be significant although it was not specifically
analyzed. The IHTS hot-leg temperature would remain essentially unchanged
since It is set by the turbine throttle temperature flow In the IHTS which
would increase In response to the degradation in heat transfer coefficient,
and thus the heat transfer potential (mAT) would Increase.

Increasing the IHTS flow to maintain a constant power In the steam generators
results In an increase In the IHTS cold leg (evaporator outlet) temperature.
Duty split between evaporators and superheater remains virtually unchanged as
do DNB location and recirculation flow. The net result of a degradation in
evaporator heat transfer capacity at 100% power Is an Increase In IHTS flow
and an Increase in IHTS cold leg temperature. At lower power levels the steam
generators are oversized and the results of a degradation in capacity become
even less significant. At 40% power, the part load profile would be
essentially unchanged.

The correlations used in the calculations of the part load profiles of PSAR
Figures 5.7-1 and 5.7-2 are given in Table QCS760.99-1.
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TABLE QCS760.99-1

REG ION

Sodium Side

Water Side Preheat

C-,

-1

0

C-..)

Subcooled Boiling and
Nucleate Boiling

Water Side DNB

'Film Boll Ing

Superheat

Tube Thermal Conductivity

CORRELATIONS USED AUTHORS

Nu = Cl + C2 * (Pe)C 3

Ci = 0.25 + 6.20 * (P/D)
C2 = -0.007 + 0.032 * (P/D) Graber and Relger
C3 = 0.8 - 0.024 * (P/D)
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Question CS760.100

What is the anticipated Inventory of sodium and water In the non-heat transfer
parts of the various heat exchangers? How much of this would be In the inlet
and outlet plenum at full power?

Reponse:

There are 2 evaporators and 1 superheater in each of the 3 heat transport
loops. All 9 modul6s are Identical.

The Inventories for each module are as follows:

1. Water (Evaporator)

In heat transfer area 1.2 Tons
In non heat transfer area 2.1 Tons

2. Water (Superheater)

In heat transfer area 0.05 Tons
In non heat transfer area 0.12 Tons

3. Sodium (Evaporator or Superheater)

In heat transfer area 4.0 Tons
In non heat transfer area 12.6 Tons

It should be noted that the modules do not contain inlet and outlet plena per
se.

QCS760.100-I Amend. 71
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.ut 1o 1.7~.01J.

The 6" continuous drain nozzle in the steam drum presumably leads to the line
to the topping heater. Is this flow cut off by closing the steam drum drain
isolation valve? What system(s) would cause this valve to close and under
what circumstances?

Re ,pns-e

Flow to the topping heater is cut off by closing the steam drum drain
Isolation valves. The steam drum drain valves are closed by SGAHRS Initia-
tion, SWRPRS Initiation, or low steam drum pressure. The drum drain Isolation
valve actuating signals are Identified In PSAR Table 5.5-5. The drum drain
control logic Is shown as part of the SWRPRS control logic diagram, PSAR
Figure 7.5-6, sheet 3 of 6.

QCS760.101-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760..102

In Section 5.5.2.3.4 (Steam Generator ModuIe), the presentatioon on ''accident
analysis takes credit for improved methods of welding the tube to the tube-
sheet. However, the PSAR Indicates that this weld Is In a developmental
stage.

If the weld method Is Important to safety (e.g. failure frequency), please
provide details of the method and any supporting evidence that indicates Its
superiority over previous methods.

RespQns

The weld method employed In the tube-to-tubesheet welds of the CRBRP Steam
Generators Is an in-bore butt weld. It was selected to avoid the crevices
which exist if a front face fillet weld would be used. The weld method as
well as the welding equipment has been utilized before and as ,such were not
the subject of the development program. The development program was aimed at
the improvement of the weld quality and dependable repeatability of the
process. The measures taken to this end are described In Section 5.5.2.3.4 of
the PSAR as fol lows:

For the steam generator tube-to-tubesheet welds, the ASME Code requirements
(NB-4000 and NB-5000) were supplemented by requirements of RDT E15-2 and
additional requirements. Requirements imposed on the tube-to-tubesheet welds
above those of the Code include:

o Vacuum-Art Remelt or Electroslag Remelt - material is specified to
reduce Impurities and Improve properites for tubesheet forgings and
tubes.

o Post weld heat treatment range defined to optimize resistance to
caustic stress corrosion cracking.

o Helium leak test.

o Penetrant test requirement limiting defect size to much less than that
of the Code.

o Weld geometry requirement limiting concavity, convexity and wal!
thinning.

o Micro-focus radiographic examination - developed to radiograph
tube-to-tubesheet welds with improved resolution.

All of the above measure were taken to assure high quality welds. The actual
"weld development" is the weld procedure development required to quality the
procedure, equipment and personnel as required by the Code.

QCS760.102-1
Amend. 71
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In addition, the following efforts were undertaken to improve upon available
commerical quality standards to achieve the highest quality,. dependable welds
obtailnabe:

1. The tube-to-tubesheet prel i minary weld development efforts covered work on
CRBRP steam generator tube-to-tubesheet welding up to the beginning of
weld qualification. This Included laboratory weld development, the check-
out and verification of the process under manufacturing conditions, a
statistical evaluation ofthe process to establish acceptance criteria,
the associated quality assurance procedures and the development and
procurement of appropriate welding power supplies.

2. Definition of tight weld geometry acceptance criteria.

3. Post-weld heat treatment thermal stress evaluation.

4. Investigation to determine the likelihood of cracking of the tube-to-
tubesheet welds during PWHT.

QCS760.102-2 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.103

If the weld method Is Important to safety (e.g., failure frequency), please
provide details of the method and any supporting evidence that Indicates its
superiority over previous methods.

The prototype for the CRBR hockey-stick steam generator module will be tested
In sodium at the Energy Technology Engineering Center In the near future.

Please supply us with a copy of the test request and other pertinent
supporting documentation relative to the test article and facility design and
types of testing to be conducted.

Response:

The first paragraph of the question appears to be a continuation of question
CS760.102, and was answered as such.

The description of the Prototype Steam Generator test Is provided in the
amended PSAR section 5.5.3.1.5.1 (L).

QCS760.103-1 Amend. 71
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Qu_ e nPtLQ2S60. 104

In Section 5.5.3.1.5.2, page 5.5-18n it is Implled that the pressure rellef
valves In the evaporator lines are not designed to operate at the high
temperatures that those at the superheater outlet must endure. Is it
possible, under some accident conditions, for evaporator to dry out and
actually superheat Its Inventory? Would such high temperatures damage those
rel ief valves and lead to further problems?

Response

The event which produces the highest steam temperature at the evaporator
outlet is the loss of offsite power (U-18). Upon loss of power, the
recirculation pump trips, Initiating natural circulation In the recirculation
loop. The sodium pump switches to pony power and continues to circulate
liquid sodium on the shell side of evaporator, heating the water/steam in the
evaporator. The evaporator does not dry out at the Inlet, but the outlet
steam can be superheated to temperatures of 800 to 900 OF for a short tIme.
This thermal transient is included In the equipment specification for these
valves. Analyses have been made to show that the valves will not be damaged
by such transients.

QCS760.104-I Amend. 71
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Question CS760.105

In Section 5.5.3.6 (Evaluation of Steam Generator Leaks), the design basis
leak (DBL) appears to be based on limited operational experience, (with
different steam generators) a number of non-prototypical tests and a few
prototypical tests. Thus, it appears rather optimistic to conclude that "The
conservatism of this postulated DBL will be confirmed through the LLTR test
program."

a. Assuming this test program does not progress as anticipated, and that a
larger design basis leak must be considered, identify the largest leak
which can be tolerated by the currently proposed design and discuss the
feasibility of design changes to accommodate even larger leaks.

b. Are the systems (particularly the pressure relief system) capable of being
modified to accommodate a larger leak if further testing makes it
advisable?

Response

a. The completed LLTR Test Program has confirmed the conservatism In the
design basis leak. PSAR Section 5.5.3.1.5.1 has been updated to reflect
the results.

b. The lHTS.piping and IHX are adequately protected by the pressure relief
system as presently designed. If a change Is made to Increase the leak
size changes may be required in the IHTS piping installation, as well as
changes in the pressure relief system.

QCS760.105-1
Amend. 72
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Question CS760.106

In the event of pipe breaks, what would cause the various Isolation valves to
close? It Is stated in Section 5.6.1.2.1 that In at least one such break It
is necessary for the operator to close an Isolation valve to save the Inven-
tory of the PWST. How many such postulated breaks required operator Interven-
tion? How does the operator determine the break location?

Response

In the event of a large pipe break, in a steam generator loop or In an AFW
loop downstream of the AFW check valves, the AFW Isolation valves to the
affected SGS loop will automatically close following the steam drum
depressurization to <200 psig. All postulated breaks that do not allow steam
drum depressurization will require operator action to isolate the AFWS if the
breaks are large enough to Initiate SGAHRS.

The Information available to the operator to isolate these pipe breaks is
described In PSAR Section 5.6.1.2.1.1 "Identification of Active and Passive
Components which Inhibit Leaks".

QCS760.106-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.107

How soon must the operator intervene and under what conditions to avoid
necessary depletion of the PWST Inventory?

The conditions under which the operator must intervene in the event of pipe
breaks are described in the response to Question CS760.106. The time
available for operator Intervention to isolate a pipe break is discussed in
PSAR Section 5.6.1.2.1.1.

QCS760.107-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.108

Does the operator have any way of knowing the water levels in steam drums, In
the PACC loops?

Response

The main control room operator can continuously monitor the steam drum water
level In each loop on main control panel Indicators. In addition, steam drum
level Indication Is available In the main control room on the PDH&DS. Steam
drum level Indication also Is provided on the three SGAHRS panels at the
remote shutdown station In the SGB Intermediate bay. The signals to the
Indicators mentioned above are generated by three, Independent, safety-related
differential pressure detectors connected to each steam drum. In addition,
each steam drum Is equipped with a multiport sight glass which can be observed
local ly.

There are no level detectors on the PACC loops. However, the PACC common
condensate return line contains a venturl flow meter the output of which Is
indicated on the main control panel, PDH&DS and the SGAHRS panels. During
normal plant operation, the water level In the PACC condensate return piping
essentially Is the same as the water level in the steam drum. During PACC
operation, water level in the PACC condensate return lines will be higher due
to the flow Induced pressure drop in the lines. The height of the water level
will depend on the heat being removed by the PACC and, therefore, the
condensate flowrate back to the recirculation pump suction as described In
PSAR Section 5.6.1.3.2. The PACC is being designed to ensure that the
condensate flow from the tube bundles will be stable. Therefore, condensate
flow measurement is adequate Indication of proper PACC operation and no PACC
loop level measurement Is required.

QCS7 60.1 08-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.109

More Information Is required concerning the turbine drive for the turbine
driven auxiliary feedwater pump. How will pump performance depend on the
pressure and temperature of the steam driving the turbine?

Response

The SGAHRS turbine drive Is designed to produce a rated 2000 hp at 4000 rpm
when supplied with a steam at 1000 psig, 5460F and 96% quality at turbine
inlet. The required turbine Inlet conditions are regulated and maintained by
a pressure control valve which reduces the steam pressure from the steam drum
operating pressure (1475 pslg during superheater venting, 1550 psig during
steam drum venting) to 1000 pslg at turbine Inlet.

Normally, following SGAHRS venting, the SGS pressure will be 1400 pslg as
controlled by the PACC heat rejection rate. When the PACC assumes the total
heat load ( I hour following SGAHRS Initiation) the need for feedwater Is
limited to makeup leakages. Under the refueling conditions the pressure will
drop as the SGS temperature is reduced to 4000 F. At refueling conditions the
makeup of water leakage is provided by the main feedwater system. In the
event the main feedwater system becomes unavailable, the motor driven
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps provide a redundant alternate source of makeup
water. Each of the two motor driven AFW pumps has full capability of
providing makeup water for these conditions. There is no need to operate the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump at steam drum presures below 1000
psig.

QCS760.109-1
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Question CS760A.10

The pump head provided by the various main feedwater and auxiliary feedwater
pumps will vary with mass flow rate and pump speed. What are the relation-
ships? Are hamologeous pump curves available?

Response

The main (steam generator) feedwater pumps are designed to operate at constant
speed. The design speed is 3579 RPM for each of the three 50% capacity motor-
driven pumps. The predicted constant speed characteristic curve at the design
speed for these pumps is shown in Figure CS760.110-1. These pumps are not
safety-related, see Section 10.4.7.1 of the PSAR. As such, the appl icant will
not specificall y update this information If changes are made to this technical
information unless requested by the NRC.

The AFW pumps are designed to operate at.a constant speed. The design speed
is 3560 rpm for the two motor-driven pumps and 4000 rpm for the turbine-
driven pump. The predicted constant speed characteristic curves at the design
speed for the motor-driven and turbine-driven pumps respectively, are provided
in PSAR Figures 5.6-11 and 5.6-12.

QCS760.I10-1 Amend. 72
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Figure CS760.110-1
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-Qk3 tnQ CS760. I I I

What Is the flow area through the SGAHIRS vent valves when they are fully open?

The flow area of a fully open SGA/HRS vent valve Is 9.01 square Inches.

QCS760.111-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.112

What are the various setpoints for the Turbine Bypass system?

Response

See PSAR Section 10.3.2 for the requested Turbine Bypass System setpoints.
See PSAR Section 10.4.4 and revised Section 7.7.1.8 for description of the
steam dump and bypass control system.

QCS760.112-1
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Ouestion CS760.113

What are the SGAHRS system setpoints? At what.drum level is the auxiliary
feed full and full off? How is the PACC controlled?

Response

The SGAHRS setpoints are shown in the attached PSAR Table 7.4-2. Following a
SGAHRS primary Initiation (high main steam to main feedwater flow ratio) the
motor driven pumps will begin to feed the steam drum when the drum level
drops to 4 Inches below Normal Water Level (NWL) and control the water level
in each drum at 4 Inches below MWL. With a secondary SGAHRS Initiation (low
steam drum level) the motor driven pumps will begin to feed each steam drum
when the drum level drops to 8 Inches below NWL and control the level In each
drum at 4 Inches below NWL. The turbine-driven pump will start delivering
water to each drum when the drum level drops to 18 Inches below NWL and
maintain the steam drum at that level. The AFW flows to each Individual steam
drum are controlled automatically by control valve controllers.

PACC control Is described In revised PSAR section 7.4.1.1.2.

QCS760.1.13-1
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Question CS760.114

Please provide direct heat removal service design details Including:

a. Air blast heat exchanger and overflow heat exchanger design
elevations.

b. Length of the piping

c. Design temperatures at Inlet and outlet locations of the heat
exchangers.

Response

a) Design elevations:

1) Air Blast Heat Exchanger (ABHX) centerline of the Nak outlet line is
elevation 777'-0 5/8".

2) Overflow Heat Exchanger (OHX) centerline of the sodium outlet nozzle
is elevation 757' - 10 1/4".

b) The length of the Direct Heat Removal System piping can be determined
per Ref. CS760.114-1.

c) Design temperatures:

1) Structural design temperature for the ABHX is 6500F at 100 psig
Internal pressure.

2) Structural design temperature for the OHX is 650°F at 100 psig
Internal pressure.

Ref. 760.114-1:
Letter HQ:S:82:29, J. R. Longenecker to P. S. Check, dated June 25, 1982.

QCS760.114-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.115

The auxiliary feedwater system is an integral part of the decay heat removal
system, yet for some transients (e.g., steam generator tube leaks) It Is
necessary to shut down the auxiliary feedwater supply.

a. Does the requirement to be able to isolate the auxiliary feedwater system
impair the availability when needed?

b. Can a single failure or spurious Isolation signal lead to a simultaneous
Isolation of all auxiliary feedwater trains?

Response

a. The design of the AFW subsystem of the SGAHRS Is such that isolation of
AFW to one loop of the Steam Generator System will not Impair the
availability of the AFW to the other two loops. The AFW subsystem Is
capable of removing plant decay and sensible heat under all conditions in
which at least one heat transfer loop remains intact. Isolation of one
AFW loop will, therefore, not impair safe shutdown of the plant.

b. The AFW subsystem design provides separate piping valving and controls for
each steam generator loop. This arrangement ensures separation of each
loop In performing Its function. As such a single failure or spurious
isolation signal will not lead to simultaneous isolation of all AFW
trains.

QCS760.115-1
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Question CS760.116

The presentation describing the protected air cooled condensers (PACC) needs
clarification. Details are needed with respect to tube size and number, tube
inner and outer diameter, air volume constraints, estimated natural draft air
speed, fan speeds, and so forth. Natural circulation Is easily demonstratable
if the heat transfer Is known. It Is essential that the heat removal
capability be established for the PACCs under the varying operating
conditions.

Respongi

A description of the PACC heat exchanger tubes Is provided in revised PSAR
Section 5.6.1.2.3.1, "Protected Air Cooled Condensers (PACC)."

The forced draft air flow for each tube bundle Is provided by an axial flow
fan which operates at 1200 rpm. At thermal hydraulic design conditions, the
air flow Is 77600 SCFM with a corresponding fan design power requirement of 53
bhp.

The PACC design will provide air flow control from 10 to 100 percent of rated
flow. The PACC design will have natural draft capability. Under natural
draft operation an estimated heat removal capability of 32 percent per PACC is
available and lead unit tests will be performed at reduced water/steam side
pressure to confirm the natural draft heat rejection capability.

QCS760.1 16-1 Amend. 72
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Ouestion CS760.117

In the PSAR the presentation of the Direct Heat Removal Service (DHRS) does
not contain enough detailed information for analysis at this time. The DHRS
decay heat removal capabilities cannot be adequately assessed but on the basis
of limited Information available some very preliminary simplified analysis has
been conducted. The DHRS design is such that the sodium intake nozzle only
penetrates the reactor vessel wall (not the thermal liner). The sodium flows
into the intake nozzle partly from the hot upper plenum through the thermal
liner ports (2.625 inches below normal operating sodium level) and partly from
the bypass flow from the cold lower plenum. The DHRS return nozzle penetrates
Into the hot upper plenum where the returning cold sodium mixes with the hot
sodium and depends on the primary pony motors for force the sodium flow
through the primary loop.

Our concerns regarding DHRS to loss of heat sink (LOHS) events include:

a. The DHRS Intake nozzle doesn't penetrate into the upper plenum.
sodium level falls below the thermal liner ports for an extended
period of time, how would level be recovered and If it cannot be
recovered what are the consequences?

The

b. From our DHRS preliminary studies, the temperature of the sodium
returning to the upper plenum from the DHRS Is about 6000K, and during
loss of normal heat sink events, the sodium temperature exiting from
the core is about 9000K. What Is the thermal mixing In the upper
plenum? Is there any thermal stress concentration? Is there any flow
reversal?

c. Please provide the details of the 1/21 scale plenum tests which are
mentioned in Q001.580.

Respons

a. There Is no credible combination of events which would result in
sodium level falling below the thermal liner ports for an extended
period while DHRS is operating to remove decay heat; however, DHRS is
designed with the following makeup capability in the event that
overflow has been interrupted for any reason: Prior to reactor scram,
the overflow vessel is one-half full (approximately 17,000 gallons).
The makeup pumps continue to transfer sodium back to the reactor.
Pump flow Is increased to 560 gpm total (280 gpm per pump) upon
initiation of DHRS. The 17,000 gallons of sodium In the overflow tank
is equivalent to about 89 inches of available makeup level In the
reactor.

b. The fluid mixing in the upper plenum during DHRS operation has been
determined experimentally in the 0.248 scale Integral Reactor Flow
Model (IRFM). Richardson number modeling was used to simulate CRBRP
shut-down conditions for both three-loop and one-loop flow. The test
results indicate that the plenum is well mixed with only 6% of the
DHRS flow short-circuiting the primary loops during three-loop

QCS760.117-1 Amend. 71Sept. 1982



operation and 10-11% short-circuiting during one-loop operation. The
DHRS design allowable is 20%. A second Indication of the fluid mixing
Is from the small magnitude of the thermal striping measurements.

The highest peak-to-peak fluctuation, measured during three-loop
testing, was 18% of the:'difference between the core exit temperature
and the DHRS return-nozzle (sodium makeup'nozzle) temperature.

Because of the fluid mixing In the plenum the only area with a
potential thermal stress concentration Is at the sodium makeup nozzle.

There will not be any flow reversal through the core with any primary
loop pony motors operating. If one or two of the loops are
Inoperative there could be reverse flow, without safety consequence,
through those loops.

c. In the response to QOO1.580 It was stated that the adequacy of the
geometric locations of the DHRS makeup and overflow nozzles was
demonstrated in a 1/21 scale Outlet Plenum Feature Model Test, and
that this adequacy would be confirmed In future testing in the 0.248
scale IRFM. The IRFM tests have been completed. Documentation of
test results will be available In August 1982.

0

0
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Quetio Q760118

Provide a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for the PHTS, IHTS, the
DHRS, the PACC's, or other systems Involving shutdown heat removal and natural
circulation?

Respons

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA's) for the PHTS, IHTS, DHRS, PACCs,
and other systems Involving shutdown heat removal and natural circulation are
currently being conducted. Current Project FMEAs are not sufficiently
finalized to provide adequate or appropriate Information at this time. This
information will be available at the OL state.

QCS760.118-1
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Question CS760.119

In Section 5.6.2.3.2 of the PSAR, It Is stated that the DHRS Is not designed
to provide heat removal by natural circulation. Since the overflow concept
requires pumping in order to function within its design objectives please
provide a discussion of the following:

a. How is the DHRS diverse for electrical power (onsite and offslte
failure)?

b. Other potential common mode failures.

Response

DHRS is not designed, nor intended to be, diverse for electrical onsite and
offsite failures. The diversity provided in the plant for onsite and offsite
electrical failure Is the natural circulation capability through the the
PHTS/IHTS/SGS/SGAHRS. DHRS provides diversity for those failures which could
disrupt heat removal through the IHTS and steam generator system.

QCS760.119-1
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Question CS760.120

Given a complete loss of the PHTS and trip, what time Is available to either
recover the system or to put the DHRS into operation before (A) unacceptable
loss of level In the vessel, (B) dry out of the Steam Generator's or (C)
boiling In the hot channel or the core?

The Project Interprets the NRC question to be one which questions the operator
response time to Initiate the DHRS assuming all heat transfer is lost at the
IHX at the time of scram.

This Information can be found In the response to NRC Question 760.38.

QCS760.120-1
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Question CS760.121

Has a reliability analysis on the PACC system been Initiated? What methods
and models are presently used to determine:

o corrosion Impact
o heat transfer deterioration
o monitoring

- parameters during transients
- frequency
- testing
- maintenance

o frequency of demand
o analysis of operation

- nominal
- off-normal

possibilities of overcooling varying steam supply loss
of'power to fan changing steam conditions

Response

Yes; both quantitative and qualitative reliability analyses on the PACC system
have been initiated. The analyses utilizes failure state modeling and Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA).

o Corrosion Impact

The Impact of corrosionon the reliability of the PACC system
is being considered. In the quantitative reliability
evaluation of the PACC, corrosion is considered as one of
several causative factors for PACC leakage and Is included In
the PACC system leakage failure rate estimate. Corrosion Is
considered as a possible failure cause. The Impact of
corrosion would be minimized by Inservice Inspection and by
stringent water chemistry requirments.

o Heat Transfer Deterioration

The Impact of heat transfer deterioration on the reliability
of the PACC Is being considered. Degraded heat transfer
capability has been considered as a PACC failure mode. The
results how that the fouling factor is not significant.

" Monitoring

The PACC reliability analyses have not taken credit for the
benefit of monitoring specific PACC parameters during
transients.

QCS760.121-1 Amend. 71
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In the quantitative reliability evalution of the PACC,
consideration of monitoring frequency, testing, and
maintenance Is being given. Monitoring frequency and testing
Impact on the PACC reliability Is considered by evaluating
the PACC model using a one-week Inspection and testing
Interval. The Impact of maintenance on the PACC is
considered In terms of repair times used to estimate PACC
unavailability.

In the FMEA, monitoring frequency, testing and maintenance
are being considered (and in most cases eliminated) as
possible failure causes.

o Frequency of Demand

The impact of frequency of demand on PACC reliability Is
being considered through the use of Shutdown Heat Removal
System (SHRS) shutdown Initiators. This is, the PACC failure
state model Is evaluated using shutdown initiators which
place a demand on the PACC.

o Analysis of Operation

In quantitative reliability analysis, nominal operating
conditions are being considered. The loss of power to the
fans Is Included in the PACC evaluations. Items: (a)
Possibilities of overcooling, (b) varying steam supply, and
(c) changing steam conditions, are not appropriate for the
failure state model evaluation.

QCS760.121-2
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Question CS760.122

What data base was used to determine the design characteristics of the PACC
and its operational abilities?

Response

The data base being used for the design of the PACC Is described In the
response to NRC Question 760.035.

QCS760.122-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.123

What considerations have been given to thermal stresses under Natural
Circulation conditions for the areas listed below:

(a) outlet nozzles

(b) UIS

(c) effect on component life

(d) number of Natural Circulation transients assumed in component life
calculation.

Response

(a) The outlet nozzle liners were designed to Code Case 1592 and the Natural
Circulation transient has been evaluated. The outlet nozzles In the
reactor vessel shell have been evaluated using the low temperature code
which excludes the emergency events from the fatigue evaluation.
However, for the Natural Circulation event the temperatures are above the
low temperature code limits. These Natural Circulation (emergency)
transients will be evaluated using Code Case 1592 procedures which
require the Inclusion of emergency events In. the creep-fatigue damage
evaluation. Due to the short period of time and the small number of
events the creep-fatigue damage is expected to be very small.

(b) Thermal stresses due to Natural Circulation In the UIS are considered as
part of the 577 duty cycles. It Is considered as an emergency event.

(c) The effect of Natural Circulation events on life for the outlet nozzles
In the reactor vessel shell is expected to be very small. (See Item (a)
above).

For UIS components this Natural Circulation event Is umbrellaed under
more critical events. The specific damage summation for this event alone
has not been separately assessed. However, It Is estimated to be less
than 2% of the total damage.

(d) Refer to PSAR Appendix B General Plant Transient Data for the number of
occurrences of events, designated as Emergency Events, that the UIS and
outlet nozzles must accommodate.

QCS760.123-1 Amend. 71
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Ouestion CS760.124

In reviewing pump coastdowns how were effects of extended coastdown
considered? How were differences between "Identical" pumps considered In your
analysis?

Respons

It Is assumed that the above question relates to a natural circulation event.

Extended coastdowns for main coolant pumps beyond those presently used In the
DEMO plant simulation code enhance the natural circulation decay heat removal
capability of CRBRP. The critical period for the natural circulation decay
heat removal mode occurs shortly after the primary and Intermediate pumps have
stopped. At that time, thermal driving heads necessary to promote adequate
flows are required to prevent resulting core temperatures from exceeding
acceptable limits. Maximum core temperatures reached during the natural
circulation transient are largely dependent upon the decay power. Extended
pump coastdowns allow time for reductions in both decay heat and reactor
sensible heat and consequently provide greater margins to boiling In the core.
The analysis of the natural circulation event used pump coastdown characteris-
tics developed from prototype pump water tests.

Differences between "identical" pumps were not considered In analysis of the
natural circulation event. Differences In pump-to-pump performance during
plant operation are not expected to be significant enough to Justify Inclusion
of separate models for Individual pumps. Further discussion of this point Is
provided In the response to Question CS760.31.
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Question CS760.125.

In reviewing the progression of uncertainties how were the-folFlowing Items
considered:

o Pressure drop

- core
- pump
- piping
- IHX
- valves

o Flow Coastdown

- pump Inertia
- pump friction
- differences between, "Identical" pumps

o Stratification

- upper plenum
- piping

o Intra-assembly heat and flow redistribution

o Inter-assembly flow redistribution

o Heat losses to outside

o Bypass flow

o Decay heat.

R~esponse .

The Individual data sources for the current natural circulation assessment are
discussed In the response to Question CS760.28.

In developing-the transient response of the CRBRP, each of the Design Duty
Cycle events, has a set of parameters Individually chosen at their 'limits and
a series of models Individual ly Incorporated or deleted to the DEMO computer
code that are appropriate for, that duty cycle event. The Individual 'uncer-
talntles. requested are discussed In the following table. -
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Parameter

o Pressure drop

- core

- piping

" pump

IHX

- Valves

Conslderation

Maximum or minimum used as required to
assure conservatism.

Included with IHX In analysis.-

Head flow characteristic assumed at the
minimum for all analyses and locked rotor
resistance assumed to be at the maximum.

Piping and IHX pressure drops combined and
chosen as maximum or minimum as required to
assure conservatism.

Maximum or minimum used as requlred to
assure conservatism.

o Flow coastdown

- pump Inertia

- pump friction

- differences between
"identical pumps"

o StratifIcation

- upper plenum

- piping

o Intra-assembly
heat and flow
redistribution

o. ..Inter-assembly
flow redistribution

o Heat losses to
outside

o Bypass flow

o Decay heat

Chosen consistent with the maximum or
minimum specified requirement for the pumps.

Chosen consistent with the maximum or
minimum specl:fled for the pumps.

None - See response to Question CS760.124.

Fully mixed or stratified model used to

provide the most severe transient.

See response to Question CS760.28.

No credit taken.

No credit taken.

No credit taken.

No uncertainty applied.

Maximum or minimum chosen to provide most
severe transient.
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Question CS7WQ.126

Describe the sequence of automatic actions and operator actions which must
occur to accommodate a complete loss of onsite and of fsite A.C. power for two
hours. Identify which systems must operate, when and how they must be
initiated and for how long. Identify crucial milestones In the event which
would lead to unacceptable consequences in the event operator action does not
occur when needed. What Instruments and controls would the operator use to
establish and monitor natural circulation?

Respons

The Loss of Bulk AC Power (also called Plant Blackout) is a postulated event
in which both Preferred Power and Reserve Power are unavailable, and the
auxiliary loads cannot be fed from Plant Power. In addition, all three diesel
generators fall to start.

Automatic SCRAM of the reactor occurs following the loss of offsite power.
Shutdown heat removal will be accomplished through natural circulation In
loops 1, 2, and 3, with the heat sink provided by SGAHRS operation.
Electrical power for shutdown heat removal (as discussed below) Is
automatically supplied by Class 1E batteries for at least 2 hours.

SGAIHRS would be Initiated automatically as a result of a high steam to main
feedwater flow ratio or by the low steam drum level. The Steam Drum and
Superheater Vent Valves would regulate the steam pressures of the steam drum
and superheater respectively. The Turbine Driven AFW Pump would supply water
to the steam drums from the PWST. After SGAHRS Initiation, cooling would be
provided by SGAHRS venting and PACC operation. PACC Units would provide heat
removal through natural circulation of steam through the tubes and air over
the tubes.

The Vent Valves would continue to remove decay heat until the steam generator
heat load Is equal to the heat dissipation capability of the PACCs. This
would occur after'-90 minutes. The operator could then place the turbine
driven AFW Pump in standby and a closed cooling mode by the PACC would be
maintained. If the operator did not secure the turbine driven auxiliary
feedwater pump, this would have no Impact on the plant performance.
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The operator is not required to establish natural circulation. Natural
circulation Is established automatically by plant des.ign features.

The Instruments available to the operator to monitor the plant during
natural circulation are-identified below:

o PHTS pump outlet temperature

o IHX Outlet temperature

o PHTS loop flow

o IHX Outlet temperature (IHTS hot leg)

o Evaporator outlet temperature (IHTS cold leg)

o IHTS loop flow

o SGAHRS Superheater Vent Valve position

o SGAHRS Steam Drum Vent Valve position

o Steam Drum Level

o Turbine Drive AFW pump flow

o PACC louver positions

o PACC Outlet air temperature

o PACC Outlet Water temperature

o PACC water flow

o Steam Drum pressure

QCS760i126-2
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Question CS760.127

The cooldown limit of 1500F/hr is quite high compared to LWR limits. What is
the limiting component at this cooldown rate? Are the associated thermal
stresses based'on perfect mixing In the upper plenum?

Response

No component has been identified as being limiting for the normal cooldown
from 40% power. In this regime near perfect mixing in the outlet plenum
exists and the thermal stresses are calculated on this basis.
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Question CS760..128

During the descent from 10% power, what are the safeguards to prevent
unacceptably high usage of feedwater from the protected water storage tank?

Response

The Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) Is not used during normal descent from
10% power; therefore, no water is drawn from the protected water storage tank
(PWST). The AFWS Is only operated when the Steam Generator Auxiliary Heat
Removal System (SGAHRS) Is initiated. The PWST water use Is discussed In PSAR
Section 5.6.1.3.9.
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Question CS760.129

Does the estimated frequency of reactor scram (around 10 per year) take into
account spurious trips Introduced by The severely reduced secondary trip
settings?

Response

The following definition of a reactor trip from the PSAR* Is provided to

define The Items Included for determining the frequency of reactor scrams:

U-1 Reactor T-ri

This transient Includes real scrams due to malfunctions (including rapid
reactivity transients) which cause a PPS trip level to be exceeded, and
spurious scrams covering those situations In which a PPS trip level Is not
actually exceeded but a scram occurs due to a fault In the PPS, control
system, or plant Instrumentation.

The effect on plant availability Is considered when determining the setpoints
for The Primary and Secondary RSS trips. The settings for the secondary trip
set points will not lead to excessive spurious trips.

*PSAR Appendix B, Section B.1.2.1
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Question CS760,130

What is the basis for the 3% per minute rate of change of powerilmit during
load fc'low operations? Can you provide data that demonstrate that fuel
cladding mechanical interaction will not lead to excessilve cladding failure
during load follow?. Have control system interactions been considered in
determining time delays to scram? Please provide a discusslon with the
details of the analysis.

Response

The CRBRP plant Is designed to provide the capability to load follow. The
reactor vessel, piping and other systems are being designed to accommodate
thermal stresses and heat up rates consistent with a maximum 3% per minute
power rate change. However, the applicant has no plans to operate CRBRP In
the load follow mode during the first 328 full power days (first core fuel
load) because the capability to sustain cyclic rapid power Increases in the
fuel has not been demonstrated. The 3% per minute Is also an upper limit and
slower ramp rates (slower heat up rates) can be accommodated by the system.
The automatic control system precludes reactivity ramps exceeding ±3% of full
power during steady state operation.

Later core loads of CRBRP may be cycled In a boar follow type of operational
mode. Initial tests to demonstrate this capability have been performed In
EBR-11 (run 112 with 1%/sec power change). Additional power cycle tests are
planned as part of the operational reliability transient testing program in
EBR-Il. At this time, only calculations with the LIFE computer code can be
performed to indicate the adequacy of the fuel to sustain load follow
operation. However, load cycle tests In EBR-11 and load follow tests in
foreign reactors (see References, QCS760.130-1 and 2) Indicate no obvious rod
damage due to reactor load follow operation.

Load follow power rate changes can be firmly addressed after the Irradiation
testing has been performed. The rate of power change Increases may depend on
the power swing and the duration of operation at the lower power.

Power Increase rates after extended low power operations will be determined
based on the planned Operational Reliability Testing (ORT) program transient
tests In EBR-I1 and FFTF experience. The steady state and transient program
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plans will be provided to NRC via a summary description document before the
end of FY82 which will Include the ORT progran transient tests.

Control System Interactions have been considered In the Chapter 15 Safety
Analysis. For fast transients, PPS action occurs prior to Control System
response. For slow translents, Control System response tends tomltigate the
event consequences. In general, a conservative accident scenario Is
postulated In PSAR Chapter 15 analyses by assuming no Control System action.

During power operation, the time response of the Reactor Control System Is
approximately 20 seconds; the time responses of the Sodium Flow Control
Systems are also approximately 20 seconds. For most transients, the time It
takes the PPS to recognize a scram condition and initiate a scran is on the
order of 0-5 seconds; thus, the control system Interactions do not cause
appreciable delays In the time to scram., Additionally, control system
Interactions general l y act to decrease reactlor power or Increase sodium flow
during transients.

QCS760.130-1

QCS760.130-2

R. Lal lement, "French Experience Concerning the Reactor
Behavior of Breeder Fuel Elements", 1981 ANS/ENS Meeting on
Reactor Safety Aspects of Fuel Behavior.

T. Rousseau, et. al., "Fast Neutron Reactor Fuel Elements and
Power Grid Duty Cycling", International Conference on Fast
Breeder Reactor Fuel Performance, Monterey, Cal ifornia, 1979.
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question C$760.131 Transient Effects (5.7.5)

In general, the design transients are not sufficiently described to understand
the conditions or the analytical results. The transients are said to be more
fully described in Chapter 15 but clarification is needed. In particular, the
analysis for the OBE in Chapter 5 quotes a 5 minute manual plant trip whereas
the respondence between Chapter 5 and 15 analyses for the loss of steam
generator load is not self-contradictory, but needs to be addressed due to the
difference in time scales.

a. What are the difference between the results presented in 5.7 and those
analyzed in Chapter 15. Provide justification for differences.

b. For the loss of load transient (Section 5.7.3d) provide the steam
generator temperature and pressure response and the core temperatures
to 2000 seconds.

Response

No inconsistency between Chapters 5.7 and 15 has been identified. It should
be noted that the apparent difference in the discussion of the Operating Basis
Earthquake (OBE) in these two chapters is due to the differences in
application of the OBE to the HTS (Chapter 5.7) and to the Reactor (Chapter
15.2 Reactivity Insertion Design Events). Paragraph 5.7.3.c has been amended
to clearly describe the appl ication of the OBE to HTS component analyses.

The steam generator temperature and pressure response and core temperature
response is provided in Figures 5.7-6a-k. These data are based on the plant
thermal hydraulic design conditions with the hot and cold leg sodium
arbitrarily increased 20°F.

It should be noted that inadvertant actuation of
Sodium/water Reaction Pressure System results in
of both evaporators and the superheater.

the water/steam side of the
dumping of water/steam sides
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Ouestion CS760.132

No discussion of pressurization transients Is given In 5.7.3.

Please indicate the margin in the design for overpressurization resulting from
either postulated accidents in Section 5 or steam generator tube failures,
whichever Is applicable.

Response

The Sodium-Water Reaction (SWR) Design Basis Leak (DBL) as discussed in
Section 5.5.3.6 is the transient which Imposes highest pressures in the
Intermediate Heat Transport System (IHTS). The Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure
Relief Subsystem (SWRPRS) as described In Sections 5.5.2.4 and 5.5.2.6 Is an
overpressure protection system designed to ASME Code Section III, Division I,
Class 3. In the event of a large SWR, the SWRPRS functions automatically to
limit IHTS pressures to below emergency (Level C) limits.* The SWRPRS rupture
disks are nominally rated at 325 PSID so that sustained overpressure Is
limited to about 325 PSIG. At major components, transient pressures as high
as 395 PSIA (Table 5.5-11) are associated with the SWR DBL. The portion of
the IHTS that will be exposed to the above described event Is designed to ASME
Code, Section III, Division I, Class I. The margine relative to design limits
will be determined upon completion of component Final Stress Reports.

*The sodium/water reaction event Is classified as faulted for the affected
steam generator unit, for the Interconnecting piping to the other steam
generator units in the loop, for the injected reaction products separator
tank(s), affected rupture discs and interconnecting pressure relief piping.
For the rest of the plant, the event Is classified as an Emergency Event.
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Question CS760.133

Very little basis Is given for the assumed frequency of events.
categorize the frequency as to source (in order of preference).

PlIease

a. Commercial reactor experience

b. Test reactor experience

c. Other data

d. Engineering judgment

Respon

This response Is prepared assuming the question refers to Table 5.7-1,
"Preliminary Summary at Heat Transport System Design Transient".

The frequency for the overall plant duty cycle events was Initially determined
from a review of available commercial reactor experience and specific meetings
with commerical reactor vendors. The selection of specific duty cycle events
and the allocation of frequencies to the specific events was developed based
on engineering judgment and an understanding of the design differences between
an LWR and an LMFBR. The structural evaluation of the effects of each
Individual duty cycle event on each reactor plant component was analyzed by
grouping the duty cycle events for each component Into a single transient
event (umbrellIa) which Is conservatively representative of the group with the
frequency of the entire group. Since the Individual transients have different
effects on different components, the umbrellIa transients and the transients
grouped under that umbrellIa are developed differently for each component.
Different frequencies are therefore assigned to each umbrella transient for
each component. The selection of umbrella transients, and the groupings under
each umbrella transient, was based on preliminary analysis of the effects
(temperature, pressure, and resultant stresses) of each duty cycle transient
on each component. This engineering effort resulted In the frequencies shown
In Table 5.7-1 of the PSAR for each major component of the Heat Transport
System.
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Question CS760.134

The design basis assumes five (5) natural circulation occurrences per lifetime
but the fuel damage analysis assumes only one.

Does this imply that a new fuel loading will be required after any natural
circulation event?

Response

The CRBRP plant duty cycle Is given in Appendix B, Table B-I, of the PSAR.
For an emergency event like the natural circulation event, five (5) such
events are considered per plant lifetime (one every 6 years) plus two
consecutive occurrences of the most severe type (giving potentially seven
total emergency events). For replaceable components such as the fuel
assembly, one event of this type during the assembly lifetime Is
conservatively assumed for fuel design damage analysis.* However, after such
an event, an assessment of core damage (including analytical methods) of
course must be made before resumption of normal operation. If it were
determined that damage limits were not exceded and that acceptable fuel rod
lifetime remained such that another event of this type could be taken, a new
fuel loading would not be required.

*Assuming a linear distribution of emergency events over the 30 year plant
life would result in a 7/15 probability of occurrence over the 2 year fuel
lifetime. This frequency fraction has been rounded-off to a single
occurrence.
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Question CS760.135

The saturated steam line rupture Is Identified as the most severe event In
terms of the temperature transient seen by the evaporator and IHX but there
does not appear to be any eVidence that the designs can accommodate such a
severe thermal shock.

Please provide evidence that these components can accept a 500OF change over a
10 minute time span. Please provide a list of critical components and the
acceptable thermal transients associated with each of them.

Response

The IHX design specification Identifies temperature and flow transients that
the IHX must withstand. The saturated steam line rupture event Is identified
as one of the events that the IHX shall be designed for. The thermal and
stress analysis of the IHX has been completed and the vendor has certified
that the IHX can accommodate all specified thermal transients including the
saturated steam line rupture event.
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Question CS760.136

The list of design transients (Table 5.7-1) includes two-loop operational
events yet two-loop conditions are not Included In the heat transport system
design. We feel that the Project's present position with regard to redundant
heat removal capability Is not consistent with two-loop operation. Any future
two-loop operation may entail considerable design changes.

Response

Revised PSAR Section 1.1.1 describes the Project's approach to two-loop
operati on.
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Question CS760.137

Please provide a list of the Instrumentation and their functional requirements
which are necessary to monitor and control the heat transport systems.
Emphasize those Instruments that the operator will use for decay heat removal
under both normal and emergency conditions.

Respons

A. Tables QCS760.137-1 through 3 provide the Instrument list for the Heat
Transport System (HTS) which may be used to monitor and control the
systems.

B. The Instruments the operator may use for decay heat removal under both
normal and emergency conditions are'ideptifled below:

o Primary Heat Transport System (PHT§) Temperature Hot Leg

o Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) O.utlet Temperature (PHTS Cold Leg)

o PHTS Pony Motor Speed

o PHTS Flow

o Intermediate Heat Transport System (IHTS) Temperature Hot Leg

o Evaporator Outlet Temperature (IHTS Cold Leg)

o IHTS Pony Motor Speed

o IHTS Flow

All the Instruments Identified as being used by the operator for monitoring
decay heat removal are provided on the Malin Control Panel (MCP).
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TABLE QCS760.137-1

PHTS INSTRUMENT CHANNELS,

FUNCTION. SENSOR TYPE MEASUREMENT NUMBER RANGE-
USE OF SENSORS

Pump Outlet-
Pressure

Reactor In let
Press

Pump Outlet
Temp

Reactor Inlet
Temp

Nak Capillary

Nak Capillary

RTD

Surveillance
Performance
Eval uation
PHTS/IHTS PA

'Surve!i• lance
Performance
Evaluation

Survel I lance
Performance
Eval uation
Cal orimetri c

SurvellIance
Performance .
Eval uation
Calorimetric
Loop to Loop AT

2/Loop

2/Loop

2 dual/
Loop

2 dual/
Loop

300-
1200OF

300-
1200OF

0-200.
psi

0-200
psi

RTD

Main Loop
F I ow
Eval uatl on

IHX Outlet
Temp

PM
Fl owmeter

SurveilIlance
Performance

Control, PPS

1 / Loop 0-
40000 gpm

CA-T/C 3/Loop 300-
1O0OF
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TABLE QCS760.137-2

IHTS INSTRUMENT CHANNELS

FUNCTION SENSOR TYPE

IHX Inlet
Temp

IHX Outlet
Temp

IHX Outlet
Press

Pump Inlet
Press

Pump Outlet
Press

Main Loop
Flow

Evap. Outlet
Temp.

RTD

RTD

Nak Capillary

Nak Capillary

Nak Capillary

PM Flowmeter

CA-T/C

MEASUREMENT
USE

Survel I lance
Calorimetric

Survel I lance
Calorimetric

Survel I lance

Survei I lance

Survel I lance

PPS, Control

PPS

NUMBER
OF SENSORS

1 Dual/
Loop

1 Dual/
Loop

1 / Loop

1/Loop

1/ Loop

1/Loop

3/Loop

RANGE

300-
,800OF

300-
1000OF

0-275
psig

0-150
psig

0-350
psig

(1)4000-40000 gpm

300-800OF

(1) PPS operating range. Functional range and indication are from zero.
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TABLE QCS760.137-3

SODIUM PUMP INSTRUMENTATIONPHTS MAIN

FUNCTION SENSOR TYPE MEASUREMENT NUMBER RANGE
USE OF SENSORS

Pump Shaft
Speed

Pony Motor
Speed

Magnetic

Speed

Performance
Surveillance

Survel I lance
Indicator

2/pump

1/pump

0-1200rpm

0-120rpm

IHTS MAIN SODIUM PUMP INSTRUMENTATION

Pump Speed

Pony Motor
Speed

Magneti c

Speed
Indicator

PPS, Control

Surveillance

5/Pump

1/Pump

(1)120-120rpm

0-120rpm

(1) PPS operating range. Functional range and Indication are from zero.

0:
QCS760.137-4
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Question CS760.138

Please Include the core thermal response for item h (Section 5.7.3 - loss of
one primary pony motor with check valve failure).

Response

This particular transient was analyzed using minimum decay heat along'with
various other conditions which were included to make the transient
conservative from a plant piping and component design thermal transient
standpoint. As such, the core thermal response from the analysis which
produced the pump inlet transient for Item h shows very modest temperatures.
The core flows are, however, sufficiently high to keep the power to flow ratio
well below 1.0. For example, at the time the flow reverses (100 seconds Into
the transient) In the loop with the failed pony motor (and a stuck open check
valve), the core flow Is 8.6%. At 600 seconds into the event, the reverse
flow in the loop with the failed pony motor has steadied out at 20Q lb/sec
(5.2% of Initial steady state loop flow) and the core flow Is 6.9% of Its
Initial flow. Thus the core temperatures will be less than their Initial
steady state temperatures.
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Question CS760.139

Please Indicate the functional requirements for the Battery Backup System for
the following areas:

o Total power requirements
- valves
- turbine control
- other

o design life
o maximum length of time under battery operation

Has any reliability study been done for this system?

Response

The CRBRP DC power system, which consists of Class 1E and non-Class 1E power
supplies, is described In the PSAR Section 8.3.2. The batteries are sized In
accordance with IEEE Standard 485-1978 and Include temperature correction and
aging factors. Each battery Is sized for Its maximum expected duty cycle
including a design margin for load growth. The battery chargers are sized to
provide DC power to all continuous loads and also to charge the batteries from
a totally discharged state to full charge within twelve (12) hours.

A list of Class 1E (Division 1, 2 and 3) DC loads is provided In Tables
8.3-2A, 8.3-2B and 8.3-2C of the PSAR. These tables Include the power
requirement and duration of operation for each load. The Class 1E loads which
require uninterruptible AC power supply are powered by the corresponding DC
battery through an Inverter (DC to AC).

The DC system design for CRBRP is presently under development. The complete
list of Class 1E and non-Class 1E loads (DC and AC), which are supported by
the DC batteries upon loss of the Plant AC power, will be Included in the FSAR
Chapter 8. As a minimum this list will provide load description, power
requirement and maximum duration of operation for each load, as well as total
power requirements for each DC bus.

Ratings of the Class 1E and non-Class 1E DC batteries and DC to AC Inverters
are shown in the PSAR Chapter 8, Figure 8.3-2.

The qualification life of the station batteries will be In excess of 15 years.
It is expected that each battery will be replaced once during the 30 year life
of the plant.

Normally, the batteries will be on float with the continuous DC load supplied
by the battery chargers. On loss of AC power, the batteries will supply power
to the connected DC loads for a period of at least two (2) hours without
recharging, except for the security battery which will require recharging
after 15 minutes.

A reliability study for the DC system will be performed and the results will
be Included in the FSAR.
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Question CS760.140

Some portions of the hot leg piping require further inelastic calculations
(WARD-D-0185, Pg. 4.1-18). Have these calculations been performed? Please
provide the results of these calculations.

Response

Inelastic analyses of the CRBRP primary heat transport system hot leg between
the pump and intermediate heat exchanger have been performed. These results
confirm the Integrity of the piping that was forecast based upon elastic
analysis results. The results of this analysis is given in Reference
QCS760.140-1.

QCS760.140-1 A.K. Dhalla, "A Procedure to Evaluate Structural Adequacy of A
Piping System in Creep Range", ASME Publication PVP-63,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, 1982.
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Question CS760.141

Identify which loads are supported by the Battery Backup System and the Diesel
Generator for events (i.e., station blackout, natural circulation transients,
etc.) Involving the PACC System, DHRS, and other Residual Heat Removal
Systems.

Response: .. :

PSAR Chapter 8.3 identifies the Class 1E Diesel Generator loads in Tables
8.3-1A, 8.3-1B, 8.3-1C, 8.3-2A, 8.3-2B, and 8.3-2C. The electrical 1E AC and
DC distribution systems are shown in Figures 8.3-1, 8.3-2, and 8.3-3.

The above referenced Tables deal with all loads supported by the Battery
Backup System and the Diesel Generators. Those loads which directly support
Decay Heat Removal (Direct Heat Removal, PACC, and SGAHRS equipment) for the
natural circulation event and station blackout have been listed In Table
CS760.141. It should be noted that station blackout is not considered to be a
design basis event.
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The decay heat removal equipment electrical loads for
-- tural circulation are summarized below:

Natural
Circulation

station blackout and

Station
Blackout*

SGAHRS/PACC Inst. panoul

AFW motor pumps

AFW turbine pumps controls

x

x

x
X

x
Not Req uired

x

PACC blowers

DHRS Equipment

Not Required

Not RequiredNot Required

* Station blackout is not a design basis event.
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Questlon 760.142

Failure criteria for concrete structures given In CRBRP-3, Vol. 2, Rev. 0,
Section 3.2.2.5.1.1.2 are not adequate. The criteria given cover only the
Inability of concrete to carry stresses at high temperatures and strains. The
criteria appear to be the only ones used to determine failure of concrete
structures under TMBDB loads. Additional criteria are needed that consider
failure of the concrete structures in all failure modes Including excessive
tensile, compressive, and shear stresses or strains, as appropriate, and high
temperatures. For tension and shear the criteria may also have to address the
response of steel reinforcement.

In the evaluation of concrete structures under TMBDB conditions, two basic
types of failure are considered; material failure and section failure.

Material failure refers to the condition where stresses or strains exceed the
limiting values for the material as In the case of tensile cracking and
compressive crushing. Limiting values for different stress conditions are
provided in Appendix C.3 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 2. These values are not criteria
for acceptability but rather material limits for the calculation of forces,
capacities and the extent of crushing and cracking in the concrete.

Sectional failure refers to the condition where the capacity of the section Is
reached or exceeded. For example, In the case of a wall or floor, It Is the
condition when the Imposed forces due to the temperature, pressure, and
gravity loads equal or exceed the capacity of the section. This criterion,
which does not include safety factors, Is based on considerations of the
"beyond the design base" nature of the loads and eliminates some of the code
conservati sm.

The failure modes of excessive tensile, compressive, shear stresses or strains
and high temperatures are included In the analysis as discussed below.

The capabity of a section is calculated by methods, which are consistent with
ACI 318-77 and ACl 349-76 with the capacity reduction factor, f, equal to one
and with material properties that include the effect of elevated temperatures
per Appendix C.3 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 2. Specifically, the capacity for axial
load and bending is calculated from moment curvature relationships that
Include the effect of temperature on the material properties In both concrete
and reinforcing steel. The tensile strength of the concrete Is conservatively
neglected as explained In Section C.3.2.4 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 2. Crushing under
compression is considered when the limiting strains of Section C.3.2.3 of
CRBRP-3, Vol. 2 are exceeded. Crushed concrete Is considered Incapable to
carry stresses. The capacity for shear is based on ACl 318-77 and ACl 349-76
with values for f Ic that include the effect of high temperature exposure on
the compressive strength per Section C.3.2.1 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 2.

The imposed forces are obtained from analysis of the structures. In these
analyses, tensile cracking and compressive crushing are considered to occur
where the material limits are exceeded. The degradation due to temperature Is
directly Included In the temperature dependent material relationships.
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Question CS760.143

At several locations In CRBRP-3, Volume 2, Revision 0, the applicant states
that the concrete structures being analyzed can withstand the Imposed loads
with additional reinforcement. One example Is In Section 3.2.2.5.1.2, at the
bottom of page 3-48. To make the statement relevent, the applicant needs to
Indicate what the basis for the statement is (i.e., additional to what?).
Does the current design Include this additional reinforcement?

Response

In CRBRP-3, Volume 2 "base design" Is considered to Include the requirements
for operating conditions and all accident conditions other than TMBDB.
Wherever there Is reference to "additional reinforcement", It means that It Is
additional over the base design. The current design does include the addi-
tional reinforcement required for TMBDB.
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Question CS760.144

For evaluating containment response to thermal loads generated during the
TMBDB scenario the applicant assumes an axisymmetric distribution of
temperatures. Based on the location of the reactor cavity vent system, this
does not seem to be a consistent assumption. The applicant needs to elther
rigorously justify the axisymmetric assumption or analyze the containrment:
response to non-axisymmetric thermal distributions.

Response-.:

1. Summary

During a TMBDB scenario, the atmosphere is heated by a sodium/hydrogen
flame. This heat Iis transferred to the containment steel shell and fhen
to the annul us cooling system air.

An analysis has been performed to assess the three dimensional temperature
variations in the RCB atmosphere as a result of the off-center location of
the flame. The azimuthal temperature variations of the atmosphere
adjacent to the steel dome were determined to assess the potential
magnitude of the difference from an axisymmetric assumption. It was
concluded that azimuthal variations would not be significant to the
containment analyses.

2. Analysis

A finite difference fluid flow analysis computer code, TEMPEST (Reference
1), was used to compute the steady state flow fields in a three
dimensional model of containment. The boundaries (steel shell and
operating floor) were set to 250°F and a heat source of 60 MBtu/hr
(Reference 2, Figure 2-8) was applied to a volume of gas 20' x 20' x 60'
high located 35' off-center. These conditions were considered to produce
representative flow patterns In the containment.

3. Results

The minimum and maximum containment atmosphere temperatures occurring
adjacent to the containment shell were calculated at each elevation. The
lower 100 feet show an azimuthal variation of less than 10 0 F. Near the
top of containment where the hot gases impinge on the roof the difference
is greater, with a maximum azimuthal variation of less than 10°F. Near
the top of containment where the hot gases impinge on the roof the
difference is greater, with a maximum azimuthal difference in atmosphere
temperature of 91 F at the 35 ft. radius.

4. Conclusions

o The azimuthal temperature variation in the lower 100 feet of
containment is negligible.
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The stresses associated with the temperature variation near the top of
the containment dome have not been analyzed, however, the compound
curvature of the dome should be abIe to adjust to the thermal
expansion without producing significant stresses.

Therefore, axisymmetric analyses appear to be a valid method of approximating
the thermal and stress loads.'

References

1. D. S. Trent, M. J. Budden and L. L. Eyler, "TEMPEST, A Three Dimensional
Time Dependent Computer Program for Hydrothermal Analysis," Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, FATE-80-114., January 1981.

2. "Hypothetical Core-Disruptive Accident Considerations in CRBRP," Volume 2:
Assessment of Thermal Margin Beyond the Design Base," CRBRP-3, March 1980.
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Ouestion CS760.145

In Table 3-10 In CRBRP-3, Volume 2, Revision 0, the applicant presents
containment capability In terms of pressure for a range of temperatures. How
were the stresses calculated to compare with Sy and Su? Were penetrations and
discontinuities considered?

Response

The stresses were calculated by the ASME Code formula setting the allowable
stress at yield for the Sy case and using the ASME Code formula for faulted
conditions for the Su case. Penetrations and discontinuities were considered
In accordance with the ASME Code Rules. Deformations and local yielding were
considered acceptable because for a one cycle highly unlikely event, this
could not cause gross failure except by a possible buckling mode, which is
considered In Sections 3.2.2.5.2 and 3.2.3.3.1.3 of CRBRP-3, Volume 2.
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Ouestlon 0760.146

In Section 3.2.2.5.3.2 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 2, Rev. 0, the applicant states that
the critical regions for structural Integrity are where high bending moments,
compressive forces, and shear occur at the Junction of the confinement
building with the roof slabs. The criteria that were used to determine
ultimate capacity of this location need to be more clearly stated. Can the
criteria be referenced to the ACI or ASME codes or to the criteria given
earl ier for other concrete structures, pg. 3-47?

The confinement building Is required to maintain long term structural
Integrity. The criteria for structural Integrity are discussed In the
response to-Question Q760.142.
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Ouestion CS760.147

In CRBRP-3, Volume 2, Revision 0, Sections 3.2.2.5.2 and 3.2.3.3.1.3, the
applicant refers to a 2400F critical containment vessel buckling temperature.
Where does this come from? Are the buckling criteria presented in the PSAR
used? If not, what criteria are used? Possible buckling at points other than
the base of the cylinder should be considered and any appropriate assymmetries
should be Included.

Response

Section 3.2.3.5.2 does not exist. Section 3.2.3.3.1.3 refers to "critical
containment vessel buckling temperature" and 3.2.2.5.2 and 3.2.2.5.2.2 discuss
this general subject.

Buckling stresses in the entire shell were examined and it was determined that
the controlling area was the discontinuity at El 816'. This controlling area
was therefore, analyzed further.

The PSAR design criteria were used to getermine that the interacting stresses
were 92% of the allowable value at 240 F. (The safety factor was set to 1.0
to determine this parameter.) This 2400F temperature is referred to as the
"critical containment vessel buckling temperature" in CRBRP-3, Volume 2.
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Question cs760.148

During a startup testing of FFTF, a non-linearity of the ex-vessel neutron
detector response, as a function of reactor power level was observed. This
non-linearity was due to temperature changes during the power ascent affecting
the leakage of neutrons from the core to the detectors. The observed
non-linearity caused indicated power to be different from actual power at
operating points other than full power and caused an extensive revision of the
FFTF PSAR Chapter 15 safety analysis to account for this affect. In
consideration of the above, please provide the following information:

a) The predicted non-linearity affect on the CRBR ex-vessel
neutron detectors in going from zero to 100% power.

b) A description of how this affect will be accommodated in the
plant operating plans/procedures and In the Chapter 15 Safety
Analysis.

Response:

Ex-vessel neutron detector response (wide range and power range) will be
affected by temperature changes during the power ascent. The leakage of
neutrons from the reactor system to the ex-vessel detectors is dependent upon
the temperature changes in the reactor system and has a time dependency due to
the different heat-up rates for reactor system components and the various flow
paths of the primary coolant. The effect of primary sodium coolant
temperature on the leakage of neutrons from the reactor vessel was predicted
for FFTF, however, the magnitude of the effect and the non-linearity with
respect to sensor data was not predicted. Reviews of the FFTF experience and
studies of the CRBRP ex-vessel detector response and effects of non-linearity
of detector response on CRBRP systems are ongoing.

In support of the FSAR, studies will be carried out (including review of the
safety analyses in Chapter 15) to confirm that available margins and equipment
design features will accommodate the non-linearity predicted for CRBRP. As
was the case for FFTF, appropriate adjustments to the control and protection
system settings will be made following startup tests so as to meet the
specified operating and safety criteria.
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Question CS760.149

Power operation over an operating cycle may cause changes in the ex-vessel
neutron detection readings due to flux profile changes caused by burnup and
control rod withdrawals. Please provide:

(a) The predicted change in ex-vessel neutron detector readings over an
operating cycle due to flux profile changes.

(b) A description of how this affect will be accommodated in the plant
operating procedures and in the Chapter 15 Safety analysis.

Response:

(a) Ex-vessel neutron detector readings (wide range and power range) will be
affected by changes In the flux distribution during an operating cycle
caused by control rod withdrawal and fuel burnup effects. Studies have
been performed to determine the effect of anticipated changes in control
rod configuration and burnup on the ex-vessel detector reading. This
effect Is 10 percent or less for changes In control rod configuration and
burnup that occur during two consecutive equilibrium operating cycles (550
effective full power days).

(b) The wide range and power range flux monitors are periodically recalibrated
throughout the operating cycle to eliminate the effects of this flux
distribution change. Manual calorimetric calibrations are to be performed
at least once per shift. It Is required that the wide range and power
range flux monitors be recallbrated against such a manual calorimetric
calibration at least once per day with a maximum allowable difference
(tolerance) of 1 percent. Thus, any significant change In the flux
distribution willI be reflected in the recallbration of the wide range and
power range monitors on a timely basis. In addition, a calorimetric
calibration can be performed by the Plant Data Handling and Display System
computer at any time the operator requests.

Given the above recalibration requirement, any effects due to flux profile
change are zeroed out during plant operation. Therefore, this will have no
affect on the Chapter 15 analyses.
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Ouestion CS760.150

How Is the temperature of a new fuel element in an EVST preheat tube deter-
mined? What Is the maximum T allowed when a new fuel element Is put In a
sodium-filled CCP? Where is the temperature of the fuel determined by the
operator of the fuel handling equipment?

Respons

The temperature and rate of temperature rise of new fuel assemblies are
Inherently and passively determined by the preheating procedure. The assembly
is heated by placement In a preheating station In the EVST which Is argon-
filled but surrounded by EVST sodium. Heat transfer to the assembly in this
oven is sufficiently slow to avoid excessive thermal transients but gradually
raises the assembly to the temperature of the EVST sodium. The assembly
resides in the preheat station for at least the predetermined time required to
raise the temperature of each region to be sufficiently close to the sodium
temperature to avoid excessive thermal stresses. Conservative one-dimensional
calculations (considering heat transfer by radial radiation and convection,
but not axial conduction) show that sufficient preheating will be obtained In
a period of 8 hours. This time Is reasonable In terms of Impact on overall
fuel handling time. At the end of the specified time period, the EVTM
operator will transfer the assembly to a sodium-filled core component pot.
There Is no measurement of the assembly temperature since, with the passive
heating, temperature will depend only on the length of heating time.
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Question CS760.151

What would be the consequences of placing a new fuel element at ambient
temperature Into a sodium-filled CCP In the EVST? Does the step change In
temperature change the life expectance of the fuel element? How Is this
prevented other than by administrative control?

Respons

Placing a new fuel assembly at ambient temperature Into a sodium-filled CCP
without prior preheating would result in high transient thermal stresses In
fuel assembly welds. Calculations have been done to evaluate the possibility
to direct Insertion of ambient temperature fuel assemblies Into sodium at slow
speeds (I or 5 ft/mmn compared to the normal 16 ft/mmn). It was determined
that the thermal stresses in the welds between the fuel rod bottom end cap and
cladding and between the fuel assembly duct and outlet nozzle would be high
enough to cause permanent deformation In the weld region. Since the design
criterion for handling new fuel assemblies Is that no permanent deformation
occur, the normal procedure Includes preheating of the assemblies. If a fuel
assembly were Inadvertently placed into the EVST sodium without preheating,
the Insertion details (e.g., temperatures and Insertion rate) would be
evaluated by the plant fuel management group to determine If limitations must
be placed on use of the assembly.

Fuel assembly Insertion Into the EVST sodium without preheating is prevented
by administrative controls. A fuel handling plan will list the location from
and to which each core assembly transfer Is to be made. Following the
sequence of operations in this procedure will ensure that assemblies are
preheated before being placed In sodium. If an assembly were Inserted
directly Into sodium, the error would be detected by an indication of a
grapple elevation approximately 3 feet below the expected preheat elevation.
Furthermore, the error would also be detected when attempting to perform the
transfer from the preheat tube as specified by the fuel handling plan, since
the preheat location would be empty. The error would be discovered before
loading the fuel assembly Into the reactor.
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Question CS760.152

Provide a description of the new fuel transporter and the transfer of a fuel
assembly through inspection equipment and safety procedures following unload-
Ing and transport to In-plant storage.

Besponse

PSAR Section 9.1.4.1 has been revised to provide additional Information on the
new fuel unloading and Inspection station. Transfer of a fuel assembly from
unloading off of the truck through inspection to final storage In the EVST Is
in PSAR Section 9.1.4.1. The safety procedures Involved In the handling of
new fuel from off loading from a truck through Inspection and final storage In
the EVST are provided In the PSAR as follows:

New Fuel Shipping Container
Ex-Vessel Storage Tank
Ex-Vessel Transfer Machine
New Core Assembly Inspection Equipment

9.1.1.3
9.1.2.1.3
9.1.4.3.3
9.1.4.1

It should be noted from the aforementioned PSAR Sections, that the radiation
and criticality safety Is Inherent In the design of the refueling equipment.
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Question CS760.153

DescrIbe the procedure of manually raIsIng or lowerIng a CCP In case of an
EVTM mechanical failure or with power loss.

Response

An operator would climb to the support platform and read the grapple position
using the mechanical positon readout. If manual raising or powering of the
grapple were needed, the operator would Install a handcrank on the drive shaft
extension and begin the operation.

Mechanical Failure

If mechanical failure occurs on the EVTM Grapple Drive System such that manual
override cannot be accomplished, the CCP will remain Immobilized while the
drive system Is repaired.
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Question CS760.154

Describe the "emergency cooling" process Instituted In case of electrical
power failure to the fuel transfer port cooling Insert blower during CCP
transfer. For each case, what Is the maximum time allowed without heat
removal for the hottest fuel subassembly?

Respons

PSAR Section 9.1.4.7.3 has been revised In response to NRC Question CS410.4
(9.1.4).
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Question CS760.155

Describe the installation of the reactor fuel transfer port adapter.

Response

The reactor fuel transfer port (RFTP) adapter is Installed In two parts. The
lower part of the adapter Is Installed permanently on the reactor head. New
PSAR Figure 9.1-18A shows the lower adapter as Installed at the RFTP during
reactor operation. The upper part of the adapter is instal led as part of
preparation for each refueling (reference PSAR figures 9.1-19 and 9.1-20) and
removed as part of refueling termination.

The Installation of the upper adaptor starts with the removal of the RFTP heat
shield.

o The space below the rotating guide tube (RGT) cap Is sampled and, If
necessary, purged. The RGT cap is then removed.

o The RGT Is rotated to clear any sodium frost between the FTP nozzle and
the RGT wal Is.

o The lower cooling air deflector cone which contains the "T" seals Is

Installed.

o The RFPT upper adapter Is Installed and bolted In place.

o The RGT drive mechanism Is Installed and bolted to the adapter.

o Finally, Install the adapter guide tube assembly.

The RFTP adapter Is now Instal led and ready for Installation of the EVTM floor
valve on It.
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Question CS760.156

Discuss the leak test method used following replacement of the equipment
hatch. How were the permissible leak rates determined?

Response

The leak test method to be used for periodic testing of the equipment hatch
after completion of each refueling will be local pneumatic pressurization of
the dual compressible hatch seals utilizing the in-place test connection.
Determination of the actual leak rate will be by measuring the pressure decay
for a prescribed time duration.

In the case of anticipated actual replacement of the equipment hatch, special
Installation checks such as dye and chalk tests for alignment verification
coupled with pneumatic pressurization of the dual seals will be performed.

Permissible leak ratees to be finalized in early 1983 will be consistent with
the acceptance criteria for type B tests as delineated In 1OCFR50, Appendix J.

It should be noted that the equipment hatch is always closed during all
Reactor Plant operations and is only opened for refueling and/or maintenance
activities.
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Question CS760.157

The design basis spill is listed as being based on leakage from a sharp edged
circular orifice whose area is equal to one quuarter of the pipe wall
thickness multiplied by the pipe inside diameter. Discuss why this is an
appropriate design basis leak.

Response:

An asessment of the Intermediate Heat Transport System (IHTS) piping outside
of containment leads to the conclusion that the integrity of this IHTS piping
is assured such that there is a negligible likelihood of a large break. This
conclusion is based upon the following:

a. The overall system design incorporates many features which prevent
the occurrence, and limit the consequences, of leaks in this IHTS
piping.

b. The highest quality engineering standards are applied by the IHTS
Piping Design Specification which provides a complete basis for
construction including the materials, design, fabrication,
examination, testing, inspection and certification.

c. A comprehensive quality assurance program assures that the specified
engineering standards are met throughout the construction,
installation, operation and maintenance of the HTS piping.

d. A compilation of operating experience with liquid metal piping
governed by various quality standards has shown that, although
fatigue crack leakage incidents have occurred•, no large breaks have
occurred in liquid metal piping.

e. A structural design analysis has shown that there is high
probability that the piping will comply with all of the Design
Specifications and ASME Code requirements for Class 1 piping.
Although the dump piping is a Class 2 system, it is designed and
analyzed as Class I piping up to the isolation valve.

f. A preliminary fracture mechanics evaluation has shown that
significant fatigue crack propagation will not occur during the
entire plant lifetime even if an initial defect much larger than
quality *standards allow is postulated.

g. A comprehensive technology program has shown that even if a defect
did grow significantly, it would penetrate the pipe wall and result
in detectable leakage without risk of a large break in the IHTS
piping.
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Based on the above assessments, which will be documented in the upcoming IHTS
Piping Integrity Report, it is concluded that IHTS piping leakage of
approximately 1000 gpm envelopes, by several orders of magnitude, the maximum
leakage that could result from a throughwall fatigue propagated crack..

The leak from the IHTS piping is based on the leakage from a Moderate Energy
Fluid System (MEFS) break as defined in NRC Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1,
"Postulated Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid System Piping Outside
Containment." Hence, the MEFS break criterion was selected as the basis for
de-terminatin of CRBRP design basis spills.
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Ouestion CS760.158

In air-filled cells, the PSAR states that the catch pan sides extend up the
wall to a height sufficient to prevent spilled liquid metal from flowing over
the edge of the plate between the plate and the wall. Additionally, a con-
tinuous lip plate is provided at the top of the catch pan side walls to
prevent sodium or NaK from running down the structural concrete walIs into the
region behind the catch pan plate sidewalls. Also, In the event of a liquid
metal spill, the catch pan contains the liquid metal and prevents contact
between the liquid metal and the concrete structure. If liquid metal can run
down the structural concrete walls, what prevents liquid metal-concrete reac-
tions on the vertical structural concrete wall areas above the catch pans?
What penetration or degradation of the fire wall between equipment spaces
would be expected? Discuss your acceptance criteria for this event.

Response

Postulated liquid metal spill events in air-filled cells may result in
Impingement on vertical concrete surfaces depending on break size charac-
teristics and hydraulic head effects. The Project Is Investigating techniques
to accommodate liquid metal Jet Impingement on vertical concrete walIs whereby
any degradation to the vertical concrete walls does not result in loss of wall
structural Integrity or propagation of the event to the operable decay heat
removal loops.
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Question CS760.159

Along with question 2 above, has any allowance been made on the height of the
catch pan walls to allow for thermal expansion of the lilquld metal and for
addition of any fire extinguishment? Can the catch pans be expected to
perform their functions under all anticipated events?

Response

Thermal expansion of the liquid metal was considered In the sizing of catch
pans. However, the effect Is minimal. No fire extinguishment is required
since fire suppression decks are provided for this function.

The catch pans will perform their design function for design basis liquid
metal spill events.
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Question CS760.160

It Is not clear from CRBRP-3, Volume 1, Revision 2 what criteria have been
used in developing the component margin requirements presented In Section 5.2.
Section 5.1.1.4 indicates that the REXCO-HEP Code has been used to generate
these loads and In Section 5.1.1.3 the Applicant presents several reasons why
the REXCO-HEP calculations are conservative approximations to the loads that
would actually be experienced by the structure. The Applicant Is expected to
give some experimental basis for the general assumption that the loads are
Indeed conservative. This would involve a discussion how the REXCO-HEP
calculations were compared with the SM-4 and SM-5 scale model test results.
The comparison should include peak pressures, total Impulse delivered to the
component In question, and a discussion of frequency content where dominant
frequencies in the loading function may possibly be In tune with natural
frequencies of vibration for structural components. For any component margin
requirements that are not taken directly from REXCO-HEP predictions at the
obvious point of application, such as the load to be applied to the UIS given
In Figure 5-19, a full description Is needed of how the requirements are
derived.

Besponse

The overall criterion used In developing the SMBDB requirements in Section 5.2
of CRBRP-3, Volume 1 was:

The reactor vessel, closure head, PHTS and other piping system connected to
the reactor vessel shall continue to function as limited leakage barriers
following dynamic loads that would result fom bubble expansion as defined by
the pressure-volume curve of Table 5-1 of CRBRP-3, Volume 1. (The expansion
of this bubble to the point of sodium impact with the head would release 101
MJ.)

The dynamic loads for the various components and systems were calculated using
the methods and computer codes described In Section 5.1 of CRBRP-3, Volume 1.
Addfl~onal Information Is as follows:

Upper Internals Structure

Since the REXCO-HEP Code cannot model the fluid response of the upper
internals structure, It was not Included In the system model. However,
because of the dissipative nature of this component (principally through fluid
turbulence), a model which excludes the upper internals structure would be
expected to provide generally conservative loads on other components such as
the closure head. This was confirmed In scale model experiments (e.g.,
compare the experimental results In Figures 4.1-16 and 4.1-17 of Reference No.
14, PSAR Section 1.6, "Structural Response of CRBRP Scale Models to a
Simulated Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident," October, 1978. To assess
the response of the upper Internals structure columns, a dynamic load was
defIned for the upper Internals structure. This load was taken from the
REXCO-HEP calculation at the location of the top of the core barrel. This
location approximates the elevation of the underside of the upper internals
structure.
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Head Mounted Components

To assess the response of head mounted components to the slug Impact load, the
SMBDB slug load, as defined in Figure 5-18 of CRBRP-3, Is used. The load is
applied to a detaillng three-dimensional finite element model of the head and
associated shielding. This dynamic model developed with the ANSYS Code allows
plastic yielding of the head plates to occur, where appropriate. Additional
loads resulting from vessel movement, upper Internals structure response and
direct under-head gas pressurization are also applied. The translational and
rotational motions defined at locations appropriate to each of the head
mounted components are then used to evaluate component responses to head
motion.

An experimental program was performed using scale models to simulate the
response of the reactor vessel system to the expansion of a bubble as defined
by the pressure-volume curve of Table 5-1 of CRBRP-3, volume 1. The
experimental program and analyses are provided In Ref. QCS760.160-1.
REXCO-HEP and ANSYS calculations are compared to the scale model experimental
results In Section 4.1 and Appendix A of the reference.

In addition to a generally higher level of loading In the analytical
simulation, there is also a significantly greater higher frequency excitation
In the analytical cases. While detailed frequency response assessments are
not performed In all cases, It is judged that considerable conservativeness Is
Inherent In the loadings as specified.
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Ouestion CS760.161

In CRBRP-3, Volume 1, Revision 2, It Is unclear how the component margin
requirements are to be applied. Are any to be applied simultaneously? Where
the requirements are given In terms of pressure histories, how are the loads
to be distributed? What boundary conditions will be used or what will be the
criteria for choosing boundary conditions when separate components are
analyzed?

Response

Discussion of the application of component margin requirements and associated
boundary conditions Is provided In Section 5.4 of CRBRP-3, Volume 1. This
discussion, together with the requirements of Section 5.2, generally furnish
sufficient information for component analysis to be performed. The
requirements Indicate cases In which simultaneous loads are to be applied
(e.g., see Section 5.2.1B).

In some cases (e.g., the vessel wall), CRBRP-3 does not show loadings at all
axial Intervals simply because of the large quantity of loading zones
Involved. Therefore, only representative ones are shown In CRBRP-3. In the
actual analyses of the components, however, additional loading curves at
points other than those shown are used In addition to the representative ones
shown In CRBRP-3.

With respect to the vessel head loading, the load as shown In Figure 5-18 of
CRBRP-3 Is applied to the Impact surface In a uniform manner. The uniform
Impact assumption Is justified by the fact that the slug surface remains
nearly flat at the time Impact takes place (see Figure 5-2a of CRBRP-3).
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Question CS760.162

In CRBRP-3, Vol. 1, Rev. 2 the applicant describes a method for evaluating
certain components loaded during an HCDA wherein component response is
evaluated using linear static calculations with "appropriate" dynamic
ampl ification factors. The reactor vessel nozzles, head mounted components,
and vessel appurtenances will be evaluated with this method.

The first step Is to evaluate the complete reactor vessel system with a
dynamic inelastic model. Components then will be evaluated using the system
response at their specific location as input. Each component will be analyzed
first by applying loads and/or displacements to a static model using what Is
cal led an "appropriate" dynamic amplification factor. If the component in
question falls this test, it is evaluated using a dynamic elastic model.
Finally, if the component falls this test, a more complex inelastic dynamic
analysis is performed. The procedure of using a static analysis with dynamic
amplification factors is common In linear systems where the appropriate
amplification factors are easily obtained. Results are usually conservative
because dynamic phasing of different load components Is neglected. The
appropriate amplification factors for a nonlinear system are not easy to
obtain and may not even be unique definable quantities since the vibration
frequencies and damping of the component change as it plastical ly deforms.

The applicants must describe how the dynamic amplification factors are to be

derived.

Response:

The applicant agrees with the NRC regarding the use of dynamic amplification
factors for static analysis of linear elastic systems. The current CRBRP-3
analyses do not use dynamic amplification factors for analysis of non-linear
systems. CRBRP-3, Volume 1, Section 5 will be amended to clarify this.
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Question CS760.163

In Sec. 5.3.1 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 1, Rev. 2, the applicant presents SMBDB
structural criteria In terms of stress and strain limits. To perform the
staff's review we need the appropriate reference or references from which
these criteria were obtained.

Response0

The strain limit expressions given In Section 5.3.1 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 1, Rev.
2, were developed from Information contained In the following documents.

(1) M. J. Hiller, 'Tensile Plastic Instability of Thin Tubes, Parts I and II",
Int. J. Mech. Scl. 7, pp. 531-543 (1965).
(Source of expression for membrane strain limit)

(2) F. A. McClintock, "Plasticity Aspects of Fracture," In Fracture: an
Advanced Treatise, Vol. III, pp. 47-225, Academic Press, New York, 1971.
(Supporting experimental data)

(3) P. C. Riccardella, "Elasto-Plastic Analysis of Constrained Disk Burst
Tests," Trans. AM. Soc. Mech. Engrs. 95, Series B, pp. 129-136 (1973).
(Supporting experimental data)

(4) F. A. McClintock, "A Criterion for Ductile Fracture by the Growth of
Holes," Trans. AM. Soc. Mech. Engrs. 90, Series E, pp. 363-371 (1968)
(Source of expression for local strain limit)

(5) G. T. Hahn and A. R. Rosenfield, "Sources of Fracture Toughness: The
Relation between 1Kic and the Ordinary Tensile Properties of Metals," in
Applications Related Phenomena In Titanium Alloys, ASTM STP 432, pp. 5-32,
American Society for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia, PA., 1968.
(Supporting experimental data)

(6) A. C. Mackenzie, "Investigation into the Influence of State of Stress on
the Ductility of High Strength Steels," 1971 Annual Report, Department of
Mechancial Engineering, University of Glasgow.
(Supporting experimental data)

(7) V. Weiss, J. Sessler, and P. Packman, "Low Cycle Fatigue of Pressure
Vessel Materials," TID-16455, June 1962.
(Supporting experimental data)

The stress limit expressions of Section 5.3.1, CRBRP-3, Vol. 1, Rev. 2, were
derived from the strain limits by calculating the stress corresponding to the
allowable strain.
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Question CS760.164

In Sec. 5.4 of CRBRP-3, Vol. 1, Rev. 2, the applicant states that results of
both analyses and experiments indicate that the closure head will withstand
SMBDB loads without structural failure. This conclusion Is based In part on
the results of scale model tests SM-4 and SM-5 where the head model showed no
visible plastic deformation. A problem exists in using these test results to
demonstrate the capability of the head In that the design of the scale model
heads was non-prototypic. The shielding plates were bolted directly to the
bottom of the head, possibly overstiffening it considerably and, therefore,
not allowing deformations that lead to the most probable head failure mode
(disengagement of the Intermediate rotating plug). Because of the design of
the model head, we are not convinced that the applicants conclusions regarding
the acceptability of the head design can be made based on the experiments done
to date.

The analysis presented does indicate that, under SMBDB leading, the head only
displaces 23% of its predicted failure displacement. This analysis is
acceptable If the applicant can benchmark the analytical model with
experimental data. Benchmarking with other analyses Is not acceptable,
especially because many analytical techniques, In particular the finite
element method, overpredict the stiffness of structures being modeled by
several percent.

To resolve this issue of vessel head capability the applicant should benchmark
the analytical model being used and show that It predicts a comfortable margin
to head failure. The required margin will be less if the model Is benchmarked
with both static and dynamic test data.

Response:

The analytical model used to predict strains and displacements of the CRBRP
Reactor System under SMBDB loading will be benchmarked against static (SM-I)
and dynamic (SM-5) test data. These analyses will be completed by October 30,
1982, and the documentation will be provided to NRC by November 30, 1982.

QCS7 60.164-1
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Question CS760.165

Will fire suppression decks be tested for their effectiveness, using an actual
sodium spill tests? If not, how will the assumption that the fire will
extinguish and the sodium will cool be Justified?

Respons

Small scale tests have been performed to determine the effectiveness of a fire
suppression deck system. These tests consisted of spilling sodium volumes up
to 400 lbs. on a fire suppression deck 2.5 ft. wide and 6 ft. In length.
Based on these tests, fire suppression design features were obtained and will
be verified In a large scale test consisting of spilling approximately 22 tons
of sodium onto a fire suppression deck 20 ft. wide and 30 ft. In length. The
large scale test is scheduled for completion during the last quarter of
calender 1982.

QCS760.165-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.166

Please provide a description of how the cell liners and catch pans will be
Installed in the plant (i.e., construction sequences) to maintain the desired
gap for venting between the steel and concrete.

How will it be verified that these spaces were instal led correctly after
construct i on?

Response:

Cell Liners:

The cell liner air gap, located between the cell liner place and the
insulating concrete, is prefabricated during the construction of the modular
cell liner panels. The CRBRP cell liners for walls and ceil ings are installed
in prefabricated modular panel sections consisting of the cell liner plate,
continuous air gap, liner stud anchors and insulating concrete panel as shown
in Figure QCS760.166-1. These modular panels are used as forms for the
structural concrete.

The following method summarizes the procedure proposed for use in
prefabricating the cell liner air gap. The cell liner plate is precut to size
and the stud anchors are installed using the automatic stud welding process.
The cell liner panel is placed horizontal ly with the stud anchors facing
upwards and a form for the insulating concrete is placed around its perimeter
and around each penetration and embedment location. Over the head of each
liner panel stud anchor, 3/8" thick spacer washers are inserted and placed
on top of the liner plate. On top of the spacer washers a layer of galvanized
expanded metal lath is placed. Slits are cut in the metal lath at the liner
stud locations to permit insertion through the stud heads. On top of the
expanded metal lath layer, a layer of fine galvanized mesh screening is
similarly placed. The fine mesh screen is coated with a combination concrete
seal ing compound and bond breaker to prevent the insulating concrete from
forming laitance on the fine mesh screen and expanded metal lath.

The insulating concrete is then placed on top of the prepared panel and is
allowed to cure a minimum of 7 days before the inspection of the air gap.
Figure QCS760.166-2 depicts the air gap formation method described.

The air gap formed behind these prefabricated panels will be non-destructively
examined prior to installation In the plant to assure continuity of the air
gap. The specific examination techniques have not been established but may
include direct measurement, use of feeler gages, or optical inspection.
During erection and installation the insulating concrete panel joints are
sealed. The cell liner panels are welded together and the panels are used as
forms for the structural concrete.

Provision for the inspection of the air gap following the liner installation
and placement of the structural concrete will be included. Local temporary
removable access plates have been located opposite each cell liner vent for
the testing of the cell liner vent piping and the in-situ testing of the air

QCS760.166-1 Amend. 72
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gap. The liner vent piping wll I be flow tested to assure vent continuity.
The proper installation of the air gap will be verified by non-destructive
methods or by flow testing. The specific provisions of the vent system'
testing have not been established.

The proposed method of fabricating the cell liner air gap described in this
response wl II be pretested before final construction and Inspection procedures
are confirmed. This pretesting progran will evaluate alternative methods of
air gap formation and alternative non-destructive examination methods of
Inspecting the air gap behind the liner.

The celi liner floors are constructed In a different ýequence than the walils
and ceilings. The cell liner floor configuration Is shown in Figure
QCS760.166-3. The venting of the cell liner floor is provided by a 1/8 Inch
nominal air gap between the insulating concrete-and the liner plate and also
by the vent space provided on each side of the embedded beams supporting the
cell liner floor plates. This vent space communicates directly with the air
gap located in the liner walils.

The elevations of the top of embedded beam steel and top of structural
concrete are controlled to result in a 1/8 inch gap when the cell liner plate
is placed over the Insulating concrete floor panels. These concrete panels
are supported on the top of structural concrete and are placed between the
embedded beams. They are restrained from lateral movement by angles welded to
the web of the embedded beams and extend to the outside projection of the beam
flange. These vent spaces will be verified prior to the placement of the cell
liner floor panel and the welding of the liner plate to the supporting

embedments.

Catch Pans:

The catch pan system does not have a special ly constructed air gap as does the
cel I liner system.

Because the catch pans are designed to expand freely under thermal loads,
there is a space between the catch pan side walls and the building walls to
al low for free thermal expansion -This space will provide a minimum entry gap
of. 1/4 Inch under extreme thermal conditions.,

Under the catch pan floor, a layer of MgO aggregate is provided to mitigate
thermal effects on the supporting reinforced'concrete floor. Water vapor
released from the concrete will flow through the voids in the MgO aggregate
and pass through the space provided around the catch pan side wal Is. The
catch pan system is Instal led In the equipment cel Is after the completion of
the concrete construction.

Since the-catch pans are installed after the completion of the concrete cell
.structure the gap around the catch pan side wal Is will be control led by direct
measurement. See Figure QCS760.166-4.
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Que5tion 760 167

For those catch pans which drain Into other areas, what Is the slope of the
catch pan floor and the size of the drain?

Response:

The slope of the catch pan floor varies from 1/8" to a foot to 1/4" to a foot,
whereas the drain sizes vary from 6" diameter to 24" diameter. The details of
drain size and the floor slope are given in Table 760.167-1.

The floor slopes and drains sizes are based on the design basis leak rate and
the catch pan size.

QCS760.167-1
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TABLE 760.167-1

FLOOR SLOPE AND DRAIN SIZE

FOR THE CATCHPANS DRAINING TO OTHER CELLS
TO OTHER CELL

,Slope of
the Floor

Size of,
the Drain

No.
Req ' d.Cell No. Remarks

251

252

1/4" to 1 1-0"

1/4" to 1'-0"

1/4" to 1 '-0"

1/4" to 1 '-0"

12"

24"

16"

6"

3

1

2

1

248

211A

Floor drains~at
low point

Floor drains at
low point

Floor drains at
low point

Floor drains
at low point

Floor drains
at low point

Horizontal
Scupper Drains

Liquid Cascades
through central
floor opening

224, 225,
226

1/8" to 1 '-0" 12" 3

228 1/4" to 1'-0" 12" 5

224, 245,
246

2" in 20'+
min.
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Question CS760.168

What are the site boundary Na aerosol concentrations for the sodium spill
events listed In Table 15.6-1?

Response:

The only event listed In Table 15.6-I for which the site boundary concentra-
tions of sodium reaction product aerosols would be significant Is the
Intermediate Heat Transport-System (IHTS) piping leak (PSAR Section 15.6.1.5).

The chemiical form
The concentration
as follows:

of concern for environmental protection Is sodium hydroxide.
of sodium hydroxide at the site boundary can be calculated

0

C = M X/Q * Fd

Where M = sodium oxide aerosol release from
the SGB : 440 lb In 5 min. (1.47 Ib/sec)

X/Q = atmospheric dispersal (50%) : 1.01 x 10-3 sec/mr3

Fd = depletion factor for fallout and
conversion to carbonate : 1/100

C = concentration of sodium hydroxide at the site
boundary for the IHTS pipe leak = 6.7 mg/m3

The site boundary concentration of sodium hydroxide resulting from the other
events Identified In Table 15.6-1 have been reviewed and would be orders of
magnitude below that for the IHTS piping leak.

QCS760.168-1
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Question CS760.169

Section 9.13.2.1 states that the catch pan system for air-filled cells Is an
Engineered Safety Feature. However, no inservice inspection requirements are
listed either here or In Section 3.8-C. Please provide your plans In this
area.

Response

The Project Is presently developing Inspection/surveillance requirements for
the Engineered Safety Feature Catch Pan System. This information will be
available for Staff review by January 1983.

QCS760.169-1
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Question 760.170

Page 3.8-B.31 states the Inservice inspection requirements for all liners.
The criteria for selection of the welds to be examined is also stated;
however, the-rationale for these criteria are not given.

It would seem logical to select for periodic examination those welds
calculated to have the highest stresses, both during normal steady state
operation and under the sodium spill condition. This would necessitate
Identification of these welds in the design state so that when equipment and
piping are designed into the cell, access to these critical weld areas can be
provided.

Please address the application of such a criteria on CRBR.

Response:

As stated in the PSAR, Appendix 3.8-B, Attachment E, all lined cells are
inspected visually as part of the inservice Inspection (ISI) program at least
once every 10 years.

In addition, three preselected RCB cells and three RSB cells will be subjected
to a surveillance program at least twice every 10 years. The specific
Identification of weldments to be examined as part of the surveillance program
will be determined following the completion of the location of the
penetrations and embedments In the lined cells. These weldments will
generally be the ones subjected to the highest stresses under normal and
Design Basis Accident conditions In the potential sodium pool region. Regions
of close proximity of embedments or penetrations will yield the highest stress
and strains.

A design requirement Is that the location of equipment
cells does not inhibit the ability to access any areas
program or in the surveillance program.

QCS760.170-1
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Question CS760.171

Section 3A.8.4 describes the development testing programs to support the cell
-lner design. Please describe the differences and similarities in the cell
liners used In the sodium spill design qualification test versus the liner
design proposed for CRBR. Address such Items as plate material and thickness,
weld type, Vent space and vent path size, liner design and support.

Response

The CRBRP cell liner tested In the Sodium Spill Qualification Test was repre-
sentative of the current CRBRP cell liner design. A listing of the similari-
ties and differences between the test article liner design and the current
proposed CRBRP design Is provided below:

SimLLaitLig

1. Liner Plate Material (SA516, Grade 55)

2. Liner Plate Thickness (3/8")

3. Liner Air Gap Size (1/4")

4. Insulating Concrete Panel Materials (Perlite-Sand-Cement)

5. Insulating Concrete Thickness (= 4")

6. Stud Anchor Material and Spacing (A108, Grade 1020); (15" o/c)

7. Bottom Liner (Floor) Anchorage Material (SA36-Rolled Sections)

8. Cell Liner Weldment Configuration and Materials
(FCAW - Prime Cell Liner Weldment)
(SMAW -Overhead Repair Weldment)

9. Structural Concrete Materials

10. Cell Liner Configuration and Layout

11. DBA Sodium Spill Peak Temperature (llOOoF)*

12. Inerted Cell Atmosphere (N2 )

Differences

1. Liner Floor Insulation (MgO Gravel)

The current CRBRP cell liner floor design utilizes precast Insulating
concrete panels consisting of the same material utilized In the cell
liner wall and ceiling panels.

*Note: The test exceeded the DBA temperature by Including long term exposure
at-1600oF (approximate TMBDB temperature).

QCS760.171-I A
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2. Liner Panel Stud Anchorage Length (18 Inches)

The cell liners exposed to DBA sodium spill conditlons'utilize liner W-
stud anchors having a total length of 12 Inches. Bole: Cell liners
exposed to temperatures >1000oF, I.e., TMBDB, utll Ize stud anchors
having a total length of 24 Inches.

3. Air Gap Formation Method (Ethafoam)

The test article utilized a thermal plastic material, Ethafoam, to
form the required 1/4 Inch air gap. The material was designed to
shrink and/or vaporize under elevated temperatures and provide the
1/4 inch air gap space. During the conduct of the test this material
condensed and plugged the opening. The current CRBRP design ellml-
nates the potential for plugging by providing a pre-formed air gap as
described In Question CS760.166.

4. Corner Anchorage

- The corner anchorage design utilized in the test article was based on
the preliminary design. The CRBRP corner anchorage has been refined
and Increased In load capacity based on the final detailed design.
Non-prototypic anchorages were Incorporated to anchor the non-con-
tinuous (non-prototypic) free edges of the test article. These
anchorages were specific to the limited test article size and are not
utilized•in the design.

5. Stud Anchor Welds

As noted in Reference QCS760.171-1 (PSAR Reference 5 In Chapter 3A)
the test performer installed the stud anchors using SMAW filllet welds
(-3/16") contrary to the specified automatic full penetration weld
process (ASME B&PV Code Section III, Division 2, Subarticle
CC-4540). These weldments were Incapable of developing the stud
capacity and resulted In several stud failures early In the testing.
The CRBRP cell liner studs will be Installed In accordance with the
ASME B&PV Code Section III, Division 2, Subarticle CC-4540.

Reference

QCS760.171-1 Simmons, L. D., Wierman, R. W., HEDL-TME-79-35, "Large Scale
Liner Sodium Spill Test,. LT-1", dated December 1980.

0l
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Question CS760.172

Please provide simplified sketches of.all sodium systems (exclusive of the
primary and intermediate HTS) showing the sodium volumes in each major portion
of the system and the location (cell number) of each system or portion of the
system.

Response:

The simplified sketches- and additional information requested are provided in
Figures CS760.172-1, 2, and 3. Both sodium and NaK piping and components are
Included inn these figures. Sodium Inventories.in the!,components, and cell
locations of these components are indicated on these figures. All, sodium
Inventories are referenced to a 400oF coolant temperature, exce'pt the primary
sodium overflow vessel inventory which is also given for the primary system
operating temperature of 8500F.

Amend. 72
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Question CS760.173

Section 15.6.1.2 presented the analysis of a 7,500 gallon sodium spill in the
RSB. What RSB leakrate was assumed In this analysis? Is this leakrate a
design requirement on the RSB?

Response

As discussed in Section 15.6.1.2 of the PSAR, the postulated Ex-Vessel Storage
Tank accident occurs In an Inerted cell. All aerosols resulting from this
postulated accident would be retained in the Ex-Vessel Storage Tank cell with
no release to the air-environment of the RSB. However, for radiological eval-
uation conservatism, It Is assumed that accummulated aerosols are released
directly to the external atmosphere at the end of 2 hours, 8 hours and 24
hours. These releases are then applied to atmospheric dispersion factors
(X/Q) in Chapter 2 of the PSAR to determine the 2 hour site boundary and 30
day LPZ doses.

In view of the assumptions of total release of aerosols, leak tightness Is not
a design consideration In this analyses.

See PSAR Section 6.2.6 for a discussion of the RSB Confinement Filtration and
Ventilation System.

QCS760.173-1 Amend. 71
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Question CS760.174

Available test data from the SRI International Scale Model Tests seem to prove
the capability of the CRBR vessel as a whole to contain a 661 MJ CDA.
However, we do not think the tests performed necessarily prove that the vessel
head is capable of taking the simulated loads. From the hydrostatic test of
the head, SM-i, It appears that the head failure mode would be disengagement
of the Intermediate Rotating Plug (IRD) from the Large Rotating Plug (LRP) due
to bending deformation of the LRP. Because of the way the under-head
shielding plates were attached to the head in the scale models, the bending
deformation of the LRP was over constrained. In fact, the bending stiffness
may have been at least an order of magnitude too high. Therefore, we believe
that the tests performed to date cannot be directly used to confirm the head
capability or to benchmark analytical methods.

The heads from the SM-4 and SM-5 test specimens experienced little, if any,
plastic deformation during the previous test series. Therefore, they could be
reused to perform additional hydrostatic tests, similar to test SM-I. The
SM-4 head could be used as presently designed with the shielding plates In
place. The SM-5 head and shielding plates could be modified to make it as
prototypic as possible. Both these heads could then be hydrostatically tested
giving a comparison between stiffnesses for the model head (SM-I), the model
head with shielding plates attached as tested in SM-4 and SM-5, and the
prototypic model head with shielding plates attached.

These tests could, conceivably, provide the data needed to successfully use
the results of the overall SRI international test program in confirming the
vessel head design. However, at least one additional transient test may be
required to prove the head capability for a 661 MJ CDA. The SM-6 specimen
could be modified to make the head prototypic and then be used for this
purpose. This test would be useful in meeting the second overall objective of
benchmarking analytical models before they are used to predict response to
higher energy CDAs.

The staff and its consultants have performed an in-depth review of the
simplified analytical model presented in Appendix H of SRI International's
Technical Report No. 4. To derive the simplified model, an equivalent uniform
plate was substituted for a simplified, axisymmetric geometry of the
three-plug vessel head. Dynamic response is calculated assuming the plate
responds in the first vibrational mode. Therefore, the model applies only to
response in the linear range. It predicts that the head would experience a
peak displacement of 0.102 In. during a 661 MJ CDA. No test data exists with
which we can directly benchmark this model. Analytically it can be modified
by eliminating the effects of the shielding plates andthen comparing its
static response with the SM-i test. This exercise shows that the model
underpredicts peak displacement by factor of 2.4. Comparison of the
volume-pressure relationship for the SM-i test with a modification of the
volume-pressure relationship (modified to eliminate shielding plate stiffness)
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used in developing this model provides additional evidence that the model Is
2.2-3.2 times too stiff. If Its predicted displacement is directly adjusted
by a factor of 2.5, we predict a maximum displacement of 0.25 in., which
occurs at a static pressure of 1100 psi for SM-1. This is Just under the.
failure pressure of 1160 psi. This assumes linear response. If the response
goes into the nonlinear range, which it will for these high displacements, the
response will be even larger.

One should be cautious not to draw too many conclusions from such a simp IIf led
model. However, the points made Indicate the reasons for the difficulty ln
accepting either the experimental of analytical evidence now in hand as proof
that the vessel head can withstand a 661 MJ CDA (112 MJ slug Impact). Also, a
suitable test program may provide enough information to meet NRC's objectives
of estimating the ultimate capability of the head.

Response

The applicant has Initiated the additional testing. (Tests SM,7 ad SM-8)
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Question CS760.175

To enable us to make confirmatory calculations of some key parameters In the
nuclear design area the fol lowing information is requested:

a) DOPPLER COEFFICIENT - For BOC 3 conditions please provide the input data
(except for the 30-group cross-sections) for each of the stleps and codes
shown In Fig. 4.3-26 of the PSAR.

Also, please provide the data you used for any biases (derived from
critical experiments or SEFOR analysis) applled to your Doppler
calcul ations.

b) SODIUM VOID COEFFICIENT -For EOC 4 conditions please provide the input
data (except for the 30-group cross-sections) for each of the steps and
codes shown in Fig. 4.3-28.

Also, please provide the Input data for the critical assembly calculations
used to determine the sodi~um void uncertainty.

The above data does not have to be sent as one complete package, but rather

should be sent as it becomes available.

Respons:

The information requested has been
QCS760. 175-1.

R-ferenc :

supplied under separate cover in Reference

QCS7 60.17 5-1 Letter, HQ:S:82:083,
August 20. 1982.

J. R. Longenecker to P. S. Check, dated
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Question CS760..176

In preparation for writing those sections of the SER dealing with PCRDM, we
have found it necessary to secure additional documentation on the D. C.
stepper motor used in the system. Specifically, we would like to obtain the
fol lowing information:

1. Complete description of the motor

2. Equipment specification for the motor, and

3. Test information or data establishing that the specifications are met,
Including the maximum withdrawal speed in the event an over-speed signal
is sent to the controller.

We would also like to know the maximum slew rate of the motor and what power
input conditions, however improbable, that would be required to obtain it.

QCS760.176-1 Amend. 72
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Response:

ITEM I

Description of PCRDM Motor

The PCRDM utilizes a collapsible roller nut design which has been successfully
used in the past on pressurized water reactors. This type of drive has a non-
rotating leadscrew which is driven up or down by a fixed elevation roller nut
formed by four ball bearing mounted rollers, equally spaced around the
leadscrew. The rollers are inclined from vertical at the leadscrew helix
angle and have teeth which engage the leadscrew threads to provide a positive
connection to the translating assembly. Two rollers are mounted in each
segment arm which are attached by pivot pins to a rotor carried on ball
bearings in the motor-tube. The complete assembly is shown in PSAR Figure
4.2-101. The motor tube Is shown in Figure QCS760.176-1, the segment arms and
roller nuts In Figure QCS760.176-2, and the stator in Figure QCS760.176-3.

The roller nut is actuated by a six-phase, four pole stator mounted outside
the motor tube. The stator and segment arms together form a reluctance type
synchronous stepping motor. The stator windings are energized by direct
current which can be switched in a programmed sequence among the six-phase to
produce a stepwise rotating magnetic field in the armature region (see Fig.
QCS760.176-4). The two segment arms, which make up the motor armature are
fabricated from permeable stainless steel and tend to align themselves with
the rotor field so as to minimize the magnetic circuit reluctance between
adjacent stator poles. The motor armature is, therefore rotated in
synchronism with the rotating stator field.

The segment arms pivot in a vertical. plane through the leadscrew centerl ine
and are constrained to move through the same angle by means of a synchronizer
bearing mounted at the top of the rotor. The armature region of each segment
arm is located above the pivot pin, while the rollers are mounted below the
pivot pin. When the stator is not energized, the segment arms are held in the
collapsed position by springs acting outward below the pivot pin. In this
position, the rollers are disengaged from the leadscrew, and the armature
section of the segment arms are displaced inward toward the mechanism
centerl ine. When the stator is energized, the armature section of the segment
arms are magnetically attracted toward the stator with a force sufficient
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to overcome the segment arm spring force and engage the rollers with the
I eadscrew.

The direction of leadscrew travel Is determined-by the direction of rotor
rotation which, in turn, is determined by the particular switching sequence
applied to the stator phase windings. The speed of rotation Is controlled by
the switching rate, which is adjustable over a wide range by the controller.
The rollers remain engaged to the leadscrew during reversal of rotation
direction.

If the switching sequence is stopped and the stator is left energized in any
of the twelve (12) possible phase combinations, the segment arms continue to
be attracted outward and they will hold the leadscrew Indefinitely at the
elevation achieved when the rotation was stopped. The windings comprising the
six phases are so arranged that when energized in a 3 - 2 sequence, the
force-pole magnetic pattern formed by the stator rotates in space In 1.5-degree
steps. If the six ph.ases are designated by the letters, A, B, C, D,- E and F
the sequence for rotation is shown below.

Rotational Degrees 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

Phases Energized AB ABC BC BCD CD CDE DE DEF EF EFA FA FAB

As shown above, the motor Is energized in either a two phase or three phase
mode in the hold condition and switches from two phase-to three phase-to two
phase while in the run mode. Since the motor is either in a two phase or
three phase condition during hold, the two conditions wil I produce different
magnetic field strengths. Theoretically, the three phase condition should
produce 1.5 times the magnetic flux of the two phase mode, but In the real
motor, it is less than this ratio due to temperature and saturation effects.
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For the motor to produce torque, the induced poles in the rotor must lag the
stator poles. The torque Is roughly a sinusoidal function of the lag angle,
and In actual operation, the lag angle adjusts Itself to the value just
sufficlent to balance the applied torque resisting rotation, up to the pull
out or pole slip value. The radial moment on the engaged segment arms, called
holding moment, Is also a function of the rotor lag angle, and in this type of
rotor increases somewhat as the lag angle departs from zero.

The radial moment also varies strongly as a function of the collapse angle of
the segment arms (as does the peak torque) because of the large change In air
gap and the corresponding change In flux linking the arms. Since the segment
arms are held In the collapsed position by eight coil springs, the moment
required to overcome the springs and bring the rollers *into engagement (latch)
plots as a straight line, with force increasing toward the fully engaged
position. This relationship is shown in Figure QCS760.176-5.

During steady state operation (run or hold mode) the available torque and
moment are determined by the available current. The run - hold voltage Is
specified to be 175 + 5 volts DC, and will be control led within this range.
Therefore the available current is determined by the resistance of the
winding, and the resistance is a function of the stator winding temperature.
The temperature of the winding is controlled by a constant flow of nitrogen
gas. The specified operating paraneters of this stator coolIng system are:

Inlet temperature

Out.let temperature

Pressure at Inlet

FIow

55+ 5°F

140OF maximum

90 psig minimum
100 psig minimum

157 + 10 scfm

During acceptance testing of the PCRDMs at the vendors plant the following
typical operating parameters were determined:

Outlet coolant temperature

Phase resistance

Phase current

= 120+ 50F

= 24.6 + 4 ohms (hot)

= 7.1 + .1 amps
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ITEM 2

The equipment specification for the PCRDM motor is contained In and is a part
of the equipment specification for" the Primary Control Rod Drive Mechanism.
The following are those sections which apply to the motor.

I. ASME Code Classification

A. The mechanism motor tube, motor tube holddown ring, and position
Indicator housing act as part of the reactor primary system boundary,
and shall be constructed as a Class 1 vessel meeting requirements of
the ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

B. The design of the CRDM shall be based on the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF) CRDM as defined on component drawings.

II. Environment and Duty Cycle

A. The external surfaces of the CRDM are exposed to the Head Access Area
(HAA) air temperature of 85 OF during normal operation and 140OF
maximum for loss of HAA cooling. Normal CRDM Internal pressure ranges
from 0-20 psig. Design condition for ASME Code evaluation are 500OF
and 35 psig.

B. Neutron Environment

Neutron dose levels above the closure head In the vicinity of the
control rod drive mechanisms may range from 100 mr/hr to <2 mr/hr.
shield system/selsmic support will shield areas above 100 inches.
corresponding total neutron flux range is approximately 2 x 104
r/cm2 /sec to 2 x 102 x 102 n/cm2 sec.

A
The

The above total
n/cm2/sec.

fluxes correspond to a fast neutron flux <2 x 102

C. The design life of the CRDM shall be 30 years.
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D. Duty Cycl e

* Total start-stop cycles

** Total iifetime scrams

8 x 106

732

***Lifetime travel (0.36 to 9.0 ipm) 17,000 feet

* One motor step equals .a start-stop cycle
** Includes 1'50 Isothermal test ;scrams
***1ncludes start-stop cycles

Ill. Loading Conditions

A. Stroke

The CRDM shall provide a' minimum withdrawal stroke of 36.00 inches as
measured from the nominal position (station -351.025) of the top of
the control assembly disconnect coupling to the minimum up position of
the CRDM rotational stop. The CRDM insertion stroke shall reach and
couple with the control assembly at the lowest position with the top
of the control assembly disconnect coupling at -351.750. The CRDM
maximum withdrawal stroke shall not exceed 37.80 inches as measured
from the lowest positron (station.-351.750) of the top of the control
assembly disconnect coup!,Ing to the maximum up position of the CRDM
rotational stop. Thestroke requirements are referenced to a 70°F
temperature env i ronment.

The CRDM shall be capable of providing an incremental motion of 0.025
inches (nominal). The nominal selectable in and out CRDM speed. range
shall be 0.36 to 9.0 inches per minute. The maximum possible
withdrawal speed of the CRDM with a failed controller shall be less
than 73 inches per minute.
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B. CRDM/CRD Operating Forces

The CRDM shal-l be designed to exert the following forces:

1. Minimum insertion force on-control rod (stuck rod) 1,000 lbs.

2. Minimum withdrawal force sufficient to overcome all worst case
forces acting on the control rod assembly is 285 lbs. This force
Includes control assembly weight (167 Ibs), bouyant forces (-30
Ibs). and rod friction (148 Ibs) acting over the first 8 Inches of
withdrawal. When the rod is withdrawn above 8 Inches and the rod
friction force Is reduced to 48 pounds and the total force is
reduced to 185 lbs.

The CRDM and CRD shall be designed to withstand the following loads.
The temperature under which these loads are to be applied Is 4000F.

3. Maximum leadscrew driveline tensile load

4. Maximum position Indicator rod compressive
load at refueling temperatures.

20,000 lbs

1,000 lbs

The CRDM shall resist outward motion of the translating assembly;

5. With the segment arm rollers engaged to the leadscrew (latched),
the translating assembly shall not move up when a constant up
force of 1800 ibs, or less, is applied to the control rod coupling
I nterf ace.

6. During a scram operation (stator power interrupt and roller
unlatching) the translating assembly outmotion shall be limited
when a constant up force of 1800 Ibs, or less, is applied to the
control rod coupling interface.

7. With the rollers disengaged (unlatched) and the pawl engaged to
the leadscrew, the translating assembly outmotion shall be limited
when a constant dynamic up force of 1800 Ibs, or less, Is applied
to the control rod coupling Interface. Prior to pawl engagement
the out-motion velocity Is limited (by sodium flow rate) to 25
ips.
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8. Since the CRDM employs a pawl design which positively prevents
axial outmotion after engagement, the axial outmotion prior to
motion arrest shall be limited as follows:

Paragraph (III.B.5).-.0.200
Paragraph (III.B.6) - 0.600
Paragraph (III.B.7) - 3.25

inches.
inches
i nches

The design shall be capable of resisting outward motion in each of
the above operating modes a minimum of two times during plant
operation.

The up force Is not an ASME Code requirement. Structural
Integrity of the primary pressure boundary to prevent generation
of missiles must be maintained under this loading condition.

The CRDM Scram spring shall meet the following:

1. Minimum Spring Force

2. Minimum Spring Stroke

3. **Spring Force at beginning

of dashpot operation

4. Design Temperature

362 lbs at minimum spring
compression with the translating
assembly in the "full out" posi-
tion as limited by the
rotational stop.

25 inches

0.00 lbs

400 0F

**Defined as elevation (-175.87) where the dashpot piston enters
the end of the tapered section of the dashpot cylinder.
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IV. Scram

A. Scram Requirements

The overall Primary control Rod System scram requirements are
depicted in PSAR Section 4.2.3 and on PSAR Figure 4.2-93 and Include
the total time from stator power interrupt to reactivity insertion.
The unlatch time is defined as the time from the start of stator
current decay to the initial insertion motion of the leadscrew and
shall be 90 msec maximum at normal CRDM and stator operating
temperatures.

B. Dashpot

A dashpot shall be Included in the CRD for decelerating the
translating driveline and control rod during the last nine. inches of
a scram insertion. The energy of the scrammed assembly shall be
absorbed at a deceleration rate which will limit stresses In the
driveline components to an acceptable level. The dashpot shall
reduce the velocity of the CRD and Control Rod when scrammed from any
position between 0 and 37 inches to less than 14 inches/sec at the
time of impact on the hard stop at the end of scram insertion.

V. I ndependence

Each control rod shall be driven and positioned by its own mechanism.
Each control rod shall be independent to the extent that protective
action is not delayed. The CRDM shall be designed to minimize the
probability of simultaneous disability in the scram mode of all CRDMs
through systematic, concurrent, undetected failures in the CRDMS
resulting from commonality of components or susceptibility to failure
due to common environmental conditions, duty cycles, or loads.

VI. CRDM Position Indicators

Two independent CRDM position indicator systems shall sense the
position of the leadscrew and thus produce two separate signals
indicating the relative position of the control rod In the core.

The rotary (relative) position Indicating system shall consist of an
electromagnetic sensor that counts the revolutions of salient poles of
an indicating disc attached to the drive mechanism rotor. The axial
resolution of the rotary position indication system shall be 0.10
inches (nominal).

The absolute position indication system shall measure the position of
the leadscrew through a sensor located in a housing that projects into
the inside diameter of the leadscrew. This system shall not lose Its
reference position because of mechanism scram. The resolution of the
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absolute position Indication system shall be 0.50 inches. The system
position accuracy over full stroke shall be ± 3.5%, of the full stroke.
The accuracy of the position indication sensor over the range of
environmental conditions shall be + 1.62% of the full stroke. the
accuracy refers to the ability to measure the true position of the top
of the leadscrew.

VII. Cooling

A stator cooling system shall be provided. This system shall not act
as part of the reactor primary system boundary. The design shall
Incorporate thermocouples into the stator cooling system and provide
the corresponding electrical interface information.

VIII. Reactor RefuelIng

The, mechanism design shall permit refueling and fuel transfer
operations Inside the reactor vessel in the space above the core
without disassembly and removal of the mechanism. The design shall
permit access to the actuating shaft interlock ring and disconnect
actuating shaft so that the disconnect coupling between the driveline
and control assembly can be manually operated.

0
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The design shall have provisions for the operation of a manual
disconnect tool (not provided as part of this specification) for
disconnecting the control rod from the drivellne and for holding the
leadscrew In a withdrawn position for refueling operations.

IX. Out-Motion Limited Pawl

An OML pawl shall be provided to limit outward motion of the
translating assembly. Structural integrity of the pawl system (pawl
and mounting brackets and hardware) shall be maintained for a static up
force of 4000 lbs acting on the control rod coupling Interface. During
a scram the pawl shall not produce a drag force on the leadscrew In
excess of 19 lbs. (average) based on worst case dimensions with a
friction coefficient of 0.8.

X. Internal Seal Requirements

The Seal Requirements listed here are for Internal Seals and not the
CRDM pressure boundary.

(a) Each CRDM shall be equipped with seal arrangements which consist
of a Main Bellows Seal, Position Indicator Rod Bellows, Disconnect
Actuating Shaft Bellows, and Lower CRDM to Nozzle Extension
Conosea I.

(b) The Seals shall separate the CRDM rotor assembly and-leadscrew
from the reactor environment.

(c) All bellows parameters (length of stroke, etc.) shall be
compatible with the CRDM parameters.

(d) The Main Bellows shall collapse upon withdrawal
and extend upon Insertion of a control rod.

QCS760.176-11
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(e) The Disconnect Actuating Shaft Bellows and the Position Indicator
Rod Bellows expand and collapse only during operation of the
manual disconnect.

(f) Maximum helium leak rate .for each of the four'seals listed In (a)
above Is 1 x 105 cm3 /sec at standard temperature and pressure.

(g) Bellows seal environment

o Temperature- 400°F-(maximum)

o CRDM - argon gas

The internal fluid In the mechanism above :the bellows Is
normal ly reactor grade argon gas at 0 to 20 psig. The
comliosition of this gas Is as follows:

Argon
Oxygen
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Carbonaceous Gases
Water (D.P. -840F)
Other

-99.996% pure
- 5 ppm maximum
S2 ppm maximum

-15 ppm maximum
- 5 ppm maximum
- 6 ppm maximum- 7 ppm maximum

(vo I ume)
( vol IUme)
(vo I ume)

(vo I ume)
(vol ume)
(vo I ume)

An environment of Argon saturated with sodium vapor Is to be
considered an abnormal condition. The mechanism shall be
designed to operate throughout a reactor operating cycle (1
year) when exposed to this abnormal environment. In order to
assure that the mechanism continues to operate with a failed
bellows, the design shall make provision to prevent sodium from
depositing on the rotor assembly parts.'

After repair and/or replacement of a failed bellows and
cleaning of the CRDM to return it to its normal condition, the
mechanism shall continue to function for the remainder of Its
design life.
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o Reactor cover gas side - Argon gas saturated with sodium vapor
(external to bellows).

The environment external to the bel lows Is reactor grade Argon
cover gas saturated with sodium vapor. Normal operating,
pressure is 6&+ 2 In. w.g. Maximum operating pressure Is 7
psig. during shutdown maximum pressure is 11 psig. The
composition of the gas Is Identical to 3.5.2S except as
fol lows:

Oxygen 10 ppm maximum
Hydrogen 50 ppm maximum
Nitrogen .2000 ppm maximum

o Pressure - Normal operating pressure differential Is 0 to +20
psig. Maximum operatIng pressure differential is -7-to +20
psig. During shutdown, maximum pressure differential is -11
psig. During CRDM fill with Argon gas, maximum over pressure
Is 35 psig (not an operating condition).

For the leadscrew and position Indicator shaft bellows, a
positive (+) pressure differential denotes a higher internal
bellows pressure with respect to the external pressure and a
negative (-) pressure differential denotes a lower Internal
bel lows pressure with respect to the external pressur-e. For
the actuating shaft bellows, a positive (+) pressure
differential denotes a lower Internal pressure with respect to
the external pressure, and a negative (-) pressure differential
denotes a higher Internal pressure with respect to the external
pressure.

(h) A pressure switch will be provided In the CRDM to sense Internal
pressure and indicate seal failures.

Xl. Installation and Removal

The mechanism shall be arranged so that all operations Incident to Its
Instal lation on, and removal from, the reactor can be performed with
access only to the head of the reactor vessel. Replacement of the
stator assembly shall be possible without penetration of the primary
reactor system boundary.
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XII. Electrical

Statcr Design

A redesign of the FFTF stator which meets the requirements of Section
III "Loading conditions" and its subsections shall be provided. The
design shall be consistent with a mechanism design which is balanced
over all parameters, particularly with respect to load capability,
scram rellability and stator cooling requirements. The design basis
shall be increased margin over worst case loading allowing higher
segment arm spring force for improved scram reliability and possible
reduction of electrical and cooling power demand.

The stator shall be designed for a 30-year life. Motor lead wire shall
conform to MIL-W-8777C and MS-25471. The stator shall .have monofliar
windings of the double ML type wire. The cooling jacket for the stator
shall also be redesigned to be compatible with the cooling requirement
of the redesigned stator configuration. The coollng requirements shall
not exceed FFTF values:

Cool ing Gas
Supply Pressure
Inlet Gas Temperature
Outlet Gas Temperature
Pressure Drop Across
Stator
Heat Load-Each CRDM
Flow. Rate
Moisture Content

Nitrogen
90 to 100 psig
50 to 60OF
130 0 F maxi mum

1.5 + .5 psi
12,000 BTU/hr maximum
157 + 10 SCFM
8 ppm by weight maximum

0
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XIII. Testing Requirements

A. Stator Tests

The stator shall be tested at various points during fabrication as
indicated below. The results of these tests shall be recorded and
maintained in the record book for each particular stator. If
thermocouples are required to be incorporated Into the stator,
these thermocouples shall conform to ASTM E 230.

The individual coil group resistance shall be checked prior to
inserting the coils into the stator. Any coil whose resistance
varies by more ± 2% from the nominal design value shall be
rejected. After all windings have been Inserted into the stator
and before the lead connections are permanently made, the stator
shall be subjected to a DC Insulatin Test and an AC Dielectric
Strength Test as described below:

The following tests shall be made on the stator upon completion of

the lead connections and before varnish impregnation.

1. DC Winding Resistance Test

The resistance of each phase of the stator shall be checked.
Resistance which varies by more than ± 2% from the nominal
design value, shall be cause for rejection. Also, an
unbalance of phase resistance which exceeds + 1.5% of the
average value for all the phases of the stator shall be cause
for rejection.

2. DC Insulation Resistance Test

The insulation resistance
ground shall be checked.
.ground resistance at 250 C

from al I phases and neutral lead to
The minimum acceptable phase-to-
is 10 merpohms.

3. AC Dielectric Strength Test

Apply 1500 volts rms 60 Hz between the stator iron and any one
of the stator leads. Voltage shall be applled at a rate of
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approximately 100 volts per second, maintained at 1500 volts
for 15 seconds, then reduced to zero at approximately 100
volts per second. All of the .phases of the stator shall be
checked. The stator insulation must not exhibit dielectric
breakdown when subjected to the above test voltages. All six
phases may be tested simultaneously. In addition,
measurements of. the maximum compensated current leakage
between coils and between windings and the core stack will be
recorded for the prototype CRDM stator. From these values an
acceptance criteria will be established for the plant unit
CRDM stators.

4. Surge ComparIson Test

Surge testing shall be conducted using 3000 volts DC and shall
check the waveform of power thru the stator phases. Any sharp
or jagged indication of a trace, regardless of proximity of
comparison between traces, shall be cause for rejection of the
stator. Stators which include test instrumentation may be
tested at lower voltage subject to Purchaser approval.

After successful completion of these tests, the stator shall
be varnish vacuum impregnated and baked. During this
processing, the stator leadwires must be protected to prevent
the varnish for making them inflexible. Upon completion of
this .processing the tests described above shall be reperformed
and the results recorded.

5. Cool ing Jacket Leak and Strength Test.

The cooli ng jacket supplled with the CRDM shall be tested for
leakage and strength against pre-deflned acceptance criteria.

B. Hel ium Leak Test

A hellum leak test shall be performed on the completed CRDM
components that serve as part of the primary system environmental
boundary. The maximum acceptable leak rate for this test shall be
1 x 10- scc/sec/CRDM total for all external leak paths.
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If It is determined that a dangerous situation would not exist from
pressurization of hellum gas, the leak test and strength test, as
described below, may be combined. However, If they are not
combined, the leak test shall be performed after the strength test.

C. Strength Test

A strength test shall be performed on the completed CRDM components
that serve as part of the primary system environmental boundary and
shall be either pneumatic or hydrostatic.

This test shall be in accordance with NB-6000 of Section III of the
ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel Code. The following general
requirements apply to the strength test:

1. Prior to testing, all interior surfaces shall be cleaned. The
Supplier shall prepare and submit a detailed cleaning procedure
as part cf the Fabrication Plan.

2. The component shall be tested at a minimum temperature of 70°F
and the test temperature shall be reported in the Fabrication
Report.

3. The number of tests above design pressure shall be minimized.

4. Any Indication of leakage in the fluid or gas boundary of the
components at other than a flanged joint shall be reported.
The location and extent of any leak indication and the
corrective action taken shall be reported in the Fabrication
Report.-

5. If a hydrostatic strength test is performed, following this
test the mechanism shall be completely drained and internal
surfaces shall be completely dried by flushing the still-
sealed test assembly with heated dry nitrogen or drawing a
vacuum. The pressure component being tested shall be protected
from contam ination by maintaining the sealed condition and
Internal environment of dry nitrogen until the helium leak test
required by Section XIIB Is performed.

C
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D. CRDM Performance Tests

The prototype CRDM shall be tested to show conformance with the
design objectives. This testing wil I be performed in accordance
with detailed requirements designated In this specification. For
successful completion of the work, this testing will demonstrate
compliance with the design objectives with or without any specified
additional equipment attached to the mechanism, as applicable. As
a minimum, the fol lowing parameters will be Investigated and
reported:

1. Maximum possible lifting force exerted;

2. Normal lifting force exerted;

3. Maximum possible driving-down force exerted;

4. Normal driving-down force exerted;

5. Maximum torque exerted on the leadscrew;

6. Normal torque exerted on the leadscrew;

7. Total travel during the test for maximum, and normal ly exerted
forces;

8. Stator coil amperage and voltage for maximum and normal ly
exerted, forces and drivellne speeds.;

9. Stator coil amperage, voltage, and resistance as functions of
temperature;

10. Stator coil steady-state.temperature variation during
operation and holding periods;
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11. Stator current decay time and total leadscrew release time as
a function of temperature, load, stator power, and
misalignment. The unit shall be tested for delay time and
release time at four different rotor to motor tube (index)
positions and stator to motor tube (index) positions;

12. The CRDM scram characteristics as functions of the stator
power, rod speed, and load;

13. Mechanism Internal environment parameters Including, but not

limited to:

a. Temperature

b. Pressure

c. Contained atmosphere

d. LubrIcation;

14. Dynamic response of the CRDM leadscrew to a single pulse from
the control ler as wel I as to travel speeds of 0.36 Inches/
minut.e and 9.0 Inches/minute;

15. Mechanism cool Ing system parameters, as applicable;

16. Any other paraneters or factors that may have an effect on the
mechanism meeting the design objectives.

E. Acceptance Test

1. Acceptance tests shall be performed on each plant unit CRDM/
CRD and associated equipment which wil Iestablish that the
performance of each unit is within acceptable limits
established as satisfactory for the CRBRP mechanisms.
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2. The translating assembly out-motion requirement shall be
verified, by testing. Testing shall include the three specified
modes of latched,. scram and unlatched.

The test-article shal I lnclude the Upl.per CRDM and leadscrew as
a minimum. A mass equivalent to the mass of the remaining
translating assembly components shall be attached to the
leadscrew. The specified up force shall be applied to the
bottom .of the leadscrew and maintained constant for a stroke of
10 Inches at 10 + 1 inches withdrawn and 25 + 1 Inches
withdrawn for the latched and scram mode. For the unlatched
mode the leadscrew shall be a position, with the pawl above the
top leadscrew tooth, such that the impact velocity, when the
pawl engages the leadscrew top tooth, is equal or greater than
25 Ips.

3. The OML pawl maximum drag force requirement shall be verified
by test. The system shall meet the requirement during inward
motion of the leadscrew with the actual friction coefficient.
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ITEM 3 and following request

TES DATA

I. One of the specifications for the mechanism Is that under the most
unusual conditions the withdrawal speed shall not exceed 73 Ipm.
Conformance to this requirement was demonstrated at the vendors facil ity
as part of the performance test.

The maximum withdrawal speed test was run to determine the axial force
which could be exerted by the mechanism as a function of current and
withdrawal speed before pole slippage occurs. If the speed Is Increased
or the current decreased beyond the point of pole slippage, the roller
nuts wil I roll out of the leadscrew and the mechanism willI scram. The
data from this test is shown In Table QCS760.176-1. At the design
condition of 175 volts and 7.2 amps. rollout occurs at 43 Ipm. The
total force required is comprised of the net weight of translating
assembly, friction and drag forces, and spring forces from the bellows
and scran assist spring. The maximum force at the top of the stroke Is
1135 lbs. and the minimum force at the bottom of the stroke Is
approximately 400 lbs. As the assembly is withdrawn the scram and
bellows forces increase. Thus the force in Table QCS760.176-1 Is
dependent on the axial position of the translating assembly when rollout
occurs.

To exceed the design voltage of 175 volts, a series of significant
failures must occur In the controller and M-G sets. If all of these
failures occurred at the same time, the maximum voltage which could be
applied to the stator is 252 volts. As shown In the data In Table
QCS760.176-1, at 258 volts, rollout will occur between 60 and 70 Ipm if
the translating assembly Is withdrawn less than 10.5 inches where the
spring forces are applied. If the translating assembly is in a normal
operating range of 16 Inches to 28 Inches withdrawn rollout willI occur
between 50 and 60 Ipm. Thus the PCRDM meets the design requirement that
It shall never be withdrawn at a speed greater than 73 Ipm.

II. All 18 mechanisms (9 plant units and 9 spares),were acceptance tested.
The acceptance test data show that all 18 mechanisms met all test
requ I rements.
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III. To determine the response of the PCRDM to loss of stator coolant flow, a
series of tests were run a W-ARD. In these tests the stator winding
temperature and outlet coolant temperature were measured as a function
of time for a variety of coolant flows including complete loss of flow.
The results for a complete loss of coolant flow is shown In Figure
QCS760.176-6. For this condition, the maximum stator temperature
reached an asymtotic value of 660OF in 250 minutes. It should also be
noted that the thermocouple measuring the outlet coolant temperature
followed the maximum stator temperature heat up rate fairly closely. At
260 minutes, power to the stator was turned off and the stator
temperature and outlet coolant temperature were monitored during the
cooldown, without the benefit of coolant flow. As shown in Figure
QCS760.176-6 the maximum stator temperature and outlet coolant
temperature dropped rapidly.

During this test, the assembly was withdrawn to 36.0 Inches and placed
In 3-phase hold. In this condition the maximum spring force was applied
to the drivellne, and the maximum heat was generated In the windings.
When the maximum stator temperature was obtained, the mechanism was
drive down to 25 inches withdrawn and back up to 36 Inches five times to
demonstrate that the mechanism functioned properly 'and did not roll out
or scram under these abnormal conditions. The mechanism was then
scrammed and the unlatch time and scram time were measured. The results
Indicated that the unlatch time was faster than normal and the scramr
time was normal. When the test was completed and the stator had cooled
to ambient temperature, the stator winding resistance and insulation

.resistance were measured and found to be unchanged. It was concluded
that the mechanism and stator has functioned properly during these
abnormal conditions and had suffered no degradation or loss of operating

I ife.

In the plant unit mechanisms there is an operating thermocouple and a
spare thermocouple which measures the temperature of the outlet cooling
nitrogen. These thermocouples will alarm at 200OF to indicate a
reduction in stator cooling and an increase In stator temperature. At
this time some action may be taken to resolve the problem since the
mechanism should hot operate Indefinitely without coolant flow. This
condition Is not a safety problem but one of degradation of the
mechanism insulation.
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TABLE QCS760.176-1

MAVIuIIM AVIAI I7()D(I'" CAD KM" Df'lll: C I.IIDPA(I:" IKM P0"Kllr)4

Withdrawal
Speed

1

5

10

15

20
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Figure QCS760.176-5
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Figure QCS760.176-6 Stator Heatup and Cooldown Rate
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Question CS760.177

Please provide design layout drawings, Including dimensions, materials and
weldments, for the following:

I) containment penetrations, including equipment hatches,
personnel-hatches, typical electrical penetratons and typical piping
penetrations;

2) containment ring stiffeners and overhead crane support;

3) structures and components within the containment-confinement annulus,
especially those used for filtered venting, including fans and
ductwork;

4) cell and cell liners, for the reactor cavity, the pipeway cells, an
intermediate heat exchanger (1HX) cell, and any other typical piping
cells in containment, including seals, vents, the steel plate, its
attachment to the concrete, the gaps, the perlite Insulating concrete,
and the structural concrete; and

5) the reactor vessel support ledge.

Response:

The requested layout drawings have been provided under separate cover in
Reference QCS760.177-1.

Reference QCS760.177-1:
dated August 6, 1982.

Letter HQ:S:82:077, J. R. Longenecker to P. S. Check,
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Question CS760.178A1

Can TOP accidents become prompt-critical in such a way that internal fuel
motion in lower power channels is the key factor in the energetics determina-
tion? Is such an event possible only for midplane failures with low sweepout?
1ow is the degree of sweepout determined? What is the effect of intrasub-
assembly incoherence on sweepout?

Response

The assessment of unprotected TOP events in the CRBRP (Chapter 6 of Ref.
QCS760.178A1-l) concluded that a prompt-critical response would not occur for
nominal conditions and would be very unlikely even for combinations of pes-
simistic assumptions on fuel rod failure location (i.e., midplane) and reac-
tivity insertion rates. These conclusions are substantiated by additional
considerations of likely reactivity insertion rates, fuel sweepout mechanisms
and the effect of intra-assembly incoherence on fuel sweepout.

Reactivity Insertion Rate

The maximum reactivity insertion rate evaluated for TOP events is an
important consideration in determining the potential for energetic conse-
quences. Section 3.3.2 of Ref. QCS760.178AI-2 examined the abnormal reac-
tivity insertion events which could lead to a TOP initiated HCDA. Both
anticipated events (Table 15.2-1 of the PSAR) combined with failure of both
shutdown systems and events beyond the protection system design bases were
considered.

Reactivity irsertion rates for the heterogeneous core have subsequently
been analyzed. Anticipated events, unlikely events, and extremely unlikely
events were considered. Based upon this analysis, there are no identified
events that result in reactivity insertions greater than one dollar which
occur at rates in excess of 120/s.

Fuel Sweepout Mechanisms and Incoherence Effects

For the nominally predicted upper fuel rod failure locations the initial
fuel motion to the failure site results in negative reactivity effects such
that the potential for a prompt-critical excursion doesn't exist and the core
response is not sensitive to the degree and timing of fuel sweepout from the
core. For this case the fuel sweepout response is more directly related to a
determination of the potential for damaged core coolability and end state of
the transient, as discussed in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.2.2 of Ref. QCS760.
178A1-l.

If a fuel rod were assumed to fail at the core midplane (i.e., location
of peak axial flux), the initial fuel motion response would result in the
maximum positive reactivity feedbacks. This assumption, if coupled with very
limited fuel motion in the sodium flow channel, is considered to be the only
plausible way in which an unprotected reactivity insertion event in CRBRP
could result in a prompt-critical transient.
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In recognition of the importance of fuel rod failure location, calcula-
tions were performed which assumed coherent, fuel rod midplane failures
(Chapter 6, Ref. QCS760.178A1-l). These calculations indicated that prompt-
critical conditions did not result from assumed midplane failures in CRBRP.
In reaching this conclusion it was recognized that the use of more realistic
analytic methods (PIUTO-2) is important in determining the appropriate acci-
dent progression. These methods, which are. experimentally supported, show
that after a brief time interval the net effect of fuel motions (within and
outside the fuel rod) lead to negative reactivity consequences, even at
relatively high core powers. This is in contrast to the SAS/FCI model which,
due to several unrealistic modeling assumptions, predicts incorrect, ac-
celerating positive reactivity at high core powers.

The PLUTO-2 calculations which were performed (Ref. QCS760.178A1-l,
Section 6.2 and Appendix E) are conservative in that the larger time-dependent
SAS/FCI cavity was used. Although fuel plate-out parameters were not varied,
parametric variations in fuel particle size, based on PLUTO-2 applications to
TREAT experiments, were used to reduce the predicted amount of fuel sweepout.
These calculations still indicated that a prompt-critical transient would not
be expected in the CRBRP.

The application of PLUTO-2 to experiments and the phenomenological
understanding gained in representing fuel sweepout is summarized in the
following. A more detailed discussion of the PLUTO-2 modeling and its bases
is provided as an attachment to this response.

Pre- and post-test analyses of TREAT tests E8, H6, and L8 have been 9
performed with PLUTO-2 and its predecessor PLUTO. Although several modeling
differences occur between the two computational techniques, reasonable com-
patibility in predicted conditions exist for the first 20 to 30 milliseconds.
This is because none of the significant differences between the codes are
physically required on this time frame.

TREAT tests E8 and H6 simulated TOP events in the FFTF at 3 $/s and 50
C/s, respectively*. Test E8 conditions were unfavorable for sweepout in that
the pump pressure drop and flow through the test section were very low com-
pared to the reactor environment. I Nevertheless, there was considerable early
fuel sweepout observed by the hodoscope. The observed sweepout was faster
than that calculated with PLUTO. ;This is considered to be due to the assump-
tion of a single fuel particle size in PLUTO. On the whole, the comparison to
experiment was very good and on the conservative side; that is slower and less
sweepout.

The hydraulic parameters for Test H6 were closer to FFTF and CRBRP hy-
draulic conditions then Test E8 and had a lower reactivity insertion rate of
50 ¢/s. The test showed several FCI events separated by more than 100 msec.
The first event in the H6 experiment was analyzed with PLUTO (Ref. QCS760.
178A1-3). The failure of only one rod was assumed which led to a rapid fuel
sweepout of about 10 g above the top of the active fuel. The final hodoscope
data, which were available only after the PLUTO analysis, indicate that about
10 g of fuel moved beyond the top of the active fuel within 30 msec and 28 g

Using 34 cm EBR-II irradiated fuel rods. Amend. 72
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within 90 msec. This is an indication that more than one rod may have failed
during this time interval.

The main pressure and flow event in test H6 was analyzed with PLUTO-2
(Ref. QCS760.178A1-3). Only a fair agreement with the flow and pressure data
could be achieved. This was at least partially due to the limited knowledge
about the initial conditions at the beginning of this last event of the
experiment. The PLUTO-2 calculation, which assumed the simultaneous failure
of three rods, resulted in a rapid upward sweepout of 66 g of fuel. The final
hodoscope report (Ref. QCS760.178A1-4) puts the upward dispersal during this
event at 78 - 12 g within 30 msec.

The fuel sweepout during this event was relatively massive although the
hodoscope data indicate that the rod failures were close to the midplane.
Some of the fuel swept upwards may have been fuel which had collected near the
midplane due to earlier rod failures. These had led to the failure of the
flow tube surrounding the rod bundle which must have caused a low pressure
situation near the midplane, reducing the potential for sweepout.

The L8 test simulated the condition in an assembly during a LOF-d-TOP
event (Ref. QCS760.178A1-5). At the time of rod failure the sodium velocity
had decreased to 1.3 m/sec and the pump pressure was around 0.05 MPa. Al-
though these conditions are not typical for a slow ramp rate TOP accident,
this test is nevertheless relevant for the investigation of fuel sweepout.
Several features in this test potentially degraded the sweepout: (a) small
pump pressure, (b) low initial coolant velocity, and (c) a near-midplane
cladding failure location for which the ejected fuel has not much axial
momentum; the upward sweepout was nevertheless very rapid. As in the E8 test
simulation, the PLUTO-2 calculated sweepout above the top of the active fuel
again lagged behind the measured ohe (see Appendix A).

In Fig. QCS760.178AI-I normalized fuel reactivity histories of the
measured and calculated fuel distributions are shown. These fuel reactivities
are obtained by integrating the product of a fXel worth curve and the axial
fuel distribution over the length of the pins. It is apparent from the figure
that the significant fuel sweepout and dispersal which occurred in this test
was well represented by PLUTO-2. According to the hodoscope results the fuel
motion reactivity became negative about 20 msec after rod failure in this test
(Ref. QCS760.178A1-6). The slight positive reactivity right after pin failure
in the test data may be due to a lesser extension of the initial clad rupture
above the midplane than assumed in the post-test simulation. However, this
may also be due to the disregarding of the fuel self-shielding and can be
altogether considered statistically insignificant when compared to earlier
variations in the hodoscope reactivity curve.

In summary the available fuel motion data from the TOP in-pile tests in
which fuel was injected into liquid sodium show a significant early fuel
sweepout. The rapidity of the fuel sweepout does not seem to be strongly
affected by the axial cladding failure location or the fraction of pins
failing.

The modeling of fuel sweepout just discussed invokes the customary
one-dimensional assumptions. This approach does not explicitly account for
two-dimensional coolant bypass (incoherence effects) which introduces two
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opposing considerations for an assumed midplane failure at a low rate reac-
tivity insertion. In a large rod bundle, coolant bypass effects will be
significant in proportion to the time delay between individual intra-assembly
fuel failure events. The first consideration is that any time delay between
failure events results in a stretch-out of the positive reactivity effect of
fuel motion and allows more time for fuel sweepout to occur and reduce
reactivity as discussed in Ref. QCS760.178A1-7. The second consideration is
the reduced rate of fuel removal. As noted in out-of-pile tests, coherent
bundle flow conditions showed more sweepout of simulant fuel than less co-
herent flow conditions Ref. QCS760.178AI-8. However, it was shown that even
under the less coherent test flow conditions neutronically significant sweep-
out occurred. It is also noted that the TREAT tests used for calibration of
the fuel sweepout modeling introduced some degree of incoherence into the
calibration process itself.

In considering both effects, the current Project position is that neither
the positive effect of delayed failure events nor the retarding effect of
coolant bypass on fuel sweepout introduce a significant uncertainty into the
reference calculations performed. Again, it is noted that it was possible to
simulate the observed fuel sweepout in three experiments fairly well with the
PLUTO-2 code (usually the very early sweepout was somewhat underestimated by
the code).

The NRC staff review pointed out that the degree of lead assembly failure
coherence would be greatest at EOC-3, whereas the Project examined the EOC-4
core configuration in Ref. QCS760.178A1-1. However, initial calculations per-
formed by staff consultants at ANL, which assumed midplane failures and weak
fuel sweepout (PLUTO-2 parameters used in these calculations were similar to
those used in a successful post-test analysis of the TREAT L8 test except that
the parameter controlling fuel plate-out was more conservative), concluded
that a sustained prompt-critical condition would not occur for reactivity
insertion rates less than 20 c/s (Ref. QCS760.178A1-9). This conclusion,
which is consistent with the. Project understanding, will be further confirmed
following detailed determination of the EOC-3 neutronics safety parameters.

Hence, for the amount of expected incoherence among fuel assembly fail-
ures in response to an unprotected, < 12 ¢/s reactivity ramp insertion, and
for the limited positive fuel motion prior to sweepout dominance, a sustained
prompt-critical state would not occur in the CRBRP. This nonenergetic re-
sponse is considered generic to a CRBRP type core driven by a low rate reac-
tivity insertion.
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APPENDIX A TO: Question CS760.178AI

Fuel.Sweepout Modeling in PLUTO-2
and Its Experimental Bases

This Appendix provides additional detail on the important PLUTO-2 model-
ing parameters and relevant experimental data used to make judgements on fuel
sweepout in the CRBRP during low ramp rate TOP events.

The available fuel motion data from the TOP in-pile tests in which fuel
was injected into liquid sodium show a significant early fuel sweepout. The
rapidity of the fuel sweepout does not seem to be strongly affected by the
axial cladding failure location or the fraction of rods failing.

It is noted that it was possible to simulate the observed fuel sweepout
in several experiments fairly well with the PLUTO-2 code (usually the very
early sweepout was somewhat underestimated by the code). The important
parameters in these post-test simulations are the fraction of rods failing,
the axial failure location, and the sodium void fraction below which transi-
tion to annular fuel flow is allowed. Somewhat less important are the rod
failure pressure, the fuel particle size and fuel plate-out and crust release
parameters. One could decrease the calculated negative fuel motion consider-
ably by not allowing the particulate flow regime. However, this would make it
impossible to match experimental data.

Two out-of-pile test series -to investigate fuel sweepout have been
performed. In the ANL-CAMEL experiments (Ref. A-l) about 30% of the injected
UO 2-Mo thermite mixture is typically swept upwards in particulate form and theremaining fuel is plated out near the injection location. In contrast, KFK

experiments using electrically heated UO rods (Ref. A-2) show a nearly
complete sweepout of the injected fuel. &e KFK results, which are in close
agreement with the modeling of the early sweepout in PLUTO-2, are more pro-
totypic of the reactor environment in some important respects.

The following sections provide the additional analytic and experimental
detail.

In-Rod Fuel Motion and Fuel Ejection Modeling in PLUTO-2

The schematic in Fig. A-1 shows the in-rod and channel fuel motion which
are modeled in PLUTO-2. The flow of the molten fuel/fission-gas mixture
inside the fuel rods is treated as a homogeneous (i.e., no-slip), compres-
sible, and one-dimensional flow with variable flow cross section.

The assumption of a homogeneous flow inside the rod becomes questionable
after an extensive blowdown has led to a sizeable internal void fraction;
annular or slug fuel flow may be more appropriate. Homogeneous flow probably
exaggerates the in-rod fuel motion towards the clad failure for longer times
and for midplane failures is therefore conservative.

The calculation of the ejection through a clad rupture is based on local
pressure equilibrium between the fuel rod cell and the adjacent coolant. The
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mass ratio of ejected fuel to fission gas is assumed to be the same as that in
the ejecting rod mesh cell. A key factor for the ejection rate is the rate of
in-rod fuel motion into the ejection cell which is controlled by the small
cross section of the molten cavity. The latter is considerably smaller than
clad rupture sizes, found in the post-test examinations of TREAT tests H5 and
R12* For longer times (i.e., tens of milliseconds) a preferential ejection of
fission gas may take place based on a PLUTO-2 analysis of the TREAT L8 test
(Ref. A-3).

In the context, of PLUTO-2 the most conservative assumption is a simul-
taneous failure of all rods at the midplane. This assumption maximizes the
total in-rod fuel motion. The larger fuel masses ejected then promote the
transition to an annular fuel flow and subsequent fuel plate-out, and thus,
minimize the fuel particle sweepout relative to the fuel mass ejected from the
failed rods. This is discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Fuel Fragmentation, Transition to Annular Fuel Flow and Fuel Plate-Out'

In PLUTO-2 the molten fuel injected into the coolant with a liquid sodium
fraction greater, than the input value CIBBMN will fragment instantaneously
into droplets of one size. These droplets can further fragment into smaller
ones after a time delay which is input. Molten fuel ejected into a coolant
node with a liquid sodium fraction below CIBBMN will be deposited on the
cladding and struc ture and move as a partially or fully annular film. Molten
fuel droplets already existing at a certain elevation will also be deposited
on clad and structure if the liquid sodium fraction drops below CIBBMN.
Figure A-2 illustrates the possible fuel configurations and flow regimes in an
equivalent coolant channel. What fraction of the channel perimeter is wetted
by a partially annular flow is determined by a linear interpolation between
zero and an input volume fraction CIANIN which defines the volume fraction
above which the entire perimeter is wetted. If the bulk temperature of the
annular fuel film drops below an input energy EGBBLY and if the outer clad
temperature has not yet reached an' input temperature TECLMN, which should be
at or below the clad solidus, fuel plate-out will be initiated. Additional
fuel moving into a node with plated-out fuel may have a higher energy than
EGBBLY and may move through this node without plating-out. Existing crusts
can remelt due to fission heating and crusts which have completely melted the
underlying clad can slide into a neighboring node. For high fuel fractions in
the channel the fuel flow regime can also become bubbly in PLUTO-2. However,
this flow regime is not relevant for the early sweepout.

The fuel sweepout in PLUTO-2 depends strongly on the flow regimes, and
thus, on the parameters controlling the flow regime transitions. For example,
if the sodium liquid fraction CIBBMN, below which a transition to annular fuel
flow is allowed, is set to a relatively small number, more fuel particles will
be generated and swept out. A value of 0.33 was used in the reasonably
successful L8 and H6 simulations (Refs. A-3 and A-4). A value of CIBBIN which
is below the initial sodium film fraction (usually set to 0.15) can change the
calculational results significantly because part of the liquid film has to be
evaporated or entrained before the transition to annular fuel flow is pos-
sible.
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Fuel-to-Coolant Heat Transfer

In the particulate flow regime the choice of droplet diameter, which is
input, is fairly significant. Although the particle drag force changes with
the radius, the main effect is on the fuel-to-coolant heat transfer which is
assumed to be of the following form in PLUTO-2:

k Mf 2  CIA2

hf,Na A f,Na r 4/3r3 Na

A contact area between fuel and liquid sodium,

r fuel particle or droplet radius,

k fuel thermal conductivity,

Mf total fuel particle mass in a numerical node,

aNa Na void fraction,

CIA2 input constant - a value of 2.0 was used in the H6 and L8 TREAT
test analyses.

The fuel particle radii used for successful simulations of TOP experiments
were relatively large (0.25-0.17 mm) for tests in which the initial sodium
flow velocities and inlet pressures were considerably smaller than expected
for realistic TOP conditions. For more prototypical conditions particle radii
of 0.1 mm were found to give better agreement. The PLUTO-2 results are not
very sensitive to the choice of the above-mentioned input constant CIA2
because the above heat transfer formulation is not used for most nodes in
which a high void fraction exists. In nodes containing molten fuel and little
liquid sodium the fuel flow regime is partially or fully annular. For this
flow regime the fuel-to-sodium heat transfer coefficient is of the form:

11 1

h h 1+h
f,Na f m

where

hf = CIA3 vf C Re 08/D
f f f f

and
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where:

subscript f fuel,

subscript m sodium-fission gas mixture,

Re Reynolds number,

Ref = Pf luf - ur mI Df/(2vf)

CIA3, Cl, C2, C3 input constants,

C

k

v

D

a

specific heat,

conductivity,

viscosity,

hydraulic diameter,

void fraction

HCFFMI boiling heat transfer coefficient.

The main reason why the heat transfer between fuel and sodium in the
annular fuel flow regime is smaller than in the particulate flow regime is
however, due to the considerably smaller fuel-to-sodium interaction area in
the annular flow regime.

PLUTO-2 Applications to In-Pile Tests

Pre- and post-test analyses of TREAT tests E8, H6, and L8 have been
performed with PLUTO-2 and its predecessor PLUTO. PLUTO models only a fuel
particle flow regime, does not treat fuel plate-out and has a significantly
different numerical treatment than PLUTO-2. For TOP conditions the two models
nevertheless compare reasonably well up to 20 to 30 milliseconds after rod
failure. This is because no extensive fuel flow regime changes and fuel
plate-out take place in PLUTO-2 during the early post-failure time in a TOP.
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TREAT Test E8

The E8 test simulated a 3$/sec TOP accident in FFTF using the MK-II loop.
The pressure drop provided by the pump was only about 0.2 MPa and the initial
sodium velocity only 3.5 m/sec. Both values are significantly smaller than
prototypic ones and have rather certainly decreased the fuel sweepout poten-
tial in this test. Nevertheless, there was considerable early fuel sweepout
observed by the hodoscope. This is shown in Figs. A-3a and A-3b along with
the post-test calculations performed with PLUTO (Ref. A-5). The failure
location in this test was probably above the midplane which may have enhanced
the sweepout. However, as discussed later, tests such as H6 and L8 with near
midplane failures also showed rapid fuel sweepout. From the figures it can be
seen that the sweepout in the experiment was faster than in the calculation.
This is probably due to the fact that only one particle size is treated in the
PLUTO codes. In the experiment there was probably a particle distribution
including very small fragments which were swept upwards more rapidly than the
average particle. The magnitude of the experimentally observed sweepout is
also larger than calculated. This may be partially due to an overestimation
by the hodoscope which does not take into account the "un-self-shielding" of
fuel which has moved above the active fuel.

A PLUTO pre-test analysis also gave a fair agreement with the early
sweepout by assuming simultaneous failure of 3 of the 7 rods. In the test 3
rods probably failed within 15 milliseconds.

TREAT Tests H6 and L8

Test H6 simulated a 50 cent/sec TOP accident in FFTF using an improved
MK-II loop. The pressure, drop of 0.76 MPa and the initial flow velocity of
6.7 m/sec were nearly prototypic. The test showed several events which were
separated by more than 100 milliseconds. The hodoscope was radially mis-
aligned in this test and covered only half of the rod bundle. Therefore, no
attempt was made to compare the calculated and measured fuel distributions in
detail. However, the final hodoscope report indicates that most of the fuel
motion took place in the half of the bundle which was covered by the hodo-
scope. This makes the comparison with the calculated sweepout more meaning-
ful.

The L8 test simulated a LOF-d-TOP condition using three GETR-irradiated
rods of 86 cm length, and a maximum power of 43 times nominal. The PLUTO-2
calculated sweepout again lagged behind the measured one (see Fig. A-4). For
the later times this was probably related to the simplified fuel plate-out and
fuel crust release modeling in PLUTO-2. In the pre-test analysis no fuel
crust release upon melting of the underlying clad was considered. This led to
the discrepancies in the sweepout above the top of the active fuel and model-
ing changes for the post-test calculation (Ref. A-3).

The relatively good agreement on early fuel sweepout between PLUTO-2 and
both TREAT tests H6 and L8 was discussed in the main response to this ques-
tion.
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Out-of-Pile Phenomenological Evidence on Sweepout

Two series of out-of-pile experiments have been performed to ýinvestigate
fuel sweepout (Refs.. A-l and A-2).. In the CAMEL tests performed at AbeL, a U02
-molybdenum mixture, generated by a thermite reaction, was injected laterally
into flowing s odium i mn'.i"ingle and. seven-pin bundles. Typi.clly 'about '30% of
the injected 25 g'.of fuel (in 7: rod tests) got swept upwardS in particulate
form. 'The remfinin• fuel plated out near the injection location. X-ray
pictures show that the fuel accumulated at least momentarily in the sub-
channels, occupying!4a progressively larger fraction of the channel cross
section as it spread among the rods. Loca, "small-scale FCi's appear to

initiate the fuel disp.ersal in the form of fuel particles. This is in con-
trast to -. the early fuelI mot ion modeling in PLUTO-:2 which as sumeIs that all the
' fuel injected into a liquid sodium stream fragments"into droplet's.
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Fig. A-2 Fuel Flow Regimes in PLUTO-2.
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Question CS760.178A2

An LOF-d-TOP might still occur. if the sodium void worth is 50-60 percent
higher and internal fuel motion in TOP typechannels can occur. What are the
reactivity uncertainties of sodium void, Doppler, axial expansion and lead
channel fuel motion? How do you interpret the significance of these uncer-
tainties?

Response

A detailed review of the reactivity uncertainties used by the Project has
been performed. The conservative values preyiously used (Ref. QCS760.178A2-l)
for the Doppler (- 20%) and fuel expansion (- 40%) are still considered.
appropriate. The lead channel fuel motion behavior is extensively addressed
in the response to QCS760.178A3 and the conclusions on nominal behavior are
incorporated herein. The positive sodium void reactivity effect is the most
important reactivity insertion mechanism to be considered in the study of
loss-of-flow accidents. without scram leading to overpower-induced rod failures
in unvoided low-power assemblies (LOF-d-TOP). The sodium void has been
re-evaluated for the CRBRP BOC-l and EOC-4 configurations using the same data
base and computational methodology as those employed in, the analysis of the
zero-power experiments at the ZPPR critical facility. The evaluation yields
an experimentally-based, best estimate value for the sodium void reactivity
.and its associated uncertainty.

The impact of the derived coolant void reactivity data on the potential
for LOF-d-TOP behavior in CRBRP has been assessed. The EOC-4 core would be
the most likely to have LOF-d-TOP potential, due to the occurrence of the
maximum positive void reactivity at the end-of-life. Detailed analysis of the
loss-of-flow event in the EOC-4 core using the best estimate coolant void
.reactivity. worths upwardly adjusted to very conservatively envelop uncer-
tainties has demonstrated the absence of LOF-d-TOP potential. Recent analysis
and results 'from TREAT test L8 suggest that the autocatalytic reactivity
effects previously associated with whole-core LOF-d-TOP events were over-
estimated.

The remainder of the response has been divided into two sections dealing
first with the sodium void worth and uncertainty determination, followed by a
whole-core 'effect analysis, which supports the absence of LOF-d-TOP.

Sodium Void Uncertainties

The uncertainties assigned to calculated values of the sodium void
reactivity worth are of interest because of their impact on the probability of
an LOF-d-TOP. Large uncertainties are' often. quoted since the sodium void
reactivity involves a competition between two large and opposite signed
effects; a positive non-leakage component and a negative leakage component.
Calculated worths are therefore sensitive to the computational methods,
modeling and data which are used. If attempts are made to assess the uncer-
tainties based upon sensitivities to alternative computational models, the
results of the study would be quite dependent on the particular methodology.
An alternative approach makes use of the available experimental data to deduce
a. predicted value with associated uncertainties which are independent' of the
particular methodology. Such an approach has been adopted herein.

QCS760.178A2-1 Amend. 72
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During the past decade a large experimental data base has been estab-
lished on sodium-void reactivity effects in LMFBRs. An assessment of these
data has recently been completed at ZPPR and provides the input required to
establish an uncertainty for the CRBRP sodium-void reactivity effect (Ref.
QCS760.178A2-2). The assessment included analysis of over 100 critical
experiments in LMFBR-type assemblies of CRBR size or larger. The same data
base (ENDF/B-IV) and methods were used for all of the analyses. Bias factors
and uncertainties were qbtained as a function of reactor type, size, zone, en-
richment, and blanket fissile buildup. By applying such bias factors for CRBR
analysis to calculations which use the same methodology as that applied in the
critical experiment analysis, a best estimate of physically observable void
reactivities can be determined for a specific void configuration. The best
estimate value and its uncertainty would be independent of both computational
method and differential data base. The results could then be used to assess
the accuracy of other analyses such as those used in previous CRBR safety
studies. In assigning total uncertainty to the best estimate value, con-
sideration must be given to those effects which, are not completely addressed
by the critical experiments. Such effects include the impact of fission
products, temperature distribution, fuel rod rather than plate geometry, and
sequence of voiding.

The reference method used in the analysis of both the critical experi-
ments and the power reactor include exact-perturbation diffusion theory,
three-dimensional modeling, twenty or more energy groups, Benoist treatment of
neutron streaming, energy and spatial self-shielding corrections, ENDF/B-IV
cross section data* and ENDF/B-V delayed neutron data. Various methods
approximations were investigated as part of the assessment study and the only
improvements that were found to be significant relative to this reference
method were for transport and mesh effects in a few isolated cases.

A comparison of the results of calculation against experiment for dif-
ferent subsets of the ZPPR critical experiment data base is given in Table
QCS760.178A2-1. Studies made explicitly for CRBRP during the engineering
mockup critical (EMC) experiment program, BOC-l and EOC-4, are included in the
table. The difference between the BOC-l and EOC-4 results are explained by
transport effects that are significant for the clean heterogeneous core, but
not for the more homogeneous EOC core.

The approach chosen for biasing the calculated CRBRP sodium coefficients
and for assigning uncertainties was to divide the reactor into four zones, and
to preserve the integral parameters for those zones. The zones chosen were:

1. Core zones with a positive reactivity signal (central core zones),

2. Core zones with a negative reactivity signal (external core zones),

3.. Axial blanket zones,

4. Internal blanket zones.

Although not relevant for the critical experiment analysis, the power reac-
tor calculations used the ENDF/B-V fission product data. 7
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Table QCS760.178A2-1

RATIOS OF CALCULATED TO MEASURED REACTIVITIES FOR SODIUM VOIDING

C/E Before % Standard Deviation
Cases Biasing After Biasinga

b

CRBR-EMC BOC-4, Positive Part of Core 0.98 10

CRBR-EMC EOC-4, Positive Part of Core 1.23 _6

101 Mixed Zonesc 1.08 12

Axial Blankets without Control Rods 0.91 1

Axial Blanketswith Control Rods 1.23 . 2

Core Zones with Negative Reactivity 1.02 9
Signals

atSeparate bias factors applied to positive and negative components of reac-
tivity. For any subset, the average C/E is 1.0 after biasing.

bEngineering mockup critical experiments for sodium-void reactivity in CRBR;
reactor geometry and composition closely matched..

cThis and the following entries are LMFBR-type configurations but not CRBRP

specific.

Table QCS760.178A2-2 lists the bias factors and the calculational uncertain-
ties assigned to CRBR. :In fact, only the central core region of the EOC-4
void reactivity is biased. Because the calculations tend to be more positive
than-measured reactivities, it is both conservative and easier to use a 1.0
bias factor if the best estimated value is less than unity by an amount
significantly smaller than the assigned uncertainty. The uncertainties
assigned to external core zones and axial blanket zones are larger than would
be indicated by Table QCS760.178A2-1, but these zones were not specifically
included in the CRBR-EMC studies.
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Table QCS760.178A2-2

BIAS FACTORS AND UNCERTAINTIES FOR

SODIUM-VOID REACTIVITY IN CRBRP

Calculationgl
Bias. Factora Uncertainty %

Zone BOC-l EOC-4 BOC-l EOC-4

Central Core 1.0 0.82 10 6ý

External Core 1.0 1.0 10 10

Axial Blankets 1.0 1.0 20 20

Internal Blankets 1.0 1.0 20 20

a b*To be multiplied times the calculated value.

bTo be added in quadrature with uncertainties from other sources (see Table
QCS760.178A2-4).

When extrapolating the above zero-power results to a power reactor,
additional effects require consideration. Since differences in sodium-void
between ZPPR and the CRBR are implicitly accounted for in the calculational
models, such effects lead only to additional uncertainties.

The ZPPR assemblies are built of fuel plates whereas the power reactor
uses rods. The effects of the different geometry on the calculational un-
certainty, were investigated by analyzing. small zone critical experiments in
rod geometry using the reference methods. No significant change in ability to
calculate the void worth in the different geometries was noted. As a con-
sequence, no additional uncertainty is required to account for the change in
fuel geometry.

The void worth in the power reactor is calculated by assuming that
flowing sodium has been voided from all fuel assemblies. The worth tables so
derived are used to determine the sodium-void reactivity for the specific
reactor configurations throughout the voiding sequence. The uncertainty
introduced by this approximation was determined by comparing ZPPR calculation
with experiment using both the exact sequence modeling and the more approxi-
mate model. An uncertainty of - 3.5% can be ascribed to this effect.

Although the CRBR-EMC critical experiments matched the nuclide composi-
tions very well, no attempt was made to simulate the build-up of fission
products during the fuel cycle. Therefore, an uncertainty arising from the
fission product inventory is introduced for the EOC-4 configuration. The
fission products increase the non-leakage term-in the sodium-void effect
through changes in the real and adjoint neutron flux. Ca culations were
performed to investigate this effect. If an uncertainty of - 20% is assumed
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In the absorption cross section of the fission product data, an uncertainty of
- 4% is introduced in. the calculated sodium-void reactivity. There is con-
siderable evidence to suggest that such.,an uncertainty is very conservative.
The reference calculation' made use of a lumped, fission product derived from
the ENDF/B-V data files. A second calculation was run using lumped fission
product data from ENDF/B7II which are based on a 20 year old evaluation of
Garrison and Roos (Ref. QCS760.178A2-3). -.The difference in the calculated
sodium void reactivity for the two sets of data is less than 0.5%. A recent
NEACRP benchmark caiculation compared fast reactor spectrum averaged fission
product capture data and some of the results are given in Table QCS760.178A2
-3. It is of interest to note that the ANL. results are nu 9% higher than the
mean of all the countries participating in the exercise, and nu 20%.higher than
the French results, which are adjusted, to PHENIX operating data. 'A larger
fission product cross section yields a larger sodium-void reactivity since the
larger absorption in-the middle and low energy regions will reduce the adjoint
flux at these energies making the slope more positive and thus increasing the
non-leakage component. Hence, a reduction in the ANL fission product capture
cross section consistent with the French data would decrease the calculated
sodium void reactivity worth. Based upon such results, it seems conservative
to assume that* the* sodium-void reactivity+ calculated from the reference
fission product data has an uncertainty of - 3%.

Table QCS760.178A2-3

NEACRP BENCHMARK SPECTRUM AVERAGED PSEUDO

FISSION PRODUCT CAPTURE CROSS SECTION (barns)

Mean of All Participants* .5002

St. Deviation .0807

ANL .5466

France .4400

United Kingdom .5200

Japan .5613

Only four of eight participants are shown in Table QCS760.178A2-3.

The zero-power experiments were performed with fuel temperatures near
room temperature whereas the temperature in the CRBR may range from the normal
operating conditions to much hotter in an accident scenario. Such variation
in temperature is not represented in the sodium-void model. The main impact
of raising the fj temperature in a mixed oxide fueled core is to change the
capture rate in U and hence the shape of the adjoint flux and the magnitude
of the real flux at resonance energies. The uncertainty in the sodium-void
effect at high fuel temperature can be related to the room temperature results
through the uncertainty in the Doppler reactivities. It is therefore possible
to derive an additional uncertainty in the sodium-void effect at high
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temperature relative to room temperature by applying the uncertainties in the
Doppler effect. Such an analysis leads to an uncertainty of nu 2.5%, (Ref.
QCS760.178A2-4).

Table QCS760.178A2-4 lists the percentage uncertainties due to effects
other than those inherent in the calculational method. These uncertainties
must be added with those given in Table QCS760. 178A2-2 to give the total un-
certainty.

Table QCS760.178A2-4

ADDITIONAL UNCERTAINTIES IN CRBR SODIUM-VOID REACTIVITY

Uncertainty
% of Total Reactivity

Source BOC-l EOC-4

Fuel Rods Instead of Plates 0 0

Sequence of Voiding 3.5 3.5

Temperature Distribution 2.5 2.5

Fission Products 0 3.0

aTo be added in quadrature with the values from Table QCS760.178A2-2.

Using the reference methods and the appropriate neutronics models, the
sodium void reactivity was calculated for the BOC-l and EOC-4 reactor con-
figurations. Biased region-wise reactivity worths are given in Table
QCS760.178A2-5. The data have also been processed in the form of SAS3D
channel data to allow a comparison of these best-estimate predictions with
earlier values used for CRBR safety analysis. In Table QCS760.178A2-6 the
biased worths are compared with the values used in the CRBR analysis as
documented in Tables 4-5 and 4-6 of Ref. QCS760.178A2-'. The large discre-
pancies can be attributed to differences in computational methodology; e.g.,
ENDF/B-III vs. ENDF-B/IV and First Order Perturbation Theory vs. Exact Per-
turbation Theory. While the differences may appear large, the new values,
even with the uncertainties as discussed below, fall entirely within the
uncertainty range documented in Ref. QCS760.A2-1.
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Table QCS760.178A2-5

BEST ESTIMATE SODIUM VOIDa REACTIVITY WORTHS ($)b

BOC-1 EOC-4

Driver Assemblies

Core 0.256 1.528

Lower Axial Blanket -0.225 -0.160

Upper Axial Blanket -0.177 -0.177

Total -0.146 1.191

internal Blanket Assemblies

Core 1.381 1.593

Lower Axial Extension 0.008 -0.020

Upper Axial Extension -0.007 -0.006

Total 1.382 1.567

aVoid flowing sodium, within assemblies (82% of driver and 73% of blanket

sodium removal per mesh cell.

b .0032

Whole-Core Analysis

To provide a measure of the sensitivity of predicted accident energetics
to variations in the sodium void reactivity, the SAS3D analysis reported in
the response to question QCS760.178A3 was repeated using the higher positive
coolant voiding reactivity worths discussed above. The assumptions behind
this case are identical to the best estimate EOC-4 case reported in Ref.
QCS760.178A2-i, but with TREAT.L6/L7 correlated fuel motion modeled as dis-
cussed in the response to QCS760.178A3. The EOC-4 core state was chosen
because it has the highest positive coolant voiding reactivity effect, and
would thus be the most likely to exhibit LOF-d-TOP behavior.

To establish an upper bound for the coolant void worth in the EOC-4 core,
the uncertainties contained in Tables QCS760.178A2-2 and -4 were combined
quadratically to yield a net uncertainty of 7.9% in the central core (positive
reactivity) region, 11.3% in the external core (negative reactivity) region,
and 20.7% in the-axial and internal blanket regions. In each of the respec-
tive regions, an amount of positive reactivity corresponding to twice these
uncertainties was then added to the biased, evaluated worth so that positive
reactivities in the central core were increased by 15.9%, negative reactivi-
ties in the external core were decreased by 22.6% and positive and negative
reactivities in .the axial and internal blankets were increased and decreased,
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Table QCS760.178A2-6 ACTIVE CORE REGION (91 cm) FLOWING SODIUM MATERIAL WORTH, DOLLARSa

NC)
-0
I-.j

BOC1 EOC4

b Current b Current
Assembly Number GEFR Best Assembly Number GEFR Best

SAS Channel Number Type Assemblies 00523 Estimate Type Assemblies 00523 Estimate

1 B 7 .056 .089 B 7 .100 .142

2 F 12 .096 .159 F 21 .386 .454

3 B 15 .152 .229 B 21 .330 .463

4 F 18 .191 .291 F 9 .160 .189

5 B 30 .373 .534 B 36 .559 .735

6 B 6 .068 .101 F 6 .085 -.103

7 F 24 .144 .287 F 12 .165 .198

8 B 24 .303 .415 B 12 .125 .158

9 F 18 .090 .183 F 6 .0i7 .042

10 F 9 .002 .051 F 12 .113 .141

11 F 9 .002 .052 F 24 .366 .425

12 F 12 -. 071 -. 025 F 12 -. 038 -. 011

13 F 12 -. 072 -. 027 F 18 .116 .141

14 F 18 -. 454 -. 453 F 18 -. 200 -. 186

15 F 24 -. 282 -. 263 F 24 -. 082 -. 059

Total Driver 156 -0.354 0.255 162 1.098 1.438

Total Internal Blankets 82 0.952 1.368 76 1.114 1.498

Total: Core 238 0.598 1.623 238 2.212 2.936

F1 8D .0034 value used

Sb
co -. j ReF.QCS760.178A2-1.
N.) N)

for consistency in comparlson with Re!. Q760.178A2-1.



respectively, by 41.4%. The net results of these changes are summarized in
Table QCS760.178A2-7 which shows the maximum positive (i.e., sum of all
positive spatial values) coolant voiding reactivity as derived from the SAS3D
EOC-4 input deck, the current best, estimate biased worths, and the biased
worths upwardly adjusted with uncertainties of 15.9%, 22.6%, and 41.4%. The
most conservative result shows an effective increase of 31% in the driver sub-
assemblies, 84% in the internal blankets, and 52% overall, when compared to
the original void worths used in Ref. QCS760.178A2-1.

Table QCS760.178A2-7

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM POSITIVE COOLANT

VOIDING REACTIVITIES IN DOLLARS

Current
Best Estimate Net Increase

Ref. Current Plus Over Ref.
Region QCS760.178A2-1 Best Estimate 2 x Uncertainty QCS760.178A2-1

Driver 1.67 1.89 2.19 31%

Internal 1.12 1.45 2.06 84%
Blankets

Total 2.79 3.3.4 4.24 52%

The event sequence predicted by SAS3D using the upwardly adjusted coolant
void worths is given in Table QCS760.178A2-8. This event sequence can be
directly compared to the event sequence given in Table QCS760.178A3-4 of the
response to QCS760.178A3. As the comparison shows,, increasing the void worths
caused an increase in the maximum power and a shortened time frame for whole
core involvement. Coolant boiling begins in every driver assembly before fuel
in the hottest assemblies, channel 6, melts and begins to move. The core-wide
voiding pattern just prior to the time of fuel motion initiation in channel 6
is shown in Fig. QCS760.178A2-1. As this figure shows, at the time of fuel
motion in channel 6, complete core voiding of all the driver assemblies has
been achieved in channels 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11. LOF-,d-TOP type failures
are thus ruled out in these channels. Partial voiding has occurred in chan-
nels 12, 13, 14, and 15, and failures into liquid sodium are therefore not
ruled out. However, the core power is only a factor of ten above nominal
power, and failure conditions are far from being met in these low-power
channels. As time progresses,, coolant voiding continues until fuel melting in
driver channels 2, 4, and 7Tat approximately 8.5 P leads to fuel dispersal
and initial neutronic shutdown at 17 seconds following loss-of-flow initia-
tion.

At the time of termination of the calculation, the core was subcritical
and negative fuel motion reactivity was being added at a rate of -6.9 $/sec.
The core-wide voiding pattern at termination is given in Fig. QCS760.178A2-2.
This figure shows that at this point in time, all of the driver, assemblies
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Table QCS760.178A2-8

WHOLE CORE ANALYSIS RESULTS WITH ENHANCED COOLANT VOID REACTIVITY WORTHS*

Time Event CHN P/PO RHO RHOD RHOE RHOV RHOF RHOC

11.9448 Coolant Boiling 6 0.891 -0.059 -0.168 -0.077 0.186 0.0 0.0
13.5350 Coolant Boiling 2 0.936 0.006 -0.193 -0.091 0.289 0.0 0.0
13.8150 Coolant Boiling 4 0.927 -0.011 .-0.200 -0.096 0.286 0.0 0.0
14.2150 Coolant Boiling 7 0.920 -0.022 -0.210 -0.103 0.291 0.0 0.0
15.4115 Coolant Boiling 10 1.611 0.367 -0.276 -0.167 0.811 0.0 0.0
15.4365 Coolant Boiling 11 1.656 0.381 -0.280 -0.170 0.831 0.0 0.0
15.7603 Coolant Boiling 9 .2.004 0.433 -0.332 -0.221 0.987 0.0 0.0
15.8382 Coolant Boiling 13 2.172 0.466 -0.345 -0.235 1.046 0.0 0.0
16.1720 Coolant Boiling 12 3.610 0.641 -0.406 -0.306 1.353 0.0 0.0

5 16.2195 Clad Motion 6 4.274 0.686 -0.421 -0.325 1.432 0.0 0.0
16.3095 Peak Reactivity - 8.711 0.823 -0.476 -0.396 1.648 0.0 0.047

o 16.3555 Coolant Boiling 15 7.645 0.777 -0.514 -0.439 1.664 0.0 0.067
16.3979 Coolant Boiling 14 6.045 0.702 -0.540 -0.465 1.639 0.0 0.068

co 16.5470 Fuel Motion 6 9.827 0.788 -0.607 -0.534 1.889 0.0 0.040
> 16.6258 Peak Power - 10.877 0.785 -0.656 -0.576 1.977 0.001 0.039
I16.6938 Coolant Boiling 5 9.217 0.723 -0.695 -0.605 1.971 0.013 0.039
0 16.7034 Fuel Motion 7 8.728 0.705 -0.699 -0.607 1.958 0.015 0.038

16.7072 Fuel Motion 2 8.565 0.698 -0.701 -0.608 1I953 0.016 0.038
16.7097 Fuel Motion 4 8.460 0.694 -0.702 -0.608 1.950 0.017 0.037
16.7705 Fuel Motion 10 7.602 0.650 -0.723 -0.613 1.930 -0.051 .0.107
16.7805 Fuel Motion 11 8.337 0.679 -0.726 -0.615 1.943. -0.046ý 0.123
16.7916 Coolant Boiling 3 -9.123 0.705 -0.731 -0.616 .. 1.953 -0.038 0.137
16.8286 Fuel Motion 9 6.722 0.590 -0.742 -0.619 i,952 -0.171 0.170
16.8911 Coolant Boiling 1 5.442 0.482 -0.751 -0.623 1.978 -0.348 0.226
16.8911 Coolant Boiling 8 5.442 0.482 -0.751 -0.623 1.978 -0.348 0.226
16.9855 Fuel Motion 13 2.519 -0.109 -0.748 -0.623 2.081 -1.089 0.270
17.0392 Clad Motion 2 1.649 -0.675 -0.735 -0.622 2.292 -1.883 0.271
17.1280 Termination - 1.393 -0.981 -0.716 -0.620 2.647 -2.510 0.308

Nomenclature is as follows: CHN - SAS channel number.
P/PO - Core power relative to nominal.

cI • RHO - Net reactivity in dollars.
RHOX - Reactivity in dollars due to Doppler (D), axial expansion (E), sodium void

1(V), fuel motion (F), and cladding motion (C).
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have completely voided. In addition, internal blanket channels 1, 3, 5, and 8
have begun to void, and given the low power level, no subsequent blanket rod
failures would be expected. Rather, continued coolant boiling would be
expected, with the positive reactivity addition being offset by the negative
fuel dispersal in the disrupted driver assemblies. At termination, the peak
fuel temperature was less than 3500*C, and a gradual and benign entry into the
melt-out phase would follow.

This analysis demonstrates that when appropriate and experimentally
verified fuel motion behavior in voided assemblies is employed, conservative
estimates of the uncertainties in the reactivity feedback associated with
coolant voiding have little effect on predicted levels of initiating phase
energetics. While some details (i.e., transient power levels, time scales,
material motions) did change, no threshold for LOF-d-TOP events was found.
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Question CS760.178A3

What is the potential for autocatalysis due to plenum fission gas acting
on the fuel column to force axial compaction as disruption occurs in the
initiating phase of the LOF?

Response

An assessment of this question resulted in the conclusion that the
potential for fission gas induced compaction in the CRBRP is negligible, due
to the release of the gas into' the coolant channel prior to fuel column
disruption.

The heterogeneous core design minimizes concern for a range of accidents
involving autocatalytic behavior because of the substantial reduction in the
sodium void worth in the driver assemblies and the significant incoherence in
thermal-hydraulic response at EOC-4 conditions. To provide a resolution to
this question, a comprehensive examination of the important physical phenomena
and their implication on the assessment of whole core behavior was performed.
Included in this examination was a phenomenological review of the response of
the plenum fission gas to both cladding failure (depressurization) as well as
fuel column compaction during the accident scenario described in Ref.
QCS760.178A3-1. In addition, it was recognized that the potential for the
plenum gas compaction problem may have been exaggerated by the use of known
conservative assumptions in the modeling of fuel dispersal after rod disrup-
tion (Ref. QCS760.178A3-I, Section 7.2.1). Thus, a review of relevant experi-
mental information, a detailed examination of critical phenomenology, and a
-modeling effort to describe fuel motion consistent with the experiments were
performed concurrently. With such an assessment providing the justification
for fuel dispersal modeling, the whole core dynamic response was re-examined
with the SAS3D code.

A preliminary assessment of the physical phenomena associated with
potential plenum fission gas effects led to several conclusions. Among the
most important of these are: (1) the fission gas plenum pressure is not
likely to cause fuel motion to initiate earlier than would be expected based
on fuel motion thermal criteria, (2) unless the plenum and upper axial blanket
cladding can move far enough upward to clear the blanket fuel pellet stack,
such motion will not reduce the plenum pressure sufficiently to preclude
influence on fuel motion, (3) the gap between blanket cladding and blanket
fuel pellets is expected to remain sufficiently open and free of fission
products so that neither gas release through the gap to a cladding failure
farther down on the fuel rod nor downward motion of the blanket pellets will
be restricted, and (4) the timing of events in the CRBRP best estimate analy-
sis (Ref. QCS760.178A3-1) is such. that plenum fission gas influence on fuel
motion in some of the later-failing channels (starting with channel 11) might
be possible.

The approach taken in this report is to reassess the experimental bases
to support a less conservative fuel motion modeling than used in the previous
CRBRP analysis. In performing the reassessment, particular attention is paid
to the TREAT L6 and L7 LOF experiments which are used to calibrate the SAS
3D/SLUMPY fuel motion model for use in whole-core accident analysis. The
SAS3D experiment and whole-core analyses are supplemented with FRAS3 (Refs.
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QCS760.178A3-2, -3, -4) calculations to establish the amount of fission gas
that is likely to be present in the fuel and available to assist in fuel
dispersal following the onset of fuel motion. It is concluded that an experi-
mental-analytic bases can be defined to support more realistic lead fuel
channel response to the LOF conditions. When the more realistic modeling is
used, it is found that all channels have time to release enough plenum fission
gas prior to fuel motion to remove this potential fuel compaction mechanism.

In the remainder of this report, the TREATX LOF tests which have been
conducted during the past several years will belbriefly characterized. Then
the FRAS3 code which provides the basis for estimating the amount of fission
gas available to participate in fuel motion will be reviewed. Next, the SAS3D
analyses of the L6 and L7 TREAT tests and the CRBR LOF scenario will be
described. Finally, some of the sensitivities and uncertainties found in both
the test analyses and the whole-core calculations will be identified.

Experimental Basis

A listing of LOF experiments carried out in the TREAT reactor is made in
Table QCS760.178A3-1 (Ref. QCS760.178A3-5). Fuel motion in these experiments
was monitored using the fast neutron hodoscope (Ref. QCS760.178A3-6). Al-
though all of these tests are pertinent to the understanding of LOF transi-
ents, tests L6 and L7 were selected as the database for calibrating SAS3D/
SLUMPY because only tests L6 and L7 were performed using (1) irradiated fuel,
(2) nearly meter-length fuel pins, and (3) a 1.2-meter hodoscope collimator
viewing height.

From a review of the results of all the tests listed above, it is possi-
ble to make some general observations. For the tests that were conducted at
nominal power, it was found that fuel which had been irradiated long enough to
accumulate a significant gaseous fission-product inventory compacted at a
slower rate and to a lesser extent than fresh fuel at the time of melting.
When the power levels were at 6 times nominal or higher, the test results
indicated dispersive tendencies. It is judged that fission gas was an impor-
tant contributor to both the slower rate of compaction observed in irradiated
fuel at nominal power and the dispersive tendencies observed in the higher
power tests.

The L6 and L7 tests were designed to simulate accident conditions that
were identified in SAS3D analyses of the CRBRP homogeneous design. The fuel
rods used in the tests were irradiated in a thermal-neutron spectrum at a peak
linear power of 36 kW/m to a peak burnup of about 3.0 atom percent. The L6
test was designed so that fuel would fail into a voided coolant channel near
the time of peak power in a transient in which peak power would be about 10
times nominal. The L7 test had a similar design except that the peak power
was to be about 20 times nominal. Both tests achieved their respective
objectives.

A description of the tests is given in Ref. QCS760.178A3-7. For the
present discussion, the most important instrument is the 1.2-meter fast
neutron hodoscope. This device counts collimated fast neutrons produced by
fissions in the test fuel to form an image of the fuel. As fuel moves about,
the count rate of fast neutrons increases in regions where the fuel density
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increases and diminishes in regions where the density decreases thus enabling
the hodoscope to form a dynamic image of the fuel relocation.

FRAS3 Calculations

FRAS3 is the current developmental version of the FRAS code which has
been used at Argonne for more than eight years to model transient fission gas
behavior in mixed oxide fuels. The FRAS3 code models transient fission gas
release as a two-step process. In the first step, gas within the fuel grains
is released to the grain boundary. In the second step, gas on the grain
boundary is released to the grain edge porosity. Currently, gas that reaches
the grain edges is assumed to be released. There is likely to be some time
delay between the release of gas to the grain edges and its ultimate release
from the fuel; however, it is difficult to quantify this delay since some of
the relevant parameters such as the magnitude of the fuel porosity and the
permeability are not well known and may actually change during the course of
the transient. Neglect of the gas in the grain edge porosity is conservative
as far as the whole-core calculations are concerned since a potential con-
tributor to fuel dispersal is not taken into account.

To validate the modeling in the FRAS3 code, predictions of gas release
based on FRAS3 calculations have been compared with measured gas releases in a
series of FGR tests (Refs. QCS760.178A3-2, -3). In the comparisons, the
calculated temperature at a' radius of 0.9 times the fuel rod radius was
assumed to represent the average temperature of the unrestructured fuel. The
FRAS3 calculations actually represent a local release fraction while the
measurements represent a release fraction based on the total release from the
fuel. A summary of the comparisons is shown in Fig. QCS760.178A3-1, where the
solid lines show the measured releases and the dashed lines show the envelope
of the FRAS3 calculations for the various test conditions. As a result of
these comparisons it was concluded that taking into account the differences
that would be expected between a total and local release fraction, and "given
the uncertainty in the reported FGR fuel temperatures, FRAS3 can correctly
predict the magnitude of the total gas release" (Ref. QCS760.178A3-2).

FRAS3 predictions of the fraction of the initial fission gas concentra-
tions retained near the time of fuel motion initiation for both the L6 and L7
tests and for channel 6 in the EOC-4 SAS3D reactor model are shown in Table
QCS760.178A3-2. The initial concentrations are based on SAS3D calculations.
The thermal histories used in the calculations for the L6 and L7 tests are
based on SAS3D calculations of these tests, and the thermal history used for
channel 6 is based on the previous EOC-4 LOF best estimate analysis. Use of
these results in the SAS3D analyses will be described later in this report.

Analysis of the L6 and L7 TREAT Tests

The general approach to the SAS3D analyses of the L6 and L7 experiments
is as follows: First, a steady-state calculation was devised to simulate the
irradiation history of the fuel elements used in the tests. Following this, a
20-second transient was computed in which the reactor power level, coolant
flow rate, and fuel temperatures were brought to the values that prevailed at
the beginning of the tests. Finally, the test transient itself was simulated.
This procedure was followed not only for each test, but also for the heat
balance transients that were conducted prior to each test.
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The single-channel representation of the fuel elements and their associ-
ated coolant channels is the same as used in.the initial SAS3D analysis of the
L7 test (Ref. QCS760.178A3-8). However, in the present work, the sodium loop
is modeled using the PRIMAR-O option of the SAS3DMcode. The pump coastdown is
modeled by specifying the coolant inlet pressure as a function of time. The
inertial effects of sodium in the test vehicle loop outside the section where
the fuel elements were located are modeled by adding 59 centimeters to the
effective coolant column inertial length at the channel inlet. Other input
assumptions relating to fuel and cladding properties and heat transfer from
fuel to cladding and from cladding to coolant are made as nearly like those
that would be used in whole-core analyses as feasible. One measure of how
well the heat transfer is modeled is provided by comparing calculated boiling
times with the apparent boiling time as indicated by test instrumentation.
Table QCS760.178A3-3 shows this comparison for the L6 and L7 tests. The
calculations utilized a superheat of 10%C for initial bubble formation. The
close agreement in the case of L7 is probably fortuitious while better agree-
ment with the L6 result would be desirable. Nevertheless, the comparison is
considered satisfactory.

Input for the SAS3D fuel motion model SLUMPY was prepared as follows.
Fission gas parameters were evaluated on the basis of the FRAS3 calculations
described previously. One of the SLUMPY parameters is the fraction of the
initial gas concentration that is present when fuel motion begins. Since the
FRAS3 calculations assumed the initial concentration that is computed inter-
nally by the SAS3D steady-state calculation, this fraction was set to 0.34 for
the L6 test and 0.69 for the L7 test (see Table QCS760.178A3-2). A second
parameter specifies the fraction of the gas present at the time of fuel motion
initiation that is to be made immediately available. The immediately avail-
able gas was assumed to be given by the FRAS3-calculated gas concentrations on
the grain boundaries. This fraction was set to 0.28 and 0.07 respectively for
L6 and L7. That gas which is not immediately available was released from
molten fuel with a time constant of 100 ms and from solid fuel with a time
constant of 3 s; these are nominally employed SAS3 D values.

Most of the other SLUMPY input parameters were set to default values or
to values that had been used in previous homogeneous studies (Ref. QCS760.
178A3-9). The number of grams of stainless steel per gram of fuel was set to
a small value (0.001) because such a value was needed in the whole core
calculations to prevent the flow area available to the SLUMPY compressible
zone from becoming excessively large as disrupted fuel was pushed up the
coolant channel. Steel vapor, however, was not considered as a potential
source for fuel dispersal in either the test analyses or in the whole-core
calculations.

To achieve what was regarded as a reasonable match between the SAS3D/
SLUMPY calculations and the test data, attention was focused primarily on
three parameters. The first of these was the fraction of the gravitational
constant used in the equations of motion, the second was a parameter called
QSODUM which establishes coupling between the SLUMPY calculation and the
coolant dynamics calculation, and the third was the parameter VISFU which
permits the viscosity in the compressible zone calculation to be increased
when significant amounts of unmelted fuel are present.
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. Of primary interest in the present analysis is the comparison between the
fuel motion as calculated by SAS3D/SLUMPY and that measured in the TREAT
tests. A convenient figure of merit to use for this purpose is the reactivity
feedback that would be obtained if the observed fuel motion were to occur in
an operating LMFBR (Ref. QCS760.178A3-10). Designating this quantity as the
relative fuel worth (REF), it is obtained by weighting the computed or mea-
sured fuel density changes with a normalized (in this case the homogeneous
CRBRP) axial fuel worth distribution and spatially integrating. REF is
normalized so that its value is initially zero and is -1.0 if all the fuel is
removed. The criterion for choosing values for the SAS3D/SLUMPY parameters
was that the slope of the REF obtained from the calculations should be reason-
ably close to the slope of the experimental REF.

The parameter values which fit L6 and L7 best are 0.2 for the fraction of
the gravitational constant, 0.02 for QSODUM, and 10,000 for VISFU. A 50% fuel
melt fraction was used as the criterion for initiating the fuel motion calcu-
lation. Calculated and experimental REF's obtained using these parameters are
plotted as a function of the TREAT reactor energy in Figs. QCS760.178A3-2 and
-3. The experimental data were grouped into time bins such that the reactor
energy production within each bin was constant. As a result, each of the
experimental points has the same statistical significance. The calculated and
experimental REF's are plotted in Figs. QCS760.178A3-4 and -5 as a function of
time after 14.1 s. The choice of 14.1 s as the origin in these plots was made
because this is about the time when thermal hydraulic instrumentation indi-
cated that fuel disruption might have occurred in the L7 test. The 50% melt
fraction criterion was reached in the SAS3D calculations at 14.335 s and
14.161 s respectively for the L6 and L7 tests. The agreement between calcula-
tion and experiment shown in the figures is regarded as satisfactory and is
believed to justify the use of the chosen SLUMPY parameters (other than the
fission gas fraction) for the modeling of irradiated fuel motion in whole core
calculations. Some discussion of sensitivities observed in the test calcula-
tions are given later in this report.

Whole-Core Calculations for CRBR EOC-4 LOF

The SAS3D whole-core calculation for the heterogeneous EOC-4 core which
is most relevant to the issue addressed herein is summarized below. Input
data for this case was essentially the same as was used in the best estimate
analysis (Ref. QCS760.178A3-1, Section 7.2.1) except for the following
changes. First, all driver fuel channels were set to initiate fuel motion
when the fuel melt fraction reaches 50%. Second, integer input variables were
set to permit sodium film motion calculations to continue rather than termi-
nate after two seconds of boiling, to also allow slip between fuel particles
and fission gas in the lead channel, and to ignore stainless steel vapor
pressures in the event of mixing of steel and fuel during the SLUMPY calcula-
tion. Third, except for the two variables which specify the amount of fission
gas that is present when the fuel motion calculation begins, input variables
for SLUMPY were set to the values which were found to provide the best fit for
the L6 and L7 tests.

In channel 6, the fraction of the steady-state fission gas concentration
assumed to be present when the fuel motion calculation started was set to
0.59, and the fraction of gas present that was made immediately available was
set to 0.08. These values are based on the FRAS3 calculations described
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earlier. FRAS3 calculations were not performed for the other. driver fuel
channels, so these same fractions were used for these channels as well. Since
the remaining channels have higher burnup than channel 6, it is not clear that
use of these fractions is conservative, but these channels are of secondary
importance for this case.

An event sequence is shown in Table QCS760.178A3-4. The portion of the
transient prior to fuel motion in channel 6 is very similar to that in the
earlier CRBRP calculation although the fact that the film motion calculation
was allowed to continue in. all boiling channels did cause some minor changes
in the power level and in the coolant voiding reactivity. Following the
initiation of fuel motion in channel 6, the scenario changes.. Fuel motion
reactivity feedback remains positive in channel 6 for about 146 ms following
fuel disruption and the power level continues to' rise throughout most of this
period reaching a peak of about 4.7 times nominal. Then the fuel motion
reactivity becomes more negative and finally drives the reactor subcritical
about 406 ms after first fuel motion.

While it is felt that SLUMPY can be calibrated to adequately model fuel
motion during the initial disruption, the fact that fuel freezing and plugging
is not modeled makes it questionable to continue using the model for much more
than a few hundred milliseconds after initial fuel motion. The SAS3D calcula-
tion might be terminated at this point. However, to better understand the
whole core conditions and, in the belief that negative fuel motion reactivity
would continue somewhat beyond the time when SLUMPY encountered time step
difficulties, the calculation in channel 6 was stopped and the SAS3D calcu-
lation continued. The time when this occurred along with the power level and
various reactivity feedbacks is indicated in Table QCS760.178A3-4. Beyond the o
time indicated,, no fuel motion occurred in channel 6, although the fuel was
allowed to continue to absorb heat and to transfer heat to its surroundings.

Following termination of the fuel motion calculation in channel 6, the
reactor remained subcritical for about 323 ms, and then reached criticality on
the strength of coolant voiding and. cladding motion. The reactivity remained
above critical for about 163 ms during which time the peak reactivity was
about 16 cents and the peak power was about 1.8 times nominal. The reactor
became subcritical again because of a decline in both the clad motion reac-
tivity and the coolant reactivity. This time the reactor remained subcritical
for about 144 ms and then became recritical because of an increase in both the
coolant and clad motion reactivities. The reactivity continued to climb until
it reached about 26 cents at which time fuel motion was initiated in channel
2. Following fuel disruption in channel 2 the 'reactivity increased still
further partly because of positive fuel motion feedback. Both the power and
the reactivity passed through local maxima about the time when fuel motion was
initiated in channel 4. About 380 ms after fuel motion started in channel 2,
the reactor became subcritical again because of negative fuel motion feedback
from channel 2. Reactivity feedbacks .from channels 4 and 7 were positive at
the end of the calculation and totaled about 28 cents.

To assess the plenum gas release effects on upward steel relocation and
the potential for compaction of fuel by the gas remaining in the fission gas
plena, it was first estimated that release of this gas could not start until
the cladding on the top node of fuel reached a temperature of 14000C; approxi-
mately the melt point. The time between the achievement of this criterion and
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the start of clad motion or fuel motion is listed in Table QCS760.178A3-5.
Also listed in the table is the approximate gas pressure when the release
would start. In those channels where either clad motion or fuel motion or
both had not initiated in a channel, the time listed is the time to the end of
the calculation.. An analysis of the conditions at the time the release should
start indicates that the time constant for the release should be about 250 ms.
A test calculation for channel 6 using the SAS3D gas release model agreed
rather well with this time constant estimate; however, a similar test calcula-
tion for channel 9, which had a much higher pressure than in channel 6 indi.-
cated that for the higher pressure channels the time constant is somewhat less
than 250 ms.

From Table QCS760.178A3-5 it is seen that only two time constants exist
for plenum gas release prior to cladding motion for most of the channels. The
plenum pressure will be about 4 atm with a continued release (note that this
is higher than the sodium inlet plenum pressure) occurring while molten steel
is available to move. The gas release would have stopped the sodium vapor
flow and an upper cladding blockage would not be anticipated. Instead, a
thick lower blockage would form by steel drainage.

Table QCS760.178A3-6 lists the fuel thermal condition in those channels
where fuel motion did.not occur at the time when the calculation was termi-
nated. The results listed in Tables QCS760.178A3-5 and -6 provide the basis
for the conclusion stated at the beginning of this report that the potential
for fuel compaction driven by the gas pressures in the fission gas plena is
very low. The results in Table QCS760.178A3-5 show that for those channels
where fuel motion occurred during the calculation, thereis ample time for the
pressures in the plena to be relieved prior to fuel motion. Given that the
reactor is appreciably subcritical at the end of the calculation, and given
the condition-of the fuel in those channels that have not yet experienced fuel
motion, it seems likely that pressure will be relieved in the plena of those
channels long before any fuel motion might start.

Sensitivities and Uncertainties

With respect to the experiment analysis, one of the major uncertainties
is determining precisely when a given SAS3D-calculated thermal condition (e.g.
a 50% fuel melt fraction) actually occurred in the experinent. It was because
of this that no attempt was made to try to get the calculated REF to fall
directly on the experimental REF for the time interval during which fuel
dispersal seemed to be clearly indicated. The systematic trends and scatter
in the experimental data also suggested that such an attempt should not be
made. In the experiment calculations, the timing of specific thermal events
was found to be sensitive, among other things, to the value of the heat
transfer coefficient between fuel and cladding, and to the power coupling
factor between the TREAT reactor and the fuel in the test vehicle. This
latter factor is estimated to have a total uncertainty of ± 10%.

Among the SLUMPY parameters focused on the analyses of the L6 and L7
experiments, it was found that calculations for both tests showed moderate
sensitivity to the value chosen for QSODUM. While there did appear to be ,a
preference for a small, non-zero value, the value zero could have been chosen
without too much harm to the comparison between calculated and experimental
REF's. Calculations for the L6 test were rather strongly sensitive to the
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value chosen for the fraction of the gravitational constant, while the calcu-
lations for both tests were rather strongly sensitive to the value chosen for
the parameter VISFU.

The key to the conclusions reached on the basis of the whole-core analy-
sis is the fuel modeling that was used for channel 6. While the analysis of
the L6 and L7 TREAT tests appear to provide strong justification for the
modeling used, the most important point seems to be that the fuel in channel 6
was allowed to disperse. A preliminary calculation in the investigation used
a value of unity for the fraction of the gravitational constant, values of
zero for QSODUM and VISFU, and approximately the same amount of fission gas
immediately available. Because of the larger fraction of the gravitational
constant, the reactor power reached about 7 times nominal power before fuel
motion reactivity feedback from channel 6 began to decrease. SLUMPY was
allowed to continue computing fuel motion throughout this case and as a
result, late in the transient, partly aided by a rather large decrease in the
magnitude of the negative reactivity feedback from channel 6, the reactor
became recritical with the reactivity reaching nearly 96 cents. This produced
a power burst in which the reactor power reached 42 times nominal. In spite
of the differences between this result and the present case, the general
conclusions regarding the potential for compaction of fuel by plenum fission
gas were very much the same as described in this report.

Termination of the fuel motion calculation in channel 6 introduces some
degree of uncertainty into the later portion of the transient. If the fuel
motion had been stopped earlier, the negative fuel motion reactivity would
have been smaller in magnitude and the reactor would have been less subcriti-
cal. The transient would then be changed from about 20.02 s onward. However,
the amount of negative fuel motion reactivity computed up to the time of fuel
motion cutoff in channel 6 does not appear to be excessive.. It is primarily
due to the movement of fuel away from the midplane of the reactor core; the
total amount of fuel located in the axial blanket at the time of fuel motion
cutoff was less than 5 grams per fuel pin. If all this fuel were moved back
into the first two nodes in the active core the net reactivity increase would
be less than 10 cents and the reactor would still be more than 50 cents
subcritical. The time margins between clad failure and fuel motion shown in
Table QCS760.178A3-5 appear to be large enough so that this reactivity change
would have a negligible effect on conclusions reached herein.

Conclusion

The analyses of the whole core response to loss-of-flow (LOF) without
scram event have been conducted using methods and a data base which are
consistent with the most relevant experimental' information. By detailed
examination of TREAT LOF experiments L6 and L7 -with the SAS3D code and of
fission gas release experiments with the FRAS3 code, a technically defensible
set of modeling parameters for fuel disruption and dispersal have been iden-
tified. When such modeling is utilized in the whole core analysis of the
EOC-4 LOF scenario, it has been found that early and significant fuel dis-
persal takes place and the possibility of autocatalytic behavior leading to
energetic hydrodynamic disassembly is highly unlikely. In particular, the
mechanism for fuel column compaction by plenum fission gas is generally
eliminated by the significant time delay between the initiation of plenum
depressurization and fuel rod disruption. This results from the relatively
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mild power excursion experienced when experimentally consistent fuel dispersal
parameters are used. The sensitivity of the whole core response to fuel
motion modeling is relatively weak and, although specific power histories may
differ, the general conclusion that plenum fission gas compaction is not a
significant concern can be made as long as experimentally consistent fuel
motion assumptions are made.
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Table QCS760. 178A3-1

TREAT EXPERIMENTS SIMULATING LOSS-OF-FLOW ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Hodoscope Peak
Test Number Fuel Preirradiation Collimator TransientDesig- of Neutron Viewing Power ÷

nation Elements Spectrum Height Nominal
m Powera

L2 7 340 None 0.5 1

L3 7 340 Fast 0.5 1

L4 7 340 Fast 0.5 1

L5 3 864 Thermal 0.5 6

L6 3 864 Thermal 1.2 10

L7 3 864 Thermal 1.2 20

R3 1 914 None 0.5 1

R4-R6 7 914 None 0.5 1

R7 7 914 None 0.5 15

R8 7 914 None 1.2 1

Fl' 1 340 Fast 0.5 1

F2 1 340 Fast 0.5 12

algnoring preheat power
phase, if any.
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Table QCS760.178A3-2

GAS RETENTION CALCULATED WITH THE FRAS3 CODE NEAR THE

TIME OF FUEL DISRUPTION IN TREAT TESTS L6 AND L7 AND

FOR CHANNEL 6 IN THE EOC-4 SAS3D CRBR MODEL

Initial Concentration Percent Retained Percent Retained
Case in Unrestructured in Grains on Grain

Fuel, atoms/cc Boundaries

020
L6 1.00 x 10 24 9.5

L7 1.00 x 1020 64 4.7

Ch. 6 1.34 x 1020 54 4.7

Table QCS760.178A3-3

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED BOILING

TIMES FOR THE L6 AND L7 TREA¶-TESTS

Test Measured SAS3D

L6 12.6 s 12.1 s

L7 13.4 s 13.4 s

QCS760.178A3-11
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Table QCS760.178A3-4

EVENT SEQUENCE FOR EOC-4 LOF SCENARIO

Time Event CHN P/PO RHO RHOD RHOE RHOV RHOF RHOC

12.7655
14.6697
15.0561
15.7772

.17.1048
17.1998
17.5298
17.7792
17.9242
18.2117
18.6442
18.8732
19.1867
19.3417
19.3617
19.4129
19.4930
19.5017
19.6092
19.6163
19.7705
19.7730
20.0267
20.1267
20.1555
20.5080
20.7005
20.9430
21.1105
21.1342
21.5380
21.8117

Coolant
Coolant
Coolant
Coolant
Coolant
Coolant
Coolant
Coolant

Boiling
Boiling
Boiling
Boiling
Boiling
Boiling
Boiling
Boiling

Clad Motion
Coolant Boiling
Coolant Boiling
Coolant Boiling

Clad Motion
Clad Motion
Fuel Motion

Coolant Boiling
Peak Reactivity

Peak Power
Clad Motion

Coolant Boiling
Coolant Boiling
Coolant Boiling
Fuel Motion Off

Clad Motion
Clad Motion
Clad Motion
Clad Motion
Fuel Motion

6
2
4
7
10
11

9
13

6
12
15
14

2
4
6
5
0
0
7
3
1
8
6
10
11

9
13

2
4

12
7

15
0

0.821
0.819
0.817
0.851
1.226
1.269
1.321
1.241
1.320
2.225
2.570
3.002
2.889
3.770
3.784
3.695
4.654
4.670
3.453
3.437
1.744
1.722
1.049
0.984
1.004
1..514

1.506
1.989
2.863
2.665
0.681
0.363
0.334

-0.094
-0.068
-0.069
-0.019

0.234
0.253
0.252
0.190
0.233
0.514
0.531
0.561
0.498
0.594
0.590
0.570
0.644
0.643
0.492
0.488

-0.022
-0.036
-0.600
-0.651
-0.601

0.007
0.019
0.259
0.470
0.425

-1.324
-3.377
-3.742

-0.140
-0.156
-0.161
-0.170
-0.235
-0.242
-0.270
-0.'287
-0.297
-0.!333
-0.397
-0.440
-0.495
-0.527
-0.532
-0.544
-0.563
-0-.566
-0.587
-0.588
-0.594
-0.594
-0.577
-0.579
-0.578
-0.588
-0.597
-0.610
-0.629
-0.631
-0.'638
-0.1634
-0.633

-0.050
-0.057
-0.061
-0.068
-0.125
-0.132
-0.159
-0.175
-0.186
-0.223
-0.279
-0.315
-0.366
-0.390
-0.393
-0.400
-0.411
-0.413
-0.426
-0.427
-0.434
-0.434
-0.433
-0.432
-0.432
-0.433
-. 0433
-0.431
-0.428
-0.428
-0.425
-0.426
-0.426

0.096
0.145
0.152
0.219
0.594
0.627
0.681
0.653
0.715
0.999
1.130
1 241
1.282
1.238
1.233
1.200
1.207
1.201
1.186
1.186
1. 145
1.145
1.440
1.365
1.389
1.565
1.586
1.731
1.773
1.760
1.848
1.864
1.837

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.005
0.003
0.002

-0.110
-0.123
-0. 701
-0.712
-1.523
-1.523
-1.523
-1.523
-1.523
-1.523

-1.402
-1.399
-3.711
-5.636
-5.904

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.071
0.076
0.075
0.076
0.273
0.283
0.308
0.408
0.419
0.428
0.441
0.560
0.55
0.49
0.518
0.543
0.987
0.986
1.092
1.157
1.123
1.602
1.456
1.385

Fuel
Clad
Fuel
Clad

Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion

21.8830 Termination

Nomenclature is as follows:

CHN - SAS channel #.

P/PO - Core power relative to nominal.

RHO - Net reactivity-in $.

RHO(X) - Reactivity in $ due to Doppler (D), axial expansion (E), sodium void

(V), fuel motion (F), cladding motion (C). Amend. 72
Oct. 1982QCS7.60.178A3-12



Table QCS760.178A3-5

APPROXIMATE TIMES TO CLADDING AND FUEL MOTION RELATIVE TO

CLAD FAILURE AND PLENUM-FISSION-GAS PRESSURES AT FAILURE

(1400*C) OF THE TOP FUEL NODE IN DRIVER ASSEMBLIES AS

DETERMINED FROM THE SAS3D CALCULATION

Time to Clad Time to Fuel Pressure
Channel at Failure

Motion, s Motion, s atm

2 0.60 2.36 42

4 0.61 2.38 42

6 1.14 2.58 22

7 0.58 2.51 44

9 0.59 1.96* 39

10 0.55 2.31* 41

11 0.66 2.39* 42

12 0.79 1.54* 34

13 0.70 1.89* 36

14 0.66* 0.66* 26

15 0.79 0.86* 27

*These are times referred to
question did not occur.

the end of the calculation since the event in

Amend. 72
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Table QCS760.178A3-6

FUEL CONDITIONS IN THOSE CHANNELS THAT HAVE NOT INITIATED

FUEL MOTION BY THE TERMINATION OF THE CALCULATION

-Channel Peak Fuel Melt
Fraction or Temperature

9 0.26

10 0.32

11 0.30

12 0.10

13 0.15

14 2656°C

15 0.003

QCS760.178A3-14
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Question CS760.178B4

To what extent can steel blockages form throughout the, core to prevent
fuel removal through normal axial blanket flow channels during the early phase
of the LOF? What is the location and character of the steel bl6ckages in
these channels?

Response

A significant time interval exists for molten cladding relocation during
a loss-of-flow without scram event in the CRBRP. This is true for the entire
core burnup cycle (i.e., BOC through EOC) and is principally the result of the
very low effective sodium void worth of the heterogeneous design. However,
very little upward steel relocation or blockage is expected for the irradiated
core condition due 'to the blowdown of the high pressure plenum fission gas.
The gas release opposes the sodium vapor' streaming which is the primary
mechanism for'upward relocation of molten' cladding (see response to QCS760.
178A-3 for the CRBRP transient analysis).' This gas release effect has been
experimentally' confirmed (Ref. QCS760.178B4-1) and results in only a thick
lower steel blockage for irradiated core conditions.

The remaining'discussion is therefore primarily focused o0 the BOC core
condition where upper steel blockages are expected to form as shown in'ýChapter
7 of Ref. QCS760.178B4-2. In response to the first part of the above ques-
tion, two additional SAS3D calculations were performed'for the BOC-l core to
maximize the potential effects on the melt-out phase Ientrance conditions of
the axial location of the blockage as well as uncertainties in c ore reactivity
feedback parameters. The comparative reference'for these new calculations is
Case 1C, Section 7.1.1 of Ref. QCS760.178B4-l which'presents the best"esti-
mate; slow drainage of disrupted fuel comparable to PLUTO-2 calculations.

In order to examine the axial location 'effe'ct in the first analysis
(labeled Case 4) the steel blockage was forced to form upon entering the upper
axial blanket, providing the maximum restriction to fuel removal. The core
transient response history and extent of steel blockages were found to be
quite similar for the reference and modified axial blockage location. Figures
QCS760.178B4-1 and -2 depict the core conditions at the onset of fuel motion
in each analysis; very little independent steel rel6oation occurs after this
event. Based upon the mechanism of near-fresh fuel melting and drainage, a
power burst occurs (comparabl~e to Case'lC) which disperses fuel and leaves the
core in a subcritical but higher reactivity state. The peak fuel thermal
conditions in the fuel channels which did not disrupt are reasonably similar
as shown in Table QCS760.178B4-". Hence, the CRBRP core dynamic behavior was
found to be only weakly affected by the steel blockage axial location. The
same extent of steel blockages throughout the core was found to exist upon
melt-out phase initiation. In addition to locating the steel blockage at the
entrance to the UAB, uncertainties in reactivity parameters were also repre-
sented in a manner to slow down the transient response,. and thereby allow

Amend. 72
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additional time for blockage formation. The specific, additional changes made
to construct Case 5 (beyond Case 4) were:

1. Local negative sodium voids more negative by 60%*,

2. Local positive sodium voids more negative by 60%*,

3. Doppler constant more negative by 20%,

4. Steel worth uniformly reduced by 20%.'

Nominal fuel reactivity worths were used for Case 5 since it was a-priori
unclear how to bias them; initial fuel drainage has the effect of adding
positive reactivity, while subsequent fuel dispersal results in negative
reactivity. The expected slowdown in core response was obtained with initial
cladding melting and fuel motion occurring, approximately 1 and 2.6 seconds
later than in the reference case. The slower developing transient and strong-
er Doppler feedback act to reduce the peak power attained in the fuel drainage
induced power burst to 61 Po, or about half of the reference case peak value.
However, the longer duration of the power burst results in an energy addition
comparable to those of the other two calculations. The condition of the core
is actually more benign in this case than in the other two as depicted in Fig.
QCS760.178B4-3 and Table QCS760.178B4-1. At the onset of fuel disruption,
reduced upper steel blockages (Channel 10 blockage is absent) and reduced
sodium voiding exist in the core. Concurrently, at the end of the power burst
the low power channels contain substantially reduced energy due to the slower,
lower power transient and enhanced cooling by diverted sodium flow from the
lead channels.

It is concluded that the incorporation of reactivity uncertainties to
slow the LOF leads to a more benign transient during the, initial part of the
LOF. Although the degree of steel blockages is similar to the reference case,
there is actually less propensity for upper steel blockages to form in the
lower power fuel assemblies of the BOC-l core during the slower, lower power
transient.

Hence, based upon the concept of near fresh fuel drainage upon sub-
stantial melting, the maximum extent of steel blockage formation in the UAB is
well represented by the best estimate calculations of Ref. QCS760.178B4-1.

In response to the second part of this question, a detailed reassessment
of the location and character of the steel blockages was performed. This new
examination made use of additional experimental and analytic information which
was not included in the understanding represented by Ref. QCS760.178B4-2, see
Section 8.2.1. That earlier assessment can be summarized as the following:

a. In the absence of opposing plenum gas release, gross upward steel
relocation will occur due to sodium vapor streaming after cladding
melting extends fully across the fuel assembly.

These reactivity uncertainties were originally stated as approximately two

sigma values. Additional, recent information provided in response to
QCS760.178A-2 on sodium void worth indicates these values to be substantially
more conservative.

QCS760.178B4-2 Amend. 72
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b. The steel blockages which start to form upon entry to the UAB, are
thin (millimeters) and vented at the time of fuel disruption.

c. These blockages will not severely restrict the flow of the hot,
pressurized fuel (which results from the predicted core power burst)
into the UAB.

d. Based upon the judgement that pressurized fuel could penetrate the
initial steel restriction, the axial location of the steel blockage
in the UAB was determined by the SAS calculation. Since SAS3D does
not have a fuel freezing calculation, these steel blockages could
then be used to restrict, but yet allow the latter fuel penetration
into the UAB.

e. Relative to energetics potential, it is conservative to ignore the
effect of plenum fission gases in restricting the formation of an
upper steel blockage.

The review focused on the above five points and in particular, an explanation
for the differences between the upper blockage formations observed in the
TREAT R and SLSF P series experiments and their interpretation for CRBRP. The
experiments reviewed were L3, L4, R4 through R8, P3 and P3A. Test R-8 was
specifically used to confirm the effect of plenum fission gas release on upper
steel, blockage formation. The most appropriate analyses in support of ex-
periment interpretation and extrapolation were determined to be those dis-
cussed in Ref. QCS760.178B4-3.

The conclusions of the current assessment are in general agreement with
the earlier study, but are modified in the areas of blockage thickness and
fuel penetration of pre-existing blockages. Further, the differences in the
experimentally observed blockage configurations are understandable when
examined in light of the different thermal and flow incoherencies which exist
between them. Relative to the above listed five points, the current under-
standing for CRBRP can be summarized as follows:

a. In the absence of opposing plenum fission gas release, gross upward
steel relocation will occur due to sodium vapor streaming once
cladding melting extends fully across the fuel assembly.

b. The steel blockages start to form upon entry to the UAB and become
rather thick, especially at the edges, and vented in the CRBRP size
fuel assembly. The experimental data (R5, R6, P3A, P3) indicate
that the blockage is vented prior to and possibly following fuel
disruption. The existence of vents is a natural consequence of the
direct relationship between the sodium vapor flow required to
relocate steel upward and the flow resistance increase which occurs
as the blockage nears completion. The thickness of the blockage is
governed by the radial, thermal and flow incoherencies and explained
in the following interpretation of the experiments and the CRBRP.
The CRBRP fuel assembly has a larger cross-sectional area and
contains 217 fuel rods, as compared with the R-series test sections
which contain seven fuel rods, and the P3A and P3 test sections
which contain 37 fuel rods. This will lead to greater transverse
thermal incoherency within a CRBRP fuel assembly. This is

Amend. 72
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especially true since the LOF tests were designed to produce radial
uniformity in the power-to-flow ratio, while a CRBRP fuel assembek
is expected to experience larger radial power gradients as well W
flow nonuniformities (more coolant area in the outer row of fuel
rods). In a LOF, the thermal incoherency leads to varying times of
cladding melting initiation among'the fuel rods.

The radial incoherency in cladding melting and subsequent
motion results in significant differences in the hydraulic resis-
tance across a fuel assembly. This allows sodium vapor to be
diverted from a higher resistance flow subchannel where flooding is
occurring to a low resistance flow subchannel elsewhere within the
assembly. The net effects are: (1) to sustain sodium vapor flow at
a relatively high rate for a longer period of time and initiate
molten steel sloshing without gross relocation, (2) to enhance
molten steel upward motion in the colder outer subchannels of an
assembly, thus increasing the upper steel plug thickness at the
edges and producing a thinner central region, and (3) to locate the
steel at different elevations, thus leading to irregularly shaped
vented plugs. The results from the 37-rod P3A test generally
support these conclusions, as compared with the results from the
7-rod R-series tests.

The effects of thermal incoherency on molten cladding
relocation were studied. Calculations have been performed for tests
R4, R5, and P3A, as well as FFTF and CRBRP assemblies. The results
were generally in good agreement with the corresponding tests, and
supported the trend toward thicker upper blockages for the large•

.assemblies, (Ref. QCS760.178B4-3).

c. Based upon preliminary structural calculations, blockage regions
which are near melting (0 within 50*C) will not severely restrict
the flow of the hot, pressurized fuel into the UAB. Initial in-
terpretation of SLSF test data indicates that the upper blockage in
the larger scale, constant power P3 experiment may have been move-
able at the time of fuel disruption which would allow pressurized
fuel penetration into the UAB.

d. The experiment which could most likely provide information on this
condition was TREAT R7 which represented a power burst to 15 times
nominal following steel melting. However, the fuel thermal condi-
tions could not be readily ascertained and it is likely that sig-
nificant pressurization did not occur. In the CRBRP, the extent of
fuel penetration into the UAB will depend upon the relative timing
of steel and fuel relocations throughout the core. There is no
change in the original judgement that a complete fuel blockage in
the UAB, cannot be precluded

e. For the EOC-4 configuration it appears likely that the plenum
fission gas would be released to the sodium flow channel (time
constant of 0.25 sec) during the time of gross melting of the
cladding. The cladding failure temperature and gas release time
constants were estimated to be 14000 C (= melting) and 0.25 second•

QCS760.178B4-4 Amend. 72 .
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respectively.. TREAT Test R8 shows that under the conditions of
simultaneous gas release and steel melting an'upper blockage would
not be formed .(Ref. QCS760.178B4-i). :Hence,, for the conditions
expected in the EOC-4 core (see QCS760.178A3, Table 5) upward steel
relocation would not be expected in much of the core.

In summary, there is ample time for steel relocation prior to fuel motion
in the CRBRP, primarily due to its low effective sodium void worth. However,
since plenum fission gas release from irradiated r6dp starts almost -coincident
with steel melting, gross ýupward steel' relocation' is not anticipated for
irradiated fuel conditions. Upward cladding blockages§are however,' antici-
pated for BOC core conditions. In this case they are characterized as forming
a short distance into the UAB. The blockage is expected to be relatively
thick (cm's) near the bundle edges but irregular and vented to gas flow. The
onset of fueled region pressurization could disrupt regions of the steel
blockage which are within 50 0 C of the melting point allowing fuel penetration
into the UAB.

The dynamic response of the BOC-l core and the extent of upper blockage
formation throughout the core was found to only be weakly sensitive to large
variations in axial blockage location -(including the core/UAB boundary) and
reactivity feedback parameters. Hence, the initial conditions chosen for
analysis of the melt-out phase are appropriate (see response't6oQCS760..178B5).
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0
Table QCS760. 178B4-l

FUEL MELT FRACTION (OR MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE)

AT END OF SAS ANALYSIS FOR BOC-1 LOF

SAS Number
Channel of Fuel Fuel Melt Fraction or Maximum Temperature (°C)
Number Assemblies Case. 1C Case 4 Case 5

2 12 0.04 0.08 2679

4 18 0.24 0.28 0.01

14 18 0.07 0.11 2632

15 24 0.30 0.31 2679

Time from Start of LOF (S)

Normalized Energy (FPS)
from Initiation of LOF

Energy Produced During
Power Burst (FPS)

20.4

20.5

19.9

20.5

3.5

23.1

20.5

3.53.5
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Question CS760.178B5, -C6, -C7

-B5. What is the basis for maintaining continuous subcriticality in the
high heat loss environment of early melt-out phase? What are the fuel losses
(quantified), taking into account uncertainties in removal path geometries,
driving pressures and freezing mechanisms?

-C6. What degree of subcriticality is required toprevent pool recriti-
cality from thermal and fluid dynamics upset conditions? What is your posi-
tion on the potential for small recriticalities to amplify? What is the
justification for your position?

-C7. In assessing benign termination from the boiled-up pool, justify
the fuel removal mechanisms and rates. In particular, assess the potential
for upper pool sodium entry via rapid condensation of steel vapor pressure.

Responsd&

The key points in the above questions are: (a) basis for continuous
subdriticality. (b) fuel removal uncertainties relative to path, driving
pressure and freezing mechanism, (c) fuel removal required to prevent re-
criticality, (d) potential for amplification of recriticality events, (e)
termination of boiled-up pool phase including consideration of sodium re-
entry. Since these points are all related to the case for achieving a condi-
tion of permanent subcriticality following the initiating phase without large
energetic reactivity insertions, they are addressed in an integrated manner in
this response.

In previous analysis Ref. QCS760.178B5-1 it was shown that early fuel
removal through interassembly gaps prevented the large scale pool phase
(LSPP). In this reference the LSPP was considered as any contiguous molten

mass which is of sufficient size such that its phenomenological behavior will
dominate the accident progression relative to 'energetics potential.

In this response the terminology LSPP refers to the configuration after
the melt-out of the internal blanket assemblies. The distinction is made
between this more homogeneous configuration and that associated with the
merging of molten driver fuel while the inner blanket is intact. The latter
is referred to in this response as the melt-out/annular pool phase (Mo/APP).
This refinement is important in the context of the heterogeneous core design
since the phenomenological behavior in the MO/APP introduces additional
considerations with significance regarding energetics potential that would not
be otherwise discussed in the context of a more homogeneous LSPP.

One of the immediate benefits resulting from the above distinction is to
remove the implications that there is an extreme sensitivity to the timing of
fuel removal (of the order of 1 to 2 sec) prior to the formation of the LSPP.
It can be shown that there are at least several tens of seconds available for
fuel removal in the interval from the onset of fuel disruption in-driver fuel
assemblies until the inner radial blanket fuel assemblies will experience
melt-out.

So long as the inner blanket fuel remains intact, there is an effective

barrier to coherent dynamic fuel motions which have the potential for
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escalating into large ramp rate reactivity insertions. The time required to
destroy this barrier is found to be long relative to either (a) the time for
fuel removal through several available escape paths such as interassembly gaps
and control channels or (b) the time for removal of obstructions to fuel
escape in the upper axial blanket (UAB) region.

In this response, consideration has been given to the implications of the
extended time scale of the melt-out/annular pool phase (MO/APP) relative to
the homogeneous LSPP. Both the potential for recriticality events as well as
alternate fuel escape paths have been considered including the potential for
sodium re-entry. As a result it is concluded that:

1. Once molten fuel becomes available on a assembly basis, mild re-
criticality events may be possible but they are limited in amplitude
and do not amplify.

2. Multiple paths for fuel removal are available on a short time scale,
relative to the melt-out of internal blanket assemblies. Corres-
pondingly, fuel removal. is not overly sensitive to fuel penetration
model assumptions and fuel escape impedances.

3. There is always time for sufficient fuel removal, i.e., about 40% of
the driver fuel,. to achieve permanent subcriticality prior to loss
of the annular inner blanket barrier.

4. The accident sequence will terminate benignly without the develop-
ment of a homogeneous large scale confined pool phase as defined in
(Ref. QCS760.178B5-1).

5. Sodium re-entry can be ruled out on the basis of excessive sodium
vaporization when liquid sodium comes into contact with molten fuel
and steel materials.

The details of the response are contained in the following sections.
First, the beginning of the melt-out phase is characterized with respect to
likely conditions in the driver and blanket fuel: assemblies. Then a discus-
sion of the possibility of recriticality events is presented supporting
conclusion (1). In the next section fuel removal paths are identified fol-
lowed by a discussion of the time scale on which these paths are made avail-
able. Fuel penetration mechanisms are discussed as well as sensitivity to
external constraints, supporting conclusions (2),(3), and (4). Finally a
discussion relating to the potential for sodium re-entry is provided to
support conclusion (5).

Beginning of Melt-Out Phase

The melt-out phase of the accident sequence begins when fuel within
individual assemblies in the driver core region starts the process of melting
through hexcan wall barriers. For both the BOC-l and EOC-4 core, this action
begins after = 20 seconds of initiating phase events (sodium boiling, clad-
ding, and early fuel motion). At this time most of the driver fuel assemblies
have experienced fuel disruption (C" 1-2 s time scale). Internal blanket (IB)
assemblies are not voided in the BOC-l core and have an average fuel tempera-
ture 1000C at the core midplane. For the EOC-4 core, IB assemblies may be
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partially voided at an average blanket fuel temperature closer to 2000%C at
the core midplane. The ratio of blanket fuel to driver fuel specific power
level is approximately 1 to 10 for the BOC-l core and approximately 1 to 3 for
the EOC-4 core.

Early in the melt-out phase the driver fuel power level may be about 75
w/g (50% of nominal) tending perhaps to as low as 15 w/g as the merging of
assemblies into a continuous annular fuel region becomes more complete. These
power levels represent bounds below which, recriticality events cannot be
precluded. At higher levels, vapor generation would boilup the pool and
largely preclude such events. Recriticality events which do occur would be
expected to be very mild and infrequent.

Based on the initiating phase analysis performed so far, cladding block-
ages are' likely to be formed at the bottom of the core. Upper cladding
blockages may also be formed, but vented in most of the BOC-l core. In the
EOC-4 core, upper cladding blockages are not expected in view of the effect of
plenum fission gas release on cladding movement, as addressed in Response to
CS760.178B-4. Therefore, it is concluded that fuel removal into the upper
axial blanket region is possible depending on core conditions.

The gaps between hexcan walls which are not adjacent to boiling fuel
regions are expected to remain open, not only in the region outside the core,
but also in the core region. In the BOC-l core, the gap sizes are expected to
be similar to the fabrication dimensions (0.47 cm) because of negligible
swelling of the hexcan steel. In the EOC-4 core driver fuel region, the
hexcan steel swelling reduces the gap sizes on the average to about two thirds
of the fabrication dimension. Therefore, the interassembly gaps are expected
to provide a viable fuel removal path not only in the BOC-l core but also in
the EOC-4 core.

. Based on the relative conditions of the driver fuel and the blanket
assemblies it is estimated that the time interval between the onset of fuel
driver disruption and breakdown of the IB barrier to form a homogeneous pool
would be = 150 seconds for the BOC-l core condition and ", 50 seconds for the
EOC-4 core condition based on adiabatic heating. If driver fuel does not flow
rapidly from the core region it may.also enter and penetrate the IB assemblies
causing the IB to melt-out at greater than the adiabatic rate. As shown in
Appendix A to this response this effect would reduce the above indicated time
intervals by no more than a factor of four for BOC-l and two for EOC-4. condi-
tions, respectively.

Recriticality Events

Recriticality events following the initiating phase have been considered.
Such events cannot be generically ruled out in the high heat loss environment
at the assembly scale as power decreases to decay heat levels. Fuel compac-
tion is limited by vapor separation and cannot introduce reactivity ramp rates
exceeding 20C/s/assembly which during the early time period would be mitigated
by core-wide incoherencies.

Vapor condensation due to influx of cladding steel will be limited since

colder steel will be covered by a thermally stable fuel crust. No mechanisms
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have been identified which can fragment and rapidly distribute cold steel W
within the pool.

However, some gradual reduction in vapor flux cannot be precluded with
the resultant compaction of fissile material. The response is self-dispersive
since an increase in power will very rapidly increase vapor production in the
near saturated pool, leading to a reduced fissile density. Reoccurrence and
amplification would be possible if the physical event behaved and responded as
continuous liquid slug elements bounded by expanding and compressing vapor
spaces. However, this is not found to be likely because of vapor-liquid
break-up processes resulting from the growth of! Taylor type instabilities.
These mechanisms and their application to the MO/APP are discussed in Appendix
B to this response. It is concluded that the fuel-steel boiling process
within a disrupted heterogeneous core should be stable to mild recriticalities
at least as long as the annular geometry dominates the fluid dynamic behavior.

Fuel Removal Paths

Fuel removal paths important to the termination of the accident sequence
include: (a) the upper axial blankets, (b) interassembly gaps, (c) control
rod channels, and (d) radial blanket assembly void space.

Upper Axial Blankets - The upper axial blanket regions of the driver fuel
assemblies provide a fuel escape path on two levels of consideration. On an
early time scale, cladding blockage are likely to prevent upward fuel escape
for BOC conditions. However, for EOC conditions, downward cladding relocation
driven by plenum fission gas escape, will leave, an upward escape path for
subsequent disrupted fuel. Accounting for coolant channel volume fraction the
driver fuel removed upward would be ' 1% per cm of penetration into the UAB
(on a assembly basis).

On a larger time scale (several tens of seconds) cladding blockages in
the upper axial blanket can be removed as an obstruction to fuel escape by
virtue of ablative, melting or in EOC conditions by melt-out of the hexcan
boundary in the UAB region. The latter can reasonably occur on a time scale
of less than 10 sec depending on the fuel penetration.

Interassembly Gaps - Figure QCS760.178B5-1 shows the side view of the
gaps in the region below the core, and the radial blanket/shield regions. The
dimensions shown in this figure are fabrication dimensions at room tempera-
ture. Although the gap sizes could be larger in actual cases due to thermal
expansion, the fabrication dimensions are used in the present estimation of
the gap volume. Furthermore, it is assumed that the gaps in and below the
shield block region (.17 cm) will not be available due to fuel plugging as it
flows into this constricted region.

Thus, the volume of the gaps available for fuel removal from the core
region is estimated, and the results are given in Table QCS760.178B5-l. This
table shows that the total gap volume below and outside the core region is
much larger than the total liquid volume of the core materials: fuel, clad-
ding, and assembly hexcan walls.

The interassembly gap width in the core region has been calculated using
the SAS3D results for the initiating phase at a point in the transient around
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the initiation of fuel disruption in the lead assemblies. The hexcan walls in
the below-core and radial shield regions have experienced little swelling at
both BOC-l and EOC-4. Therefore, the gap widths in these regions are expected
to be approximately 0.48 cm which is a fabrication. dimension (0.47 cm) plus
thermal expansion. The gap width in the radial blanket regions is taken to be
an average between the gap widths in the core and radial shield regions. The
gap sizes are summarized in Table QCS760.178B5-2.

Control Rod Channels - The fuel removal flow paths in the nine primary
and six secondary control assemblies in the reactor core are schematically
shown in Figs. QCS760.178B5-2 and -3. The primary control assembly (PCA) has
a moveable inner hexcan (attached to the control rods) which partially pro-
trudes into the active core zone. The annular gap which is formed with the
outer hecan has a hydraulic diameter and flow area of approximately 0.75.cm
and 5 cm , respectively. The main path for fuel flow is downward into the
large open area (empty hexcan) below the moveable control., then through a 3.7
cm diameter hole in the shield region to the orifice zone (8.4 cm diameter).
The orifice zone consists of seven one cm thick plates, each of which has six
equally spaced and parallel 1.07 cm diameter holes. The plates are separated
by open spaces (8.4 cm diameter) 1,.27 cm high. After passing through the
orifice zone the fuel flows into the inlet nozzle (DH = 6.35 cm, A = 12.47
cm ), then into the large inlet module and ultimately into the reactor inlet
plenum.

The secondary control assemblies (SCA) have a different configuration
(Fig. QCS760.178B5-3) with2the initial path again through an annular regio•
(D = 0.67 cm, A = 38.5 cm ) past an orifice zone (D = 0.84 cm, A = 7,4 cm.)
into the inlet module. After melting through the gulde tube an alternate path
is available through a large open area (D 1= 0 cm) and outlet (DH = 3 cm)
into the SCA low pressure plenum (in the inset module) and then outward to the
core barrel region. However, no credit for fuel flow beyond the vent will be
taken since an assessment of freezing and plugging potential has not been
completed.

Table QCS760.178B5-3 provides the available volumes for fuel removal
based on the above geometries.

Radial Blanket Assembly Void Spaces - In parallel with melt-through of
the inner blanket and control assembly barriers, it.is also reasonable to
examine the volume available in the outer radial blanket assemblies due to the
long time frame available. From geometric considerations the volume readily
(sodium flow area) available in the first row of the outer radial blanket
represents about 20% of the driver fuel volume.

Fuel Removal Necessary to Assure Permanent Subcriticality - Table QCS
760.178B5-4 shows reactivity levels for various disrupted core configurations
at BOC-l (see Appendix C for details of the neutronics modeling). Case 1
represents core conditions after approximately 43% of the total fuel inventory
is removed from the core, the remaining fuel in the core annular regions is
homogenized and fully compacted, while the internal blanket and control
assemblies remain intact. The system is subcritical for this configuration.
Case 2 is identical to Case 1 except that the fuel removal is reduced to 33%
of the total inventory. The system is substantially above critical for this
configuration. In Case 3, about 41% of the total fuel inventory is again
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removed from the core. The remaining fuel, internal blanket and control
assemblies (without B C) are assumed to be homogenized and fully compacted.
This homogeneous pool configuration is substantially subcritical. From these
neutronics results, it was concluded that the system will achieve permanent
subcriticality as long as about 40% of the total fuel inventory is removed
from the core. Based upon preliminary calculations, this also appears to
represent a good estimate for EOC conditions.

Time Scale to Make Fuel Removal Paths Available Relative
to the Annular Pool Phase

Fuel escape paths become available on a short time scale. At EOC condi-
tions the UAB is open at the onset of fuel disruption. Other escape paths
become available on a time scale of several seconds following fuel disruption
due to melt-through of hexcan boundaries.

The hexcan wall melt-through time was calculated using a finite-differ-
ence method. This calculation initiates from the time a molten fuel pool has
developed. Initial hexcan wall temperatures for this calculation were deter-
mined based on SAS3D calculations. A typical hexcan wall temperature profile
just prior to boiling of the assembly molten pool is plotted in Fig. QCS760.
178B5-4.

Heat transfer coefficients at the hexcan wall (with stable fuel crusts)
were determined from the correlation of internally heated boiling pool test
data of Ref. QCS760.178B5-2. Based on this correlation, the heat transfer
coefficient for a bciling pool of fuel-steel mixture was calculated to be
approximately 2 w/cm -*K. The heat transfer coefficient at the bottom of the
pool may be lower than this value because the pool is expected to be more
quiescent in this region. 2 The heat transfer coefficient for a quiescent pool
is -as low as 0.2 w/cm -0K according to Refs. QCS760.178B5-l and
QCS060.178B5-3. This means that the can wall heat transfer coeffi~ient in the
bottom `egion of the pool can be in the range from 0.2 to 2 w/cm -*K. The
boiling pool temperature is expected to be 3100%C - 3200OC which is the steel
boiling point at an assembly pressure of 3-5 bars.

Based on the above thermal characteristics the hexcan wall melt-through
times were calculated using the typical hexcan wall temperature profile (Fig.
QCS760.178B5-4) as the initial temperature profile. The results are plotted
in Fig. QCS760.178B5-5, which indicates that the major portion of the hexcan
wall will melt through within 2 seconds after the boiling pool is formed
inside the hexcan.

The flow path through the control assemblies will become available
approximately four seconds after being contacted by the boiling (3200 0 C)
fuel-steel pool. This value is based upon a thermal analysis comparable to
that just discussed for melting of the fuel assembly hexcan, except that the
appropriate internal sodium flow (n, 20% of nominal), geometry and temperatures
0- 400 0C) are considered. The estimated melt-through time is approximately
proportional to both the driving temperature difference and heat transfer
coefficient. Variations in these parameters, which control heat losses from
the pool are offsetting in that the pool temperature will increase for reduc-
tions in the heat transfer coefficient." Hence, for the expected parameter
variations, the control assemblies become available within several seconds
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after attack by the pool. A direct calculation of the timing for availability
of the radial blankets has not yet been performed. However, based on the high
heat fluxes expected, and Ledinegg instability, access to the radial blanket
assemblies would be likely and within the time frame of the annular pool
phase.

Freezing Mechanisms and Limits to Fuel Removal

Once escape paths become available, access to sufficient volume to assure
permanent subcriticality can only be limited temporarily by fuel freezing.
Experimental results were discussed in Ref. QCS760.178B5-1 which indicated thepossibility for fuel penetration into the UAB - fission gas plenum region for
distances on the order of 30 to 40 cm. The details of the applicable freezing
mechanisms are as yet unresolved. A discussion of mechanisms is found in
Appendix D to this response. It is noted that fuel would penetrate much
larger distances if the conduction model were used as a basis and somewhat
shorter distances than experimental results indicate if the "bulk" freezing
model were applied. For UAB penetration, experimental results are presently
used as a best estimate for fuel penetration into the UAB in the absence of
prior cladding blockages. A pessimistic estimate is provided by the bulk
freezing model which would limit fuel penetration to about the extent of the
UAB itself (= 30 cm).

For interassembly gaps, the conduction theory as discussed in Appendix D
is applied as a best estimate (including accounting for sodium flow impedance)
while bulk freezing is used as a pessimistic basis. The primary control
channel remains unplugged when tested against either conduction or bulk
freezing models. On the other hand, plugging cannot be ruled out for the
secondary control rod annular gap leading to the inlet orifice.

When either calculations or experimental results are applied to fuel
escape paths it is found that (a) the PCA escape path remains unplugged and
fuel escape is limited only by hydraulic considerations, (b) fuel penetration
into the remaining escape paths, UAB and interassembly gaps, is in some cases
individually insufficient to assure subcriticality. However, when collec-
tively coupled with the PCA removal, these paths provide for fuel escape from
the core region in sufficient quantity to assure permanent subcriticality.

Driving Pressures and Hydraulic Limitations

Once molten fuel moves out of the assemblies, the fuel will flow radially
and downward into the open gaps. The gap flow area is small initially as only
high power assemblies ('ý 20%) are involved, and then increases as more fuel
assemblies are involved. When all the fuel assemblies are involved (i.e., the
molten pool reaches t•ie core boundary), th2 total gap flow area is estimated
to be roughly 3000 cm at BOC-I and 2500 cm at EOC-4, assuming that only the
gaps between the blanket and control assemblies remain open. The fuel-steel
mixture in the assembly is in a dispersive state due to steel boiling. The
pressure inside the assembly is expected to be 3-5 bars which is the steel
vapor pressure at 3100 - 3200*C. The pressure in the gaps would be approxi-
mately 1.5 bar. Therefore, an initial pressure differential between the
assembly and the gaps would be above 1.5 bar.
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The effect of sodium impedance to fuel flow in the interassembly gaps is
discussed in Appendix D. Based on the conduction model, sodium flow impedance
will reduce the gap penetration by no more than 40%. This reduced penetration
is still sufficient to accommodate all of the fuel required to assure perma-
nent subcriticality on a time scale that is short (1 to 2 sec) relative to the
time scale of the MO/APP.

The fuel temperature was previously estimated to be 3100-3200%C when the
fuel assembly hexcan walls melt through. . If fuel removal through the inter-
assembly gaps is not sufficient for subcriticality, a molten fuel pool will be
formed around the control assemblies, and the power will respond to assure
boilup. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the molten pool tempera-
ture will be about the same as the fuel temperature at melt-through of the
hexcan walls, i.e., 3100-32000 C. This temperature corresponds to a steel
saturation vapor pressure of 3-5 bar. Since the inlet plenum pressure is
approximately 2 bar at this point in the assumed flow coastdown transient, the
differential pressure for fuel removal to the inlet module through the control
assemblies can be assumed to. be approximately 1.5 bar including a static head
of 0.5 bar.

The rate of fuel removal from the core (i.e., below the core/LAB inter-
face) is initially rapid until the molten fuel fills a space above the orifice
regioný in the PCA's and the low pressure vent tube outlet of the SCA's. This
space will be filled rather quickly after the hexcan walls (and the guide
tubes in the case of secondary control assemblies) melt through. The volume
of these spaces was estimated to be approximately 79 liters, which corresponds
to . 11% of the total fuel inventory (6000 kg). After filling the space above
the PCA orifice region, the molten fuel will flow through the orifice plates
into the inlet module and ultimately into the reactor inlet plenum. In the
secondary control assemblies, the molten fuel may flow through the guide tube
lower vent (Fig. QCS760.178B5-3) into either or'both of the inlet module and
out to the core barrel space. However, both of' these later SCA paths were
assumed to be unavailable because an assessment of the potential for plugging
has not yet been performed.

The rate of fuel removal through the PCA orifice region to the inlet
module can be estimated by utilizing design information on sodium flow in the
PCA (Ref. QCS760.178B5-4). As shown therein, most of the pressure drop occurs
through the orifice plates, and a sodium mass flow rate of 5.6 kg/sec per
assembly was calculated for a pressure drop of 5.4 bar. Accordingly, based on
the pressure drop and density ratios between the sodium flow and fuel flow,
the fuel removal rate through the orifice region is calculated to be 9.6
kg/sec per assembly. For the nine PCA's, the total fuel removal rate is 86
kg/sec which corresponds to 1.4% of the total fuel inventory per second.

There are two major effects to be considered in the above estimate: fuel
crust formation and two-phase flow (reduced density). The fuel crust reduces
the orifice hole diameters, and the "steady-state" reduced hole diameter can
be calculated on the basis of energy balance between convection at the crust
surface and conduction through Ihe crust. The heat transfer coefficient is
calculated to be roughly 2 w/cm -eC, and with the fuel flow at 350%C above its
liquidus the hole diameter is reduced from 1.07 cm to 0.94 cm. Using a new
loss coefficient, determined for the reduced hole diameter based on design
information provided in Ref. QCS760.178B5-4, the fuel removal rate was
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recalculated. The total fuel removal rate was reduced from the above estimate
by 15% due to the presence of the fuel crust.

Reduction of the flow density reduces the mass flow rate for a given
pressure drop. When the flow density is reduced by a factor of 2 (void
fraction = 0.5), the mass flow rate is reduced by 30%, i.e., from 1.4%/sec to
1% sec.

In summary, about 11% of the total fuel inventory can be removed into the
primary and secondary control assemblies on a short time scale after melt-
through of the hexcan walls. In addition, the fuel can be removed through the
PCA orifice region into the inlet module and ultimately the reactor inlet
plenum, at a rate of about 1% of the total fuel inventory per second even with
consideration of the effects of fuel crust and reduced mixture density.

Termination of Accident Sequence

The material presented this far along with supporting appendices has
developed the basis for (1) fuel removal paths are available, (2) fuel removal
is significant even when assessed with either conservative models or experi-
mental results, and (3) significant recriticality events cannot lead to
energetic disassembly during the melt-out/annular pool phase.

From this information it follows that the CRBRP hypothetical core dis-
ruption accident terminates benignly and that because of the long time scale
of the melt-out/annular pool phase the condition of a large scale homogeneous
confined pool is not established.

The implications of the preceding discussions can be summarized in Table
QCS760.178B5-5. This table shows the multiple paths for fuel removal and the
extent of fuel removal that can be accommodated for BOC-l and EOC-4 core
conditions. Early fuel removal is associated with fuel escape dominated by
interassembly gap flow as discussed in Ref. QCS760.178B5-1. This would occur
on a time scale that is short (1 to 2 sec) relative to the time interval of.
the annular pool phase. .The table also shows that with some reasonably
pessimistic, estimates relative to early fuel removal, but which at the" same
time avoid precluding clearly available pathways, permanent subcriticality can
be attained on an extended time scale that is still within the time interval
of the annular pool phase. Table QCS760.178B5-5 will be discussed by columns.

Upper Axial Blanket

The distinction between BOC-l and, EOC-4 core conditions is imbedded in
the role of plenum fission gas on cladding blockages. For the BOC-l core,
cladding blockages cannot be precluded but will not be complete throughout the
core. However, over the time scale of the MO/APP phase a best estimate would
indicate some fuel removal but in quantities insufficient to lead to permanent
subcriticality. A pessimistic estimate would take no credit for this removal
path during the MO/APP phase. An important consideration of the UAB is intro-
duced because of the extended time required to melt-out the inner blankets.
Simple considerations of ablation melting of the UAB would indicate sufficient
time is available to erode even rather thick (5 cm) cladding blockages in a
time scale shorter than 100 sec. Thus, even if other mechanisms of fuel
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removal were denied, the UAB would be open by the time that a large homo-
geneous pool is established.

For the EOC-4 core plenum, fission gas release during the initiating
phase will prevent upper steel blockage as demonstrated in the TREAT R-8 test
(see Response to QCS760.178B4). A best estimate consideration would indicate
essentially unlimited fuel penetration into the UAB on an assembly basis.
While a pessimistic estimate would indicate a more limited penetration perhaps
to the end of the blanket section. This is supported by either application of
a bulk freezing model or relying solely on thermite injection test results.
Again, a key consideration is that the subsequent melt-out of the upper
blanket region accounting for fission energy can also occur on a 30 second
time scale if fuel melting is used as a basis. The time scale for opening the
UAB is much shorter if hexcan melting is visualized as the criterion for
separation of blanket region from the fission gas plenum region. Again the
above core structure is opened on a time scale less than or equal to the time
to melt-through the inner blanket.

Interassembly Gaps

The interassembly gaps are also significant pathways for fuel removal.
Essentially the total driver fuel inventory can be accommodated by radial flow
outward (and downward) if a conduction limited fuel freezing (penetration

.model) is employed. This will not or need not occur on a one-to-two second
time scale. The rate of fuel removal is found to be essentially supply
limited. That is, fuel can only be removed as fast as melting occurs. Sodium
impedance was evaluated and found at best to reduce unimpeded penetration
length by = 40%. This reduction does not alter the fuel removal inventory.
Pessimistic estimates are based on the bulk freezing model and gap sizes for
.the BOC-l and EOC-4 core respectively. In the latter cases, the fuel removal
may be less than required to achieve permanent subcriticality, but none-the-
less when added with other removal paths leads to the same result.

Control Rod Assemblies

The control rod assemblies (CRA) play a part in accommodating fuel
removal in two ways. First, following melt-through into the voided assembly
internals, the process of filling up the CRA from the inlet orifice to the
lower axial blanket-core interface removes a fuel inventory of = 10%. Second,
drainage through the lower orifice region of the primary control rod assembly
is assumed independent of freezing model. The drainage rate through 9 primary
control rod assemblies is conservatively estimated to be within 1 to 2% of the
fuel inventory per second. Thus even with the most pessimistic case suffi-
cient fuel inventory is removed prior to inner blanket melt-out to assure
permanent subcriticality. It is noted that the inlet orifice region of the
secondary control rod assemblies cannot be assured to be free from plugging.

In Table QCS760.178B5-5 only that inventory of fuel associated with the
CRA volumes above the inlet orifice is credited. This is to put the role of
the CRA on a consistent basis with the best estimate and pessimistic estimate
of the time scale for melt-out of the IB assemblies as discussed in the next
section.
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Time Scale and Power Level

The overall time scale and power level are interrelated. The best
estimate is based on the assumption that driver fuel does not penetrate into
the inner blanket region because of rapid removal through the interassembly
gaps. The pessimistic time estimate assumes that because of limited fuel
removal through the gaps, driver fuel enters the inner blanket fuel region and
reduces the melt-out time by a factor of two (EOC-4) and a factor of four
(BOC-1).

The average power level in the driver fuel is based on consideration that
it is most probably; (1) above decay heat levels (10% of nominal power)
because of mild recriticality events, (2) less than 50% of nominal power which
should be sufficient to preclude recriticality on an assembly scale because of
fuel dispersal, and (3) less than 20% of nominal power after assembly melt-
through reduce.s the surface to volume ratio in the MO/APP. Since assembly
merging occurs rapidly after dispersal, a power level of = 30% of nominal,
which is sufficient to assure fuel dispersal, is taken as a basis for the time
to melt the IB assemblies.

Additional Considerations

In the pessimistic consideration above, driver fuel penetration into the
inner blanket region, if it should occur, would also be accompanied by an
equivalent penetration into the outer radial blanket. This would further
reduce or accommodate an inventory of = 20%.

Sensitivity

Various sensitivities have been indicated in Table QCS760.178B5-5. An
additional sensitivity that is not explicitly presented is that of the details
of the power history during the MO/APP. It is felt that the details of the
power history are not important so long as large ramp rate recriticalities can
be precluded. An increase in power level would shorten the time scale to
melt-out the inner blanket regions but would have the off-setting effect of
increasing the driving pressure for fuel removal and decreasing the UAB
melt-out time.

Sodium Re-Entry

With multiple fuel escape paths operating in a surrounding liquid sodium
environment the question of condensation induced sodium re-entry is natural.
By analogy, transient condensation of steam contacting subcooled liquid water
can result in sudden depressurization of the steam region and "suction" of the
subcooled water toward the steam source. Such rapid condensation has been
postulated to explain the occurrence of water hammers during accident transi-
ent simulations for pressurized water reactors. The concern has been voiced
that, in a process similar to that mentioned above for steam, steel-vapor
condensation on upper pool liquid sodium following melt-through of upper core
blockages can cause the liquid sodium to be drawn back into the core. This
water hammer which is certainly possible with respect to single component
systems, is inapplicable to the two-component steel vapor-liquid sodium system
because of the volatility of the liquid sodium surface and, therefore, the
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participation of sodium vapor during the steel condensation process. A
pressure reduction in the steel vapor region due to condensation is immedi-
ately compensated for by an equivalent pressure increase due to sodium evap-

oration.

The thermodynamic arguments are presented in Appendix E. The results of
these arguments indicate that for the steel vapor:, subcooled sodium liquid
system a dual phase conversion process results in a vapor volume increase.
For every one cubic cm of steel vapor condensed, 1.3 cubic cm of sodium vapor
is produced, which significantly changes the character of the process in
comparison with a one-component system such as steam and water. Sodium
re-entry caused by rapid steel vapor condensation is not consideredapplicable
to the accident sequence.

Response Summary

0 While recriticality events cannot be ruled out during the MO/APP
phase, these events are inherently mild'because of flow regime and
geometry considerations. Neither can such events escalate into
larger amplitude prompt burst events. As a result of such mild
recriticality events, the fuel maintains itself in a highly dis-
persed state at some low level above decay heat.

0 Viable fuel removal paths exist in the UAB (for some core condi-
tions), through interassembly gaps, through control rod assemblies
and in some cases by melting into the outer radial blankets.

0 In view of the variable and parallel nature of these removal paths 9
the removal of sufficient fuel to assure permanent subcriticality is
not overly sensitive to freezing mechanisms, sodium constraint, and
viability of individual pathways.

0 Removal of 't. 40% of the total driver fuel inventory is sufficient to
assure permanent subcriticality.

0 Because of the above considerations, removal of sufficient fuel to
assure permanent subcriticality can occur prior to melt-out of the
inner blanket and formation of a large scale homogeneous pool.

* Even if such events were to. occur without losing sufficient inven-
tory, melt-out of the UAB would remove any constraint to the pool
and provide another means for termination of the accident sequence.

* During the time when fuel loss is occurring, sodium re-entry is
precluded as a source of pressure compaction of the annular pool
material.
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Table Q760.178B5-l

TOTAL VOLUMES OF CORE MATERIALS AND GAPS BETWEEN ASSEMBLIES

Location

Region Below Core

Between Core/LAB Interface and Shie

Radial Blanket Region

Between Core/LAB Interface and Shie

Between Core/LAB Interface and ACLP

Radial Shield Region

Between Core/LAB Interface and Inlei

Between Core/LAB Interface and ACLP

Region Between Radial Shield Assemblies
and Core Barrel

Below Core/LAB Interface

Between Core/LAB Interface and ACLP

ld Block

id Block

Volume (Liters)

110

60

110

1800

250

1300

1200

4830**

t Module

TOTAL

Total Fuel Assembly Volumes in Core Region (BOC-I)

Fuel in Liquid State 700

Cladding in Liquid State 310
(including wire wraps)

Hexcan in Liquid State 210

Above-core load pad at 13 cm into UAB.

This represents 690% of total core fuel volume..
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Table QCS760.178B5-2

WIDTHS OF INTERASSEMBLY GAPS IN CORE REGION

AND EX-CORE REGIONS

Gap Width, cm
Locations

BOC-i EOC-4

CoreRegions

Between Non-Boiling Assemblies 0.41-0.51 0.22-0.48

Between Non-Boiling Fuel and IB Assemblies 0.42-0.49 0.24-0.49

Between IB Assemblies 0.43-0.48 0.26-0.50

Ex-Core Regions

Below Core 0.48 0.48

Radial Blanket 0.45-0.48 0.35-0.48

Radial Shield 0.48 0.48
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Table QCS760.178B5-3

VOLUMES AVAILABLE TO ACCOMMODATE FUEL IN

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

Approximate Core

Number of Assemblies

Volumes Below Core/LAB Inter-
face to Plow Restriction
(liters)

Lower Inlet Modules (liters)

Total Vglume Available
(liters )

Primary

9

50

292

342.

Secondary

6

29

35

Approximate Coye
Fuel Fraction

0.11

0.42

0.53

NOTES:

1. Based on 6000 kg of fuel at 8.6 kg/l liquid density.

2. Flow restriction assumed to be orifice plates in PCA and low pressure
vent outlet in SCA; see Figs.. Q760.178B5-2, -3 for details.

3. Fuel loss through PCA lower inlet module to reactor inlet plenum not
indicated here.
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Table QCS760.178B5-4

REACTIVITY LEVELS FOR VARIOUS DISRUPTED

CORE CONFIGURATIONS AT BOC-l

Case Description of Core Configuration Reactivity ($)

1

2

3

43% of total fuel inventory removed from

the core. The remaining fuel in the annu-

lar regions is homogenized in the core and

fully compacted with IB and CR assemblies

intact.

Same as Case 1 except that only 33% of

total fuel inventory is removed.

41% of total inventory removed from core.

The remaining fuel, the IB and CR (except

B4 C) assemblies are homogenized and fully

compact.

-1.4

+10.2

-10.5
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% Driver Fuel Inventory

Upper Axial
Blanket and

Radial
Blanket

Power Level and Time Interval
Between Melt-Out/Annular Pool
Phase and Homogeneous Pool
Phase**

Location Interassembly
Gaps

Control Rod
Assemblies

B

0

C

Early*
Fuel
Removal

< 10% (1)

Based on
Limited Opening
in Clad Bkg.

20% (1)
No fuel Pene-
tration into
UAB - RB only

> 40%

Rate of Removal
is Fuel Melt
Limited

15% (2)
Based on BFM
and BOC Gars

: 10% 10 to 5 w/g Bkt. Pwr. Level
Initial Temp. 1000C (avg)
6O =,150 sec

Later*
Fuel
Removal

> 40%
(3)

C-)

V~)

__,
M

Time Interval Reduced by 1/4
Due to Driver Fuel Penetra-
tion into Bkt. Assembly
6S= 35 sec

0"

1-i.

t-4H

>r.,

0

ot_4

En

StJ

ýu0

-H

0

E

E
Early*
Fuel
Removal

0

C

> 25%

Based on Exp.
Data Limited
Clad Bkg.

> 40% (2)
Based on BFM
in UAB (25%)
Plus (20%) in-
to RB

> 40%

Rate of Removal
is Fuel Melt
Limited

> 10% (2)
Based on BFM
and EOC Gaps

0%
(4)

25 to 10 w/g Bkt. Pwr. Level
Initial Temp. 20000C (avg)
A8 = 46 sec

Later*
Fuel
Removal

> 30%
(5)

4

Time Interval Reduced by 1/2
Due to Driver Fuel Penetra-
tion into Bkt. Assembly
A8 = 23 sec

(:):- Relative to the annular pool phase time interval.

Defined by loss of inner blanket fuel assemblies structural integrity.00 -



NOTES FOR TABLE QCS760.178B5-5

(1) Percent removal refers to short time scale following early fuel

disruption. UAB is expected to be opened by thermal attack before large

homogeneous pool is formed.

(2) BFM - Bulk freezing model. ORB - Outer Radial Blanket.

(3) The basis for > 40% is (a) 10% inventory to fill control rod channel, (b)

plus draining through control rods at 1% 1 sec for as long as, fuel

supply lasts,

(4) No credit is taken for control channel volumes in the best estimate.

Best estimate emphasizes early fuel removal through interassembly gaps.

(5) The basis for > 30% is (a) above and (b) draining through control rod

channels at 1% 1 sec for " 20 secs.
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0

Fig. QCS760. 178B5-1 Sketch Showing the Interstitial Gaps Outside
and Below the Core Region.

0
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Hydraulic
Region

Designations

- C/R TOP TO
PCA OUTLET

- CONTROL ROD
(C/R)

- RADIATION SHIELDING

- ORIFICE PLATES

- PCA INLET

Fig. QCS760. 178B5-2 Schematic of Primary Control Assembly.
- Indicates Fuel Flow Path.
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Normal Sodium Outlet

Duct

,Core Midplane 1 \-k--

81 cm

,Bottom'ofiLAB f-.

56. cm

Absorber Bundle at
Operational Level

Lower Seal Ring

Guide Tube

Low Pressure Vent

Nosepiece Orifice

Normal Inlet Flow

Vent Outlet to Core Barrel Cooling

Fig. QCS760.1 78B5-3 Schematic of SCA Flow Paths for Fuel
Removal (not to scale).
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Fig. QCS760. 178B5-4 Typical Hexcan Wall Temperature Distribution
at Initiation of Pool Boilup.
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Fig. QCS760.178B5-5 Hexcan Wall Melt-Through Time Since
Initiation of Pool Boilup. (Upper
Dashed Curve Characteristic of 25 cm
Quiescent Region. Lower Solid Curve
Characteristic of Fully Boiled Up
System).
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APPENDIX A TO: Question CS760.178B5, -C6, C7

Melt-Out of Inner Blanket Assemblies

The time required to melt out the inner blanket fuel assemblies is
estimated from the following expression derived from an adiabatic energy
equation:

(2800 - Ti) + X/C
AO = (1)

FQ

where A6 is the time to melt in seconds, T. is the initial blanket fuel
temperature taken as the radial average at centerline or maximum conditions
(°C), X is the heat of fusion of fuel (278 j/g), C is the heat capacity of
fuel (0.5 j/g 0C), F is the fraction of nominal power for driver fuel, Q is
the nominal power of driver fuel (150 w/g), and R is the ratio of driver fuel
to blanket fuel.

For consideration of the melt-out phase the power level on the average
will likely be bounded on the high side by 0.5 times nominal power which may
be representative of a level sufficient to prevent recriticality by fuel
dispersal in subassembly geometry and by .1 times nominal power representing
the short time decay heat level. Thus F = .3 is taken as an average over the
MO/APP phase. Utilizing (1) above, the following table indicates the results
for:

EOC-4 BOC-l

F .3 .3

Q/C 300°C/s 300°C/s

X/C 556 0 C 5560C

T. 20000C 1000 0 C1

R 3 10

Ae 46 sec 150 sec

Melt-through of the hexcan walls within the core region results in the
flow of molten fuel into the gaps; it could also result in the flow of molten
fuel into the internal blanket assemblies. Upon entering the blanket assem-
blies, the molten fuel will fill the voided space between blanket rods. Heat
transfer from the molten fuel to the blanket rods will cause the temperature
of the blanket material to begin to rise at a rate greater than the adiabatic
rate. An estimate of the maximum temperature rise rate dT/de within the
blanket rods surrounded by molten fuel Can be obtained by assuming that the
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heat generated within the molten fuel is transmitted instantaneously to the
blanket rods. This results in the expression

1 + aL R
dT _ 1-a
de CR (2)

QF

where a is the volume fraction of molten fuel (a = 0.24).

In deriving Eq. (2), the transport of the sensible and latent (phase
change) energy of the fuel melt to the blanket pins has been neglected. This
is permissible since the temperature relaxation time within the blanket rod is
approximately 35 sec and there is about four times more blanket rod material
than molten fuel by mass. For the EOC-4 core, the ratio [a/(l - a)]R is A-
1.0. Thus we conclude from Eq. (2) that fuel entering the internal blanket
assemblies can decrease the time to involve the internal blankets by no more
than a factor of two. For the BOC-l core the ratio [a/(l - a)]R is 3.
Correspondingly, the time to involve the internal blankets can decrease by no
more than a factor of four.
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APPENDIX B TO: Question CS760.178B5, -C6, -C7

Considerations of Recriticality Events in the
MO/APP of the CRBR Heterogeneous Core

Recriticality events subsequent to the initiating phase can occur. The
geometric and the heat sink aspects of the boundary walls of high surface to
volume ratio can give rise to fuel density increase. It is noted that motion
of cold fuel material can be shown not to initiate large ramp rates. Reac-
tivity insertion from motion of cold fuel are limited to several cents/sub-
assembly/sec. The following discussions focus on the hydrodynamic aspects
limiting fluid dynamic sources of large ramp rate recriticality events.

Recriticalities may not be precluded, in particular, shortly after
termination of the initiating phase. To address this concern, a recriticality
scenario is developed for the BOC-I core by making pessimistic assumptions:
(a) dispersed fuel in the high-power fuel assemblies collapses following the
initiating phase power burst, (Ref. B-1), and (b) at the same time fuel in the
medium-power fuel assemblies experiences a drainage-type collapse. The
reactivity insertion rate associated with fuel compaction, which is the main
concern in this pessimistic scenario, is estimated below.

In the case of fuel collapse in the high-power assemblies, the dispersed
fuel will settle down displacing the vapor. The collapse rate will be con-
trolled by the rate of vapor separation to the region above the pool. Since
the flow regime is expected to be liquid continuous toward the end of the
collapse, the terminal rise velocity of vapor bubbles can be used as the rate
of pool collapse as indicated in Ref. B-2. This terminal velocity in a
fuel-dominant pool was calculated to be 23 cm/sec.

The high-power fuel was assumed to be uniformly dispersed prior to col-
lapsing. The reactivity level of the core was first calculated based on these
conditions to establish the reference initial reactivity level. Then, the
reactivity due to collapse of the pool was calculated by lowering the pool
height. It was assumed that the fuel in all the high-power assemblies (chan-
nels 9 and 11 in Ref. B-1) is collapsing simultaneously at the same rate. The
results of this reactivity calculation produces a ramp rate of about 10$/sec.

Fuel in the medium-power assemblies (57) has disrupted and is assumed to
be experiencing a drainage-type collapse at termination of the initiating
phase analysis. This type of fuel collapse will result in a reactivity
insertion at a rate of about 20¢/sec per assembly based on TREAT test data.
Thus, the simultaneous fuel motion in the medium-power assemblies is expected
to produce a ramp rate of about 10$/sec. Therefore, the total ramp rate due
to pool collapse in the high-power assemblies and fuel drainage in the medium-
power assemblies could be no greater than 20$/sec, which is below the range
for which hydrodynamic disassembly of the core is expected*. Thus, it is
concluded that fuel compaction would simply expedite the accident progression

Less coherent behavior would correspondingly reduce the magnitude relative
to these estimates. QCS760.178B5-Bl Amend. 72
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by maintaining power between decay heat level an = .5 times nominal leading to
a permanent subcriticality without an energetic power burst. The response to
mild recriticality events is now considered.

Early in time, in response to the. power source, the molten fuel flows
toward the axial ends of the subassembly in the form of two intact slugs. The
liquid slugs are accelerated under the action of the expanding high pressure
fuel and/or steel vapors at the center of the subassembly. The occurrence of
fluid mechanical instabilities, however, will cause the low-density high
pressure vapor region to penetrate and mix with the more dense accelerating
slugs. At any location after the lower vapor-liquid fuel interface has.
passed, the heavier molten fuel is not completely expelled or replaced by the
lighter vapor. A thick film of molten fuel will adhere to the subassembly
wall while a tongue(s) or finger(s) of the vapor of reduced diameter advances
through the center established by the portion of the fuel melt left behind.
Moreover, atomization of the fuel film and the wave(s) or spike(s) produced at
the lower (unstable) fuel interface will occur by direct action of the ex-
panding vapor region. These processes result in the disintegration of most of
the mass of the molten fuel and rapidly transform the postulated fuel slug
into a two-phase annular-drop flow. The molten fuel and steel left behind in
the form of entrained drops and liquid film in the axial midplane region
results in the evaporation of the molten material in this region, the trans-
port of the vapor along the length of the subassembly and the subsequent
condensation of the vapor upon relatively cold fuel surface (drops and film)
at the axial ends of the subassembly.

If the vapor flux is large enough to maintain the fluid-mechanical
balance between interfacial drag and the mass of the fragmented fuel, the
dispersed annular flow regime will endure and dominate the boiling process
within the disrupted subassembly. On the other hand, suppose we assume that
the vapor flux is continuously reduced until it falls below that required to
maintain fuel-steel boiling. Clearly, then, the pool will contract and ulti-
mately return to its collapsed configuration, passing successively through the
annular drop, churn turbulent and bubbly flow regimes as the vapor flux is
reduced. The pool collapse rate will be limited to the bubble rise velocity
within the bubbly flow.regime. This velocity is less than 30 cm/sec and is
too low to produce anything but a mild recriticality. Thus the breakup of the
accelerating fuel slugs within a single subassembly eliminates the possibility
of severe fuel collapse rates and, therefore, eliminates the amplification of.
mild. recriticalities into super prompt critical bursts.

The physical process that leads to the breakup of the accelerating fuel
slugs is the well known Taylor instability (B-3). It has been shown by Taylor
that a plane interface between two fluids of different densities in acceler-
ated motion is unstable as long as the acceleration is directed from the
lighter to the heavier fluid. The high pressure side of an accelerating fuel
slug in a single subassembly is subject to breakup by means of this type of
instability, since its motion is largely one dimensional. For simplicity,
attention will be focused on a single accelerating fuel slug, as illustrated
in Fig. B-1. The theoretical considerations that follow below are necessarily
quite imprecise. It is understandable that phenomena so complex as finite-
amplitude wave development cannot be analyzed accurately. These simple
results constitute order-of-magnitude estimates. Moreover, the analysis does
not take into account fuel vaporization or condensation at the liquid fuel
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interface or the deposition ofmolten material on the subassembly walls, which
certainly will modify the results quantitatively (see below).

The Taylor instability has been observed under a wide variety of experi-
mental conditions, and the initial phase ofthe instability has been found to
agree well with linearized wave theory. The experimental results may. be
interpreted roughly as showing that the instability follows the first-order
theory during the time

T /a(1)

where X is the wavelength of the disturbance and "a" is the acceleration of
the liquid slug. Typically, under reactor accident conditions,T = 10 msec.
It therefore appears that the initial development. of the instability is of
little interest. The succeeding stages of the instability consist of round-
ended columns of gas or vapor penetrating steadily through the liquid with

.little change of profile .(see Fig. B-I) until the opposite surface of the
liquid slug is reached causing the slug to burst.. In spite of the presence of
these gas columns, the main body of the liquid slug is, accelerated as. though
they did not exist. The. gas columns penetrating into the accelerating slug
have been found to move relative to the liquid at a constant velocity v given
by

v ýad (2)

where d is the diameter of the penetrating gas column. Thus the penetration
distance s of the column into the slug (Fig. B-l) after time t is given
approximately by

s = ;d - t (3)

Clearly, the distance z travelled by the liquid fuel slug during this time is

1 2
1z at 2 (4)
2

Eliminating t between Eqs. (3) and (4) yields an expression for the column
penetration distance in terms of z:

s 2zd (5)

Equation (5) has a very simple interpretation as a fuel slug breakup
criterion. It predicts that only the diameter.of the gas columns and the
instantaneous location of the accelerating fuel slug influence the breakup of
the slug, which should occur when s equals the axial thickness of the fuel
slug. To complete the application of Eq. (5) to an accelerating fuel slug in
a reactor subassembly, one need only estimate the diameter of the fuel (or
steel) vapor columns. Here we must rely on. experimental observations.
Photographs of the process indicate a progressive change early. in the ac-
celeration transient from a number of surface waves and troughs to a.much
smaller number of troughs until only one or two round-ended columns of gas
remain and penetrate the liquid slug. Thus takingd to be of the order of the
radius of the subassembly duct (d = 5 cm) we find from Eq. (5) that columns of
core vapor will penetrate approximately 22 cm into the fuel slug after the
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slug has traversed one-half of the active core length (z "1 50 cm), as compared
with the slug depth which is typically between 10 and 20 cm.

It should be mentioned that Fig. B-1 falls far short of describing the
later stages of development of the Taylor instability. The penetrating gas
(vapor) columns. compete with one another, the large ones growing at the
expense of the small ones. A large quantity of liquid is left adhering to the
sides of the channel (subassembly), with the result that the vapor penetrates
through the fuel slug at a faster rate than that given by Eq. (2). The
vapor-liquid regions on the sides of the spikes (or film) and vapor columns
are in relative motion which produces additional surface instability of the
Helmholtz type. In particular, the final stage of mixing between liquid fuel
and vapor is too complex for detailed description. The important point to be
made here, however, is that it is apparent from the preceding discussion that
conditions conducive to the breakup of accelerating fuel slugs in subassembly
geometry exist following a power burst.

The obvious question of concern is how large can a fuel pool be before
its response to a power or pressure source is dominated by radial motion of
the liquid fuel rather one-dimensional expansion as previously discussed. Our
focus here is to attempt to identify the threshold pool size above which
purely dynamic fuel motion is possible.

Let us consider a spherical cavity of instantaneous radius R containing
fuel or steel vapor at high pressure suddenly formed as a result of a power
burst along the axial centerline of a cylindrical pool of molten fuel of
diameter D and instantaneous height H (see Fig. B-2). The initial height of
the pool is designated by H . The constancy of molten fuel volume within the
pool requires that 0

1 D2 H D2 4 R3 (6)
No 4 =3

Differentiating this expression twice with respect to time gives the following
relation between the instantaneous acceleration of the bubble interface and
that of the surface of the pool:

-D2d2H 4R Rd2R + 2 dR2 (7)
4 2 2

Tedt RFd4 (d

The initial phase of the bubble growth and pool expansion is controlled
by the inertia of the liquid that completely surrounds the bubble. The bubble
is blown up according to the Rayleigh equation for radial motion

R 2 2dR P - P
ptd. +2d (8)
-P•

where P is the pressure within the fuel vapor bubble, P is the ambient
pressure above the fuel pool and p is the density of the molten fuel. Equa-
tion (8) is an approximate form of the Rayleigh equation which gives reason-
able solutions for inertia-controlled bubble growth. Strictly speaking, the
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coefficient of the second term in Eq. (8) should ýbe 3/2. Eliminating the
radial acceleration terms between Eqs. (7) and (8) yields

2 2p2 d2H
1R P- P (9)
16R t2

Equation (9) simply expresses the law of motion governing the expansion
of the fuel pool when the motion within the pool is three dimensional and
little mixing occurs between the expanding vapor cavity and the surrounding
molten fuel. While the early expansion is essentially radial, ultimately the
growing fuel cavity will "feel" the presence of the vertical wall that con-
tains the pool. The pressure will tend to become uniform across the width of
the pool (within the vapor space) and the pool expansion may then be ade-
quately treated as one dimensional. During this period the pool growth is
well represented by

d2

PL - = P - P (10)
dt2

where L is approximately the initial depth of the bubble center (assumed
stationary in time) below the surface of the pool, or, equivalently, the
thickness of the fuel slug that is accelerated upward during the one dimen-
sional expansion phase.

For the one dimensional expansion, the appropriate liquid inertia is
proportional to the mass of the liquid above the bubble center, or PL. The
effective liuid inertia for the early spherical expansion follows from Eq.
(9) and is D p/16R. It is reasonable to suppose that the pool expansion is
dominated by one dimensional fuel flow when the "one dimensional irerti2"
becomes somewhat greater than the "spherical inertia", i.e., when pL > D p/
16R, or

D
2

R 16L (11)

As a numerical example, suppose we consider fuel-pool motion following a
power burst at L = 25 cm below the surface of, say, a 50 cm deep pool. The
pool is assumed to be about two subassemblies in cross-sectional area, or D
20 cm. Owing to the discrete control subassembly and blanket assembly array
within a heterogeneous core, this value of D corresponds to about the largest
radially unimpeded region of molten fuel that can form during the MO/APP
within the CRBRP. From criterion (11), we calculate that when the radius of
the power burst bubble is of the order R= 2 cm the pool expansion becomes one
dimensional. It is of interest to note that during the spherical growth
period we calculate using Eq. (6) that the pool surface rises only 0.1 cm.
Thus, for all practical purposes, the pool *response to a power burst is one
dimensional and subject to the instabilities discussed previously for a single
subassembly. The fuel-steel boiling process within a disrupted heterogeneous
core should therefore be stable to mild recriticalities.
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Fig. B-1 Schematic Illustration of Accelerating Fuel Slug.
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APPENDIX C TO: ýQuestion CS760.178B5,-C6,.-C7

Reactivity Calculations for Various Configurations of Disrupted BOC-l Core

This appendix documents neutronics calculations which were performed to
evaluate reactivity levels for the disrupted core configurations at BOC-l.

The primary objective throughout this neutronics analysis has been to
retain as much rigor in the computational modeling as possible while retaining
efficient computations. For significantly disrupted core configurations, as
are encountered in the melt-out and large-scale pool phase analysis, the
presence of large internal voids makes the use of diffusion theory suspect.
In order to adequately handle-the complex streaming associated with large
internal voids S-4 transport theory with isotropic scattering was selected as
the computational mode. The use of S-4 transport theory in RZ geometry will
adequately handle the isolated blanket islands and control rods while giving
the benefit of a rigorous treatment of the internal voids.

The basic cross-section data used for the neutronics 2 analysis were
generated from the ENDF/B-IV data files (Ref. C-l). The MC -SDX (Refs. C-2
and C-3) code package was used to process these data. A base library of
171-groups (Au = 0.1) was generated using a weighting spectrum from a 2040-
group slowing down calculation for an appropriate Pu/U fueled2 •FBR core
composition (Ref. C-4). Special care was taken in generating U blanket
cross-ýsections. A blanket fine-group library was obtained using the core
leakage as an external source for the blanket slowing down problem. Using the
combined fine-group base library, broad group libraries were generated with
the SDX code. Resonance self-shielding effects were accounted for in voided
and non-voided driver, internal blanket, and radial blanket assemblies. An
eight group and a twenty group library were obtained for operating conditions
(1500'K) and for an elevated temperature (3000*K). Table C-i shows both group
structures. The reference CRBRP design and BOC-l masses are taken from the
CRBRP PSAR and are given in Table C-2. Corresponding to the best-estimate
core conditions at termination of initiating phase analysis, a full RZ model
for the BOC-1 core was constructed as shown in Fig. C-1. This model repre-
sents the base case for disrupted core neutronics calculations.

Three disrupted core configurations were analyzed. In all cases, one-
third of the cladding and wire wrap in all fuel assemblies is assumed to
relocate into the UAB region. Another one-third of the cladding and wirewrap
is relocated into the LAB region. The remaining residual steel including the
hexcan walls is assumed to be homogenized with the molten fuel.

Conditions of the core are assumed to be as described in the main text,
(Table QCS760.178B5-4) and the fuel removed from the core is assumed to be
distributed as follows: 11% in the below-core region, 6% in the radial
blanket region, and the remaining fuel removal in the radial shield region.
In Case 3 where a core-wide pool is formed with control assemblies available
for fuel removal, an additional 8% of the total fuel is assumed to be re-
located into the control assemblies.
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The results of Cases 1, 2, and 3 appear in Table QCS760.178B5-4 in the

main response.
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Table C-i

GROUP STRUCTURE FOR 8 AND 20 GROUP

CROSS SECTION LIBRARIES

Broad Group
Energy, ev

1.0000

3.6788

2.2313

1.3534

8.2085

4.9787

3.0197

1.8316

1.1109

6.7380

4.0868

2.4788

1.5034

9.1188

5.5309

3.3546

2.0347

1.2341

4.5400

6.1442

x 10 7

x 10 6

x 10 6

x 10 6

x 10 5

x 10 5

x 10 5

x 10 5

x 10 5

x 10 4

x 10 4

x 10 4

x 10 4

x 10 3

x 10 3

x 10 3

x 10 3

x 10 3

x 102

x 101

20 Group
Library

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

8 Group
Library

6

7

8
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Table C-2

INVENTORY (kg)HEAVY METAL* MASS FOR CRBRP BOC-l

Inner
Blankets**

Radial
Blanket**

Axial
BlanketsFission Produces

239 pu

240 pu

241pu
242Pu

235 U

238u

Fission Products

Total Heavy Metal

Driver

1468.0

199.7

34.0

3.4

7.6

3476.0

5188.7

16.7

8253..0

8269.7

26.9

13285.0

13311.9

8.6

4216.0

4224.6

Heavy metal excludes oxygen.

Includes axial extensions.
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254.27 Region Descript ion254.27 . . ...... ...r , - ,-- . ' , . .. .

1&2 Lover Axial Shield

3 Radial Shield

4 4 4 4 Fiomion CaS Plenum

5 Internal Blankets

6 Core

7 Radial Blanket

198.03 -8 Upper Internal
.4 Blanket Extension

9 Upper Axial Blanket

10 Lover Internal
Blanket Extension

162.47 11 Lower Axial Elanket

12 Control Rod Channels

13 Control Rod

U 3

5 6 5 6 5 6 6 7
.4

71.03

10 1111110 111 11 7

35.47
2

20.999

1

0.00
Cern4 4~'" wr- -

'44 .-4 V4

Radius, cm

Fig. C-1 CRBRP BOC-1 Melt-Out Phase Base Case.
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APPENDIX D TO: Question CS760.178B5, -C6, -C7

Freezing Mechanisms

In Ref. D-l, a conduction-limited freezing model was determined to be
most appropriate in analyzing fuel flow behavior in gaps or small tubes.
Since there has been a concern over applicability of the freezing model in the
presence of steel melt layers under fuel crusts and in the case of two-phase
mixtures flowing in the gap, this concern is addressed in this Appendix.
Again, it is concluded that the conduction-limited freezing model is applic-
able even when steel melting occurs under the fuel crust, and the gap flow is
a two-phase mixture.

Penetration and Freezing of Flow in Melting Channels

When fuel penetration commences between the hottest assembly can walls
exceeding '\ 800*C, the molten fuel-steel hexcan interface temperature will
fall between the fusion temperatures for these materials upon contact, re-
sulting in solidification in the molten fuel and melting of the underlying
hexcan (gap) walf" Even for sufficiently low initial hexcan temperatures such
that melting of the steel hexcan does not begin upon contact with the fuel,
steel melting may begin after convective heating from the molten fuel stream
raises the fuel crust-solid steel interface temperature to the steel melting
temperature. This is likely to occur at locations where the fuel temperature
is % 100%C or more above its melting temperature, that is inrregions of the
core where the fuel first enters the gaps (entrance region).

The concern with the existence of steel melt layers is that they may
cause the protective fuel crust t0 become unstable leading to rapid fuel
freezing by bulk solidification (Ref. D-2) or steel freeze plugs as a result
of rapid mixing between fuel and steel (Ref. D-3), as have, been postulated for
thermite fuel penetration into rod bundle geometry*. It is important to note
that the observed behaVior of a growing freeze layer on a melting (or fluid)
surface does not supp0•t the aforementioned mechanisms for rapid freezing in
simple flow geometries. The formation of stable, growing freeze layers on the
surface of turbulent flows by radiative and convective heat loss to the
surrounding atmosphere is quite common. This situation is most prominent in
rivers and lava flows. Here stable crust covers are formed under conditions
in which the "underlying" fluid is air. In fact, a stream of molten U0 2
flowing over the lip of a tungsten crucible into a helium atmosphere was
observed to form a tube of solid U0G through which the remaining U02 was
forced to flow (Ref. D-4). Thus, flowing fuel will ignore the presence of the
surrounding steel melt and grow its own channel wall (similar to the lava
pipes familiar to the geologist (Ref. D-5). This conclusion also is confirmed
by an experimental study in which hot Freon 112A (melting point 40 0 C) was
injected into a thick-walled ice pipe'raintained as its melting temperature
throughout (Ref. D-6). While the major emphasis in this study was on the
melting attack of the ice pipe wall by very hot turbulent flowing Freon,

To date, no experiment has been performed that gives direct evidence of bulk
solidification. QCS760.178B5-Dl Amend. 72
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follow-up studies (Ref. D-7) at low Freon injection temperatures show the
continuous conduction-limited buildup of a stable Freon layer on the melted
ice wall until the pipe is closed to the Freon flow by the solidified layer.

Regarding the problem of mixing between flowing fuel and melted steel in
regions where the gap wall may be subject to severe ablation by the fuel flow,
it is pertinent to note that ice pipe ablation experiments show no appreciable
mixing between the hot pipe flow (Freon) and the melted ice (Refs. D-5, D-7).
In some experiments performed at very high Freon flow velocities (Ref. D-6),
in the range 7.0 - 17.0 m/s, some of the melted ice in the form of water
droplets was entrained by the bulk Freon flow. However, the volume fraction
of entrained water was low and the process did not lead to a flow blockage by
bulk solidification and/or.freezing of the water component. In the ice pipe
experiments reported in Ref. D-8, the water film produced along the melting
ice pipe wall was found not to be entrained, despite Freon flow Reynolds
numbers and velocities as high as 53,000 and 3.0 m/s, respectively. Thus,
contrary to the steel-fuel mixing postulated for thermite fuel injected
axially into rod bundle configurations, it would appear that very little
mixing would take place between fuel and melted steel within the simple gap
geometry.

Recently, measurements of the penetration of, UO into a thick-walled
steel tube have been reported (Refs. D-9, D-10). We present below in some
detail a discussion of this so-called TRAN series of in-pile experiments since
it represents one of the few series of experiments carried out with pure UO
melts (including the conditions of steel wall, melting upon contact with fue9)
and since there seems to be some confusion.in the literature regarding the
interpretation of the experiments (Refs. D- 9 • D-10).

d :°
In the TRAN series of in-pile experiments, pure UO is melted using

neutronic heating in the Annular Core Research Reactor a? Sandia., The UO
melt is then accelerated upward into a 130-cm long, steel freezing tube witi a
0.32-cm diameter channel by the application of high pressure helium gas to the
base of the fuel. Four such experiments have been performed to date, with the
injection pressure held approximately constant at 1.0 MPa, the initial steel
temperature varied from 400 to 900*C, and the initial fuel temperature varied
from 2900 to 3500*C (Ref. D-11). Post-test analysis of cross sections of the
tube indicated that melting of the steel wall occurred in the test where the
initial steel temperature was 900*C. In all the experiments, the observed
final fuel distribution consists of a frozen fuel layer that covers the inside
surface of the tube and fuel debris located above the end of the fuel layer
(Ref. D-ll). The length of the fuel layer varies between 48 and 87 cm,
depending on the amount of fuel injected into the tube during any given test
(see below). In one experiment, a complete fuel blockage "' 2 cm long was
observed between the fuel debris region and the end of the frozen layer.

A plausible explanation for the existence of the frozen fuel layer, as
opposed to a long fuel plug that fills the tube cross section is that when the
fuel melt is forced upward into the cold tube the ensuing fuel penetration and
freezing process is influenced by the rapid formation of an annular fuel
film-helium gas flow. That annular flow is likely due to the limited quantity
of fuel material that enters the tube. A possible explanation for the pre-
sence of loose fuel debris and, in one test, a short blockage beyond the
frozen fuel layer is that in annular flow the gas (helium) core usually
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contains a significant number of entrained droplets (fuel) or suspended liquid
slugs which can be carried upward by the gas flow to the '"cean" tube wall
above the fuel layer. While the observed fuel penetration distance is postu-
lated to be due to the limited quantity of fuel material employed, the frozen
fuel-layer configuration is demonstrated below to be compatible wit'. the
simple conduction-limited freezing mechanism.

In the TRAN tests, about 40 g of UO was rapidly melted; however, only
22

about 20 g of UO entered the freezing t2,be (Ref. D-ll). Vortex motion in the

fuel sample may have been responsible for ihe reduced amount of fuel forced
upward into the tube. Whatever the mechanism responsible for the limited
quantity of fuel, injected into the tube, one could reason as follows: the
melt first enters the tube as an all liquid advancing flow, with the only
gas-melt interface present being that at the flow front. After the . 20 g of
fuel melt inventory enters the tube, the flow pattern instantaneously changes
into a slug flow in which a single fuel slug (or column) now occupies nu 25 cm
of the tube, followed by the high pressure helium gas. The lower helium
gas-fuel interface that must now appear at the tube inlet is highly unstable
such that a long finger or bubble of the less dense helium gas penetrates the
UO melt slug. That is, at any location after the helium gas-fuel (lower)
inierface has passed, the heavier molten UO2 is not completely expelled or
replaced by the lighter helium gas. A film of molten UO will adhere to the
tube wall while a tongue or finger of the helium gas of2 reduced diameter
advances through the tube core established by the portion of the fuel melt
left behind. The helium gas finger should.penetrate steadily through the fuel
slug with little change in profile until the upper fuel-gas interface or flow
front is approached causing the fuel slug, now greatly diminished in size.,, to
burst. The bursting of the slug could result in the "throwing" of some of the
melt material above the region occupied by the fuel film, which would explain
the presence of loose fuel debris and small blockages beyond the end of the
frozen fuel layer. Alternatively, portions of the fuel film may be entrained
by the helium gas flow and redeposited on the tube wall downstream of the fuel
layer.

There is much direct evidence for the transient slug annular flow transi-
tion described, in the foregoing. In boiling experiments reported in Ref.
D-12, a rapid depressurization technique was used to initiate vapor growth in
superheated liquid Freon-ll3 within a tube. The vapor bubble so formed was
observed to act like a piston,. pushing the liquid slug out of the tube as it
expands, but leaving behind a residual liquid Freon film on the tube kall. In
a series of experiments reported in Ref. D-13, air was used to accelerate
water or water to accelerate mercury through a tube. Interface displacement
measurements clearly indicated that a film of the heavier fluid was leftý
behind after the interface had passed. The:explanation for the more dense
fluid being left behind is rather straightforward: given an initial tendency
for a residual liquid film of the more dense fluid to be left behind in such
slug flow processes, this tendency, is enhanced by.the effect of the pressure
gradient acting over the fluids of unequal density (Ref. D-13). The less
dense driving fluid is accelerated more rapidly than the more dense displaced
fluid. This explanation is the familiar Taylor (Ref. D-14) description of the
instability of a bump (or wave) of small, amplitude at an interface between a
heavy fluid and a light fluid when accelerated in the direction of the heavy
fluid. The simple Taylor theory suggests that molten UO2 fuel and helium gas
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in the TRAN tests cannot be separated by a stable interface. The experiments
described above (Refs. D-1l,D-12) indicate that transient fuel penetration in
the Sandia freezing tests is best characterized by a fuel-film annular flow
pattern.

With regard to the problem of fuel film survival after the gas source is
depleted, we note here that there is more than sufficient time to freeze the
film in place by conduction before any significant film drainage can take
place. In the TRAN series of experiments the thickness of the frozen fuel,
layer was observed to be between 0.015 and, 0.03 cm. Depending on the film
thickness and the initial fuel temperature, which was in the range 2900 -
3500*C, we estimate using conduction-freezing theory (Ref. D-15) that the time
required to freeze the film is between A, 10 ms and nu 100 ms. Assuming laminar
fuel-film flow we calculate a loss of less than 10% of the fuel material due
to film drainage before freezing.

In summary, it appears highly likely that the final fuel distribution in
the Sandia TRAN freezing tests can be attributed to the limited quantity of
fuel employed. The "driving", helium gas displaced and penetrated the fuel
melt, causing the rapid formation of an annular fuel film helium gas flow
pattern. Furthermore, we expect that the fuel film is frozen in place by
conduction-limited solidification; that is, the TRAN tests provided strong
evidence for conduction-limited fuel crust growth into an annular two-phase
fuel flow in the presence of both solid and melted steel backings. Had an
unlimited quantity of fuel been available for injection into the freeze tube,
we predict from Ref. D-16 a fuel penetration length of at least 250 cm.

Penetration and Freezing of Two-Phase (Fuel-Gas) Mixtures

The flowing core debris during the melt-out phase of the accident se-
quence-is a two-phase gas (or vapor)-fuel melt mixture. Also, the core debris
that enters into the gaps between assemblies may contain some amount of molten
steel and solid fuel particulate. The-presence of molten steel and solid fuel
in large quantities will accelerate the freezing rate and #ýcrease the fric-
tional resistance that retards the fuel flow, respectively, both of which will
tend to reduce the fuel penetration distance into the gaps. Fortunately, only
small quantities of these materials are expected to be carried from the
disrupted assemblies into the gaps by the escaping fuel.

The source of:solid fuel particulate is the unmelted portions of the fuel
pellets. The unmelted fuel represents at most about 20% of the total fuel
within a disrupted assembly. A large fraction of this solid material (= 15%
volume fraction of total fuel) is located at the bottom of the assembly, away
from any potential fuel escape opening in the hexcan wall, and is likely to
remain at the bottom owing to its large density compared with that of molten
fuel. The remaining unmelted fuel, which is located at the top of the as--
sembly, would be carried with the fuel flow into the gaps. However, since
this solid material represents less than approximately 5% volume fraction of
fuel and is continuously being eroded by melting, the solid fuel debris that
enters the pool from above will not retard the fuel flow in any significant
way.
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As with solid fuel particulate, very little molten steel is anticipated
to be mixed with the molten fuel within a disrupted assembly. The time
interval between the complete melting of cladding and that of fuel is such
that most of the cladding is moved out of the core region under the influence
of both sodium vapor streaming and gravity. Thus, the melting fuel begins to
lose its geometry when only a small portion of molten cladding (n. 10%) is
still present in the heated fuel region. Molten steel will also form at the
boundaries of the disrupted assemblies. However, unlike the residual cladding
films which are "trapped" within the melting rod bundle matrix, the melt films
that clings to the hexcan wall are likely to be stable and not entrained by
the disrupted fuel. The evidence in support of this conclusion is provided by
the observations (mentioned in the foregoing) of stable melt-film behavior in
highly turbulent channel flows with an without crust formation (Refs. D-6,
D-8).

The molten fuel will move out of the core as a two-phase gas-fuel melt
flow. Thus, prediction of the fuel penetration length will depend on our
ability to predict (a) the pressure gradient associated with the penetrating
flow of the two-phase mixture and (b) the rate of fuel crust buildup in the
two-phase mixture. Methods for handling item (a) above are well established
and have been reported in numerous papers on two-phase flow. A careful
examination of the literature has shown that relatively few papers have dealt
with item (b). However, on physical grounds, one would expect the solidifi-
cation rate of a two-phase mixture to be equal to or less than that of its
pure liquid component. In fact, since the rate of deposition of liquid
material in a turbulent two-phase flow always exceeds the rate of phase
conversion at the channel wall, one would expect the solidification rates to
be the same in both cases. Interestingly enough, some experimental work has
been reported by Greene, et al., Refs. D-17 through D-20 that appears contrary
to this line of reasoning.

In a series of abstracts and government reports, Greene, et al., (Refs.
D-17 through D-20) reported the results of an experimental investigation of
the transient solidification of a gas-liquid mixture, while flowing downward
through a vertical tube with a fixed freeze length. The liquids used in this
study were Wood's metal (melting point 74.6%C) and paraffin wax (melting point
54 0C) and nitrogen gas served as the lighter phase. Experiments were per-
formed over a range of gas injection rates (or void fraction) and at two-phase
mixture temperatures equal to and above the solidification temperature. The
experiments with liquids at their freezing temperatures are of most interest.
Since convection heat exchange at the solid gas-liquid mixture interface is
absent in this case, these experiments should permit a clear definition of the
effects of the gas phase. The experimental results indicated that as the gas
flow rate (or void fraction) increased, the time to completely freeze the test
section (plugging time) as well as the mass displaced through the test section
decreased. While the observed decreased mass flow rate with increased mass
flux could, in a qualitative sense, be attributed to the two-phase friction
multiplier, the corresponding decrease in plugging time is difficult to
rationalize. In the earlier publications by Greene, et al., (Refs. D-17
through D-19), the authors postulated the entrapment of nitrogen gas bubbles
within the solid phase that grows inward from the wall and concluded from
their experimental results that the rate of solidification may be several
times faster for the two-phase case than for the single-phase case. However,
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the solidification of a two-phase structure (solid plus gas) was refuted in a
later report (Ref. D-20), as this process was not indicated by post-test
observations of the frozen material.

Soon after, Petrie, et al., (Ref. D-21) reported results of an experiment
designed to measure directly the growth of an ice layer in a water-nitrogen
gas mixture. A planar test section on which ice crusts were grown was ver-
tically suspended in a pool of water contained within a lucite bubble column
of square cross section. Nitrogen gas bubbles were formed at a. perforated
plate located at the bottom of the column. A lateral-traversing thermocouple
probe was used to measure the instantaneous ice crust thickness as a function
of time. Different water pool temperatures were studied, corresponding to
saturated (0°C) and superheated (> 0°C) conditions. The experiments covered a
range of void fractions from 0 to 90%. The following conclusions may be made
from these experiments. For void fractions up to 90%, the presence of a
discontinuous gas phase in. a saturated. flowing liquid does not affect the
freezing of the liquid. The crust surface remains smooth and the void in the
two-phase mixture is not trapped in the crust in agreement with the results
reports in Ref. D-20. The effect of liquid superheat on the freezing of a
flowing two-phase mixture is to enhance the convective heat transfer from the
liquid to the crust. The crust surface remains smooth in this case with no
evidence of entrapment of the void. In both cases, the crust growth behavior.
can be modeled by ignoring the presence of gas (except for the effect of the
gas flux on the convective heat flux). Obviously, these more direct observa-
tions regarding the rate of solidification are not in conformity with the
gas-induced decrease in solidification time proposed in Refs.. D-17 through
D-20.

Effect of Liquid Superheat

The fuel temperature is 3100 - 3200%G in the assemblies, and decreases
along the flow direction, ultimately to the liquidus point. The heat transfer
coefficient, hf, can be calculated using the forced convection part of Chen's
correlation.

kf (i U ( ) u D 0.8 0.4hf 0.023 D Pr (1)

The molten fuel flow velocity is. high initially and then decreases with
increased penetration distance. Based on typical gap flow conditions with a<=
0.5, the heat transfer coefficient is calculated to be approximately 5 w/cm2
-OK on the average. Based on the average heat transfer coefficient, 5 w/cm
-°K, the thickness of fuel crust on the steel wall initially at 800 0 C is
calculated for various fuel temperatures as shown in Fig. D-1.

It can be seen that the fuel crust thickness is reduced substantially
when the fuel temperature is above the liquidus. At above-liquidus fuel
temperatures, the crust thickness growth is rapid initially, and then levels
off, or even gets reversed before the gaps are plugged (original gap = .47
cm). Namely, the gaps would not be plugged at all if the fuel temperature is
as high as shown in Fig. D-1.
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The fuel is initially at 3100 - 3200*C when flowing into the gaps and
cools down to 2800%C after traveling about 30-40 cm. This indicates that the
crust thickness in the 30-40 cm distance would level off at approximately 0.3
mm (see Fig. D-l); the gaps (4. - 5. mm) would remain open in this region.
However, the fuel crust will continue to grow beyond this distance where the
fuel is at its liquidus. Therefore, an approximate solution for this type of
gap flow can be obtained by using a closed-form solution developed in Ref.
D-23 for the case where the fuel is at its liquidus temperature. This closed-
form solution is applied to the flow beyond the 30-40 cm distance with the
pressure drop adjusted for flow inertia and friction loss in the 30-40 cm
distance.

Accordingly, the distance of fuel penetration into the gaps before
plugging is calculated by

XP. V APDhN)4Ill

D 0. 085 (-f) (~ V/ (2)

X = fuel penetration distance,
p

Dh = gap initial hydraulic diameter,

p = molten fuel density times (1 - a),

C = total wetted perimeter for outward gap flow,
0

V f = kinematic viscosity of molten fuel,

X = growth constant (Ref. D-22),

a = thermal diffusivity of frozen fuel,

AP = driving pressure differential.
3 2

Using Dh= 0 .8 2 cm (EOC-4 value), p = 4.3 g/cm , vf 0.005 cm /sec, A =

0.93, a = 0.0064 cm /sec, and AP = 1 bar. The fuel penetration distance is
calculated to be k, 250 cm (the additional 30-40 cm penetration associated with
above-liquidus fuel temperatures is neglected) which is -much larger than the
gap flow distance between the core boundary and the core barrel (n 80 cm).
Therefore, all the gaps outside the core could be filled with molten fuel
without plugging the gap. Since the volume of the gaps in the ex-core region
is much larger than the total volume of fuel, all the molten fuel could be
removed from the core through the interassembly gaps while the gaps still
remain open. Thus, it is concluded that fuel removal through the inter-
assembly gaps is limited by the rate of fuel melting in the core, rather than
by plugging of the gaps.

Bulk Freezing

In the discussion in the foregoing, prediction of fuel penetration into
the gaps between assemblies is based on the conduction model, which involves
the growth of a stable frozen layer at the channel wall. The results of some
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experiments on U102 (thermite) fuel flow and freezing in subassembly structure,
however, are not consistentwith conduction-controlled freezing behavior. The.
conduction model predicts as much as an order of magnitude longer penetration
distance than that observed in many of the thermite freezing tests. It has
been concluded from these tests that U02 flowing over steel may behave in a
manner that prevents the .formation of a stable frozen U02 layer at the channel-2
wall and, therefore,..U0 2 penetration (or freezing) is controlled by turbulent
heat transport from the fuel front to the channel wall. ("bulk freezing model'.'
D-2). While no direct experimental evidence exists to support thi's view of
freezing, it has gained some popularity in the field of fast reactor safety as
it provides a lower (theoretical) bound to the penetration distance of fuel in
the channel geometries of interest. Accordingly, the bulk freezing model is
utilized here to quantify or bound the effects of uncertainties in freezing
mechanisms on fuel escape from the active core region.

According to the bulk freezing concept, the region just behind the
leading edge of the penetrating fuel flow, where freezing is expected to occur
first, appears as a "slush" and freezing is complete when the latent heat of
fusion is "removed" from the slush by further (turbulent) heat loss to the
channel wall. Assuming that turbulent heat loss within the complex "tumbling"
flow pattern that must exist in the vicinity of the fuel front is well repre-
sented by Reynold's analogy, the penetration X of fuel limited by bulk
solidification is readily shown to be given by D-I24.

1 Dh hf /c + (To - Tmp)
Xft 0 MP (3)

p 2f T-T w

where f is the dimensionless coefficient of friction (f = 0.005), D is the
hydraulic diameter of the channel, h and c are the latent heat of tusion and
the heat capacity of the flowing fuel respectively, T and T are the fuel
temperature at the channel entrance and the fuel melting temperature respec-
tively, and T is the temperature of the channel wall. Within the context of
bulk freezing theory, it is assumed that T is equal to the melting tempera-
ture of the steel channel wall (Tw = 1400*CY.

Referring to the process of fuel ejection into, the gaps between as-
semblies, we get from (3) X = 32 cm. This result is equivalent to the
removal of 15% of the BOC core fuel inventory and 10% of the fuel. from the EOC
core. The reduced amount of fuel removed from the EOC core simply reflects
the smaller gap spacing for this case.

Effect of Sodium on Flow of U10 in Gaps
-2

The gaps between assemblies are interconnected and are filled with liquid
sodium during normal operation. A small leakage flow from the inlet module is
maintained through the lower assembly. support plate structure. The, sodium in
the interassembly gaps flows to the upper plenum with the most restricted, flow
paths at the above core load pad (ACLP) locations*. The pressure in the gaps
is approximately 1.5 bar which is the upper plenum pressure plus hydrostatic.

The frictional resistance to sodium flow in the interassembly gaps is negli-
gible compared with the resistance to sodium flow at the ACLP. .
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head. The total area of the most restricted flow paths b2tween the inter-
stitial gaps and the upper plenum is roughly A ACL = 600 cm with most of the
area provided in the radial blanket/shield reg on.

In the initiating phase analysis, liquid sodium in the gaps is treated as
a heat sink by increasing the thermal mass of the hexcan walls. At termina-
tion of the initiating phase analysis, the temperature of the fuel assembly
hexcan walls with augmented thermal mass is calculated to be 900 to 1200%C in
the core region. Therefore, the interassembly gaps are considered to be
voided in the core region at initiation of the present melt-out phase analy-
sis. However, the gaps below and outside the core region are not likely to be
voided when molten fuel starts to flow in the gaps after melt-through of the
fuel assembly. In Ref. D-1, it was concluded that the presence of liquid
sodium in the gaps would not introduce significant, sustained fuel-coolant
interaction pressurization to retard fuel removal from the core. This con-
clusion was based on first-principle arguments and supported by applicable
experiments. It is shown here that the liquid sodium flow (impedance) to the
upper plenum has little effect on fuel penetration into the gaps.

As the fuel flows from the active core region into the gaps, the liquid
sodium displaced by the fuel produce a. pressure drop at the ACLP locations of
magnitude

CP1  u 2P (4)
ACLP 2 -Na ACLP

where C1 is the effective drag or loss coefficient (C1  5.0) P is the
density of liquid sodium, and u ACL is the sodium flow velocity tKfough the
ACLP. Assuming fuel crusts of instantaneous uniform thickness are left behind
on the walls of the interassembly gaps penetrated by the fuel (conduction
model), the pressure drop over the instantaneous fuel length X can be shown to
be given by

AP f -- U 2 u o 3 X (5)

gap T2 gap R

where f is the friction factor for turbulent channel flow (f 0.005) p is
the density of molten fuel, R is the gap half width (radius), R is tLvM
instantaneous "radial" location of the fuel crust-melt interface (measured
from the channel centerline), and u is the instantaneous fuel flow velocity
in the gap. gap

Since the sodium volumetric displacement rate must equal the volumetric
fuel escape rate from the core, we can write the equality

u A U A (6)gap core ACLP ACLP

where A is the gas cross-sectional area through which the fuel passes as
it leaves the active core region. Eliminating u in Eq. (4) in favor of
uavia Eq. (6), adding the result to Eq. (5):, anS solving for u = dX/dt
w ga et gap
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[2 A P/(fPu02)] 1/2
dX 2 (

7 0 C1 ~Na (cor 2 j/

o_ U 2: VU ACLP

° 02

Since the fuel crust thickness, R - R, is related to time t through the
familiar conduction-theory result 0

1/2R0 -"R = 2X(u0 2t) (8)

where a, is the thermal diffusivity of the fuel and X is the fuel crust
growth c2ostant.(X = 0.9), Eq. (7) can be transformed to

dX _ B(l - R/Ro) (R/R 0 ) 3 /2

___ (core_ 111O

Ra /A '\2 3 1 2

T T U A CLP RO

2%22where B is defined as

R

B ~ 2 * 2 P 
( 1 0 )

2 a s U02

The final fuel penetration length X is obtained by numerically integrating
Eq. (9) in the negative R-directionpfrom R = R (open gap) when X = 0 to R = 0
(closed gap) when X = X 0.

P

In order to explore the effect of the sodium impedance on fuel penetra-
tion into the gaps, X has been plotted against the area for fuel escape,
Acore[ in Fig. D-2. -he results shown are based on total fuel driving pres-
sure ýP = 1 bar and a channel half-width R = 0.2 cm. The dashed curve in theO0

figure corresponds to the fuel penetration length in the absence of liquld
sodium. We note from the figure that even for A as large as 4000 cm ,
which is just about the maximum possible cross-seccPL6onal area for fuel escape
from the core via the gaps between assemblies, the penetratioA length is
reduced by only 40% by the sodium flow through the ACLP. The reason the fuel
penetration length is rather insensitive to the sodium impedance is that in
the conduction mode of fr~l~ing the penetration length is a weak function of
the pressure drop (X n AP" ). Interestingly enough, since the penetration
length based on the Bulk freezing model is practically independent of pressure
drop (or flow velocity), we can anticipate an even smaller effect of sodium
impedance on fuel penetration in this case.
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APPENDIX E TO: Question CS760.178B5, -C6, -C7

Sodium Re-Entry in the Presence
of Steel Vapor Condensation

This Appendix considers the processes of vapor condensation in the
presence of a second component subcooled volatile liquid in the context of a
steel vapor sodium system. The distinctions between this system and a one-
component system are drawn out and discussed relative to sodium re-entry in
the CRBR safety evaluation.

The volatility of saturated or subcooled liquid sodium subjected to an
oncoming stream of pure steel vapor is readily demonstrated by considering the
thermal response of the surface of the liquid sodium. Immediately following
liquid-vapor contact, the, heating of the liquid sodium surface takes place via
the kinetic rate of impact and deposition of steel vapor molecules upon the
liquid, which form a condensed layer of steel separating the liquid sodium
surface from the steel'vapor phase. As the condensed steel layer grows, its
temperature increases. Heat conduction through the condensed steel and the
cold sodium begins to limit the condensation process as the surface tempera-
ture of the condensed liquid-steel layer approaches its vapor (boiling)
temperature T This kinetically controlled "preheating period" is
estimated to Dbbsb 0.01 psec duration and leaves a steel condensate layer of
n 0.1 p thick on the liquid sodium surface. During the preheating period, the
liquid sodium-condensed steel interface temperature rises from its initial
temperature, T , and approaches a constant maximum value, T , when the conden-
sation process becomes conduction limited. If T lies below the boiling
temperature of liquid sodium, Tb . the steel condensation process will
continue on the cold liquid sodium surface after the transition from kinetic-
ally controlled to conduction controlled condensation is made. This condition
would result in the rapid depressurization of the steel vapor region and
sodium re-entry into the core. Alternatively, if T > Tb ,, the liquid
sodium just behind the thickening steel condensate layer PVM reach its
boiling point during the preheating period, become slightly superheated and
burst the steel layer. At this point in time sodium vaporization will begin
and "fill" the void left by the condensing steel (see below).

In order to determine T we consider the problem in which the region x
> 0 initially contains liquid sodium at temperature T . The region x < 00

initially contains steel vapor at its boiling temperature T . Condensa-
tion of the steel vapor starts at the plane x = 0 and movesb•bSlhe left into
the steel vapor region. An approximate solution for the interface temperature
T. can be obtained by neglecting the transient term in solving the conduction1

equation in the steel condensate layer, so that the temperature distribution
T in this region is approximately that corresponding to steady state, that
ss

Tss = Ti + x(Ti - Tbps)/6(t) (1)

where x = - 6(t) is the surface of separation of the vapor and liquid steel
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We impose the energy balance which equates the instantaneous latent heat W
of steel condensation [to the conductive heat loss to the steel condensate
layer:

d6 ( _ T (2)
ss ss dt ss a =

where p , L and k are the liquid density, latent heat of condensation,
and liqufd t9esrmal conhuctivity of steel, respectively. Heat flux continuity
at x = 0 requires that

(ss(" Na) ( - a(Ti - TO)

VT~Nat

where a is thermal diffusivity, t is time and the subscript Na refers to the
properties of the liquid sodium. The right-hand term in Eq. (3) follows from
the fact that the liquid sodium region may be considered to extend to infinity
in the positive x-direction; it is the flux of heat at the surface of a
semi-infinite medium. Substituting Eq. (1) into Eqs. (2) and (3), the fol-
lowing system of equations is obtained.

d6 k ss(T.i - Tbp'ss)
pss Lss dt 6 (4)

kss (i T bp,ss) - a(Ti - T0 )

Integrating Eq. (4) and substituting the result for 6(t) into Eq. (5) gives
the steel condensate-liquid sodium interface temperature

Ti - To 1/2 1
= o 1 + ( 4A) - (6)

T bpss T 02ATbp,ss - o2

where

A _ _2 (kpc)Na css (Tbp,ss -To)
A (kpc) L (7

Equation (7) is valid for thick thermal boundary layers in the condensate
layer or, equivalently, when c (T - T )/L << 1.0. Fortunately, for
the steel-sodium system treate` he• ashis Inequality is always satisfied.
Moreover, the parameter A is also a small quantity for the steel-sodium
material pair so the Eq. (4) can be simplified by expanding the square-root
term to obtain the final result.
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Ti -Toi 0k(BT T 1 A 
(8)Tbp,ss o

Using Eq. (8), it is of interest -to calculate the temperature T that would
result from the filmwise condensation of steel vapor onto a liquid sodium
surface at T = 500%C (subcooling = 400C). For this system A = 0.07 and from

0
Eq. (8) we estimate T = 26407C. Not only does the interface temperature
exceed the sodium boiling point (nu 900*C) but it exceeds its critical tempera-
ture ('-. 27840 C) as well. It is clear that under these conditions the forego-
ing analysis is inapplicable and that steel condensation without sodium
vaporization is impossible.

It is interesting to note that sustained sodium vaporization in nearly
pure steel vapor is also impossible. To demonstrate this let us suppose that
liquid sodium can vaporize into pure hot steel vapor. The sum of the steel
vapor partial pressure andthe sodium vapor partial pressure at the liquid-
vapor interface must equal the total system pressure (the steel vapor pressure
far from the interface):

P =P + P (T) (9)
ss satNa i

where P is the total pressure and is constant, P is the partial pressure of
steel vapor and P - N (Ti) is the equilibrium partial pressure of sodium
vapor and is strictly a function of the interface (sodium surface) tempera-
ture. We now ask the following question: How low can the liquid sodium
surface temperature be before sustained sodium vaporization becomes impossi-
ble? This threshold temperature, T•, should be the dew point temperature for
steel vapor at the liquid sodium surface, defined by the condition P s (T*)• Sat. sl

SP where subscript sat,ss refers to the equilibrium partial pressure £or
steeef vapor. If the steel vapor pressure at the sodium surface exceeds
Psa.S condensation of vapor on the liquid sodium surface will occur and
so um vaporization must terminate. This reasoning leads to an implicit
relation between T*, and the system pressure*:

Psat,ss (T*) + Psat,Na (Ti) = P (10)

Equation (10) reveals that sustained sodium vaporization is impossible
when the liquid sodium-steel vapor interface temperature drops slightly below
the sodium boiling point' (by much less than 1C) at the system P. Even
accounting for the fact that radiation from "white-hot" steel fog particles
will be the predominant form of energy transfer on the steel vapor side of the
interface, because of the initial, highly subcooled state of liquid sodium at,
say, 500*C. The energy requirements for maintaining the liquid sodium surface
at its boiling temperature cannot be met. Thus, sufficient quantities of
steel vapor will reach the liquid sodium surface such that steel condensation

The essential difference between a two-component and a one-component system
is that there is only one partial pressure interface temperature relation
which determines whether the energy exchange leads to condensation or
evaporation. Furthermore, in a one-component system phase change in only
one direction is permissible.
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0
upon the sodium surface will occur. The condensed steel will probably form
"steel frost" on the surface, since the steel vapor temperature must fall
below its triple point temperature (sublimation) as it diffuses through sodium
vapor toward the vaporizing liquid surface. If the frost layer is sufficient-
ly porous, stable counter-diffusion of steel and sodium vapor at uniform total
pressure will occur. Alternatively, the liquid sodium surface may become
unstable with respect to vaporization, frequently becoming superheated and
shattering any condensed steel layer that tends to form! on its surface,
resulting in surface temperatures that oscillate about the sodium boiling
point.

Regardless of the precise mechanism of energy exchange between hot steel
vapor and subcooled sodium, it is clear that sodium evaporation must accompany
steel vapor condensation. A simple energy balance reveals that this dual
phase conversion process rsults in a vapor volume increase at constant
pressure. For every 1.0 cm, of steel vapor condensed, 1.3 cm of sodium vapor
is produced from subcooled sodium at T = 500*C. In summary sodium re-entry
into the core by rapid steel vapor depressurization is prevented by sodium
vaporization.

0
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Question CS760.178D8

What is your estimate of the force required to produce a mechanically
induced relief path via upper internals structuresdisplacement?

Response

Forces of structural significance to the upper internals structure (UIS)
can only be produced by an energetic core disassembly, which is a very low
probability event in the CRBRP. The Project approach to provide for struc-
tural margin beyond the design base (SMBDB) is presented in detail in Ref.
QCS760.178D8-1. In summary, an extreme core temperature condition was chosen
to both provide a substantial margin for the expected nonenergetic outcome of
an HCDA, and to accommodate a large degree of uncertainty and conservatism
(including potential work augmentation by sodium) for generic HCDA conse-
quences. Included in the approach was the selection of a fuel isentropic
expansion calculation for the thermal-to-mechanical energy conversion process.
The UIS has been shown in scale model tests to accommodate the forces 'which
result from the SMBDB specification without major deformation of the support
columns, although limited buckling was observed (Ref. 760.178D8-1).

In direct response to the question an assessment of the forces required
to significantly displace the UIS has been performed.

Based upon a finite element analysis (ANSYS computer program) of the UIS
support columns an9 a failure moge due to plastic hinging, an estimated static
force of 2.90 x 10 N (6.52 x 10 lbf) would be required to cause buckling and
collapse of all four columns, producing a relief path via significant UIS
displacement. The following assumptions were made in obtaining this force:
(1) a column temperature of 538*C (1000*F), (2) average column dimensions of
30.5 cm icand2.54 cm (1 in.) wall thickness, (3) a typical yield stress of
1.47 x ̂ 10 N/mi (1.25 times the minimum) Ref. QCS760.178D8-2, and (4) the UIS
motion limited to the axial direction. The UIS is laterally restrained until
key disengagement occurs at a displacement of 18.8 cm.

One way to help characterize the above force required to buckle the UIS
columns is to assume that all of the above core structural flow paths are
blocked, and that the structure is lifted up against the bottom of the UIS by
a uniform core pressure. For this assumed configuration, the required pres-
sure is calculated to be approximately 91 atm.

The ANSYS model utilizes plastic pipe elements for the support columns
and elastic shell elements for the UIS structure. The columns are modeled
with a slight initial deformation, which in combination with the geometry
updating procedure allows column buckling to be analyzed. Figure QCS760.
178D8-1 shows the resulting estimate of vertical force on the UIS versus
ve tical displacement. This result utilized a minimum yield stress of 1.17 x
10 N/mi and resulted in a maximum axial load of 2.32 x 10 N where column
buckling occurred. Assuming a maximum value for 7the yield stress (Ref.
QCS760.178D8-3), a maximum axial load of 5.03 x 10 N is expected when column
buckling would occur. Figure QCS760.178D8-2 provides the bilinear stress-
strain relationship used for 316 SS at 538*C in the ANSYS model. The bilinear
curve is very good for strains below 0.05 and within 15% of expected values
(Ref. QCS760.178D8-l) for strains below 0.10. Hence, a force of approximately
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2.7 x 107 N would cause gross upward displacement of the UIS. As stated
previously, such large forces would be extremely unlikely in the CRBRP, even
under HCDA considerations. The analysis and judgement which support the
position that the defined SMBDB core thermal conditions envelope a very large
range of uncertainty and conservatism in evaluating core behavior are pre-
sented in Ref. QCS760.178D-l. In addition, the choice of a core fuel isen-
tropic expansion process to calculate the resulting structural loads contains
further margin relative to real processes. The remainder of the response to
this question provides the project basis which support the position that the
estimate of the post-disassembly expansion (PDE) structural loads based on the
assumption of an isentropic expansion of the fuel is conservative.

Studies, both experimental and analytical, have shown that non-isentropic
hydrodynamic and heat transfer processes play a net mitigating role. The
combined effect of thenon-isentropic processes is to produce a work energy
that is substantially lower than the isentropic value. The major non-isen-
tropic processes are:

1. Fuel self-mixing.

2. Non-uniform bubble expansion.

3. Hydrodynamic effects of the UIS.

4. Heat transfer to sodium.

5. Heat transfer to structures.

These processes are discussed below, including a discussion of the supporting
experimental and/or analytical evidence. All of these processes have been
clearly shown to be mitigating in nature except for heat transfer to sodium
which has the potential for work augmentation. The actual sodium work aug-
mentation however, is considered to be negligibly small for expected CRBRP PDE
conditions, and in the limit can be bounded via thermodynamic considerations.

1. Fuel Self-Mixing: 'The pressure gradients in the core and in the
expanding bubble cause the higher temperature fuel to accelerate
toward the colder fuel. The resulting mixing produces a net heat
loss from the hot fuel to the cold fuel, thus reducing the tem-
perature of the hot fuel. Since the fuel vapor pressure is an
exponential function of the temperature and steep, local temperature
gradients exist in the core, self-mixing has the effect of reducing
the core pressurization, and therefore the mechanical loading on the
vessel structures. The mitigating consequence of fuel self-mixing
for the CRBRP PDE, although clearly based on physical principle and
understanding, has not been currently quantified and substantiated
for CRBRP. An analytical study did estimate the effect as a 15% to
35% reduction of isentropic potential due to axial or combined
axial-radial self-mixing in the homogeneous core (Ref. QCS760.
178D8-4).

2. Non-Uniform Expansion: The pressure gradients in the core, and the .
resultant pressure gradients inside the expanding two-phase bubble,W
cause the force acting on the sodium pool to be less than if all the
fuel vapor was uniformly participating in accelerating the pool. In
other words, the relatively low pressure fuel vapor near the
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bubble/pool interface dominates the pool acceleration, while the
higher pressure fuel vapor farther away from the interface plays a
much smaller role in the pool acceleration, and therefore in the
subsequent sodium slug impact on the vessel head. . Also, vortexing
occurs at the bubble/pool interface, which is dissipative.

The mitigating effects of non-uniform expansion were verified
experimentally in Purdue University and SRI International nitrogen
expansion tests (Refs. QCS760.178D8-5 and -6). These tests employed
simple scaled-down models of the CRBRP vessel. The high pressure
nitrogen was initially at room temperature. It was released into a
water pool containing no structures at the start of the test. Both
tests confirmed that the expansion work was substantially less
(30%-40%) than the isentropic value. The reduction is attributed
primarily to non-uniform expansion of the nitrogen, and 'to the
compression of the cover gas. The non-uniformity in the bubble
expansion for the CRBRP would be even greater due to the Pressure
gradients existing in the core, whereas the nitrogen expansion tests
started with a uniform pressure of the nitrogen source.

Analysis of the Purdue tests using straightforward analytical
models derived from basic hydrodynamic principles (Ref. QCS760.
178D8-5) showed good predictability of the test results, and veri-
fied the mitigating role of non-uniform bubble expansion. Analysis
of the SRI tests using the more complex SIMMER-II code (Ref. QCS
760.178D8-5) also confirmed the basic effect of non-uniform expan-
sion.

3. Hydrodynamic Effects of UIS: The presence of the UIS alters the
expansion of the bubble hydrodynamically by: (a) laterally di-
verting the flow beneath it, (b) throttling of the flow, and (c)
impeding the fluid flow through friction. The lateral diversion of
fluid flow (Item a) produces turbulence and vortexing that consumes
energy without contributing to the acceleration of the pool and
subsequent mechanical loading on the vessel head. This mechanism is
very effective in reducing the PDE work energy. Throttling of the
flow through the UIS (Items b and c) causes the expansion of the
bubble to slow down and to act on a smaller mass of the pool (sodium
above the UIS), with approximately the same acceleration as when the
UIS is absent, such that the impact loading on the vessel head is
reduced.

The hydrodynamic effects of the UIS have been experimentally
confirmed via the previously referenced Purdue and SRI. programs.
Straightforward analyses of the bubble expansion in the presence of
the UIS (Ref. QCS760.178D8-8) have verified a correct understanding
of the basic flow effects. Again, the more complex analyses of the
SRI experiments with SIMMER further substantiate the significant
role of the UIS in reducing the. isentropic work potential; analy-
tically estimated as a 50% .reduction for CRBRP geometries.

4. Heat Transfer to Sodium: This is the only mechanism identified as
having a potential for significant augmentation of the PDE work
energy relative to the isentropic expansion case. The thermal
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interaction between fuel and sodium produces a mitigating factor;
the cooling of the fuel due to net heat loss to "sodium, and an
augmenting factor; the vaporization of liquid sodium which increases
the bubble pressure. The trade-off between the two factors is
dependent on the relative masses of the sodium and fuel, the fuel
temperature, and the compliant space available for component separa-
tion.' As discussed in Ref. QCS760.178D8-9, Section 8.2.6,' the pre-
ponderance of experimental evidence supports a benign or mitigating
role for the sodium. Two contact modes of importance are the
ejection' of' fuel from rods into sodium within fuel assembly geome-
try, and the entrainment of sodium into an expanding fuel bubble in
the upper vessel sodium pool.

The highest fuel energy tests relevant to the first'mode were
the TREAT S-li,' S-12 and Sandia PBE series, of which PBE-5S and -9S
have been reviewed in additional detail. As discussed in the above
reference, care must be used when interpreting energy conversion
efficiencies in these limited compliance volume autoclave tests. Of
the above tests, only PBE-9S reported a significant pressurization
event after piston stoppage (i.e., constant volume system), which
was interpreted by some as a pressure wave induced fragmentation
FCI. However, the interpretation, stated in Ref. QCS760.178D8-9, is
that the pressurization resulted from the constant volume enforced
mixing and heating.

Some comparisons will help to illustrate this point. The
specific sodium mass (defined as the mass of sodium per fuel mass)
which is a measure of overall quenching potential has a value of 5
and 0.1 for tests S-li and PBE-9S. Another comparison is offered by
the specific displacement (defined as the compliant volume per fuel
mass) which is a measure of the sodium ability to disengage from the
hot liquid fuel. The S-il and PBE-9S values are 1.2 and 0.25 while
the corresponding CRBRP value is 3. These comparisons serve to
demonstrate that the PBE-9S experiment was, relative to S-il and
CRBRP, an extremely constrained environment which strongly affects
the potential for system pressurization. The more compliant S-li
experiment'conditions, which are much closer to the' CRBRP,' resulted
in substantially reduced work potential.

Based upon both simulant and real materials experiments wherein
thermite produced high temperature fuel was injected into sodium
pools (Ref. QCS760.178D8-10) no augmentation of fuel isentropic work
potential' is expected by sodium entrainment into an expanding fuel
bubble. Additionally, the. maximum effect of this augmentation
process can be limited to a factor of two based on thermodynamic
considerations (Ref. QCS760.178D8-11).

Heat Transfer to Structures: The UIS and above-core structure will
have a substantial mitigation effect on the core work potential due
to the net energy loss from the fuel and its synergistic effect on
fuel self-mixing in the core. However, the non-isentropic mitiga-
tion role of the heat transfer mechanisms is currently less amenable
to quantify and substantiate as compared to the hydrodynamic effects
for the CRBRP.
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In summary, non-isentropic processes during the post-disassembly expansion
will produce a substantial reduction in the work energy from'the isentropic
value. Although a potential has been indicated for sodium to augment the fuel
expansion work, it would be outweighed by the, many demonstrated mitigation
processes and be enveloped by the Project selection of an isentropic process.
The net reduction is conservatively estimated to be at least 35% to 70%, based
on only consideration of major contributing processes which can reasonably be
quantified by analysis and/or experiments. Hence, the SMBDB specified forces
on the UIS and other primary heat transport system components are considered
appropriately conservative.
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Question CS760.179

Dimensioned design layout drawings are required by the staff and Its
consultants to provide an accurate basis for the geometries used In analysis
of hypothetical core disruptive accident energetics. Please provide design
Iayout drawings, Including dimensions, materials and weldments, for all the
components and structures in the reactor vessel including:

a) fuel, blanket, control and removable radial shield assemblies;

b) the upper internal structure and all Its components;

c) the core support plate and all Its components;

d) the reactor vessel Inlet plenum, Including the inlet piping and core
support cone;

e) the core barrel, the core formal rings, the fixed radial shielding, the
horizontal baffle, the fuel transfer and storage assembly (FT&SA) the
bypass flow modules, the reactor vessel thermal liner, and any component
or structure connected to the core barrel; and

f) the reactor closure head, with its 3 rotating plugs, Including the reactor
vessel walls, the reacor vessel thermal liner, the gas intrainment
suppressor plate, the thermal and radiological shielding plates, the upper
Internal structure (UIS) jacking mechanisms, the liquid level monitor
plugs, the vessel flange, the riser assemblies (inner and outer for all
plugs), the riser dip seals, the riser elastomer seals, any component or
structure conncted to the reactor closure head, and all penetrations
thereof.

Response

The requested design layout drawings have ben supplied under separate cover in
Reference QCS760.179-1.

References

QCS760.179-1. Letter HQ:S:82:085, J. Longenecker (DOE) to P. Check (NRC),
"Transmittal of Information", dated August 20, 1982.
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LIST OF DRAWINGS PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION CS760.179-

Drawing No. Rev. Title

138J501 4 Upper Control Rod Drive Mechanism Design Layout
138J502 4 Lower Control Rod Drive Mechanism Design Layout
138J503 4 Lower Control Rod Drive Design Layout

273R225 17 Secondary Control Rod System Design Layout

766J611 12 Primary Heat Transport System Design Layout
766J613 44 Reactor Closure Head Small Rotating Plug
766J614 78 Reactor Closure Head Intermediate Rotating Plug
766J615 77 Reactor Closure Head Large Rotating Plug
766J616 22 Reactor Closure Head Arrangement
766J648 15 Upper Internals Structure Design Layout
766J653 2 Core Support Structure Module Liner DesignLayout
766J662 13 Bypass Flow Module Design Layout
766J667 12 Lower Inlet Module Layout
766J681 12 Core Former Structure Design Layout
766J688 12 Primary Control Assembly Design Layout
766J689 11 Radial Blanket Assembly Design Layout
766J697 9 Fuel Assembly Design Layout
766J723 4 Removable Radial Shield Design Layout
766J839 3 Inner Blanket Assembly Design Layout

1182E31 78 Reactor Vessel Design Layout
1182E55 6 Core Support Structure Design Layout
1182E86 4 Fuel Rod Design Layout

1183E16 82 Riser Design Layout
1183E25 5 Radial Blanket Rod Assembly Design Layout

1184E21 7 Fixed Radial Shield Design Layout
1184E56 13 Horizontal Baffle Assembly Design Layout

1535E45 21 Reactor Closure Head Assembly
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Ouestion CS810.01 (I1.1.2)

Discuss how sufficient onsite emergency organization personnel and
augmented capability will be provided in accordance with the
recommended staffing guidance expressed in NUREG-0654, Table B-i.

Response

Section 13.3.2 of the PSAR, Emergency Organization, has been revised
to indicate that the site emergency organization will comply with
Table B-i of NUREG-0654.
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Question CS810.02 (11.1.2)

Describe the means for notification, in the event of an emergency, of
persons assigned to the emergency organizations.

Provide a block diagram(s) that illustrates the onsite and offsite
emergency response organizations. Show the interface with Federal,
State, and local response organizations.

Provide the location and preliminary information on the near-site
Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) in enough detail to demonstrate
that the facility will provide an adequate basis for management of
overall licensee emergency response, coordination of radiological and
environmental assessment, determination of recommended public
protective actions, and coordination of emergency response activities
with Federal, State, and local agencies.

Response

The subject of notification has been addressed by revising Section
13.3.2 of the PSAR.

Refer to Figure 13.3-1 of Chapter 13, PSAR for the block diagram
showing interfaces of various organizations.

A description of the near-site EOF is not required at the PSAR stage
by 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Section II. However, refer to Section
13.3.2 of the PSAR for general discussion of the Emergency Control
Centers which TVA has established and are working for their nuclear
plants. TVA's Central Emergency Control Center located in Chattanooga
will function and provide all services as the near-site EOF.
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Question CS810.03 (13.3.3. 13.3.1.5)

Identify the principal North Carolina State office with responsibility
for ingestion pathway protective actions.

Describe contacts and arrangements made with local governments within
the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ).counties of Loudon, Morgan,
and Knox.

Response

As stated in Section 13.3.3 of the PSAR, the State of Tennessee
through its Tennessee Emergency Management Agency coordinates all
contact with the surrounding states within the ingestion pathway;
therefore, this particular concern will be handled by the State of
Tennessee. That portion of the North Carolina plan covering the
ingestion pathway will be included in the CRBRP-REP.

The Tennessee Emergency Management maintains all contacts and
arrangements with the local counties. Refer to Section 13.3.5.2 of
the PSAR.
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Question CS810.04 (I3.3.3. Table 13.3-1)

Letters of Agreement or State and local plans that provide for prompt
(15 minute) protective action decisionmaking on a 24-hour basis by
offsite agencies must be provided. This must include a description of
the decisionmaking chain, time required, and provisions for 24 hour
availability of decisionmakers and communications. Back up
communications not vulnerable to loss of normal power or overload by
public use must also be provided to each individual in the
decisionmaking process (See NUREG-0654, Appendix E).

Response

Providing such detailed letters of agreement or plans for decision
making at the PSAR is premature. No mention of this level of detailed
planning is found in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E. However, we have
addressed protective action recommendations in Section 13.3.5.2 of the
PSAR. There is no requirement to describe the detailed communications
system in Section II of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E at the PSAR stage.
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Question CS810.05 (13.3.4)

Commit to develop EALs in accordance with the recommended guidance
expressed in NUREG-09654, Criterion I.1 and Appendix 1. The EAL
recognition methodology for Site Area and General Emergency classes
must not include the performance of any calculations, personnel
actions, etc., that cannot be completed within 15 minutes during the
backshift.

.Response

10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Section II, does not require that Emergency
Action Levels (EAL) be addressed in the PSAR stage; however, a general
description of the EALs is provided in Section 13.3.4 of the PSAR.
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Question CS810.06 (I•...1)

Commit to develop a method to account for site personnel within 30
minutes.

Response

10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Section II does not require that a commitment
be made in the PSAR on personnel accountability.
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Question CS810.07 (1•.3.5.1)

Describe the provisions for the development of specific criteria
(action levels) to be used to implement onsite protective measures.

RespQnse

Section 13.3.4 of the PSAR describes the provisions for Emergency
Action Levels development.
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Question CS810.08 (13.3.5.2)

Describe the methodology to be used to determine the protective action
recommended to orfsite authorities to include:

1. Development of EALs corresponding to plant conditions (core,
containment),

2. Use of evacuation time estimates for conditions at the time of
the accident and for special populations,

3. Use of protection factors for homes, schools, etc.,
4. Consideration of special populations and facilities, and
5. Consideration of EPA PAGs.

Discuss the need and provisions for onsite corrective actions under
accident conditions.

Item 1:
Item 2
thru 5:

See Section 13.3.4 of the PSAR
A summary of the preliminary evacuation time estimate per-
formed by the State of Tennessee is contained in Appendix
13.3A of the PSAR. According to 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, only
a preliminary estimate is required identifying any major
impediments at the PSAR stage.
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Question CS810.09 (13.3.5.2)

Describe in general the system proposed to alert and provide an
information message to the public in the 10-mile EPZ within 15 minutes
in accorance with recommended guidance expressed in NUREG-0654,
Appendix 3. Provisions for special instructions to special
populations (e.g., schools) should be discussed along with provisions
for river traffic populations.

Response

It is felt that this subject area is discussed in sufficient detail in
Section 13.3.5.2 to satisfy the intent of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, for
the PSAR.
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Question CS810.10 (13.1,7)

Provide the proposed location (show relation to emergency centers) and
physical layout of the first aid and personnel decontamination
facilities.

Resoonse

Figure 13.3-2 has been added to the PSAR to provide this information.
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Ouestion CS81R.11 (1•..8)

Revise the general description and frequency of drills to conform to
NUREG-0654, Criterion N.2.

Respons

10 CFR 50, Appendix E does not require that drills and exercises be
addressed at the PSAR stage.

N
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Question CS810.12 (I3..9)

Provide a training program which includes emergency plan training, for
all employees assigned to the site.

Response

10 CFR 50, Appendix E states the applicant must provide for a training
program and that the training program be submitted in the PSAR. We
have provided a general description of such a program in Sections
13.3.8 and 13.3.9 of the PSAR. Section 13.3.9 of the PSAR has been
revised to include training for AUl plant personnel.
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Question CS81o.13 (13.1.9)

Include in the description of training for offsite agencies, site
orientation familiarization and the aspect of conditions that they may
encounter onsite that are not part of their normal duties/training.

Response

The Tennessee Emergency Management Agency, State of Tennessee, has the
responsibilities for coordinating all efforts of the offsite agencies.
However, TVA has committed to provide the necessary training for local
fire and police departments, ambulance services, etc. as indicated in
Section 13.3.3 of the PSAR.
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Question CS810.14 (Table 13.3-1)

include in the listing of participants in the CRBRP-REP, the counties
of Loudon, Morgan, and Knox.

Response

Table 13.3-1 of the PSAR has been revised to comply with this request.
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Question CS810.15 (Appendix 11.3A)

Perform an evacuation time estimate study that conforms to NUREG-0654,
Appendix 4. Submit the study for the staff's review.

Response

A detailed evacuation time estimate will be prepared by the State of
Tennessee and submitted to NRC and FEMA at the FSAR stage.
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Question CS810.16 (Aooendix 13.3A)

Provide Figure 13.3A-4, "Elapsed Exposure Time To Reach Whole Body
Dose Versus Downwind Distance."

Include in the plans for evacuation/sheltering of the public,
consideration of workers at the K-25 complex, operated by DOE-Oak
Ridge (Union Carbide).

Provide additioAal description of onsite facilites, Systems and
Methods for identifying the degree of seriousness and potential scope
of radiological consequences. Include radiological and meteorological
instrumentation, and slaves of the SPDS at the TSC and EOF.

Resp~onse

Figure 13.3A-4 is page 13.3A-9 of Chapter 13 of the PSAR.

This information is not required at the PSAR stage per 10 CFR 50,
Appenix E, Section II; however, this will be provided in the State of
Tennessee plan at the FSAR stage.
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